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Preface

The idea to write a book about embodied music cognition was inspired

by traveling. Visits to the postgraduate school of the Music Technology

Group of Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona (June 2003), the Kul-

turwissenschaftliches Forschungskolleg Media und Kulturelle Kommuni-

kation (December 2003) of the University of Cologne, and the Max

Planck Institute for Cognitive Neuroscience in Leipzig (May 2005) intro-

duced me to research groups that specialized in different methodologies.

These groups were all working on music, but their diversity in approach-

ing the matter was quite striking and was largely determined by the

research discipline. Attending the Conference on Interdisciplinary Musi-

cology (CIM 2004), the Computer Music Modeling and Retrieval

Conference (CMMR 2004), the Rhythm Perception and Production

Workshop (RPPW 2005), the International Conference on Music Infor-

mation Retrieval (ISMIR 2004), and participating in national and interna-

tional research projects (e.g., MAMI, MEGA, ConGAS, S2S2) convinced

me that there was a need for an approach that would unify music

research, thereby focusing on what music is about and what it does to

people.

I thought that such a unifying approach could be of value to a

broad range of scholars and students with backgrounds in musicology,

philosophy, engineering, physics, psychology, and neuroscience. How-

ever, I realize that my ambition is a very tall order and that this book

is just the starting point of that idea. In that sense, this book is more a

philosophical essay about the foundations of music research and a jour-

ney into possibilities rather than a survey of all empirical research results

that would support my viewpoint. I hope that the viewpoints presented

here can be elaborated and expanded in the near future.

My viewpoints were discussed with colleagues with whom I was

involved in several scientific and educational activities. In particular, I



thank my colleagues and friends A. Camurri (Genoa), R. I. Godøy

(Oslo), J. Louhivuori and P. Toiviainen (Jyväskylä), A. Schneider (Ham-

burg), and U. Seifert (Cologne), who have been very close to me for

many years, and with whom I organized three summer schools in sys-

tematic musicology (1999, 2001, 2006). It was in 2001, on a terrace in

Jyväskylä, that the need for such a book was first expressed, and I am

pleased to offer here my part of the work.

Basic ideas of this book have been explored at my institute (IPEM,

Department of Musicology) at Ghent University, and I thank my stu-

dents, collaborators, and colleagues O. Cornelis, L. De Bruyn, F. Des-

met, L. De Voogdt, J. Dierickx, A. Ganzevoort, E. Heylen, M. Lesaffre,

H. Li, G. Martens, J.-P. Martens, D. Moelants, I. Schepers, F. Styns, K.

Tanghe, L. van Noorden, and V. Vermeulen for their contributions,

which include their participation in the lively IPEM think tank meetings.

Thanks also to the many colleagues abroad who contributed to my view-

point in discussions and during project meetings, workshops, lectures,

collaborations, and summer schools. I thank F. Carreras (Pisa) and H.

Sabbe (Bruges) for critical comments on the first draft of this book.

They supported me to continue and clarify my topic. I owe much to the

late J. L. Broeckx (Ghent), great musicologist and humanist, for his

friendship. Finally, this book could never have been written without the

help of my family. My last words of thanks go to my wife, Magda, and

son, Batist, for their patience with a husband and father who was too

often mentally absent, even if corporeally present.
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Introduction

Modern digital media tend to handle music as encoded physical energy,

while the human way of dealing with music is based on beliefs, inten-

tions, interpretations, experiences, evaluations, and significations. How

can this gap be closed? What kind of mediation is needed to bridge the

gap? And how can engineers, psychologists, brain scientists, and musi-

cologists contribute to this? What would be a good approach in handling

these questions?

This book offers a framework for dealing with the above questions.

It is based on a hypothesis about the nature of musical communication,

which is supposed to be rooted in a particular relationship between mu-

sical experience (mind) and sound energy (matter). In this mind/matter

relationship, the human body can be seen as a biologically designed

mediator that transfers physical energy up to a level of action-oriented

meanings, to a mental level in which experiences, values, and intentions

form the basic components of music signification. The reverse process is

also possible: that the human body transfers an idea, or mental represen-

tation, into a material or energetic form. This two-way mediation pro-

cess is largely constrained by body movements, which are assumed to

play a central role in all musical activities. The embodied music cognition

approach assumes that the (musical) mind results from this embodied in-

teraction with music. The approach can be considered an extension of,

or perhaps an alternative to, the classical (disembodied) music cognition

approach.

The first chapter introduces the main theme of the book by consid-

ering the practice of musical signification. This practice is fundamentally

based on musical experience, but it also involves music description, in

particular when these experiences are communicated. I argue in favor of a

musical signification practice that is based on action, action measurement,



and action-based descriptors of music. This approach holds the pro-

mise that the natural mediator for music (which is the human body)

can be extended with (artificial) mediation technologies so that mental

activity can cross the traditional boundaries into environments (digital

or virtual) that cannot otherwise be accessed by the natural mediator.

The rest of the book can be seen as an unfolding and an application of

this idea. Broadly speaking, the theory of embodied music cognition is

developed in chapters 3–5, and the applications are discussed in chapters

6–7.

The second chapter gives a historical and philosophical overview of

the major music research paradigms that are important as background

for this book. Starting from Greek philosophy, attention is focused on

the difference between disembodied and embodied approaches to music,

and on the role of empirical approaches and technology in modern music

research.

In the third chapter, I start constructing the framework by looking

at the relationship between a human subject and its environment. This

chapter introduces a dynamic ecological model for understanding how

subjects can realize the transformation from physical energy to cultural

abstractions, and vice versa. The next chapter goes deeper into the

central mechanism of embodied cognition: the coupling of action and

perception. It investigates how music can be understood as having an

action-based and goal-directed character. The fifth chapter explores the

idea that action-based understanding of music may be stratified, involv-

ing different degrees of corporeal engagement from synchronization to

attuning and to empathy, and from observation to imitation and to emo-

tional engagement.

In chapters 6 and 7, the feasibility of the embodied music cognition

approach is studied in two core areas of modern music mediation re-

search: interaction with musical instruments (how to build mediation

tools that allow flexible and spontaneous expression of artistic ideas),

and music search and retrieval (how to build mediation tools that allow

search for and retrieval of music in a database or digital music library).

The enormous reservoir of musical information on the Internet, for ex-

ample, calls for flexible access based on the connection between human

communication, and machine search-and-retrieval technology. Can we

find a way of searching for music on the Internet which does justice to

human perception, human cognition, motor interaction, and emotive

involvement with music? Can we find a way of interacting with machines

xiv Introduction



so that artistic expression can be fully integrated with contemporary

technologies? What tools should be developed in order to achieve these

goals, and what are the human ways of acting in these contexts? In these

two domains, I show how an embodied music cognition approach, based

on corporeal articulations and semantic descriptions, can contribute to

the development of a mediation technology.

xv Introduction
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1 Musical Experience and Signification

During the twentieth century, there was a dramatic change in the way

people had access to music. Originally, music was accessible only in an

environment where it was played. There needed to be a direct transfer

of sound energy from musician to listener. However, since the late nine-

teenth century, music recording technology has made it possible to en-

code the sound energy on a material substrate. As a result, access to

music has become mediated by technologies. The encoded energy can be

purchased in a shop and reproduced as audible music at home, using an

appropriate player.

Since the mid-1990s, with the advent of electronic media and com-

munication networks, the economic chain involving music has developed

to a level where access to the production, distribution, and consumption

of music has become fast, individualized, and, above all, mediated by

electronic technology. The major outcome of one century of technologi-

cal development is that music is available in huge amounts, just a few

computer mouse clicks away from our ears.

Yet, while music may be available in large quantities just a few

mouse clicks away, it is far from evident which mouse clicks should be

used in order to find and retrieve the music one really wants to purchase.

Music is still accessed in terms of metadata such as the name of a com-

poser or the title of a song, but not in terms of how it sounds or how it

feels. Technologies for content-based access to music—that is, for access

to the inside of music, as exists for texts—are still in development. Ac-

cess to music from a personal, experience-based point of view is in the

research phase. At this moment, there is a media technology which can

provide a stream of musical information in just a few seconds, but there

is no mature mediation technology based on content and experience.

Nor is the technology always very transparent. In many cases, the tech-

nology is an obstacle that makes access to music difficult for many users.



Hence the paradoxical situation that music is available in abun-

dance, but it is barely accessible by using existing descriptions and obtru-

sive technologies. Similar problems occur in relation to interactive music

systems. These systems are equipped with sensors and sound synthe-

sizers, and they allow the transformation of all possible gestural con-

trols into sounds. Yet musicians often have the feeling that a fine-grained

control over the music performance is missing, and that mediation tech-

nology stands between what they want and what they get.

What is needed is a transparent mediation technology that relates

musical involvement directly to sound energy. Transparent technology

should thereby give a feeling of non-mediation, a feeling that the media-

tion technology ‘‘disappears’’ when it is used. Such a technology would

then act as a natural mediator for search-and-retrieval purposes as well

as for interactive music-making.

I believe that the apparent non-mediation of mediation technology

is a very challenging problem that cannot be solved by technology alone.

It calls for a more general solution in which an overall theory of the

human mind, body, and sound is needed.

How such a theory and technology of music mediation should

look, and how an intermediary relationship between encoded musical in-

formation and the intentional use of that information should be worked

out, is the major topic of this book. Given the challenge and interdisci-

plinary grounding of the problem, technological aspects should be sorted

out in collaboration with engineering specialists. Note that what I am

going to offer in this book is just a theory, or perhaps just a viewpoint,

not techniques or technical specifications related to technology. My focus

will be on mind/body/matter relationships rather than on the tools that

implement their connections.

However, as always, a good understanding of the problem is half-

way to the solution. Therefore, the first thing needed in order to build

the theory is an understanding of the practice of music signification: of

how humans engage themselves with music and why they do so. From

there, it will be possible to outline the main themes that should be

taken into account. Accordingly, this chapter introduces the problem of

music signification and aims at analyzing the main themes of a theory

of music mediation. Section 1.1 introduces the distinction between direct

involvement with music and description of this involvement. In both

cases, it seems that subjective engagement with music is important. The

section 1.2 considers to what extent a subjectivist approach can con-

tribute to a technology of music mediation. In section 1.3 it will be
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argued that the position of subjectivism is difficult to maintain because

of its weak philosophical foundation in skepticism, but an alternative

subject-oriented account, based on human action, can be proposed. In

section 1.4, this action-oriented alternative is considered in terms of three

foundations: linguistic descriptions, corporeal descriptions, and the call

for a transparent, technology-mediated access to music. These three

foundations will form the framework for the chapters that follow.

1.1 Experience and Description

Musical sound can have a large impact on a human being, and this im-

pact may be beneficial or, in some cases, harmful. For example, music

can be beneficial for personal development, such as the forming of a per-

sonal self or identity, or for social bonding, such as the forming of a

group identity (Hargreaves and North, 1999). Music may enhance sports

activities and consumption (Wilson, 2003), and it can have healing

effects (Thaut, 2005). On the other hand, there is evidence that certain

types of music can have a harmful effect, even driving people to self-

destruction and suicide (e.g., Maguire and Snipes, 1994; Wintersgill,

1994; Gowensmith and Bloom, 1997; Scheel and Westefeld, 1999;

Stack, 2000; Lacourse et al., 2001; Rustad et al., 2003).

In this book, I take it for granted that music can have a powerful

effect on humans, and I focus on a better understanding of this effect.

This is necessary for two reasons: first, for the development of technolo-

gies for music mediation, and second, for improving our involvement

with music and our use of music. Obviously, technologies for music me-

diation may facilitate access to music and, therefore, contribute to a

better involvement with music. Technologies will be treated in the last

two chapters of this book. Before that, we need to know what is meant

by ‘‘being involved with music.’’

Involvement assumes a relationship between a person (henceforth

also called a subject) and music. This relationship may be either direct

or indirect. Figure 1.1 provides a schematic view of the subject/music re-

lationship in terms of direct and indirect involvement.

First consider the notion of direct involvement with music. Many

people try to get in direct contact with music. Why do they do so? Why

do people make great efforts to attend a concert? Why do they invest so

much time in learning to play a musical instrument? What is so attractive

about music that all cultures have music, and that people want to repeat

the musical experience many times?

3 Musical Experience and Signification



One plausible answer is that people try to be involved with music

because this involvement permits an experience of behavioral resonance

with physical energy. People seek such an experience with sound energy

(among other types of energy) because they are moved by it and get

absorbed by it, thereby attaining a particular feeling of unification with

reality (Jourdain, 1997; Lowis, 2002). It may be assumed that this

behavioral resonance gives a feeling of self-reward which is beneficial

for their self-identity, interpersonal relationships, and mood (Hargreaves

and North, 1999). Being involved with music may take the mind away

from the routines of everyday life. It may contribute to mental order,

and the general effect is happiness, consolation, and well-being. The ef-

fort is likely to be based on self-motivation, and the reason people try to

reach this level of direct involvement may be largely for its own sake

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).

This type of involvement is direct in the sense that it is a matter of

corporeal immersion in sound energy, which is a direct way of feeling

musical reality.1 It is less concerned with cognitive reflection, evaluation,

interpretation, and description. This involvement is a purely subjective

activity based on personal opinions and feelings and on social musical

activities such as being part of an audience listening to music at a concert

or being part of an ensemble playing music. In essence, the feeling of

being directly involved is something personal, experienced only by the

subject. It does not require great skills to have direct involvement with

musical reality, but if they are desired, great skills can be developed. In

Figure 1.1
Schematic representation of the relationship between a subject and music in
terms of access.
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fact, the skills needed to deal with musical reality may vary largely—

depending, for example, on whether it is just listening to music or play-

ing it.

Next, consider the indirect way of being involved with music. This

way proceeds by means of a mediator, such as a linguistic description

of music, a score, or an audio player. The score and the linguistic de-

scription are examples of symbolic mediators. They mediate access to

music as mental representation, but not access to music as sound energy.

In contrast, the audio player is an example of a physical mediator.

It mediates access to music as sound (or physical) energy, and via this

way it is possible to form a mental representation of the music that is

heard.2

1.1.1 Behavioral Resonance, Awareness, and Description

The relationship between direct involvement and indirect involvement,

or between behavioral resonance and description, is peculiar in that the

one does not exclude the other. In fact, it often happens that direct and

indirect involvement reinforce one another. In this relationship, aware-

ness (or consciousness) plays a central role.

Awareness can be seen as the subject’s knowledge of the state of

the environment in which music occurs. This knowledge may be a key

factor in establishing behavioral resonance with music. In a concert hall,

it may involve a process of mutual adaptive behavioral resonances

(called entrainment; see Clayton et al., 2004) between musicians and the

audience in the concert hall. The shared focal point, the attention of

the audience directed toward the performers, the movements of other

people: all may contribute to the ‘‘magic’’ atmosphere that facilitates

direct involvement with what happens on the scene.

Yet, being too much aware, being too conscious of the musicians

and the audience, may engage the mind in thinking and reasoning about

the others. Activities such as reasoning, interpretation, and evaluation

may disturb the feeling of being directly involved because the mind gets

involved in a representation of the state of the environment, which dis-

tracts the focus and, as a result, may break the ‘‘magic spell’’ of being

entrained. That is why the measurement of musical involvement by in-

trospection is so difficult. Asking a subject to move a slider according to

the self-evaluated degree of resonance with music engages the subject’s

mind in a process that may break direct involvement. As soon as direct

5 Musical Experience and Signification



involvement is self-evaluated and mentally represented in a conscious

way, it seems to disappear. Verbal description is even worse because it

requires that the situation first be mentally interpreted and then made

explicit in verbal terms.

It is a likely assumption that awareness and immersion have to be

balanced in order to be effective. As soon as awareness becomes too

dominant and turns into a mental activity involved in representation

and description, it may disturb behavioral resonance and entrainment.

1.1.2 The Need for Description

It would seem that direct involvement is what most people are looking

for in music, whereas description is a disturbing factor in our relation-

ship with music. Yet descriptions of music have a strong appeal to

human communication needs as well. After all, the sharing of experiences

by means of descriptions, shapes social bonding and is self-rewarding.

Information from other persons can establish the cognitive appara-

tus required to be able to make sense of music and thus to be involved

with it. For example, modern music can be difficult to understand, but a

proper description of the cultural context in which the music has been

created may help greatly in appreciating it. Thus, description can open

the ears to unknown aspects of the music. That is why talk about music

is a daily occurrence. Even when the descriptions are incomplete, vague,

and even partly incorrect, talk is often the only vehicle by which we can

communicate about musical experiences, share our experiences, and

make sense of them. While description of music may be secondary to

the real world of music, it may serve as a tool to get involved with it. De-

scription may set the resonance filters, deepen the involvement, and pro-

vide a signification. Therefore, it would be very useful to integrate that

property into a music mediation technology.

The fascinating issue here is that a description may be of interest

even if it is largely incomplete. For example, most descriptions of music

are fairly general and abstract, such as ‘‘a melody which goes right to the

heart,’’ ‘‘wonderful colors,’’ or ‘‘energetic rhythms.’’ Yet these descrip-

tions may be sufficient for other people to want that music, to purchase

it, and to get involved with it.

In talking about descriptions it is important to note that what most

people hear in music is often determined largely by the cultural context

in which the music is heard. Often, the cultural context is rarely men-

tioned. Nevertheless, incomplete description works because the users of
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this description share common experiences and probably a common cul-

tural context as well. This common cultural background is often known

tacitly and, therefore, it need not be made explicit in the description. If

the shared cultural context is an experienced context, then only a few

words may be needed for people to understand each other. It can be

assumed that descriptions work rather well with music, because, as

humans, we share the experience of music, and often we also share the

context in which music is happening.

Another important observation is that most descriptions of music

are normally not directly observable in the sound energy that makes up

the musical signal. Even if properties of sound energy are visualized,

descriptions often cannot be directly associated with them. Indeed, how

could we relate the term beautiful to some pattern in the sound energy?

Many descriptions of music stem from subjective experiences which in-

volve personal memories and interpretations of the cultural environment

and social functions in which music appears. This tension between

music and its linguistic description is well known in musicology. It has

led to the widespread belief (in musicology) that description of music is

all about this subjective involvement. People communicate about music

because it is an essential aspect of life, giving meaning to the surrounding

world, and because of shared musical experiences and musical contexts.

Description forms part of a signification practice in which it helps people

to get access to music. Therefore, it has been suggested that musicology

should address signification practice. Musicology would be most useful

for setting the cognitive resonance filters necessary for having access to

music.

Yet, the type of description discussed so far is mainly based on

abstraction, conceptualization, and verbalization. One may question

whether this so-called linguistic description is the only possible form

of music description, and whether alternative forms of description—

nonlinguistic—should be considered which involve different levels of

awareness and different perspectives of observation and signification.

For example, a graphical description based on body movements of sub-

jects involved in direct experiences with music could become an item for

nonlinguistic description and further use in technology. In this book, I

intend to show that embodied involvement with music may offer new

possibilities for music description that challenge the role of linguistic de-

scription in music signification practice. The sections that follow explore

the difference between linguistic descriptions and nonlinguistic descrip-

tions of music in more detail.
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1.2 Description as Subjective Interpretation

Musicology is traditionally concerned with musical signification prac-

tices in which linguistic-based description plays a central role. Musi-

cologists tend to assume that direct involvement with music has an

individual and subjective bias which can be given a meaningful interpre-

tation in relation to a cultural and historical context. The nature of this

interpretation process is worth considering in more detail. To what ex-

tent does this musical signification practice (and derived hermeneutic

methodology) provide access to music? And how can it be linked with

technology?

1.2.1 Signification Practice

The basic rationale of signification practice is that interpretations of

music can be turned into verbal descriptions that help people to get in

contact with the meaning of music. Descriptions reveal hidden meanings.

They provide access to signification, and hence may enhance the level of

direct involvement with music.

The task of musicology is to reveal the meaning of music by linking

the subjective experiences with a broader historical and cultural context.

The method for doing this consists of a speculative pursuit of potential

interpretations (Hatten, 1994).

Description as Subjective Interpretation

According to Tarasti (2002, p. 117), ‘‘Music has always a content, and

this content has a conventional, arbitrary relationship with its signifier,

i.e. the aural and physical embodiment of the musical sign.’’ In similar

words, Hatten (1994, p. 275) says, ‘‘Meanings are not the equivalent

of sounding forms. The linkage between sound and meaning, though

mediated by forms, is also mediated by habits of association that, when

stylistically encoded, produce correlations, and when strategically earned

(inferred through a stylistically constrained interpretive process) produce

interpretations.’’ Monelle (2000), for example, speaks about cultural

temporalities and themes whose functions we can understand in particu-

lar contexts.

However, reference to a broader historical and cultural context

does not necessarily imply that the clarification of musical meaning is

just a discourse about something outside music. Rather, what counts

is the interaction between the experience of involvement and the cul-
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tural context (Scruton, 1997). This dynamic interaction draws on sub-

jective grounds. It means that the interpretation, and hence the descrip-

tion, may change, depending on the subjective bias of the moment.

Indeed, the cultural context is an extramusical reality which is shaped

through arbitrary conventions that form part of our background and

through which we have direct access to music. We use context to

experience music, and we give significance to experienced music with

reference to that context. A proper musicological interpretation, and

associated description therefore should be based on a well-informed cul-

tural and historical background.

1.2.2 Hermeneutic Methodology

A description of the fourth movement of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in A

(op. 101) (Hatten, 2003; based on Hatten, 1994) makes it easier to un-

derstand the methodology of cultural musical signification (and its asso-

ciated approach to music description) in more detail. The example aims

at clarifying the way in which music may create figurative meanings

(metaphors) in the eight-bar theme of the opening of the fourth move-

ment (figure 1.2):

The fanfare-like allusion to victory in the first four bars is made authoritative by
the simultaneous use of a 2–3 suspension chain from the learned style. The suc-
cessive use of musette-like sixteenth-note swirls over a pedal in the next four bars
evokes the pastoral, tropologically elevated by the juxtaposed learned style to a
‘‘high’’ pastoral emblematic of the spiritual or sublimely serene. The pastoral is

Figure 1.2
Beethoven, Piano Sonata in A (op. 101), beginning of the fourth movement.
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contiguous with the fanfare and learned style in the narrow confines of a the-
matic period, and the result of their implied interaction is a fresh, emergent
meaning that draws upon elements of each of the topics—something along the
lines of ‘‘authoritative inner victory of the spirit,’’ as opposed to the more famil-
iar ‘‘heroic outer victory of the will.’’ (Hatten, 2003, p. 82)

Hatten’s description involves correlations of elements of musical

structure with stylistic categories, all embedded in semantic interpreta-

tions that are driven by subjective experience. Hatten distinguishes no

fewer than three stylistic categories: in the first four bars, the heroic style

which is fanfare-like, based on a diatonic scale, played forte; the learned

style, which uses imitation and implied 2–3 suspensions; and, in the last

four bars, the pastoral style based on a soft, musette-like syncopated

pedal point, flowing sixteenths in simple stepwise motion. According to

Hatten, a first metaphor, or figurative meaning, emerges through the syn-

chronic interaction of the heroic style with the learned style, such that the

learned style enhances the heroic style to become authoritative. A second

metaphor then is formed by the diachronic interaction of the learned-

heroic (first four bars) and the pastoral style (second four bars). The

learned-heroic style has an effect on the interpretation of the pastoral in

that it becomes an inward spiritual victory instead of an outward heroic

triumph.

The methodology thus becomes visible: particular musical config-

urations, made up of melodic, rhythmic, harmonic, durational, and

textural elements, are related to knowledge of stylistic categories (called

topics or themes). This forms the reference framework for the creation of

stylistic opposition whose markedness gives rise to figurative meanings

that are called musical metaphors or tropes. A narrative is thus con-

structed which relates musical structure to cultural meanings. In this

method, subjective experience forms the basis of selecting the proper cor-

relations and interpretations.

The method is known as the hermeneutic method. It is a specula-

tive method because it is hard to prove that an interpretation (and its

description) may be true. Several interpretations of a single musical frag-

ment are possible. At best, an interpretation can be argued to be relevant

given the cultural and historical context.

1.2.3 Dealing with Intentionality

In this approach, a description is conceived as a description of the

music’s intentionality, that is, a description of musical configurations
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having (presumed) intentions. This relates to human intentional actions,

providing a natural level at which musical meaning can be accessed.

Through the description, music can be understood in relation to subjec-

tive actions. Examples are configurations that express the ‘‘inner victory

of the will’’ or that point to cultural contexts, such as ‘‘the heroic’’ or

‘‘the pastoral.’’3

Interestingly, the observation that the description of subjective ex-

perience draws strongly on the notion of intentionality is not new. It

has been addressed by musicologists from the continental European her-

meneutic tradition (see, e.g., Faltin and Reinecke, 1973; Stefani, 1975).

The main idea is that musical intentionality shows itself in musical con-

figurations that, in a goal-directed way and through convention, are

related to certain stylistic categories having a foundation in history and

culture. The hermeneutic method is assumed to reveal this relationship.

The method can be conceived as a projection of musical structure onto

stylistic-conventional categories through the lenses of subjective interpre-

tation. Compared with structuralist trends in musicology, this approach

entails a liberation of the subjective interpretation beyond the confines of

mere formal descriptions.4

For some musicologists, the uncovering of the music’s intention is

the main goal of music descriptions. Tarasti (2002, p. 24), for example,

expresses this point of view clearly when he says that the reduction of a

musical phenomenon to a statistical fact is anti-semiotical in nature: ‘‘For

semioticians to model a phenomenon in hard-science terms is a kind of

mystification, since we deal primarily with human, cultural, and social

behaviours—not physical laws.’’ The music’s intention is considered to

be a category that belongs to the mental world. Any engagement with

music is a signified engagement in that it is about personal experiences,

intuitive judgments, and interpretations, which are hardly accessible

with scientific methods. What musicology can do is provide descriptions

which are grounded in a subjective ontology of experienced musical

intentions. The discourse on music thus fosters the beliefs (a) that we en-

gage with music exclusively in the mental sphere, (b) that description has

a subjective bias, and (c) that what is described is the interpreted inten-

tionality of music.

1.2.4 Mediating Access to Music

The speculative pursuit of potential meanings has been the basis for a

multitude of approaches that draw on music analysis, introspection,
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phenomenological analysis, and historical and cultural contextualization

(Tarasti, 2003). The question which concerns us here is to what extent

these approaches can be of practical value in a technological environ-

ment that mediates access to music. I am thinking in particular about

two important contexts of mediation that form the topics of two chap-

ters in this book: interaction with musical instruments (chapter 6) and

search for and retrieval of music (chapter 7). To what extent can music

description, perhaps one that is based on a speculative pursuit of poten-

tial meanings, be relevant in human–machine interactions and interactive

music-making? To what extent can such a description be taken as a start-

ing point for applications that aim at finding music in a large database?

What other types of description are possible in relation to mediation

technologies?

Two entirely different approaches can be considered here. One

approach, attributed to subjectivism, states that the involvement with

music is so subjective that it cannot be related to mediation technology.

An alternative approach, which is action-based, states that aspects of

subjective involvement may subsume certain regularities which can be

related to mediation technologies.

1.3 The Subjectivist Approach

Subjectivism holds that experiences can provide a basis for speculative

interpretations of how music feels and what it means. Yet such descrip-

tions are not based on any plan or principle because the cultural bias and

the personal interest of a subject do not obey such principles. For that

reason, music descriptions are assumed to be highly arbitrary with re-

spect to physical reality. Consequently, if there are no regularities that

govern the relationship between experience and physical energy, then

there is no ground for the development of a mediation technology. For

that reason, subjectivism is rather skeptical about possible mind/matter

interactions (e.g., Välimäki, 2003).

I believe that subjectivism has a point in stressing the particular

subjective nature of the musical experience. Yet skepticism with respect

to possible correspondences between mind and physical reality may be

unjustified.

1.3.1 Dualism

First, consider the idea that the individual subjective experience is de-

tached from a physical reality. This viewpoint is difficult to maintain in
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the light of recent insights. In particular, neuroscience has provided com-

pelling arguments that the Cartesian division between mind and matter

can no longer be maintained and that a disembodied mind as such does

not exist (see, e.g., Damasio, 1999; Jeannerod, 2002; W. Singer, 2002).

The brain has no center that connects the parallel worlds of mind and

matter, as Descartes once suggested. In contrast to dualism, the concept

of mind is seen as an emergent effect of the brain perceiving its own

actions in relation to a physical environment (Erneling and Johnson,

2005). From that perspective, the subjective world of mental representa-

tions is not an autonomous category but a result of an embodied interac-

tion with the physical environment.

In addition, evolutionary biologists do not find any evidence in

support of a sudden qualitative difference between animals (in particular,

primates) and humans. Instead, they assume a fluent evolutionary pro-

cess from sensory to mimetic to more symbolic activities (Rizzolatti

and Arbib, 1998; Fitch, 2005). In this evolutionary process, the body,

or motor activity, is seen as the natural mediator which finally realized

the development of mental representations, or mental models, of the

physical environment. In other words, the mental world is not something

of a different order to which humans suddenly gained access. Instead,

it is the result of a gradual evolutionary process in which gradations of

mental involvement, from animal to human, can be distinguished (Tom-

asello, 1999; Dautenhahn and Nehaniv, 2002; Meltzoff and Prinz,

2002).

By focusing almost exclusively on a disembodied mind, subjec-

tivism puts itself into a difficult position with respect to modern insights.

And apart from that, the latent fear that the subjective experience of

music would be less important in an approach which considers mediation

processes between physical energy and mental representation is totally

unjustified, as modern science fully acknowledges the role of subjective

factors in human action.

1.3.2 Relativism

A second point concerns the arbitrary character of musical descriptions.

The idea that music descriptions relate in an arbitrary way to physical

reality follows from a disembodied mental perspective and its implied ne-

glect of a relationship with physical reality. This position may ultimately

lead to a kind of relativism which holds that music descriptions cannot

be argued about, that descriptions are incommensurable, and that all

opinions have equal value. In other words, that there is no truth, or no
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truth correspondence, for music descriptions, and therefore all opinions

are equally arbitrary.

I tend to avoid this kind of relativism by arguing that there

are aspects of music experience that can be described and can be use-

ful in mediation technology. Not all aspects of subjective experiences

may be grasped in descriptions, yet there is sufficient room for consider-

ing particular correspondences between subjective experiences and phys-

ical reality that could be useful in a context of music mediation. The

proof of this statement is contained in the subsequent chapters of this

book.

1.4 The Action-Based Approach

A way to proceed is based on the idea that action may play a key role in

mediation processes between the mental and the physical worlds. The

concept of action allows sufficient room for taking into account subjec-

tive experience and cultural contextualization, as well as biological and

physical processes. Actions indeed are subjective: they can be learned,

they often have a cultural signification, and they are based on the biome-

chanics of the human body. In that sense, actions may form a link be-

tween the mental and the physical worlds.

In what follows, I argue that the action-based approach calls for a

reconsideration of the notion of music description which, so far, in music

signification practice, has merely been associated with linguistic-based

descriptions. Three viewpoints are introduced: (a) a reconsideration of

the role of linguistic music descriptions, (b) the possibility of having non-

linguistic descriptions of music, and (c) the role of action in media tech-

nology, particularly in technology-mediated access to music. These three

viewpoints define a general framework for an action-based account of

musical involvement which will be worked out in subsequent chapters.

1.4.1 Linguistic Description

First consider the role of linguistic description of music. It is of interest to

reconsider the basis for having linguistic descriptions of music. What is

the essence of a linguistic description? What can it handle, and what

does it hide? In what follows, linguistic description is approached from

three different perspectives: the facts that it is proposition-based, that it

is socially embedded, and that it is referentially flexible (Tomasello,

1999).
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Propositional Basis

The propositional character of a linguistic description of a musical

experience implies symbolic communication. The sender encodes the

experience in a symbol, a formal entity chosen by convention which the

receiver decodes and understands.

The main advantage of this approach is that instead of having

to undergo the experience of the sender and feel what it is like to be

involved with physical energy—with all the possible positive or negative

consequences that can be associated with the experience—the sender can

encode the experience in linguistic format and communicate about the

experience. The meaning of the experience can be clarified by describing

the event and the context, and an interpretation can be given with re-

spect to these. By the sender’s doing so, the knowledge, told as a narra-

tive, can be of great interest to the receiver. The major advance is a rapid

spread of knowledge which the receiver can exploit when confronted

with similar events.

As this is applied to the Beethoven sonata, I may have listened to

the sonata many times, and have enjoyed the music, but I may have

missed the viewpoint that the two contrasting passages, which I experi-

enced as being rather different in expression—the one violent and the

other more calm—represent inner and outer victories of spirit and will.

Thanks to a story about the romantic ideal of the pastoral and the he-

roic, I may be able to hear the music in terms of this potential intention-

ality. With this knowledge, I may enhance my direct involvement with

music. Whereas before, I was engaged in the episodic nature of the note

sequences, or in the mimetic character of the expressiveness of calm and

forceful emotions, the narrative has disposed me to hearing the music in

terms of potential goals. In that sense, the narration has changed my per-

spective of listening because I now hear the intentions of inner and outer

victory. In this way, I have access to music at the level of an interpreted

(or better, attributed) musical intentionality.

The narrative can be helpful in understanding the music in terms of

previously unnoticed or unknown symbols and significations. It can set

the filters for having direct involvement with music. Without the narra-

tive, it might be difficult to access this particular potential meaning of

the music.

Social Basis

The narrative discourse is furthermore a logical discourse, but being log-

ical means that there exists a common social and cultural ground for the
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receiver to understand the sender’s use of symbols. This common ground

is characterized by projections of personal experiences onto the narra-

tion, and these projections are understood because the receiver has simi-

lar personal experiences and works with similar projections or ‘‘language

acts’’ (Searle, 1969).

Attention has been drawn to the fact that natural language is a

symbolically embodied social institution that arose from previously exist-

ing social-communicative activities (Tomasello, 1999). The grounding of

the logics, and the fact that we can communicate experiences in this way,

are rooted in a social basis. It means that a linguistic narrative com-

munication rests on an understanding of other persons as agents with

characteristics similar to our own. What the sender says about musical

experience can be important for the receiver, because the latter is a mem-

ber of the same social group. Owing to that social context, the receiver

can easily understand the intentions of the sender because they can be

understood as projections of the receiver’s own intentions.5

It can be speculated that during the course of evolution, the sharing

of experiences through narration must have been a tremendously power-

ful tool that allowed humans to react in more efficient ways to the envi-

ronment, to the benefit of their survival (Donald, 1991). In the context of

technology-mediated access to music, there is no reason to believe that

the linguistic format of communication, through speech or text, would

become less important as a method of conversation.

Referential Accuracy

A most powerful property of linguistic descriptors is their ability to ex-

press the nuances of subjective interpretations. Much depends on the

context of the signification practice, but melodies and rhythms can be

brought into association with a whole world of extramusical meanings

and significations. Expressing these interpretations in a clear way is one

of the fundamental properties of language. Symbols are good at captur-

ing the differences in interpretation. No other description format allows

users to make distinctions between the often subtle meanings associated

with music.

To sum up, the above considerations show that linguistic descrip-

tion has a number of attractive features that can be used in the context

of modern technology-based access to music. Yet, in description of

music, these features should be compared with features of the nonlinguis-

tic description. It will turn out that linguistic description can capture

only a limited aspect of the musical experience.
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1.4.2 Nonlinguistic Description

Next, we consider the role of nonlinguistic description of music. From

the above, it is clear that the linguistic description detaches, as Tomasello

(1999) says, its vehicle of communication from its perceptual and sensor-

imotor basis. In other words, the symbols communicated from sender to

receiver do not represent the involvement with music in a direct way.

Symbols are not the source that gives rise to the experience. Instead,

they are about the music and about the musical experience. Symbols pro-

vide a mental access to music, with the likely effect that the contact with

the spatial and temporal schemes that music induces is somehow lost.

Indeed, musicologists have often acknowledged that the linguistic ap-

proach to music description is in principle not capable of accurately

describing or translating musical experience (Bengtsson, 1973; Egge-

brecht, 1973). Do we have any alternatives, then?

Moving Sonic Forms

One idea, defended by Hanslick (1891; originally published in 1854),

is that music consists of form relationships without defined meanings,

just like architecture and dance. A building, for example, does not mean

something; it just shows its formal structure. A dance does not mean

something either; it just shows its moving forms. In a similar way, says

Hanslick, the content of music is ‘‘tönend bewegte Formen’’ (moving

sonic forms).

Clearly, one can interpret buildings, dances, and music as being the

expression of something culturally significant. But that interpretation,

according to Hanslick, is a symbolic activity and therefore cannot be

anything other than a subjective potentiality. Instead, forms, and in par-

ticular moving forms, have a direct impact on human physiology because

they evoke corporeal resonances giving rise to signification.

Corporeal Engagement

The notion of moving sonic form, with emphasis on the fact that these

sonic forms move and have a physical impact on our bodies, is highly

interesting. Moving sonic forms do something with our bodies, and

therefore have a signification through body action rather than through

thinking. Therefore, this type of signification could be called corporeal

signification, in contrast with cerebral signification.

Unfortunately, corporeal signification is difficult to express by us-

ing linguistic descriptions. The reason is that motor activities are difficult
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to access because our awareness of them is limited. As a result, descrip-

tions of corporeal signification can hardly be based on the hermeneutic

method because the latter focuses on interpretation and symbolization

of a mental awareness involving music. Therefore, if corporeal significa-

tion is indeed a genuine form of direct musical involvement, then alterna-

tive methods different from linguistic descriptions should be explored

that allow us to fully capture the corporeal aspect as an aspect of mean-

ingful signification.

A motivation for considering forms of music description that differ

from linguistic descriptions is that many people do not engage with mu-

sic in terms of narrative reflections or interpretations of the music’s

intentions. This is evident in concert halls, where people communicate

mainly with their body language. It is also supported by recent research

in musical social behavior (North et al., 2004) which shows that there

are many different uses of music. Many people will not have the neces-

sary background in music analysis, history, and culture that would allow

them to project subjective experience onto a linguistic narrative of cul-

tural meanings. Does this mean, then, that all these people are barred

from making sense of music?

Instead, what can be noticed is that people prefer to listen to music

for the sake of its direct corporeal value: for relief after a stressful day, for

getting in a good mood, or simply for distracting the mind from repeti-

tive working activities. They seek access to music for the sake of its

capacity to get into behavioral resonance and for the effects it has on

mood. During these activities, most people tend to engage with music in

a corporeal way rather than a cerebral way. They move about, they

dance, and they actively gain enjoyment from the music. They interact

with musical instruments, they play, and they engage in activities that

require high-level motor skills. In those situations, signification is not

merely a matter of projecting one’s own experience onto cultural cate-

gories, nor is it the creation of linguistic, symbolic meta-experiences

through linguistic narration that counts. Signification, most often, is just

a matter of focus and direct involvement, and sometimes even a deliber-

ate avoidance of rational thinking, getting away from awareness and

description. The source for these experiences is clearly not the kind of

intentionality and signification practice on which subjectivism focuses;

rather, it is an embodied intentionality and signification practice that

closely attaches to moving sonic forms, as if such forms engage us in be-

havioral resonances that we cannot resist.
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Corporeal engagement with music therefore broadens the perspec-

tive of what musical communication is about. It forms a basis of a whole

range of interactions with music. Apart from

� Interaction based on linguistic or verbal narrative descriptions

and
� Interaction based on symbolic or visual signs with information

stored in lists, such as scores and tables containing descriptions of musi-

cal properties based on visual icons,

we should also envision

� Interactions based on mimetic skills, or rehearsed action scenarios,

such as playing a musical instrument,
� Interactions based on goal-directed gestures that do not require

highly developed skills but nevertheless may be highly culture-dependent,

such as symbolic gestures,

and
� Interactions based on direct episodic action sequences, involving

responses based on our emotive, affective,6 and expressive capabilities.

In other words, the corporeal basis of musical involvement allows

a large variety of interactions with music. The next question to be

answered, then, is whether these interactions may form a basis of music

description.

Gestures and Description

If moving sonic forms engage subjects in a process of corporeal significa-

tion, then it is very likely that body movement provides the key for alter-

native nonlinguistic descriptions of music. If this can be combined with

technology, then it may be possible to develop a proper technology-

mediated access to music. Such nonlinguistic descriptions, based on

body movement, can range from deliberate actions to spontaneous be-

havioral resonances.

A simple example of a deliberate action that could be considered as

a description of music is hand movement. Hand movements were used

by the ancient Egyptians to indicate melodic movement (Gerson-Kiwi,

1995).7 They have an appeal to forms of conducting or to forms of de-

scription that allow the expression of moving sonic forms. A simple form

of movement is tapping along with a finger, but most people are ca-

pable of making more elegant hand movements when listening to music.
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In many cases, body movements may express structural properties

of music, such as pitch going up or going down. But other properties,

such as objects coming closer or moving away, or sensitive properties of

objects, such as the feeling of roughness or volume, can also be expressed

using body movement. Obviously, these body movements can have

different degrees of sophistication. They can be spontaneous as well as

planned or arranged; they can be natural as well as conventional. The

latter implies imitation learning, and perhaps intensive rehearsal, in

order to acquire the necessary skills. Playing a musical instrument is a

typical example of a very sophisticated motor skill, and the movements

of playing the instrument are likely to tell us something about the signifi-

cation process of the player.

In that sense, dealing with sonic moving forms in terms of body

movement provides descriptions that are based on perceptual and sen-

sorimotor mechanisms. These descriptions can be communicated and un-

derstood by other people. They may imply cultural background as well.

By means of gestures, musicians tend to put cultural knowledge in their

playing. Part of this cultural knowledge is likely to be nonlinguistic, such

as the knowledge of stylistic gestures (that is, sequences of elementary

musical movements which are relevant for a particular style at a particu-

lar place in a particular period of time). Grace notes in the execution of

musical phrases of baroque music provide a good example of this. In

short, there is indeed a basis for the ideas that (a) certain aspects of music

can be communicated without linguistic descriptions, using body move-

ments as description format, and (b) that linguistic descriptions can be

based on these body movements.

Social Basis and Flexibility

It may furthermore be assumed that gestural utterances, like linguistic

utterances, rely on an intersubjective basis of shared understanding. Be-

cause of that social basis, gestures may become signs that act in ways

similar to linguistic symbols—sign language, for example.

Yet in comparing gestures to linguistic symbols, it is evident that

gestures are more restricted in their possibilities to express different

meanings. The limited referential flexibility of gestures, and the fact that

they are less precise in embodying the viewpoint of an interpretation, are

due to the fact that the representational format draws on corporeal real-

izations and their perception as spatiotemporal images rather than prop-

ositions. Gestures, unlike linguistic utterances, are not detached from
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their sensorimotor basis, and therefore their accuracy for describing in-

terpretive nuances is much more limited. This connection between form

and content can be seen as a limitation, but it is at the same time one of

the most powerful properties of gestures.

The sensorimotor basis of gestural communication may account for

the fact that music from a largely unknown culture in Africa, for exam-

ple, can have a meaning for Western listeners. This meaning then draws

upon gestural forms of communication which can be picked up because

the physical constraints of human bodies are universal. Even if the cul-

tural meanings of the gestures are unknown, it is still possible to experi-

ence and feel the corporeal meaning because the music has its foundation

in a physical constitution that all humans share. It is not the connection

with cultural context that matters at this level of musical understanding,

but the fact that the physical energies of the music correspond with a

physical disposition caused by being human. In addition, gestures form

the basis of mutual adaptive behavioral resonances that create shared at-

tention and are responsible for the feeling of being unified with other

people. In that sense, one could say that the gestural language of music

is universal, because its moving sonic forms share human corporeality.

Multimodality of Expression

Another important characteristic of nonlinguistic communication is the

fact that forms or patterns expressed in one modality can be rather easily

translated into another modality. In particular, this seems to be true for

moving forms which have an expressive character (Lipps, 1903). The ex-

pressive nature of sadness, for example, can be communicated through

different sensorimotor modalities, such as the movements of the human

body, the color palette in a painting, or sonic forms such as slow tempo

and legato in music. Given the multimodal basis of expressive communi-

cation, it is therefore of interest to study possible transfers from one

modality to another.

Nonlinguistic descriptions, such as body movements in response

to music, rely on the transfer of sonic moving forms to motor moving

forms. The motor modality is then the expression of the original auditory

experience and, as such, it can be considered a description of the original

music with the body. But it also may give rise to new experiences, such

as the visual or tactile perception of a moving body. In that sense, non-

linguistic descriptions blur the traditional distinction between experi-

ence and description because the description of a moving form in one
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modality may become the source of a new experience of a moving form

in another modality. It is exactly this dual capacity of sensorimotor be-

havior, based on the unity of form and meaning, that can be exploited in

combination with technologies that allow the registration of the physical

energies (light, sound, pressure, etc.) that go along with moving forms.

To sum up, moving sonic forms may be captured by corporeal

articulations (gestures). This may form the basis of a kind of music de-

scription that is of interest to music mediation technology. The fact that

sensorimotor-based descriptions have both form and meaning contained

in a single representation is both a weakness and a strength when com-

pared with linguistic descriptions. It is a weakness because gestures offer

less referential flexibility and are vague. At the same time it is a strength

because gestures in one modality can be captured and translated onto

another modality. Moreover, they provide a basis for mutual adaptive

behavioral resonances, which is the basis of direct social involvement

with music.

1.4.3 Technology-Mediated Access

Finally, consider the role of technology-mediated access to music. The

main argument why corporeal-based involvement with music should be

studied further, in addition to linguistic descriptions, has much to do

with the unique role of technology with respect to music: that access to

music nowadays proceeds via digital technology. This is the case in

music production, music description, and music consumption.

Media technology, the infrastructure for sound production, sound

distribution, and sound consumption, has had a very profound impact

on musical culture and the associated signification practices. In the

course of the twentieth century, music culture became almost completely

dependent on highly technical infrastructures. Every small group playing

popular music nowadays has electronic music instruments and personal

or portable amplifiers. Composers use computers for composition and

store their scores in electronic format. Concert halls use amplifiers to im-

prove the acoustics. Music is recorded with advanced electronic equip-

ment and recorded sounds, and once it is captured, is burned on CDs

with laser technology, or is put on large mass-storage devices from which

backups are taken on magnetic tapes. Music files are put on the Internet

in compact MP3 format and distributed over cables, or wirelessly, to

small devices that people can carry in the palms of their hands or hang

around their necks. Thus, involvement with music depends largely on
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technology. This situation creates dependencies as well as opportunities

for musical involvement.

Dependencies

Dependencies occur when technology becomes a necessary instrument

for human action. A concrete example is Napster. At the time of its in-

troduction in 1999, Napster was considered a revolutionary technology

for music distribution because it allowed millions of users to directly

share their hard disks and exchange music files over a distributed net-

work topology. Equally revolutionary was the clear effect of this file-

sharing on user behavior. Communicating music, from that moment on,

became a matter of sharing files.8 The ease and speed of the technology

was the real reason for the breakthrough of file-sharing systems, with a

clear effect on how people behave with music (Kusek and Leonhard,

2005). More than ever, a piece of music has become a commodity which

is rapidly consumed and thrown away in order to make a place for the

next consumable. Browsers have become necessary to access information

on the Internet and users have become dependent on them.

Opportunities

However, this technology has also created new opportunities. The most

important, perhaps, is that a larger number of users have unlimited ac-

cess to music. They can learn about music and experience a broader

range of music. After all, sharing files is nonrivalrous activity. The origi-

nal owner retains a copy of a downloaded file and does not affect own-

ership of that file by sending copies to others. Users can browse the files

of other users and discuss the music in the chat rooms of online com-

munities. The Internet thus offers a new context for the verbal descrip-

tion of music, and it is available at almost no cost. It allows users to

read phrases about music, to learn to describe music, and thus to have

direct content-based access to music. In that sense, the Internet offers a

new platform for learning more about music (audio files), charts (song

rankings), discussion forums, and artist biographies and information

(Salavuo, 2006). This learning is based on cognitive diversity and distrib-

uted expertise. Finally, sharing files contributes to new sampling prac-

tices, such as audio mosaicing (Lindsay, 2006), and reinforces the culture

of music remixes and free distribution of original sounds and musical

excerpts. In short, media technology has provided a number of new

opportunities for music description and for having physical access to

music.9
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Content-Based and Experience-Based Technologies

While the Napster experiment and related experiments with recent peer-

to-peer technologies indicate that user behavior is changing due to the

introduction of new music distribution technology, this change in user

behavior in turn has had an effect on the development of media technol-

ogy. Users started to use this technology as a recommendation engine,

and they may be interested in using more advanced tools in order to fur-

ther facilitate access to, selection of, and retrieval of music (Lesaffre,

2005). Also, in music performance, advances in technology have gradu-

ally been extended in the direction of active resources for expressive en-

hancement. Examples are installations which interact with humans in an

artistic/expressive way (Camurri et al., 2005).

In that sense, modern electronic infrastructures have created a new

demand for a content-based and experience-based access to music, which

implies a broadening of the current focus on encoding and transmission

of the physical signals to content-based processing, data-mining, and

interactive engagement with sophisticated systems for music generation

and audio control.

Unfortunately, linguistic interaction with modern electronic infra-

structures is still the dominant form of access to information. Content-

based access to images and sounds is currently far underdeveloped, and

most modern technology does not allow users to interact with machines

in a sophisticated way involving body language. For that reason, tech-

nology is often an obstacle because it does not provide an intermediary

between the human mental approach to music and the machine encoding

of physical energy. What is needed is a technology which no longer is an

obstacle between the human subject and the music. The technology

should become a tool that enhances subjective access to music.

The call for advanced content-based and experience-based technol-

ogy characterizes a recent trend in the development of music and the

multimedia industry, one that will allow users to engage with virtual

agents that provide access to physical information streams (audio, video,

etc.), related stories (text-based contextual information, lyrics), visual

data-mining tools, and controls based on the recognition of human ges-

tures and the expressiveness of communication. This offers a challenging

opportunity for music research.

External Storage Systems

These recent developments in media technology require a reconsideration

of Donald’s claim (1991, p. 321) that ‘‘temporal codes and phonological
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codes, the two retrieval workhorses of episodic and oral memory, are

largely irrelevant to managing the external storage system.’’ Donald

stressed that formal education was invented mostly to facilitate the use

of external symbolic storage systems for cultural products, and that

experts in a field are those who have learned to be adept in accessing

and using the relevant parts of the storage systems.

However, in view of what has been said above, it is likely that the

focus on linguistic and symbolic storage systems should be broadened to

include storage systems that have encodings of physical energies. Such

storage systems make a difference, compared with pure symbol-based

systems, because they allow users to interact on the basis of biomechan-

ical and physical energies rather than on the basis of symbolic descrip-

tions. This interaction brings episodic and oral memory, but also motor

activities and other aspects of human communication, such as moods,

emotions, and affects, back into the foreground of research.

Networks of storage systems thus become sources of genuine expe-

riences and direct access to music rather than sources of symbolic inter-

action. Users, for example, could sing part of a melody in order to find

similar melodies, or they could describe characteristics of the physical

energies of the melody with body movement, or give audio examples

and recommend a list of similar melodies. Likewise, interactive music

systems can interact with human users in ways that allow a fluent ex-

change of physical energies from human to machine and vice versa.

Modern mobile devices can be extended with all sorts of visual, audio,

tactile, haptic, and olfactory sensors. Thus they may provide tangible

access to external storage networks and interactive machines.

If technology were able to capture aspects of subjective involve-

ment with music, it might become a genuine device with which it would

be possible to interact in ways fully compatible with human communica-

tion. From that moment on, access points to multimedia networks would

no longer be passive devices based on semantic interpretation of linguis-

tic and visual symbols. Instead, access points would have evolved to such

a state that they began to become active extensions of the human mind

and body, engaging in different types of intelligent interaction. Such

devices would be capable of interpreting the user’s intentionality and

connecting it with encoded physical energy. That opens possibilities for

fully exploiting different aspects of musical communication.

To sum up, the main argument for exploring corporeal descrip-

tions of music within a framework that unifies mind and matter is that

technology has created a new context in which nonverbal forms of
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communication can be used to access music in a physical as well as a

mental way. This is a very simple argument, but a highly relevant one

because it offers many new opportunities for musical mediation.

1.5 Conclusion

Musicology has drawn attention to the fact that direct involvement with

music is a highly subjective activity which may form the basis for a spec-

ulative pursuit of possible interpretation and meaning formation. The

hermeneutic methodology fosters projections of this subjective involve-

ment to the music’s assumed intentionality.

A branch of subjectivism stresses the exclusiveness of subjective

involvement and interpretation, but advocates a general skepticism

regarding the possibility of a technology of music mediation. An alterna-

tive position is based on an action-based account of subjective involve-

ment with music. In this approach, direct involvement with music is

assumed to be based on physical energies having an impact on the

human body and mind. This action-based approach accounts for signifi-

cation practices based on corporeal articulations (gestures). It further holds

the promise of finding a connection with media technologies which offer

ways to exchange physical energies with human corporeal articulations.

New media technologies call for a new theory for music research

that goes beyond subjectivist dualism and relativism. Such a theory of

music must do justice to the physical as well as the mental sources of mu-

sical involvement. The suggestion is that an action-oriented approach,

based on the notion of corporeality, provides a possible epistemological

foundation for bridging the gap between musical mind and matter. Mu-

sic, indeed, has a large impact on behavior, and action can be seen as the

corporeal component that contributes to signification. Speaking about

corporeal components, however, involves speaking about physical ener-

gies. The study of corporeality requires an understanding of the relation-

ship between mind, body, and matter, using methodologies that draw

upon experimentation and computer modeling.

The task of the subsequent chapters is to develop the topics that

have been introduced thus far: the relationship between a subject and its

musical environment, and a model for corporeality that will allow us to

make the connection between subjective apprehension and physical,

physiological, and mental involvement with music.
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2 Paradigms of Music Research

To better understand the interdisciplinary foundations of modern music

research, and in particular the relationship between mind and matter and

the role of the human body as mediator, this chapter provides a sum-

mary of some main research approaches. This summary is nonexhaustive

and draws upon what I consider to be relevant in the context of this

book.

The overview starts with Greek philosophy and proceeds with a

discussion of two paradigms of cognitive research based on studies of

mind and body. Since the mid-1980s, models of music cognition have

been expanded with nonsymbolic approaches to musical representation,

and connections have been established between sound modeling and

music perception. In addition, there has been a growing awareness that

gesture and motor-based processing of musical content play an important

role in connecting musical mind and matter. The result is a new para-

digm of embodied music cognition which goes beyond the confines of

classical cognitive approaches.

2.1 From Music Philosophy to Music Science

The roots of the modern views on mind/matter relationships can be

traced back to ancient Greek philosophers such as Pythagoras, Aristoxe-

nes, Plato, and Aristotle. Pythagoras focused on the mathematical order

underlying harmonic musical relations, and Aristoxenes concerned him-

self with perception and musical experience (Barker, 1984–1989). This

distinction between acoustics and practice is still relevant today, reflect-

ing the basic distinction between the focus on matter and the focus on

mind. Plato comes into the picture mainly because he attributed strong

powers to music, but for Plato this was a reason to abandon certain



types of music because of the weakening effect they could have on the

virtue of young people.

Of particular relevance to my viewpoint is Aristotle’s famous mi-

mesis theory (e.g., in Politics, book VIII, chapter 5), in which he states

that rhythms and melodies can have similarities with the qualities of

human characters. Aristotle assumes that by imitating the qualities that

these characters exhibit in music, our soul1 is moved in sympathy with

it, so that we become in tune with the affects we experience when con-

fronted with the original.

With these views on acoustics (music as ratios of numbers), percep-

tion (music as perceived structure), and expression (music as imitation

of reality), there was sufficient material for centuries of philosophical dis-

cussion. This would last until the Renaissance, when science and art

were inspired by a new freedom of thought.

In the early seventeenth century, rational thinking became more

prominent, which implied a new start for music research. In his Musicae

compendium (1618), the young Descartes gives a good summary of the

state of the art at that time. He divided music into three basic compo-

nents, each of which can be isolated for study: (1) the mathematical–

physical aspect of sound, (2) the nature of sensory perception, and (3)

the ultimate effect of perception on the listener’s emotions. To Descartes,

the impact of sound on a listener’s emotion was a purely subjective, irra-

tional element and therefore incapable of being measured scientifically.

The scientific revolution—of which Descartes was a part along

with such other towering figures such as Johannes Kepler, Simon Stevin,

Galileo Galilei, Marin Mersenne, Isaac Beeckman, Christiaan Huygens,

and others—had a major focus on the mathematical and physical aspect

of music; the link with musical experience was considered to be a prac-

tical consequence of this focus. For example, the calculation of pitch tun-

ings for the clavichord was a mathematical exercise that impacted on

musical practice (Cohen, 1984). In line with this, Leonhard Euler pro-

posed a numerical model for estimating the degree of pleasure (gradus

suavitatis) or sensory consonance of a given musical interval. Structural

aspects of perception, such as pitch, scales, and consonance, were clearly

at the borderline of mathematical and physical inquiries. Emotions or ex-

pressive gestures were not yet considered to be a genuine subject of scien-

tific study.

Parallel with this scientific approach to sound, the traditions of

Aristoxenes and Aristotle culminated in rule-based accounts of musical

practices such as those of Gioseffo Zarlino, and later Jean-Philippe
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Rameau (Rameau, 1722/1965) and Johann Mattheson (1739). In Der

volkommene Capellmeister, for example, Mattheson offers a manual of

how to compose in a convincing way music that expresses certain

affects. These composition recipes can be seen as handbooks for creating

music that makes sense. Obviously, this approach was based on musical

intuition.

In the eighteenth century, the science of sound and the practice of

musical sense were not connected by a common concept. Sound as en-

ergy or matter was the subject of scientific investigations, while subjec-

tive experience was still considered to be the by-product of something

that is done with sound. Although there was philosophy, often grounded

in different traditions related to empiricism and rationalism, there was no

real scientific theory of subjective experiences, and thus the gap between

matter and mind remained significant.

2.2 The Cognitive Paradigm

The idea that a scientific study of subjective involvement with music was

possible may date from the late nineteenth century. Researchers in psy-

chophysics and psychology launched the idea that between matter and

experience there is a brain whose principles can be understood in terms

of information-processing. That idea formed the basis of the cognitive

paradigm.

2.2.1 Pioneers

The first stage of this approach is characterized by the pioneering work

of scientists such as Hermann von Helmholtz, Wilhelm Wundt, and

Franz Brentano, who provided the foundations of psychoacoustics, psy-

chology, and phenomenology, respectively. With the introduction of

psychoacoustics by von Helmholtz (1863/1968), the foundations were

laid for an information-processing approach to musical involvement.

This approach assumed that music could be seen as the product of

neurophysiological mechanisms that respond to sound input. It became

very influential in music research because it provided an explanation of

some fundamental aspects of music perception, such as consonance and

dissonance, harmony and tonality. Numerical approaches could now be

grounded in physiological mechanisms whose principles were known

through scientific experimentation. Mathematical functions can capture

the main input/output relationships of these physiological mechanisms,
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thus forming a link between physics and perception. This approach pro-

vided the physiological grounding for gestalt psychology in the first half

of the twentieth century, and for the cognitive sciences approach of the

second half of the twentieth century.

2.2.2 Gestalt Psychology and Systematic Musicology

The gestalt movement was much influenced by the work of the late

nineteenth-century scholars Franz Brentano and Carl Stumpf. It gained

prominence by about 1920 thanks to the work of Max Wertheimer,

Wolfgang Köhler, Kurt Koffka, and others. About 1930, gestalt psy-

chology of music had achieved a solid base of knowledge, providing a

foundation for research in systematic musicology. This was based on

the work of Stumpf (1883–1890), Kurth (1913/1973), Seashore (1938),

Révész (1944), and many other scholars. The main focus was on the

perception of tone distances and intervals, melodies, timbre, rhythmic

structures, and sometimes emotions (see Hevner, 1936; Watson, 1942).

However, after 1945, with the rise of behaviorism and operationalism

in psychology, the original gestalt approach lost much of its attractive-

ness. There had been too many gestalt laws and not enough solid expla-

nations to account for these laws. Yet gestalt psychology never really

disappeared, and it continued to produce works of prime importance to

general psychology and, in particular, music psychology. In the 1960s,

gestalt theory gradually gained a new impetus, and was found to be of

particular importance in combination with then up-to-date trends in cy-

bernetics and information science.

As mentioned, gestalt theory was one of the pillars of systematic

musicology (Leman and Schneider, 1997). One may point to Stumpf’s

many experiments on Verschmelzung and consonance (Schneider, 1997),

to Schumann’s extensive experiments on timbre that led to the identifica-

tion of formants (Reuter, 1997), to experiments on rhythm perception,

tonal distances, and tonal brightness. What emerged in this approach

was a thorough cognitive account of music perception based on the idea

that musical meaning emerges as a global pattern from the processing of

information patterns contained in sound.2

2.2.3 Technology and Information Theory

The first approach that took music technology seriously into account

was conceived of in terms of information theory (e.g., Moles, 1952,
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1958; Winckel, 1960). Shannon and Weaver’s (1949) notions of entropy

and channel capacity provided an objective account of the amount of in-

formation contained in music and the amount of information that could

be captured by the devices that process music.

The interest in information theory arose in the early 1950s, at a

time when composers started to use electronic music mediation technol-

ogy in their music production. There was a need for tools that would

connect musical thinking with sound energies. Composition implies that

a mental focus on abstract concepts and structures will sooner or later be

realized in sonic forms.

Information theory provided an objective description of music.

This focus was not a bad choice to start with. Music, after all, has tradi-

tionally been conceived of in terms of parameters, such as pitch and du-

ration, that allow a formal description of physical energy. Information

theory provided a measurement, and thus a higher-level description, of

the formal aspects of musical form (sonic as well as symbolic). For exam-

ple, a melody containing many repeating notes, or instead a completely

random melody, could thus be measured and communicated in terms

of a measure of its entropy (the amount of uncertainty of the notes),

given the notes’ probability of occurrence in a number of melodies. Since

parameters such as pitch and duration also reflect mental categories, it

could be assumed that such measures provided objective descriptions

of the formal aspects of mental content. Because media technology

allowed the realization of these parameters into sonic forms, information

theory could be seen as an approach to an objective and relevant content

description for music mediation.3

2.2.4 Phenomenology and New Media Technology

While information theory provided a mathematical theory of music

information-processing, it was musical practice that actually introduced

machine technology into music research. In this context, reference should

be made to the pioneering work of P. Schaeffer. While using these new

tools, he noticed that an objective description of music does not always

correspond to our perception (Schaeffer, 1966). In line with phenom-

enology and gestalt theory (Merleau-Ponty, 1945), he felt that the de-

scription of musical structure based on information theory does not

always tell us how music is actually perceived by subjects. Schaeffer

therefore focused on different modes of listening to music instead of the

purely structural features of music, and he related the perception of
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sounds to the manipulation of the analog electronic sound-generating

equipment of that time.

Schaeffer’s approach illustrated a growing interest in capturing the

role of the musical mind in relation to sonic forms. Musical imagery

(representation) could serve as a basis for understanding musical mean-

ing (signification). The main new thing was that he conceived of this in

terms of the new media technology of his time.4 Schaeffer’s influential

approach can thus been seen as an attempt to understand the notion of

a musical object from an intentional perspective, in the framework of an-

alog audio technology. The ambitious program was useful as a paradigm

for artistic explorations, but its scientific part—how subjective musical

engagement can foster access to music by means of media technology—

turned out to be difficult to realize, at least within a relatively short

period of time.

In fact, after an initial period of what could be called free artistic

exploration, the paradigm changed in the early 1970s (see Veitl, 1997),

from a phenomenology of musical sound objects to a model-based

approach that fostered the development of dedicated digital technologies

on the basis of scientific research. The constraints of the emerging digital-

based music mediation technology would soon put much more em-

phasis on the development of computational tools for sound synthesis

(Mathews et al., 1962; Risset, 1966; Mathews, 1969) and creative com-

posing environments (see, e.g., Loy, 1991). As a consequence, the objec-

tive structural description of music, rather than the exploration of the

subjective understanding of music, attracted the attention of most

researchers, for the simple reason that it was more feasible at the time to

develop practical tools for composition than to develop tools for music

perception.5

2.2.5 Computational Modeling

Schaeffer’s project, as I understand it, envisioned an integration of com-

position and perception, giving justice to subjective interaction, but the

technology to fully integrate the principles of music perception with

media technology was not yet available. The unfortunate consequence

was that music phenomenology and gestalt theory were henceforth

considered to deal with purely subjective categories of musical objects,

something that was not powerful enough to fully integrate into media

technology.

An alternative approach to music description was then launched by

the appeal of the information-processing psychology and formal linguis-
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tics of the late 1950s (see, e.g., Lindsay and Norman, 1977). The combi-

nation of experimental psychology and computer modeling, on which

these approaches were based, offered a perspective for the study of

music perception that drew upon the notion of simulation of mental

information-processing mechanisms. Cognitive science, as the new trend

was soon called, introduced the point of view that musical processing

could be conceived of in terms of a machine that manipulates representa-

tions of musical content (Fodor, 1981).

The concept of melodic entropy, for example, could now be

handled as a formal descriptor that could be worked upon in terms of

formal symbol manipulations. Provided that some symbol-based reason-

ing engine could be specified for dealing with this and similar types of

descriptors, other symbols could be derived from it. Hence, derivation

and reasoning were important concepts in this approach, stressing the

fact that symbol manipulations were in fact simulations of mental pro-

cesses. Note how in this approach the mind again comes to the fore-

ground, now as processor of chunks of information.

Symbol Systems for Music

The application of the symbol manipulation paradigm to music (see, e.g.,

Longuet-Higgins, 1987; Laske, 1975; Baroni and Callegari, 1984; Bala-

ban et al., 1992) was very appealing because a musical score is in fact a

collection of symbolic descriptors that can be put straightforwardly into

a computing system. Moreover, a musical score could in fact be inter-

preted as the description of a mental representation of music. Once the

score is put into a computer system, a heuristics of symbol manipulation

can be defined on top of it, and this would simulate mental involvement

with musical information.

From the viewpoint of composers, the paradigm offered the possi-

bility of conceptualizing the compositional process as a two-phase proce-

dure: (1) the conception of a symbol structure (e.g., a score) and (2) the

transition of the symbolic structure into an audio stream. Each phase in

itself can be formalized in different ways. In the first phase, for example,

rule-based systems and dynamic systems of all kinds could manipulate

symbols and help with, or even replace, the mental process of composing

a score (Ames, 1992). Manipulation of symbols could be based on rules,

probabilistic theory, or cellular automata, to mention a few possibilities.

In the second phase, musicians playing traditional instruments could

translate the symbols into an audio stream. Alternatively, this translation

could be realized by sound synthesis rules that define mechanisms for the

transition of symbols to information streams.
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Methodological Solipsism

Although modern approaches tend to integrate symbol manipulation

with feature extraction tools, it is important to be aware that pure sym-

bol manipulation depends upon what Fodor (1981) calls methodological

solipsism. Solipsism is a philosophical attitude which holds that the

world around us is a creation of our imagination, and thus of our mind.

Methodological solipsism means that the programmer of a symbol ma-

nipulation system creates an imaginary world of symbols and meanings

that is meaningful solely for the programmer or another programmer

who understands the symbols and their meaning.

The programmer is forced to do this because symbols, by defini-

tion, are free of semantic connotations. Symbol manipulation works

only on the formal characteristics of the symbols, irrespective of their

meaning. The interpretation of a linguistic symbol is therefore due to

an organism that gives meaning to the symbols. That organism—the

programmer—should understand the connection between the mental

world and the material world.

From that perspective, therefore, pure symbol-based computational

systems do not really offer a solution to the problem of the relationship

between musical mind and matter. They provide a formal framework for

dealing with the musical mind, but not connections with the physical

world. Symbols work in contexts where a human actor is available for

interpreting them and for making the link between the symbol and the

world, as depicted in figure 2.1. Pure symbol-based systems, therefore,

are useful in many contexts, but they fail to provide adequate solutions

in many others.

The major difficulty is that these systems work with a conceptual-

ization of the world which is cast in symbols, while in general it is diffi-

cult to predefine the algorithms that should extract the conceptualized

Figure 2.1
In symbol-based modeling, human activity mediates between the world and the
model. The knowledge in the model is symbolic. The relationship between the
model and the world depends on the interpretation of a human mediator.
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features from the environment. The predefinition of knowledge atoms

and the subsequent manipulation of those atoms in order to generate

further knowledge is a main characteristic of a Cartesian or rationalist

conception of the world. Symbol systems, when used in the context of

symbol-based modeling, should therefore be used with caution.

2.2.6 Empirical Modeling

The shift of paradigm from symbol-based descriptions and rational-

ist modeling toward subsymbol-based descriptions and subsymbol-based

modeling was initiated by the interest in visual perception modeling

(Marr, 1982) and the results of the so-called connectionist computation

(Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986; Kohonen, 1995). Connectionism, in

fact, (re)introduced statistics as the main modeling technique for feature

extraction, as well as for higher-level forms of content-processing. With

this approach, it was possible to study how musical knowledge gets

organized in a memory. Given the limitations of symbol-based modeling,

this approach was appealing for music research (Todd and Loy, 1991).

Perception-Based Feature Extraction

Subsymbol-based modeling provided an alternative to information

theory mainly because feature extraction was no longer restricted to ab-

stract measurements of information. Instead, feature extraction could be

based on computational models that simulated the human auditory sys-

tem. These models take the musical signal (physical energy) as input and

extract from it the relevant features according to the constraints of phys-

iological mechanisms of human perception. That approach, obviously, is

much more justified in view of building bridges between musical mind

and physical energy. Instead of abstract measurements, it focuses on

those aspects of physical energy which are relevant for human behav-

ior. The extracted stimulus-related features can then be represented as

images, and dynamic interactions can be entertained that work upon

those images.

The paradigm offers an empirical approach to modeling music per-

ception. Figure 2.2 is a schematic overview of this approach. The input is

a musical signal from which features are extracted, using a model that

simulates the physiology of the human auditory system. These stimulus

features can be called auditory images because they rely on principles of

human auditory-based filtering of the audio signals. The images can be

interpreted as reflecting the neuronal activations of the brain that are
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involved with musical information-processing. The auditory images

are processed and information can be derived from them which in turn

can be compared with behavioral data.

In this framework, auditory images can be further processed in dif-

ferent memory systems. Long-term memory would, for example, typi-

cally be conceived of as a statistical processor which extracts and keeps

in memory the invariant images from the stimulus, whereas short-term

memory would be conceived as a statistical processor for the immediate

information content of the stimulus. The contrast between images in

short-term memory and in long-term memory can be related to notions

of musical meaning-formation, such as musical expectation, tension,

and release of tension.

In my own work on the modeling of tonality perception, I have

been using auditory models and principles of self-organization in order

to simulate the growth of a long-term memory structure for tonal key

relationships from audio signals (see, e.g., Leman, 1989, 1990, 1991,

1995, 2000; Leman and Carreras, 1997; Janata et al., 2002). The out-

come of this research, I believe, is a challenge to cognitive musicology,

in that it explains a good part of the experimental data on tonality per-

ception from a sensory-based, bottom-up approach (Leman, 2000).

Figure 2.3 illustrates the outcome of a computer simulation that

was realized in 1996 with supercomputer facilities of that time. The two

maps give different views of the same ‘‘trained’’ long-term memory.

From a computational point of view, the long-term memory is an artifi-

Figure 2.2
General schema for the processing of audio stimuli in terms of auditory images.
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cial neural network, a statistical processor based on abstract principles of

self-organization (the so-called self-organizing map; Kohonen, 1995).

The map shows the output of the statistical processor, containing a two-

dimensional grid of 10,000 output units ordered in a 100� 100 array.

The topology of the map is a ring. That means that units on top connect

with units at the bottom, and that left units connect with right units. The

map on top shows the activation of the memory, while the map below

shows how the units are grouped into clusters that display similar re-

sponse characteristics.

Figure 2.3
Long-term memory structure for tonality (adapted from Leman and Carreras,
1997). The figure on top shows the activation of a two-dimensional grid of neu-
rons (black represents high activation). The neurons that are most responsive to a
particular tonality are labeled. The figure below shows the same grid but in terms
of boundaries between groups of neurons that belong to the same tonal key. (See
text for further explanation.)
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The memory was trained with seventy-two sound sequences that

contained tonal cadences in all keys. The audio stimuli were first pro-

cessed by an auditory model and the map was then trained, using the

pitch images that came out of the auditory model. Such training consists

of an adaptation of memory units to the images that represent the sound

information. After training, the memory can be tested with labeled exam-

ples and the response structure of the memory can be mapped. The map

on top has labels which show the response of the neurons when a ca-

dence in the key of C is presented. The different shades of gray represent

the degree of activation of the map. The cadence also activates keys that

lie in the vicinity of C. Note that the map represents the keys in a struc-

ture that reflects the circle of fifths, with major and minor circles nicely

related to each other. The circle of fifths is thus an invariant structure

of the tonality space, and this structure can be easily extracted from the

musical stimuli by a statistical method. Using musical audio as input, a

trajectory of activations on the map can be followed (Leman, 1994,

1995; Gómez and Bonada, 2005).

The tonality space is low-dimensional, as shown in the experimen-

tal studies of Krumhansl (1990). From a statistical point of view, this can

be demonstrated by applying the method of principal components to the

pitch images. This method looks at whether high-dimensional data, such

as the dimensionality of the pitch images of all seventy-two cadences

used in the previous simulation, can be reduced to a lower-dimensional

space. Figure 2.4 shows the solutions for two and three dimensions. In

the case of two dimensions, the circle of fifths is clearly present, al-

though the relationship between major and minor is not correctly repre-

sented. The solution for three dimensions shows how the circles of major

and minor relate to each other. Once a structure has been developed, it is

possible to match musical audio with it so that tonal keys can be recog-

nized (Martens et al., 2005).

The framework allows the definition of tonal expectation, tonal

tension, and relaxation of tension in terms of differences between ex-

tracted pitch images (Bigand, 2003). In Leman (2000), the calculation

of tonal tension is simply a matter of a relationship between local pitch

images (chords) and global pitch images (tone centers), and the amount

of memory needed for this calculation is very low. Figure 2.5 shows how

the index is built up by calculating the amount of similarity between

local and global pitch images.

Results in perception-based computational feature extraction thus

show that structural features of music, such as tonality, can be accurately
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Figure 2.4
The tonality space is low-dimensional. The figure on top is a representation of the
circles of fifths based on two components. The figure below is a representation
based on three components. In this figure, the first few seconds of Schumann’s
piano piece ‘‘Kuriose Geschichte’’ have been projected onto the structure. The
distance to the labeled keys allows the recognition of tonality in an audio signal.



modeled and predicted using data-driven processing and empirical learn-

ing algorithms (Bigand et al., 2003). My results showed that a particular

ecological approach to music cognition is possible, albeit in this case it

was restricted to auditory-based processing. No multisensory processing

or action-related issues were taken into account. Thus, the subsymbolic

modeling paradigm conceived the simulated subject merely in terms of a

passive statistical processor whose functionality is restricted to absorbing

structural information from the environment. For certain applications in

music engineering, this is a suitable way to handle things. However, as

a basis for music cognition, this particular computational ecological ap-

Figure 2.5
Tonal tension defined as a similarity between local and global pitch images. Time
is represented on the X-axis. The top panel shows the waveform of the audio sig-
nal. The second and third panels show the local and global pitch images. In these
panels, periodicity is represented on the Y-axis. The lowest panel shows tonal
tension.
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proach is too restrictive because it does not allow enough room for sub-

jective involvement with music or for the action-oriented bias of human

perception.

Semantic Description, Music, and Emotions

A possible adaptation is to broaden the focus on structural features of

music to include emotions and semantic descriptions. Indeed, the tradi-

tion on which cognitive musicology draws is not completely untouched

by studies in subjective involvement. Reference can be made to research

in experimental psychology in which descriptions of emotion and affect

are related to descriptions of musical structure (see, e.g., Hevner, 1936;

Watson, 1942; Reinecke, 1964; Imberty, 1976; Wedin, 1972; Juslin and

Sloboda, 2001; see also Gabrielsson and Juslin, 2003 for an overview).

These studies take into account the subjective experience with

music. Few authors, however, have been able to relate descriptions of

musical affect and emotions to descriptions of the physical structure that

makes up the stimulus. Most studies, indeed, interpret the description of

structure as a description of perceived structure, not as a description

of physical structure. In other words, description of structure proceeds

in terms of perceptual categories related to pitch, duration, timbre,

tempo, rhythms, and so on, categories that are also subjective.

In that respect, Berlyne’s work (1971) on experimental aesthetics is

important for having specified a relationship between subjective experi-

ence (e.g., arousal) and objective descriptions of complexity, uncertainty,

or redundancy. In Berlyne’s concept, the latter provide an information-

theoretic account of symbolic structures (e.g., melodies). They are not

just based on perceived structures but are extracted directly from the

stimulus (as symbolically represented). Modern approaches to empirical

modeling tend to replace the information-theoretic account with compu-

tational models of human perception (see Leman et al., 2005).

Difference from Symbol-Based Modeling

The shift from symbol-based modeling to subsymbol-based modeling has

often been understood as a matter of exchanging rule systems for statis-

tics, and symbols for images. This view, however, may not be entirely

justifiable, because rule systems may work on images and statistics may

be applied to symbols. Instead, the main relevant distinction, in my view,

concerns the status of the knowledge entities which in the symbol-based

approach are defined beforehand, whereas in the subsymbol-based ap-

proach, one tries to avoid the stipulation of such predefined entities.
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A predefinition of the components that extract content from audio

would imply that we can identify the atoms of our knowledge before-

hand, that is, independently from our contact with the environment.

However, such an approach would risk the programmer’s deciding in

advance what will come out of the system. In contrast, the subsymbol-

based approach does not assume the predefinition of the knowledge

atoms or an explicit description of symbol manipulation. Instead, it

assumes that the perception of sonic forms can be simulated using statis-

tical processing of stimuli-related features which are extracted from the

physical environment using models of the human auditory system. Prop-

erties of a physiologically justified auditory system can be used in order

to extract the relevant information from the environment by means of a

statistical bottom-up methodology. This approach draws upon the idea

that the statistics can find the most relevant knowledge entities contained

in the stimuli.

However, the statistical processing should take into account that

the information extracted from the data depends on its distribution

in the environment. Indeed, the search for a tonal structure, as shown in

figure 2.3, could be entirely misleading if the stimuli that are statistically

processed do not already contain all possible tonal progressions. The

circle of fifths would not emerge, simply because it is not contained in

the data. Fortunately, tonality research can draw upon well-established

knowledge from music theory which facilitates the definition of the prob-

lem domain and the distributions contained in it (e.g., Lerdahl, 2001).

We know, in other words, that twelve minor and twelve major tonalities

should be present in the stimuli; otherwise, the stimuli would not be rel-

evant for the domain of our study.

Unfortunately, in many other studies it is impossible to know be-

forehand the statistical distributions of the categories we are interested

in. This is the case, for example, in research that focuses on stimuli-

related correlates of semantic descriptions of music. Single stimuli are

often ambiguous with respect to the searched semantic descriptors. Typ-

ically, a very large number of musical examples would be needed in

order to extract the invariant features that would account for the seman-

tic description. Moreover, many varying examples would be needed in

order to cover a broad range of semantic descriptors.

Compared with early empirical models of the 1990s (and due to

the input of music engineering in this field), there is nowadays a larger

and more advanced computational basis for statistical modeling of

music, drawing upon statistical methods that fully deal with time de-
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pendencies and sequences (e.g., Duda et al., 2001). Modeling of musical

expressiveness and performance nuances, for example, has been based

on different techniques involving inductive machine learning, fuzzy log-

ics, and different types of statistical modeling based on probabilistic

methods, such as support vector machines and hidden Markov models.

Computational learning of sequences can be seen as a strong computa-

tional paradigm for modern empirical modeling.

2.3 The Paradigm of Embodied Cognition

The cognitive tradition was criticized for its neglect of the action compo-

nent in the subject’s involvement with the environment. Criticism came

from many different corners, but most importantly from inside cognitive

science, particularly from scholars who stressed the phenomenological

and embodied aspects of cognition (Maturana and Varela, 1980, 1987;

Varela et al., 1991). The main argument is that knowledge does not

emerge from passive perception, but from the need to act in an environ-

ment. In that sense, ecology is not merely about the relationship between

a subject and its environment, but also about the knowledge which is

needed to act in that environment.

The viewpoint put forward by Maturana, Varela, and others (not

to forget Jean Piaget, one of the founding fathers of this idea) has gener-

ated much interest and a new perspective on how to approach the mind/

matter relationship. In this approach, the link between mind and matter

is based on the role of the human body as mediator between physical en-

ergy and meaning. In contrast, the earlier cognitive paradigm was less

concerned with gestures and action, and more with mental processing.

The Aristotelian component, which involves imitation and shared repre-

sentations of action and perception, was not part of the main cognitive

program, nor was multimodal information-processing.

2.3.1 A Tradition of Embodied Music Cognition

The idea that musical involvement is based on an embodied simulation

or imitation of moving sonic forms has a long tradition that has been

rediscovered only recently. In philosophy and especially in musicology,

there was a school of researchers in the late nineteenth and early twen-

tieth centuries which drew upon the idea that musical involvement is

based on corporeal articulations (see, e.g., Lipps, 1903; Becking, 1928;

Heinitz, 1931; Mauss, 1936; Truslit, 1938; Merleau-Ponty, 1945).
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This approach differs from the gestalt theoretical ideas of that time

in that it puts more emphasis on action. Like gestalt theory, this ap-

proach may be traced back to open problems in Kant’s aesthetic theory

(1790). Apart from the idea that beauty is in the formal structure of

things, it was left open which processes would allow the translation

from formal structure to beauty. Unlike gestalt theory, the emphasis of

this school of researchers was less on brain processes and the construc-

tion of good forms, and more on the empathic relationship with these

forms through movement and action.

For example, Lipps (1903) argues that the understanding of an ex-

pressive movement (Ausdrucksbewegung) in music is based on empathy

(inneren Mitmachen, Einfühlung). While involved with moving sonic

forms, we imitate the movements as expressions. By doing this, we prac-

tice using the motor muscles which are involved when genuine emotions

are felt, and this gives access to the intended emotional meaning of the

music. According to Lipps, the act of (free or unbounded) imitation gives

pleasure because it is an expression of the self (Lipps, 1903, p. 111).6

Thus, sad music may be a source of pleasure (Lust) because the moving

sonic forms allow the subject to express sadness in an imitative move-

ment. This allows the subject to participate in an expressive movement

without being emotionally involved, that is, without experiencing an

emotional state of sadness. To have empathic feelings with the other,

the self must identify itself with it but, at the same time, must detach it-

self from it (Decety and Jackson, 2006). From this point of view, plea-

sure may result from shared representations of action and perception.

Pleasure from sad music can then be understood as the result of a good

match, or satisfactory correspondence, between the subject’s simulated

action (of sadness) and the perceived action events (of sadness) in music.

Truslit (1938) also sees corporeal articulations as manifestations of

the inner motion heard in music. In Gestaltung und Bewegung in der

Musik, he argues that in order to fully experience music, it is essential

to understand its driving force, which is the expression of inner move-

ment. The composer makes music that is full of inner movements. The

musician gives shape to these inner movements by translating them into

proper body gestures, and the good music listener is able to trace and

imitate these movements in order to experience and understand the

music properly. For example, Truslit says, ‘‘Provided the sound has the

dynamo-agogic development corresponding to a natural movement, it

will evoke the impression of this movement in us’’ (Repp, 1993, p. 52).

Particularly striking is the example he gives of Beethoven, who, while
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composing, would hum or growl up and down in pitch without singing

specific notes. This is also a phenomenon often heard when jazz musi-

cians are playing. Truslit used the limited technology of his time to ex-

tract information from musical patterns, as well as information from

body movements, with the idea of studying their correlations (see figure

2.6).

Earlier, Becking (1928) had made a connection between music and

movement based on the idea of a dynamic rhythmic flow beyond the

musical surface. This flow, a continuous up-down movement, connects

points of metrical gravity that vary in relative weight. Becking’s most

original idea was that these metrical weights vary from composer to

composer. Conducting movements were assumed to be based on a vo-

cabulary of movements that allow the classification of the personal con-

stants of different composers in different periods of history (Nettheim,

1996).

In these approaches, it is assumed that the mind/matter relationship

is mediated by the human body. This largely agrees with recent thinking

about the connections between perception and action.

2.3.2 Gesture Modeling

Since the mid-1990s, research has been strongly motivated by a demand

for new tools to examine the interactive possibilities offered by digital

Figure 2.6
Excerpt from Truslit (1938, p. 116) that illustrates the relationship between the
movements of a performer and a listener. Unfortunately, it is not clearly specified
how these curves have been obtained and whether they are based on a hypothesis
rather than on experiments.
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media technology.7 This stimulated the interest in gestural foundations

of musical involvement, which form a core component of the embodied

cognition approach.

With the advent of powerful computing tools, particularly real-

time interactive music systems (Pressing, 1992; Rowe, 1993), more atten-

tion has been devoted to the role of gesture in music (Clynes, 1977,

1995; Wanderley and Battier, 2000; Sundberg, 2000, 2003). This gestu-

ral approach has been influential in that it puts more emphasis on sen-

sorimotor feedback and the coupling of perception and action (Todd,

1995; Todd et al., 1999; Friberg and Sundberg, 1999). Based on modern

sensor technologies, gesture-based research has become a vast domain

of music research (Paradiso and O’Modhrain, 2003; Johannsen, 2004;

Camurri and Volpe, 2004; Camurri and Rikakis, 2004).

Meanwhile, a number of interactive multimedia platforms have

been developed (see, for example, Pure Data, Max/MSP, or EyesWeb)

that have contributed to the study of the gestural and multimodal foun-

dation of musical involvement. The platforms offer easy access to sensing

devices and processing modules for rapid prototyping of experimental

setups. They can be used for measuring, processing data, and integrating

computational models in existing processing modules, and the results can

be used in artistic applications (Leman and Camurri, 2006). Chapter 6, on

interaction with musical instruments, contains a more in-depth discussion

of how musical involvement relates to these interactive multimedia.

Physics-Based Sound Modeling

Much of the recent interest in gesture modeling of music has been stimu-

lated by advances in physics-based sound modeling, also called physical

modeling. A physical model of a musical instrument generates sound on

the basis of the movements of physical components that make up the in-

strument (for overviews, see Karjalainen et al., 2001; Smith, 2004). In

contrast with spectral modeling, where the sound of a musical instru-

ment is modeled using spectral characteristics of the signal that is pro-

duced by the instrument, physics-based sound modeling focuses on

the parameters that describe the instrument physically, that is, on mov-

ing material object components (Bader, 2005). Sound generation is

then a matter of controlling the articulatory parameters of the moving

components.

So far, physical models are good at synthesizing individual sounds

of the modeled instrument. And although it is still far from evident how
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these models may synthesize a score in a musically interesting way—

including phrasing and performance nuances—it is obvious that a

gesture-based account of physical modeling is an interesting way to

proceed. Humans would typically add expressiveness to their interpreta-

tion, and this expressiveness would be based on the constraints of body

movements that take particular forms and shapes—sometimes perhaps

learned movement sequences and gestures depending on cultural tradi-

tions. One of the goals of gesture research related to music, therefore,

aims at understanding the biomechanical and psychomotor laws that

characterize human movement in the context of music production and

perception. Obviously, this line of research is closely related to embodied

music cognition.

Motor Theory of Perception

Physics-based sound modeling further suggests a reconsideration of the

nature of perception in view of stimulus–source relationships and gestu-

ral foundations of musical engagement.

Liberman and Mattingly (1985, 1989) assumed that the speech

production–perception system is, in effect, an articulatory synthesizer.

In the production mode, the synthesizer is activated by an abstract gestu-

ral pattern from which it computes a series of articulatory movements

that are needed to realize the gestures into muscle movements of the

vocal tract. In the perception mode, then, the synthesizer computes the

series of articulatory movements that could have produced the signal,

and from this representation, the intended gestural pattern contained in

the stimulus is obtained.

Liberman and Mattingly assumed a specialized module responsible

for both perception and production of phonetic structures. The percep-

tual side of this module converts automatically from acoustic signal to

gesture. Perception of sound comes down to finding the proper parame-

ters of the gesture that will allow the resynthesis of what is heard. Similar

to the pioneering work of Truslit, features related to sound are assumed to

be picked up as parameters for the control of the articulatory system.

Perception of a sound, in that view, is an inhibited resynthesis of that

sound, in the sense that the resynthesis is not actually carried out but

simulated. The things that need to be stored in memory, then, are not

auditory images but gestures, sequences of parameters that control the

human articulatory (physical) system. The view also assumes that per-

ception and action share a common representational system. Such models
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thus receive input from the sensors and produce appropriate actions as

output. By doing this, stimuli become meaningful in relation to their

sources, which are objects of action (Varela et al., 1991). Action, in other

words, guarantees that the stimuli are connected to the object, the source

of the physical energy that makes up the stimulus (Dourish, 2001).

The extension of statistical modeling with a motor theory of per-

ception is currently a hot topic of research (e.g., Purves and Lotto,

2003). It has some very important consequences for the way we conceive

of music research, and also, in particular, for the way we look at music

perception. However, it is clear that a straightforward mapping between

perceived stimuli features and sounding objects, for example, is not evi-

dent. Nor can all aspects of music perception be attributed to the recog-

nition of the source of the stimulus. Music is often made of abstract

sounds whose source may be difficult to define. Instead of the sources

themselves, music often seems to focus attention on structures and rela-

tionships between sounds. It is possible, therefore, that the emphasis on

source should be considered from the point of view of human corporeal-

ity and corporeal synthesis, rather than from the viewpoint of external

sources (Godøy, 2001).

Cognitive Neuroscience Research

Recent studies reveal that much of what happens in perception can be

understood in terms of action (see, e.g., Jeannerod, 1994; Berthoz,

1997; Prinz and Hommel, 2002; Decety and Jackson, 2004). The hy-

pothesis that action and perception share common neuronal codes

(Hommel et al., 2001) is getting increasing empirical support from cogni-

tive neuroscience (Jackson and Decety, 2004). The core assumption—

that actions are coded in terms of the perceivable effects (distal events)

rather than the stimulus properties (proximal features)—is of great rele-

vance to music research.

It should be noted that recent empirical studies in music (e.g., Sund-

berg, 2000, 2003) have addressed this coupling of perception and action

in musical activities, but the epistemological and methodological conse-

quences of this approach have not been fully worked out in terms of a

musicological paradigm (Reybrouck, 2001). In the chapters that follow,

I intend to show that the coupling of perception and action has a number

of consequences for future music research. It broadens the focus of music

research quite a lot, in that it provides a new perspective for multimo-

dal music perception, kinesthesia, affective involvement, expressiveness

in music, and social music cognition.
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2.4 Conclusion

The relationship between mind and matter is one of the main themes of

the history and philosophy of music research. In this overview, attention

has been drawn to the fact that three components of ancient Greek

thinking provided a basis for this discussion: acoustics, perception, and

expression (‘‘movement of the soul’’). Scientific experiments and techno-

logical developments were first (seventeenth–eighteenth centuries) based

on an understanding of the physical principles and then, beginning in the

late nineteenth century, gradually on an understanding of the subjective

principles, starting with those of perception of structure, toward a better

understanding of principles that underlie emotional understanding. In

this context, it should be noted that the nineteenth century introduced

the idea that the connection between subjective experience and matter

has to do with the human brain. Cognitive science, influenced by gestalt

theory, had a main focus on mental processing, whereas new approaches

stress the role of the human body as mediator between matter and sub-

jective experience.

The historical overview shows that different approaches to music

research have been explored, but the major factors of progress in that

field have been the introduction of the experimental methodology in the

nineteenth century and of technology in the twentieth century. During

the course of the twentieth century, technology had an growing impact

on music culture and on the way people engage in signification practices.

The latter call for more advanced mediation technologies that will close

the gap between between musical mind and matter.

In recent years, the development of interactive multimedia plat-

forms has played an important role in the shift from (disembodied) cog-

nition to embodied cognition. Recent developments indicate that these

platforms allow a straightforward use of measurement tools and model-

ing tools which facilitate the setup of experiments related to gestural and

multimodal involvement with music. Moreover, the same interactive

multimedia platform that integrates these tools can use the results from

measurement and modeling in artistic applications.

A general conclusion to be drawn from this overview is that the

scientific methodology has been expanding from purely physical issues

(music as sound) to more subjective issues (music as experience). The

connection between the two draws on fundamental relationships be-

tween mind, body, and matter.
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3 Ecological Conceptions

While involved with music, the human body interacts with physical en-

ergy and the human mind deals with interpretations that are built on

top of that corporeal interaction. But how are body and mind related?

How can we bridge the gap between physical energy and mental inter-

pretation? An understanding of this relationship forms the basis of a

theory of music mediation. Such a theory is needed for building a tech-

nology that functions as an intermediary between mind and matter in ac-

cordance with the ways in which humans naturally engage themselves

with music. This technology should enhance experience-based access to

music rather than being an obstacle to it.

In order to develop such a theory and technology, it is necessary to

understand how action and perception interfere with music. Therefore,

in this and the following two chapters, action and perception will be ana-

lyzed from an ecological point of view. Ecology is the study of the rela-

tionships between the subject and its environment. The present chapter

focuses on the environment, and the next two chapters will focus on the

subject.

The problem to be clarified in this chapter is how action and per-

ception interfere with regularities in the environment. It is known that

some of these regularities are based on artifacts that somehow persist

at a cultural level or in a cultural environment, such as a musical style.

However, other regularities are purely physical or biological. Yet each

type of regularity influences the other. Thus, there is a complex relation-

ship between action and perception on the one hand, and the natural and

cultural environments on the other hand. This relationship is still poorly

understood because it involves physical, biological, and cultural regular-

ities that interact with each other.



3.1 Direct Perception and Inference

Ecological theories of human action and perception have been developed

from at least two different viewpoints, direct perception and inference.

The latter is also known as the lens model.

The theory of direct perception holds that the duality between an

organism and its environment can be overcome by the fact that the or-

ganism perceives the action-relevant properties of the environment (Gib-

son, 1979). In other words, while having access to reality, it is not the

physical properties that are perceived, nor the awareness of the sensing

of these properties. Rather, what is perceived is the action-relevant value

of the energy that causes these sensory features. This action-relevant value

is called an affordance. Direct perception thus draws strongly upon the

action-oriented bias of the human organism. As a consequence, depend-

ing on the context, the same energy may lead to different affordances.

In the lens model, a distinction is made between distal stimuli, the

energies in the ecological environment, and proximal stimuli, the effect

of these energies on sensory input (Brunswik, 1956). The organism is

not able to perceive the distal stimuli directly. Instead, it must infer the

action-oriented value of the energy in the environment from the cues pro-

vided by the proximal stimuli. These cues are the lens through which the

organism has access to the environment.

Differences in scope and definition of terms have been the reason,

in the past, that the two psychological theories have addressed different

communities. Gibson has had more influence in the psychology of (vi-

sual) perception, while Brunswik has been important in fields that ad-

dress the analysis and design of human–technology interaction (Kirlik

and Maruyama, 2004). The lens model has also been used as a paradigm

for emotional communication in speech and music (Scherer, 1978; Juslin,

2001).

Recently, arguments have been put forward in favor of a unifica-

tion of the two approaches (Vicente, 2003), but the primary difference

still concerns the different modes of knowing the world. The direct per-

ception mode is based on attunement to information, an idea which is

closely related to behavioral resonance, identification, and direct access

to music. In contrast, the lens model is based on judgment and inference,

which involve awareness, evaluation, interpretation, and mental descrip-

tion of the perceived cues. Judgment is needed in order to obtain a

linguistic description which, ultimately, may provide indirect linguistic-

based access to mental involvement with music (see chapter 1).
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In Gibson’s model, the coupling of action and perception is the

cornerstone of the theory. This is not the case in Brunswik’s model, al-

though it is straightforward to draw upon action/perception couplings

for making inferences about reality. In what follows, the coupling of

action and perception is taken to be a central concept in our understand-

ing of the relationship between a subject and its natural environment,

and both the model of direct perception and the lens model will be used

for that purpose. However, a more dynamic model will also be devel-

oped which accounts for the interaction between the natural and cultural

environments. This dynamic model should explain the emergence of cul-

tural artifacts as well as the effect it has on action and perception. The

result should provide a clearer understanding of the relationship between

a subject and its natural and cultural musical environments.

3.2 The Action–Reaction Cycle

This and the following section aim to clarify subject/environment interac-

tions by means of a case study of how musical instruments are made.

Making a musical instrument involves action and perception in relation

to the natural and cultural environments. It also involves the understand-

ing of the action-relevant value of sounds, the judgment of these sounds

in view of musical ideals, and shaping the physical environment that pro-

duces sound. All this proceeds within the confines of a cultural goal.1

The role of action and perception in an environmental interaction

can be captured in a dynamic model I call the action–reaction cycle. Fig-

ure 3.1 shows this cycle applied to the making of a musical instrument.

The first step of the cycle is an action (Play) that generates energy and

causes physical vibrations in an object. The resulting vibrations are taken

up by the air molecules that surround the object. These vibrations are

received and processed by the human auditory system (Listen). A percep-

tion is then built up in the mind, and a judgment is made about the qual-

ity of the instrument (Judge). Finally, the subject can undertake an action

and change (Change) the physical conditions of the instrument to opti-

mize the judgment in terms of certain beliefs or values.

Note that this action–reaction cycle comprises aspects of direct per-

ception as well as inference. Direct perception is involved in sound pro-

duction and its perception. The sound is perceived mainly in terms of its

musical value, that is, its qualities of providing direct involvement with

music. In contrast, inference is involved in making a judgment about the

quality of the instrument and the change in its physical conditions. In
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those phases, the musical validity of the instrument is analyzed on the

basis of proximal cues and inferences are made concerning the distal

cues.

3.2.1 Ratchet Effect

Both the actual process of instrument-making (ontogenesis) and the his-

tory of how an instrument evolves (phylogenesis) can be seen as the

result of a repeated cycling of Play, Listen, Judge, Change. The action–

reaction cycling is a dynamic model with the capacity to subsume a

cumulative process similar to a ratchet effect, which transforms physical

energy into a cultural artifact (Tomasello, 1999). The ratchet image

shows how skills can be accumulated, for example, through imitation

learning (see chapter 5). Thus, the action–reaction cycling provides a dy-

namic model of how action and perception interact with the physical and

cultural environments.

3.2.2 Intentional Actions

While a musical instrument is being built, a set of action–reaction cycles,

which may occur on different time scales and perhaps in hierarchical

order, transforms matter and energy into a cultural artifact for making

music. This transformation often takes place as a function of the pursuit

of a particular goal. In the case of making a musical instrument, the goal

may be closely related to an existing instrument which serves as a model.

Figure 3.1
Action–reaction cycle.
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From that point of view, Play, Listen, Judge, and Change may be

understood as an intentional activity in which the physical activities

involved in playing, listening, and molding an instrument are steered by

a set of cultural constraints. In that sense, the ratchet effect would be an

intended effect.

However, not all effects of the action–reaction cycling can be seen

as being steered by a cultural goal. Especially when dealing with the phy-

logenesis of musical instruments, it is clear that the instruments we know

today cannot be seen as the goal-directed (or teleological) outcome of an

evolutionary process. Instead, the long-term evolution of musical instru-

ments may subsume a Darwinist model in which the long-term outcome

is considered to be an effect of more local interacting forces between nat-

ural and cultural constraints. In that sense, the modern carillon, for ex-

ample, is not necessarily what makers of automated chiming bells had

in mind in the fifteenth century. Rather, it is the outcome of a sequence

of local, goal-directed human actions that fit together and form a trajec-

tory. Cultural evolution is involved because of the ratchet effect of multi-

ple action–reaction cycles.

3.3 Nature and Culture in Interaction

The dynamic model of subject/environment interaction thus relies on

the idea that a mutual relationship exists between natural and cultural

constraints. To understand this relationship, the concept of a constraint

needs further clarification. The question to be solved is how natural and

cultural constraints can interact, and how this interaction is at work in

the subject/music relationship.

3.3.1 Natural and Cultural Constraints

By ‘‘constraint’’ I understand a rule or condition that imposes limits on

what is possible. In other words, a constraint can be defined as some-

thing that controls things. Natural constraints subsume the laws of phys-

ics and biology, whereas cultural constraints are rules or conditions that

impose limits on what is acceptable, appreciated, and considered to be

true or valid in a culture.

Natural constraints are supposed to form the study domain of the

natural sciences, where the aim is to give a functional description of

the cause-and-effect relationships of interacting material entities. Once

these functional relationships are understood, they can be simulated
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using a functional modeling approach, or parts of the functional rela-

tionships can be connected with technologies. Therefore, understanding

the natural constraints has direct implications for technology.

Cultural constraints, on the other hand, are of a totally different

order. They are about the control of significations, attribution of mean-

ings through habit or convention, ideals, norms, values, and worldviews.

Cultural constraints control shared experiences, joint attention scenarios,

goal-directed actions, intentions, and subjectivism.

In short, cultural constraints are effective in the mental domain,

while natural constraints are effective in the physical domain. However,

the two types of constraints are closely related. For example, assume that

somebody wants to make an instrument from bronze. It is known that

the natural (or eigen)resonances of bronze plates generate inharmonic

tones. So how do we handle the bronze in order to make it into a musical

instrument? The physical interaction with the bronze may be largely

influenced by cultural constraints.

In Western culture, it is very likely that the bronze will be altered to

make it sound more harmonic. The action–reaction cycle then looks as

follows: Play is a matter of hitting the bronze with a hammer. Listen

amounts to the perception of the sound, and Judge is about the compar-

ison of this sound with a reference sound that one has in mind. If the

sound differs too much from the harmonic ideal, the bronze plate has to

undergo Change. Then a new cycle will start until the judgment produces

a satisfactory comparison with the ideal model. The action–reaction

cycle may be applied to the casting of a single bell. However, as men-

tioned, the history of bell-casting could also be seen as running through

many of these action–reaction cycles until the bronze reached the form

of the bells we know today. In this process, natural and local cultural

constraints interact, forming a trajectory known today as the history of

bells.2

A closer look at the steps of the action–reaction cycle reveals some

further peculiarities of the interaction between natural and cultural

constraints.

� Play The main purpose of Play is to produce a sound. It can consist of

hitting the bronze with a metal hammer. Physically speaking, the impact

of the hammer causes energy to travel in the bronze plate, and the result-

ing vibrations are taken up by the air molecules that surround the plate.

These molecular vibrations in turn can be picked up by the human ear,

and are heard as the typical bell sound. However, Play can also be seen
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as an intentional act. It produces a sound as a function of evaluation and

later musical use.
� Listen This can be understood in terms of directly picking up the

sound from the source that produces it. From a physiological viewpoint,

this consists of picking up the vibrations of air molecules and transform-

ing them into sensations of sound qualities. However, Listen is also a

matter of direct perception, of a direct involvement with reality. What

is perceived, then, is not merely the properties of sound, but also the

action-relevant values of that sound. For example, what is perceived is

impact and force, or sound as a function of a musical purpose. The latter

focus on sound properties involves an awareness and inference. It implies

that listening can focus on different aspects of being involved with sound,

from its action-related values associated with survival and reward to its

sound properties as a function of music-making.
� Judge From the moment that physical energies give rise to the sensa-

tion of sound qualities, we enter into a new phase of the cycle, Judge.

This phase is even more difficult to describe purely from the viewpoint of

human physiology because judging the sound of the bronze is a matter

of comparing the perceived sound quality with an imagined prototype.

To illustrate the point, figure 3.2 shows an excerpt from an assess-

ment letter written in 1741, by the famous carillon founder Georges

Duméry.3 In this letter it is specified that ideally a good bell should have

a strong bourdon, the pure octave, the minor third, the fifth, and the

pure upper octave. In Duméry’s mind, the judgment of a bell would

have been made as a function of this ideal overtone structure. Obviously,

this ideal was grounded in the theory and experience of that time.

In Judge, perceived cues are compared with the mental model. On

that basis, a judgment is made about whether the distal cues are appro-

priate. If they are not, the bell has either to be tuned or to be remade.4

Judge is largely culturally determined because it entails choices which

depend not on physical energies but on conventions.
� Change Making a bell out of bronze provides an interesting example

of how physical materials should be changed in pursuit of ideal sound

characteristics. However, while Change could be conceived of in terms

of the manipulations that are needed to cast the bell or change its tuning,

such changes involve learned skills and knowledge based on long tradi-

tions of learning by imitation.5

In short, natural and cultural constraints interact. The making of

a bell shows how the control over natural constraints—the mastering
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Figure 3.2
Assessment letter of Georges Duméry with specification of the physical qualities
of the bell he intended to cast for the city of Bruges in 1741 (manuscript at the
University of Ghent Library; reprinted with permission).
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of inharmonic resonances or partial tone structures, can be seen as

an action–reaction cycling. This cycling is guided by a local cultural

harmonic ideal.6 The action–reaction cycling subsumes a ratchet effect

which is reflected in the accumulation of learned skills and technology.

Thus, local cultural constraints and natural constraints may account for

evolutionary trajectories of cultural artifacts.

The dynamic model of the subject/environment relationship holds

that action and perception can turn natural constraints into cultural con-

straints, which in turn have an effect on action and perception. This is

the motor of a cultural evolution. At the heart of this process is the

human capability to translate physical energies effectively into the objects

of an action- and valence-oriented mental ontology.

3.3.2 Explaining Cultural Constraints

Understanding the dynamics of the subject/environment relationship is

complicated by the interaction of natural and cultural constraints. This

interaction affects how we look at theories and how we develop ex-

planations. In the past, explanations of particular musical phenomena

were often based on cultural explanations. However, empirical and

computation-based approaches in musicology have led to a better under-

standing of the possible relationship between cultural and natural con-

straints. In certain cases, such as tonality induction, physics and biology

have offered a compelling hypothesis because the phenomenon may be

explained as an emerging effect of biological and physical causality

(Leman, 1995, 1999, 2003). In a similar way, let us look at how cultur-

alist and naturalist explanations would work in the case of the prefer-

ence for harmonic tones (Terhardt, 1984).

The Culturalist Explanation

Why do people prefer harmonic tones rather than inharmonic tones for

making music? The cultural explanation is that the instrument maker,

like Duméry in the above example, will prefer pitch stability, and thus

harmonic tones, because this reflects an extramusical component that

points to cultural values of what is essential in the world. Reference can

be made to the belief that the ultimate source of our world is absolutely

pure, perfect, and immutable, and therefore stable, for change implies

imperfection.7

However, this belief is the belief of a particular culture. Therefore,

the cultural explanation puts the burden on another cultural principle,
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such as a worldview. But where is the worldview coming from? Ulti-

mately, reference could be made to a dogma (e.g., stability as a property

of the divine) or to the idea that cultures make arbitrary choices (cultural

relativism). Unfortunately, in both cases it is hard to come up with a

more fundamental or universal principle.

The Naturalist Explanation

Instead of linking the cultural constraint to a more general cultural prin-

ciple, the naturalist explanation offers a reductionist account of the phe-

nomenon. The aim is to explain the phenomenon as an emerging effect of

interactions among physical and biological entities.

Concerning the preference for harmonic tones, the first thing to un-

derstand is the nature of pitch perception. Harmonic tone complexes

contain partial tones which are integer multiples of a fundamental fre-

quency. Due to neural mechanisms in the human auditory system, the

perceived pitch will correspond to the fundamental frequency of the har-

monic tone complex, even if this fundamental frequency is not present in

the signal (Langner, 1997).

The biological preference for stable tones may be related to the fact

that few inharmonic sounds were produced before humans manufac-

tured materials. Since perception should be conceived as an evolutionary

adaptation to an environment with harmonic tones, it should not be sur-

prising that the perception of inharmonic tones is highly ambiguous to

humans. The human auditory system is simply not adapted to inhar-

monic tones.8 However, even if it is true that perception is adapted to

harmonic tone complexes and not to inharmonic ones, the question still

remains why pitch is the main action-relevant value on which perception

is mainly focused. As I see it, harmonic tones lead to the perception of a

single pitch, rather than the perception of the individual overtones, be-

cause of two phenomena.

First, pitch is an easily extracted form of invariance in signals. Pitch

immediately appears in the waveform as periodicity. Systems that come

into resonance with this periodicity will tend to develop an emergent per-

ception of pitch because it is the cue which is most stable over a large

number of harmonic tones. During the course of evolution, stability is

rewarding, and hence biological functions may develop toward the as-

pect of information that is most stable (less ambiguous) in the structure

of physical energy. In contrast with pitch, for example, the phase struc-

ture of the harmonic tone complex is not stable. Consequently, its per-
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ception will be highly ambiguous. Therefore, biological functions will

not develop toward that aspect of information because no stable rela-

tionship can be sustained between the proximal cue of phase structure

and the specific structure in the energy. Concerning harmonic sounds,

hearing would adapt to the hearing of pitch rather than phase structure

because organisms can sustain an action-relevant relationship with the

specific information contained in the stimulus. It is not possible to sus-

tain such a relationship with the phase structure, or with inharmonic

tones, because of their ambiguous information. Perceptual systems thus

tend to disambiguate the information in the environment as a conse-

quence of action-based resonances.

The action-based relationship with information contained in the

stimulus is connected with the second point: that pitch facilitates

communication because the reproduction of pitch is much easier than re-

production of a particular phase structure in harmonic tones. The evolu-

tionary process by which pitch occurs as a biological adaptation is thus

facilitated as a function of the resynthesis. Thus, perception will evolve

as a function of this action-related value. Therefore, what is perceived is

also an adaptation to the physical constraints of our own actions. In that

sense, we perceive pitch as an affordance, a thing which we can handle in

action. Thus, the reproduction system must also have evolved in line

with perception. There must have been a mutual reinforcement of per-

ception and action concerning pitch.

To sum up, the adaptation to pitch can be seen as the result of a

resonance relationship between subject and environment. This resonance

reinforces the functions that tend to disambiguate the information that is

perceived in the environment. This disambiguation works as a function

of action-oriented values, for example, which the organism can produce

in vocalizations. From that perspective, the preference for harmonic

pitch is not based on metaphysics, but instead on physics and evolution.

In that sense, the preference for harmonic pitch is an emerging effect of

biological and physical interaction (called mutual resonance or entrain-

ment) through evolution. Thus, an explanation based on these principles

reduces the cultural phenomenon to more fundamental physical and bio-

logical principles. An understanding of these principles may allow the

simulation of the adaptation process. If it works, the explanatory theory

may be applied to other perception cues as well. Moreover, the causal

principles on which the explanation relies may be implemented in func-

tional models that simulate the principle.
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Why Both Naturalist and Culturalist Explanations Are Needed

However, it seems that not all cultures focus on harmonic sounds. Some

cultures prefer inharmonic sounds—some traditional music cultures in

Indonesia, for example (Schneider, 1997; Sethares, 1998). Clearly, this

focus cannot be explained in terms of a natural preference for harmonic

tones. Instead, it can be assumed that other aspects of sound, different

from pitch, may have played a role. For example, the amount of fluctua-

tion may have been the focus for this culture.

What ultimately causes the difference in focus on either pitch or

fluctuation is difficult to say. If it is based on principles that are external

to music, such as worldviews, then we are back to the cultural explana-

tory level. If it is based on principles that relate to materials available in

the environment, then we are back to natural constraints. More research

is needed to clarify this, using a dynamic model of interactions between

subjects and their natural/cultural environments.

To sum up, attempts can be made to understand cultural con-

straints in terms of natural constraints, using a reductionistic approach.

The task is then to explain the cultural constraints as emerging effects of

natural constraints. However, in matters that concern culture, we often

cannot fully explain the phenomenon on the basis of a few natural con-

straints alone. The natural constraints that are dealt with in the expla-

nation may be the wrong ones. For example, instead of pitch, it may

be fluctuation which is important. At the end, the role of a particular

natural constraint in a cultural dynamics may in turn be an effect of a

dynamics of multiple subject/environment interactions. We may need to

reintroduce the cultural level, or introduce at least a social level of inter-

actions between subjects, which makes the modeling even more complex.

In short, we cannot fully understand the impact of cultural con-

straints on the basis of cultural explanations alone, nor can we fully

understand the impact of cultural constraints on the basis of natural

explanations alone. It seems that both cultural and natural constraints

are needed to understand musical phenomena. Certain phenomena are

grounded in natural constraints but manifest themselves as goals or

values. Thus, they have the status of cultural constraints and can exert

strong influence on the development of new cultural phenomena. To un-

derstand this global resonance between natural and cultural constraints,

it is strategically wise to have a look at what physics and biology can

offer, and then reconsider the cultural explanation from that perspective.

In the case of Georges Duméry, for example, this approach offers a good
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understanding of why he may have chosen the harmonic tone as a refer-

ence model for the manufacturing of bells.

3.4 Simulating the Emergence of Cultural Constraints

The features of the ecological resonance model, which are based on

subject/environment interactions, can be clarified in greater detail using

computational methods. This can be illustrated with an example about

the origin of musical scales.9

Like harmonic tone complexes, pitch scales are often conceived of

as cultural constraints. Indeed, pitch scales have been assumed to be

based on convention (some say logics), which is demonstrated by the

fact that they have been deliberately imposed upon musical instruments

such as carillons. Many carillons are tuned in the so-called mean-tone

temperament, which is actually a tuning used for harpsichords. In that

sense, it is justified to call the pitch scale a cultural constraint, because it

controls what is considered to be the cultural ‘‘true’’ tuning of a carillon.

Tunings based on the eigen-resonances of bells (e.g., using the methodol-

ogy developed in Mathews et al., 1988) are not considered in practice.

Interestingly, two hypotheses have recently been proposed which

aim at explaining pitch scales as an emerging effect of physical/biological

adaptations rather than as outcomes of logical constructions or meta-

physical principles. The discussion shows how computational methods

can be used to understand how natural constraints interfere with cultural

constraints through action and perception. The first hypothesis is based

on the direct perception model: stimulus–source relationships. The sec-

ond hypothesis is based on inference.

Stimulus–Source Relationships

Schwartz et al. (2003) argue that perception is based on the disambig-

uation of action-relevant cues. The disambiguation is based on the ac-

cumulation of past correlations between stimulus properties and source

properties, which is reflected in a probability distribution of the possible

sources of the stimulus.10

The stimulus is what appears to the senses, and therefore it is

defined by a set of proximal cues. The source is what generates the

stimulus, and is defined by the distal cues. In the case of the human

voice, the stimulus is the harmonic tone with its spectrum of partial tones

at fixed distances corresponding to the frequency of the fundamental.
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This is what the ear receives. The source is the human vocal system with

its eigen-resonances, which produces the harmonic tone.

Schwartz et al. (2003) hypothesize that past experiences of the cou-

pling of harmonic spectra with the resonance properties of the vocal tract

lead to pitch representations that disambiguate pitch stimuli. In other

words, the brain is assumed to build up a statistics of stimulus–source

relationships and to use this statistics to disambiguate new or unknown

stimuli. Thus, it is assumed that the pitch scale is based on the pitch rela-

tionships that occur most often. This point of view implies that the pitch

scale is an emerging natural/biological constraint which is extracted from

the direct relationships between proximal cues and distal cues.

The key component of this hypothesis comprises the idea that per-

ception has access to the sound source. In this example, the vocal folds

are the sound source. They produce a series of rapid tone pulses at rates

that correspond to the frequency of the fundamental. Rapid tone pulses

have many harmonic partial tones, but the vocal system (larynx and

vocal tract) shapes the amplitudes of these partial tones by opening or

narrowing particular resonance chambers. This gives a vowel a particu-

lar pitch and a particular color. The resonance characteristics of the

vocal system—in the ideal case, the larynx and vocal tract can be seen

as a tube of a certain length that is closed at one end—have peaks of

maximal resonances at about 500 Hz, 1500 Hz, and 2500 Hz. Depend-

ing on the fundamental pitch at which the vocal is generated, different

partials (e.g., the second, third, fourth, or fifth partial tone) may attain

the maximum energy. For example, if a male produces a vowel at a

fundamental frequency of 125 Hz, the fourth harmonic at 500 Hz

ð4� 125 ¼ 500Þ is likely to have the maximum energy value, due to the

resonance peak at 500 Hz. If a female vocalizes at a fundamental fre-

quency of 250 Hz, the second harmonic at 500 Hz is likely to have the

maximum energy value.

Relative to the partial tone with maximum amplitude (which

emerges due to resonances of the vocal tract), the other harmonics have

different but structured intervallic relationships. For example, if the max-

imum amplitude is at the fourth partial, the higher partial tones (5, 6, 7,

8, etc.) have the frequency ratios of 1.25 (¼ 5/4, or major third), 1.5

(¼ 6/4, or fifth), 1.75 (¼ 7/4, or harmonic seventh), and 2 (¼ 8/4, or

octave) with respect to partial tone 4. The lower partial tones have the

relationships of 1 (¼ 4/4, or prime), 0.75 (¼ 3/4, or lower fourth), 0.5

(¼ 2/4, or lower octave), and 0.25 (¼ 1/4, or two octaves lower). On
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the other hand, if the maximum amplitude occurs at the second par-

tial, the higher partial tones occur at 1.5 (¼ 3/2, or fifth), 2 (¼ 4/2, or oc-

tave), 2.5 (¼ 5/2, or octave plus major third), 3 (¼ 6/2, or octave plus

fifth), and so on, and the lower partial tones at 0.5 (¼ 1/2, or lower oc-

tave), with respect to partial 2.

Schwartz et al. (2003) assume that the brain builds up a statistics of

how speech sounds relate to their source. More specifically, they show

that a simple summary of all these frequency ratios in vocalizations pro-

duced by males and females, old and young people, speaking different

languages, in different pitches and sound colors, reflects the tone scale.

Figure 3.3 shows frequency ratios in terms of their amplitude (dB). The

curve shows the overall effect that certain frequency ratios occur more

often than others. Of particular relevance are the peaks in the curve.

For example, the prime (ratio 1) and octave (ratio 2) occur more often

than the fifth (ratio 1.5), the fourth (1.33), and the sixth (1.66). The im-

plication for music-making is that the majority of the musical intervals of

the chromatic scale correspond to the mean amplitude peaks in the curve

because frequency ratios at these points are less ambiguous than fre-

quency ratios in the neighborhood.

To sum up, it is conjectured that the pitch scale arises from the sta-

tistical structure of vocalizations. Therefore, Schwartz et al. (2003) state

that the pitch scale emerges from the laws of nature.

Figure 3.3
Statistical structure of speech sounds (Schwartz et al., 2003). (Reprinted with
permission of the author.)
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Inference from Stimulus-Based Cues

Although the above theory connects sound production with sound per-

ception in an interesting way, it has not fully explained the existence of

pitch scales that differ from the Western pitch scale, nor does it go into

the fine details of tuning systems. For example, the pelog and slendro

scales used in Indonesian gamelan music show that pitch scales are not

necessarily based on harmonic relationships. A gamelan orchestra uses

metallic instruments that produce inharmonic partial tone structures.

Apparently, we cannot fully account for these pitch scales without taking

into consideration the inharmonic tones used in this music.

Sethares (1998) has pointed out that the pelog and slendro tone

scales of Indonesian gamelan orchestras can be obtained by combining

the tones of metallic instruments and the human voice. In this approach,

which is based on von Helmholtz (1863/1968), roughness is taken to be

the proximal cue from which the pitch scale can be inferred.11 The

assumption is that the points at which the roughness is minimal (or con-

sonance is maximal) correspond to the intervals of the scales. This ap-

proach thus begins at the proximal cue from which an inference is made

concerning the actual state of the pitch scale. Figure 3.4 shows the result-

ing curves for slendro and pelog scales. The peaks are intervals with little

dissonance or roughness. They correspond to the intervals of the scale.

3.4.1 Both Direct Perception and Inference?

The main difference between Sethares’s approach and the approach of

Schwartz et al. is that Sethares obtains the results from an analysis of a

proximal cue (roughness). This cue is extracted from the stimulus, not

from an analysis of a large quantity of stimulus–source relationships.

In the model of Sethares, the pitch scale corresponds to the points

where the roughness of two combined inharmonic tones is minimal.

In contrast, Schwartz et al. (2003) do not rely on roughness perception.

Instead, they assume statistics of frequency ratios in speech. They

base their account on the principle of direct perception. The pitch scale

corresponds to the frequency ratios that occur most often in the natural

environment.

The discussion about pitch scales raises interesting questions con-

cerning the foundation of music perception. The empirical perception

approach advocated by Schwartz et al. has the interesting feature of

relating stimulus to source, but thus far it cannot account for pitch scales

of other cultures, nor for the fine differences between Western tuning
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systems. Clearly, the theory is far from being complete since it cannot ex-

plain the pitch scales of other cultures.

In contrast, Sethares’s approach (1998), based on roughness mini-

malization, can account for pitch scales of other cultures. In addition, it

gives an account of the small differences in Western tuning systems.

However, the model draws on the idea that roughness is the proximal

cue from which the pitch scale has to be inferred. This may be a ques-

tionable assumption because it can be asked if roughness is indeed some-

thing that is always avoided in music. Evidence is against it, because

musical practice shows that roughness is a basic part of many types of

music. Just think about the use of distorted sounds from electric guitars

in rock music, or the rough voices of flamenco music.

In both approaches, concepts of ecological perception have been

integrated, but the one stresses the principle of sound–source perception

while the other stresses inference. However, both approaches suggest

Figure 3.4
Slendro and pelog scales based on roughness minimalization (Sethares, 1998;
reprinted with permission of the author). The downward pointing peaks of both
curves indicate the intervals with minimal roughness. (Top) The combination of a
generic boning and a harmonic sound generates a curve with minima close to
the steps of a five tone equal-tempered scale (5-tet), typical for slendro tunings.
(Bottom) The combination of a saron and a harmonic sound generates a curve
with minima close to the scale steps of a pelog scale.
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that pitch scales can be seen as an emerging effect of natural constraints.

Interestingly, in both cases, computational principles have been used to

prove the hypothesis.

A possible compromise of the two explanatory models would con-

sist of the idea that the stimulus–source model sets a general trend for

pitch scales. But this trend may be refined or overruled using the infer-

ence techniques of a roughness-based sound analysis.

In any case, both accounts provide interesting examples of how

cultural constraints may be explained as the emerging outcome of natu-

ral (physical and biological) constraints. Theories and models may be

competing, but what is important is the idea that cultural constraints

can, to some extent, be understood in terms of biological and physical

principles. Once these principles are understood, the modeling can be

used in technologies of music mediation—for example, in tools that

compute pitch scales from spectral properties of sounds, as has been

shown in a convincing way by Sethares (1994, 2002).

3.5 Culture as Resonance System

The above model suggests that the relationship between natural and cul-

tural constraints can be further understood as something that interferes

with human action and perception. This is an important observation

which will be elaborated upon in the next chapter. Here it is of interest

to observe that repeated action–reaction cycling may lead to a focus

point, or cultural attractor, which emerges from the dynamic interplay

between natural/biological and cultural constraints. Due to a ratchet

effect, the interaction between natural and cultural constraints can lead

to higher levels of accumulated abstraction and complexity. At the end

of such a dynamic process, a cultural constraint may appear as a schema

which disambiguates the complex reality of mental conceptualizations of

the world. The cultural schemata thus become abstract principles which

are detached from their physical origins.

While their foundation originated in physical and physiological res-

onances, the cultural schemata may start to generate their own dynam-

ics. This is possible due to the accumulation of cultural artifacts and

the human willingness to learn, acquire, and apply these new artifacts

in human activities. Examples of such schemata are pitch scales, tonal

schemes, rhythmic schemes, timbre schemes, articulatory schemes, musi-

cal styles, and musical habits. In all these examples, human perception

and action seem to be the catalyst through which the ratchet effect can
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be realized. In other words, the ratchet which leads to the cultural attrac-

tor is moved by human action and perception.

In this dynamic ecological model, the physical, cultural, and human

constraints function together, forming a dynamic which appears as a res-

onance system in which constraints of different types (physical, biologi-

cal, cultural) interact on the basis of mutual exchange of energy. The

key factor in this dynamic is that humans tend to see the world as some-

thing meaningful, and they do this because they tend to disambiguate

the information stream into an ontology of action-relevant concepts.

Cultural constraints related to musical ideals, structural forms in music,

and even gestures emerge from this interaction as focal points or musical

attractors. They are stored and cultivated, and they in turn steer learning

and direct behavior toward particular goals.

The concept of a resonance system thus offers a powerful metaphor

for understanding how music may have evolved. It is a big challenge to

unravel the interactions between constraints because several levels of

information-processing may be involved, from sensation to perception

to cognition, and from simple motor reflexes to learned patterns and in-

tended actions.

3.5.1 Natural and Cultural Resonances

The above model of the interactions between subject and natural/cultural

constraints is summarized in figure 3.5. The subject is represented by a

small circle, and the interaction with the natural and cultural environ-

ments is represented by larger circles. The lower circle (broken line)

shows the action–reaction cycle in terms of natural constraints. The

upper circle (solid line) shows the action–reaction cycle in terms of cul-

tural constraints. Both circles are unified in the subject, where natural

and cultural constraints interact. The horizontal line indicates that the

subject is shaped through evolution.

In this model it is assumed that the social and cultural constraints

engage the subject in goal-directed processes related to values, significa-

tion, and meaning (upper circle). Although it is difficult to attach time

scales to this engagement, it can be conjectured that a mean time scale

for goals and values to result in an effect could be on the order of sev-

eral months or years, varying from a few seconds (the experienced now)

to several decades (the experienced me). In contrast, the physical

constraints engage the subject in action/perception processes related

to action-relevant exchanges of energy with the environment. This
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exchange is based on movement and motor activities, and it can be con-

jectured that the time scale is slightly shorter, varying from milliseconds

or seconds to several hours or sometimes years (lower circle).

In this model it is also assumed that the subject is engaged in pro-

cessing information streams, making sense of them in terms of goal-

directed behavior. This is represented by the two circles meeting in the

subject. Both circles can be conceived of as dynamic processes in which

subject and environment, through action and perception, exchange ener-

gies. Reinforcements of effects that arise from this dynamic process are

seen as resonances; they are the motor for the goal-directed dynamics of

action and perception.

Furthermore, in the figure there is a horizontal line which repre-

sents evolution and cultural history (from left to right). The model is

linked with the idea that during the course of evolution, biological

organisms have become more complex and have developed interactions

based on goal-directed representations and on socially and culturally de-

termined, goal-directed, long-term behavior. It is now generally assumed

that the human brain somehow accumulates this phylogenetic evolution

in several layers, from sensory and brain stem locations to higher-level

cognitive processing and meaning formation in the cortex.12 The long-

term effect of cultural evolution, however, is not goal-directed. Rather,

it can be understood as an effect of interaction between local cultural

Figure 3.5
Schematic representation of an individual interacting with physical and social-
cultural environments.
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constraints and natural constraints which may lead to the formation of

trajectories toward particular cultural attractors.

To sum up, the model suggests that engagement with music involves

three levels: physical energies, cultural objects, and human organisms. The

action/perception processes of the subject realize the link between physi-

cal energies and cultural objects through resonances (entrainment).

3.5.2 Human Resonances

A main assumption of the model is that biological organisms use reso-

nance communication to transform physical energies into action-relevant

concepts that operate as a function of their reward and, ultimately, their

survival. Turning physical energies into goal-directed action supports a

ratchet effect at the cultural level through which natural constraints ap-

pear as cultural constraints which can be learned.

This ecological model thus puts action/perception processes at the

center of how people engage with the environment. The transformation

of physical energy into cultural artifacts is also reflected in the unique ca-

pability of the human mind to learn these cultural artifacts and use them

as tools to signify the physical energy of the environment. In this signifi-

cation process, humans use culture to turn physical energy into action-

relevant representations which define an action-relevant ontology. The

human brain uses this ontology for mental access to the environment at

the level of cultural constraints.

Therefore, each subject can be considered to have a double identity,

like two sides of the same coin.

� First, the subject’s action and perception can be seen as an ex-

change of information and energy with the environment. Sensing and

generation of energy subsume different time scales (milliseconds, sec-

onds, years) and involve different levels of processing and memory sys-

tems (echoic, short-term, long-term, statistical, episodic).
� Second, the subject’s action and perception can be seen as engage-

ment with the cultural environment. This is the level at which we describe

music as experienced and as a function of particular goals, intentions,

and value systems.

The two levels suggest that involvement with music may be a

highly constrained involvement in the sense that culture already provides

very specific choices before our birth. The available cultural objects,

such as musical instruments, musical structures, musical styles, habits in
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musical function, and so on, are already present. They shape the brain in

the years during which the brain is fine-tuned. In many cases, such as the

perception of musical styles, the brain is adapting itself to these struc-

tures by picking up invariant information that is controlled by the cul-

tural constraints. At this level, the brain can be seen as a statistical

processor trying to absorb the invariant physical structures in the envi-

ronment. Culture plays a central role in that it enhances the distribution

of the structures of the physical environment. Thus it becomes a deter-

mining factor of human action and perception.

To sum up, the physical/biological and cultural levels subsume con-

straints which define what is possible. The most important observation is

that these two fields are unified in the subject through action. It is action

which allows the subject to transform physical energy to the cultural

level and vice versa. Associated with action is the capacity to create

a mental world, which is a world of imagination, of a virtual reality

composed of intentions and representations. Thus, the ecological model

should be conceived of as a resonating system based on action, in which

different processing systems (perception, cognition, emotion, motor

systems) have effects through interaction with each other and with the

environment.

3.5.3 Cultural Resonances

From a large number of objects in the environment, a culture will typi-

cally focus the subject’s attention on particular artifacts. For example, in

music, materials and objects that vibrate long enough (a few seconds) to

become distinct from percussion sounds have been improved to produce

even longer vibrations, until they produce pitches which can be used for

music-making. However, the cultural dynamics behind all this may be

hard to predict. Certain cultures, such as the Western culture, prefer

objects producing harmonic structures. Other cultures, such as the Indo-

nesian culture, prefer objects that produce particular inharmonic struc-

tures. Apart from the choice of objects, a culture will also select from

the possible combinations of the vibrational structures, so the develop-

ment of cultural artifacts should be seen as the result of a long dynamic

process.

Given this long-term dynamics, the general idea is that culture

develops in resonance with particular natural constraints. It means that

natural constraints may allow cultural constraints to become more and

more pronounced. During this process, natural constraints may be
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turned into particular cultural constraints that, due to their resonance

with natural constraints, become cultural attractors. Owing to the fact

that human subjects learn from cultural artifacts, these cultural con-

straints appear to be detached from their original natural environment.

At that moment, they have become genuine cultural constraints playing

a role in cultural institutions, worldviews, and significations. The pitch

scale can be seen as an example of this dynamics.

To sum up, the interaction of subjects with their environment

results in a complex dynamics which in turn can affect the action and

perception processes of the individual subject. So far, the analysis has

shown that the main mediator of this process is human action. For that

reason, the notion of human action is discussed further in the next

chapter. Of particular interest will be a better understanding of the way

in which physical energy can be turned into objects of an action-oriented

ontology. These objects define what exists in the world from the view-

point of the mind. The general idea is that action is a mediator between

matter and mind. Therefore, understanding this mediator is of crucial

importance for the development of a technological mediator which will

assist subjects in interactions between mind and matter.

3.6 Perspectives for a Technology of Music Mediation

The above ecological model offers a number of perspectives for a tech-

nology of music mediation.

A first perspective concerns the relationship between a subject and

a musical environment that is embedded in electronics. Without a medi-

ator, the subject can hardly access the musical environment in a content-

based or experience-based way because music is encoded physical energy

stored on a device. Therefore, a mediator has to be created which allows

a more fluent interaction between subject and music. One view is that

this can be realized by creating hooks which describe the encoded physi-

cal energy in terms of content and experiences. The hook is the channel

through which the interaction between subject and environment can take

place. It can be considered part of the musical environment, which now

consists of encoded physical energy (defined by natural constraints) and

descriptors of the content of music (defined by cultural constraints). The

hook (like the hook of Captain Hook) is the extension of the human

body into technology. Its processing capabilities should be conceived of

in terms of action-relevant processes, which have meaning to the action-

relevant ontology controlled by mental processes.
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A second perspective concerns the relationship between the natural

and cultural constraints in music. Music is pure physical energy and, at

the same time, a cultural artifact. Certain features of cultural artifacts

may be addressed on the basis of their physical structure. In that sense,

the mediator should attempt to create hooks in such a way that regular-

ities at the cultural level can be accounted for by regularities at the

physical level. A good example is pitch scales in African music. African

musicians adopt a number of different pitch scales, sometimes penta-

tonic, sometimes heptatonic, and so on. Assume that a large database of

African music is available. By using audio-mining technology, it is possi-

ble to transform the encoded physical energy of this database into pitch

representations. Thus, one can compare music in terms of pitch scales

and look for similarities and geographical relationships in terms of a

culturally relevant descriptor that was extracted from encoded physical

energy.

A third perspective concerns the design of a music mediation tech-

nology. The designer develops a framework in which a user will interact

with a musical environment. This framework will draw upon knowledge

of the physical/biological and cultural constraints of the human/music in-

teraction. Examples are modules for the extraction of pitch, harmony,

and tonality; modules for onset detection, tempo, and rhythm; and mod-

ules for semantic descriptions of music. However, these regularities may

subsume particular societal or cultural goals. The goal may be the design

of access to African music, for example. Or it may be the design of access

to an interactive music production system. In both cases the systems have

functions in societal and cultural contexts. These contexts may largely

define the kind of regularities that should be implemented and the kind

of interactions that should be accounted for.

In many cases a description of a subjective experience may not be

extracted straightforwardly from musical physical energy. It is well

known that the conditions for obtaining descriptions relating to feelings,

beliefs, values, goals, and personal opinions are difficult to control. In

those descriptions, the focus is on subjective matters, and the description

is often based on interpretations. Difference in description may reflect

difference in ontology. However, it is clear that these differences should

be taken into account in the development of a technology of music

mediation.

A fourth perspective concerns the idea that the development of a

technology of music mediation is similar to the development of a musical

instrument. A musical instrument can indeed be seen as an extension of
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the human body, and it contributes to the creation of cultural artifacts,

using the principle of a ratchet. That is, it builds upon earlier results.

Hence, the dynamics of the action–reaction cycles, as well as the idea

of the ratchet effect, may be used as an analysis model for a system-

engineering approach to music mediation. Mediation technology can be

seen as an artifact evolving on the basis of accumulated knowledge.

In more abstract terms, it seems that the ecological model may pro-

vide a general concept for the development of content-based mediation

technologies. The natural and cultural constraints are reflected in general

methodologies, called naturalistic and culturalistic methodologies.

Figure 3.6 represents this relationship between naturalistic and cul-

turalistic methods in general terms. The naturalistic methods are used

to study human information-processing. The resulting knowledge may

provide basic principles of how sound energy can be transformed into

musical descriptions. The culturalistic methods are used to study social,

ethical, and economic behaviors—in other words, to study how the sub-

ject behaves in a social and cultural context. This behavior is considered

to be goal-directed. Finally, research in human information-processing

is carried out as a function of the values and significant actions of the

social-cultural context. The schema assumes that music content descrip-

tion is a function of these naturalistic and culturalistic methods. In

Figure 3.6
Content processing involves naturalistic and culturalistic approaches.
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the development of a particular music information retrieval system, for

example, human factors are brought into focus. They may largely deter-

mine the kind of information-processing tools that need to be developed,

and the kind of mediation technology that can be used in a particular

context. The schema shows that the design of a technology for music me-

diation may depend largely on the goals of a project. Obviously, these

goals are constrained by the context in which that particular technology

is going to be used.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, involvement with musical reality has been discussed from

the viewpoint of an ecological framework for subject/environment inter-

actions. The focus has been on the roles and interaction of natural and

cultural environmental constraints. The model developed in this chapter

has been based on the notions of direct perception, inference, the action–

reaction cycle, and resonances. The result is a powerful dynamic model

that relates action and perception to natural and cultural environmental

constraints.

This dynamic has shown how action/perception processes may dis-

ambiguate stimuli–source relationships encountered in the environment.

Furthermore, through action, humans are able to turn physical energy

into action-relevant concepts and cultural artifacts. Resynthesis and imi-

tation of action-relevant values of physical energy play a key role in the

construction of a culture. Action thus forms a basic component of cul-

ture. It allows the creation of cultural artifacts, of technology, of the

sharing of attention on goals, intentions, and significations.

The ecological model put forward in this chapter implies that

involvement with music is embedded within a dynamic of multiple con-

straints impacting each other. This makes the model complex. The

dynamic assumes resonant interaction between different components of

that model. In developing tools that allow human beings to enhance their

interaction with stream-based musical information through modern tech-

nology, these resonances have to be studied and exploited in more detail.
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4 Corporeal Articulations and Intentionality

In the previous chapter, involvement with music was dealt with in terms

of subject/environment relationships. The emphasis was on the interac-

tion of a subject with natural and cultural environmental constraints.

It was found that human action can realize the transformation from

physical energy to cultural abstractions, and vice versa. This chapter

emphasizes that transformation, and goes deeper into the mechanisms

of action and perception of the involved subject.

This chapter starts with an analysis of three different types of music

description—first-person, second-person, and third-person—which ex-

press different approaches to intentionality. Of particular relevance is

the distinction between first-person and second-person descriptions. They

reflect the distinction between the (cerebral) interpretation of an intended

act and the (corporeal) articulation of an intended act. In the second sec-

tion, it is argued that corporeal articulations may be seen as an expres-

sion of a corporeal understanding of music as intentional being. This

understanding is grounded in the human bias to attribute intentionality

to things that move and with which we move or which we imitate. In

the third section, attention is given to the engine that allows corporeal

understanding. This engine is based on the coupling of action and percep-

tion, the underlying system of which is a coupling of motor and sensory

mechanisms. In the final section, attention is again focused on the intricate

link between corporeal articulations and linguistic descriptions of music.

Examples of music description are given and the parameters are set out

for a theory of music perception and a technology of music mediation.

4.1 Descriptions

Intentionality refers to a nonexistent content, as Brentano (1874/

1955) noted. Mental attitudes, such as thinking, believing, wanting, and



desiring, are about something that is physically nonexistent. They are

about a virtual world, about intended things. For example, I can think

about the face of a musician, his or her posture, and even particular

movements, but the face, the posture, and the movements exist only in

my imagination. My thinking does not create these objects in the real

world. And no observer will ever be able to see these objects in my

mind. In a similar way, I can imagine music and mentally simulate its

temporal deployment as if I hear it. But again, this mental operation

does not create existing music, except in my mind. The reality of my

mind is, from a physical point of view, a purely imaginary reality.

In a similar way, I can attribute a mental attitude to other subjects.

By looking at how a person moves and behaves, I can understand that

person as an intentional being. My understanding of his or her intentions

allows me to predict his or her actions and understand them as part of an

understanding of my own actions.

This attribution of intentionality can also be extended to material

things that move, such as cars. In traffic, another car is not just a moving

object. It is an object with particular intentions which I can understand

by using the experience of my being a driver. Responsible drivers aim at

understanding the intended movements of other cars, and on that basis

predict their future behavior. It is likely that for a dog, a car is just an-

other moving object. It is not an intentional object because the dog is

not involved with driving a car. The moving car is not something that

the dog can relate to its own actions. Hence, it may not have an under-

standing of it in terms of a mental simulation.

Like cars, music can be understood as an intentional object. Indeed,

the literature on music aesthetics and the phenomenology of music

(e.g., Wellek, 1963; Schaeffer, 1966; Broeckx, 1981; Scruton, 1997;

Cumming, 2000; Tarasti, 2003) provides a wealth of introspective

descriptions concerning intentionality related to music. The descrip-

tions are based on the perception of a differentiated set of qualia, which

range from structural attributes such as pitch, melody, harmony, tonal-

ity, and rhythm up to semantic attributes which relate to our affective,

expressive, or even emotional life. In this literature, involvement with

music is basically described in terms of purposes, values, beliefs, and

feelings.

Clearly, these attributions of intentionality to music somehow re-

flect the typical way of being involved with music. This involvement

tends toward the perception of what is intended, rather than what is. In

addition, musicologists tend to give interpretations of what is intended.
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They tend to understand the source of what is supposedly intended in

music.

4.1.1 First-Person and Third-Person Descriptions

The musicological literature draws on a distinction between two types of

description: first-person and third-person.

The first-person descriptions in musicology draw upon interpreta-

tions of intentions attributed to music, such as an attribution of ‘‘inner

victory of the spirit’’ to a passage in Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in A (see

chapter 1). This attribution is possible because the information picked

up from physical energy is used to define properties of objects that are

relevant in view of the subject’s action-oriented bias. Thus, moving

sonic forms receive the status of actions to which intentionality can be

attributed.

Interpretation aims at finding the source of the attributed intention.

In doing this, it often puts intentions in a historical and cultural frame-

work. Through the lens of subjective interpretation, personally experi-

enced intentions enter into the domain of a linguistic-based description

of the world. Thus, music description acquires the status of a meaningful

but personal narrative which other people can understand because they

share similar interpretations of the environment. The description results

from a subjective interpretation. It is both intention-based and symbolic/

linguistic.

In contrast, third-person descriptions are about repeatable mea-

surements of phenomena. These measurements, in principle, can be

obtained by any observer, or can be made by a machine or with the

help of a machine. By putting knowledge of human information-

processing mechanisms, as well as knowledge of user conventions, into

a machine it is possible to measure high-level structural and semantic

properties directly from physical energy such as pitch, loudness, tempo,

and particular affects such as ‘‘sad’’ or ‘‘happy’’. In addition, subjective

involvement with music can be observed from the third-person view-

point. For example, a subject’s movement of arms and legs in response

to music, or brain activity, can be recorded and further analyzed from a

third-person perspective.

Figure 4.1 gives a schematic overview of the differences between

third-person and first-person descriptions. To the left, physical energy

is measured and the resulting descriptors are third-person. To the

right, the first-person description is based on the subject’s attribution of
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action-relevant cues to physical energy. In this case, the action-relevant

cue is related to moving sonic forms that are seen as being intended.

This attribution is an effect of direct perception, the bias to perceive our

world in terms of affordances. The next step is an interpretation of the in-

tended action-relevant cue in terms of a possible source or cultural context.

Clearly, the first-person and third-person descriptors have entirely

different purposes. The first-person description may provide a narrative

of musical involvement, whereas the third-person description provides

the results of a measurement of the physical energy.

Correlating Interpretations with Measurements

A main reason that correlations between first-person and third-person

descriptions might be of interest is that such correlations would facilitate

the interaction between subjects and their technological environment.

For example, access to music as encoded physical energy in a database

(a third-person description) would be easier if access could be based on

first-person descriptions that specify content and experience. Indeed, our

action-oriented understanding of the world is in terms of content and

experience rather than in terms of measurement of physical energy. Cor-

relations would link this action-oriented understanding with aspects of

physical energy and facilitate the interaction. Along with that practical

objective, there is the pure scientific argument saying that we have no

complete theory of music if we cannot account for this connection be-

tween mind and matter (Chalmers, 2004).

However, it may be difficult to discern regularities in speculative

interpretations. In fact, this is exactly what subjectivism claims (see the

Figure 4.1
Model of first-person and third-person descriptions.
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discussion in sec. 1.3). The speculative character of interpretations intro-

duces a level of arbitrariness which may be difficult to grasp in terms of

underlying rules or regularities. As a matter of fact, if there are no rules

or regularities, it becomes difficult to develop a statistics that makes asso-

ciations. In that case, no data-mining technique will be able to extract

something useful. As a result, if no regularities are available, speculative

interpretation will remain a private method of meaning-formation. This

may still be something of interest for the subject who makes these inter-

pretations, as well as for a group of interested subjects, but it is probably

less appropriate to use as a hook (an action-based connection point) in a

technology of music mediation. In that case, the link with interpretation

may be problematic.

4.1.2 Second-Person Descriptions

The question is whether it is possible to have a form of description which

involves intentionality but is less linked in that way to interpretation. In

what follows, I draw upon the idea that an important form of descrip-

tion may be based on corporeal articulations.

The model for this type of description is presented in figure 4.2. The

figure integrates the first-person descriptions (right) and the third-person

Figure 4.2
Model for first-person, second-person, and third-person descriptions (see text for
explanation).
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descriptions (left). However, the new aspect is that perceived action-

relevant values can be articulated, and the resulting articulations are

called second-person descriptions.

The main difference between first-person and second-person de-

scriptions concerns the distinction between experience as interpreted

and experience as articulated.

Second-person descriptions are used to show, express, and articu-

late the private experience from one subject to another. They imply a

‘‘me-to-you’’ relationship. Both subjects have a disposition to show, ex-

press, and articulate music, and therefore can understand the experience

on the basis of such a shared expression. It is like a doctor who asks a

patient to describe what he or she feels. The nonverbal and verbal artic-

ulations of the patient express what is perceived and experienced. Based

on that information, the doctor should be able to make a correct diag-

nosis. The patient’s articulations should avoid interpretations and asso-

ciations. At the lowest level, the articulations can be related to bodily

behavior which the doctor observes. At the highest level, they may involve

verbal descriptions of corporeal feelings. Second-person descriptions re-

flect involvement with physical energy in a context of intersubjective

communication. Yet, in being subjective, these descriptions can be elu-

sive and bound to a number of subjective factors.

Note that second-person descriptions comprise nonverbal articula-

tions as well as verbal descriptions. Verbal descriptions of observed

states of the human body involve self-observation and sometimes inter-

pretation, and in that sense they may come close to first-person descrip-

tions. Indeed, it may be possible to consider a continuum of steps from

low-level corporeal articulations, to vocal utterances, to high-level con-

ceptualized self-observations, and, finally, to interpretations which relate

bodily behavior to cultural topics. In my definition, only the latter would

be considered genuine first-person descriptions. Clearly, not all verbal de-

scriptions rely on hermeneutic interpretations. There is sufficient room

for considering a self-contained category of nonverbal as well as verbal

descriptions that have their origin in corporeal articulations rather than

in cultural associations. The intimate nature of these descriptions is in

agreement with a social context where two subjects interact; hence the

name ‘‘second-person description.’’

Correlating Articulations with Measurements

The model of figure 4.2 assumes that correlations can be made between

second-person and third-person descriptions (top). If correlations are
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found, then prediction models may be built that allow the prediction of

subjective (second-person) descriptions, starting from an analysis of the

physical properties of the music. In principle, this could be done for

each individual subject. These models could then be used in databases

and interactive machines. The link from relatively high-level subjective

articulations to descriptions of physical energies would then allow each

subject to have an individualized technology-mediated access to music.

Ultimately, the main goal of music research might be to work out

causal models of the relationship between physical energy and subjective

experience. Such models would imply the physical modeling (models that

are functionally equivalent to causal processes) of the biomechanics of

the human body. Whether this is possible remains to be seen; it is an im-

portant research question.

Reducing Ontologies

Now assume, for a moment, that associations between corporeal articu-

lations (for example, arm movements) and objective descriptions of mu-

sical structure (for example, percussion events) have been found. Have

we then reduced the subjective involvement with music to a measurement

of some aspect of the physical energy? In other words, is intentionality

then made equal to an aspect of physical energy? Obviously not, for the

simple reason that corporeal articulations and descriptions of physical

reality rely on fundamentally different ontologies. Articulations express

something that is created in the mind of a subject whose action is

directed toward some aspect of the physical energy. The description of

the physical reality, however, does not take into account the intentional

orientation of a subject. Nevertheless, correlations between corporeal

articulations and physical energy can be useful in music mediation

technology. They may help facilitate the extension of the human body

into the virtual world of electronic media, thereby closing the gap be-

tween the human mind and the machine-encoded physical energy con-

tained in that virtual world.

To sum up, in this section a distinction has been made between

subjective and objective descriptions of music. Objective descriptions

are related to measurement and repeatable observations, while subjective

descriptions are related to the reporting of unique experiences of action-

relevant cues in music. These experiences can be either articulated or

interpreted. Articulations are more spontaneous, more socially func-

tional, and more body-based than first-person descriptions. The latter

stress interpretation and the link with cultural topics. In connection
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with music, these descriptions are based on awareness. They focus on

private life, provide insight into culture, and imply a cerebral-based

approach. The hope is that part of the human subjective involvement

with music can be captured in terms of articulations. Given their subcog-

nitive and social character, I believe there is a chance that meaningful

correlations with objective descriptions can be discovered.

4.2 Corporeal Intentionality

Until recently, the philosophy of intentionality seems to have emphasized

the cerebral aspect of intentionality, which closely adheres to thinking

and interpretation. The relationship of this type of disembodied mental

activity with the real world has always been slightly mysterious and,

for that reason, a mostly unsolved problem in philosophy (Erneling and

Johnson, 2005). However, recent developments in neurophysiology pro-

vide evidence for the role of human movement and human action in

explaining the phenomenon (Berthoz, 1997; Metzinger and Gallese,

2003; Jeannerod, 2003; W. Singer, 2002; Berthoz and Jorland, 2004;

Gallese, 2006). In this approach, intentionality refers to an action-based

understanding of the world, while cerebral intentionality can be seen as a

layer on top of it. My notion of corporeal intentionality is much in line

with these approaches.

In what follows, I argue that corporeal intentionality can be con-

ceived as an emerging effect of action/perception couplings, the underly-

ing engine of which can be defined in terms of a sensorimotor system.

The engine turns the physical energies of music into an imaginary world

of objects having qualities, valences, goals, and intentions, and vice

versa. Corporeal articulations can be seen as expressions of this process

of turning physical energy into an action-relevant and, as a consequence,

action-intended ontology.1

Corporeal intentionality can be distinguished from cerebral inten-

tionality—which, in music, explores the speculative pursuit of potential

interpretations. The essence of cerebral intentionality is interpreting

the source of intentions attributed to music. The essence of corporeal

intentionality is the articulation of moving sonic forms, with the em-

phasis on movement in relation to behavioral resonances of the human

body. Corporeal intentionality can be seen as an emerging effect of the

coupling of action and perception. If action and perception are indeed

tightly coupled (probably due to overlapping neuronal codes), then it

should be possible to derive action sequences from perception in order
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to see how intentionality is reflected in the action sequences. If corporeal

intentionality can be captured in articulations, it may provide a key to

communicating with technologies that mediate access to stored, encoded

physical energies. I will show that this approach is feasible in music re-

search and is likely to become a major research area.

4.2.1 The Intentionality Engine

A useful model for understanding the engine behind corporeal intention-

ality is based on the notions of outer space and inner space. These spaces

should be conceived as representational spaces of a subject’s outer and

inner environments, respectively.2 The knowledge of the outer, environ-

ing world is determined by receptors and effectors that define what be-

comes a stimulus or sign for a biological organism. The inner environing

world is created by the directing apparatus of the biological organism,

that is, the movements and actions in the environment. Corporeal inten-

tionality can be understood in terms of a coupling of these two spaces.

Inner Space

First, let us look at the inner space. The sensing of our body movements

leaves traces of motor activity in memory, and the sum of these motor

traces defines an internal model (or internal representation) of possible

movement trajectories.

The sensing of our own body movement is called kinesthesia. It is

done by receptors which capture body movement. Basically, this captur-

ing proceeds in two ways: a relative way, through the sensing of body

movements that change with respect to ongoing body movements, and

an absolute way, through the sensing of body movements that change

in relation to the environment (Berthoz, 1997). (See figure 4.3.) The pro-

prioceptive receptors located in muscles and joints produce the rela-

tive sensing of movement, while the receptors in the vestibular system,

the organs for equilibrium and gravity—more particularly the semi-

circular canals and otolith organs—produce the absolute sensing of

movement.

At the same time, however, the inner space is also a reservoir for the

execution of body movements (Jeannerod, 1994). The reservoir of bio-

mechanical possibilities contains schemata or learned sequences of

elementary movements that can be executed.3

The inner space is a center for afferent and efferent processing of

information. In afferent processing, the sensing of movement proceeds
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from the periphery to the center. In efferent processing, the execution of

movement proceeds from the center to the periphery. Efferent processing

can be blocked at a late stage: all processing can be carried out until the

last moment when the body would start to move. In terms of the func-

tional apparatus of the human body, it is as if the movement had taken

place, except that the very last stage is blocked. Several studies show that

the execution of movement can be blocked at different levels of the effer-

ent processing pathway. Jeannerod (1994) distinguishes between central

and peripheral mechanisms for motor images. Berthoz (1997) refers to

gamma motor neurons that modulate the sensibility of kinesthesia or

movement sensing. The activity or non-activity of these neurons induces

an activity or a non-activity in the neuromuscular nerves. Kinsbourne

(2002) observes that the younger the child, the less the inhibition, and

the greater the overt movement overflow.

Figure 4.3
Human receptors. (Reprinted with permission from A. Berthoz, Le Sens du
mouvement (The brain’s sense of movement), translated by G. Weiss.(O. Jacob,
1997, p. 26.)
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Outer Space

Apart from kinesthesia, the sensing of the external world is based on vi-

sual, auditory, and tactile receptors. This sensing also leaves traces. The

sum of these traces defines the outer space, that is, an internal model (or

internal representation) of the external world.

The inner and outer spaces both rely on sensing, but the main dif-

ference is that the inner space has the power to set the body into covert

or overt action (using capabilities of efferent processing and inhibition at

different levels of the efferent processing pathway), while the outer space

is basically an afferent device.4

Coupling Inner and Outer Spaces

The coupling of afferent and efferent processes creates a very powerful

enacting device from which intentionality may emerge (Metzinger and

Gallese, 2003). A core idea of the coupling is that perception and action

share common neuronal event codes, that is, a common representa-

tional medium for perceived events (perception) and intended or to-be-

generated events (action) (Hommel et al., 2001).

Let us first look at what happens when sensory trajectories activate

motor trajectories. The physical energy of a stimulus provides informa-

tion to the sensory system, which, on the basis of previous experiences,

can form a percept. The coupling with inner space and the activation of

a motor trajectory allow the system to react on the physical energy of the

environment, through either execution of an action or the simulation of

an action. In simulation, efferent processes are activated but blocked at a

certain level. As a result, the percept becomes an object of an action-

directed bias, and via that bias it becomes an object of an action-oriented

ontology. This ontology defines an a priori framework for any subjective

goal-directed bias, and thus for perception and action.

The notion of action-intended ontology goes beyond the statement

that perception focuses on the action-relevant cues of physical energy. In-

stead, it states that perception induces the simulation of intentions that

may be attributed to the environment. In fact, perception can be seen as

the creation of a motor image of the world that is based on sensory in-

formation. The world is seen from the viewpoint of intentional actions.

The sharing of neuronal event codes for perception and action is

consistent with the viewpoint that perception is simulated, or emulated,

action (see, e.g., Berthoz, 1997; Meltzoff and Prinz, 2002; Wilson and

Knoblich, 2005). This view entails that through the coupling of action
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and perception, percepts are directly related to predictions and to ac-

tions. It is also consistent with the viewpiont that perception in terms of

motor images may have the additional advantage of reducing the large

number of sensory parameters to a few control parameters needed for

motor-based resynthesis, or imitation (Liberman and Mattingly, 1985).

This implies that important aspects of the outer world, particularly

music, would in fact be captured in terms of actions and, thus, in terms

of embodied resynthesis.

All this implies that motor trajectories may turn a (proximal) stim-

ulus into an action-intended percept rather than an action-relevant per-

cept. This view embraces the idea that the perception of the world

fundamentally induces intentionality and anticipation (Hawkins and

Blakeslee, 2004). In other words, the world is conceived from the view-

point of action and prediction rather than merely based on the construc-

tion of gestalts (good forms).

Obviously, the sensorimotor system also works the other way

around. When a trajectory in the inner space is simulated—for example,

a walk from the front door of the university building to my office—I

can associate this motor image with a trajectory in the outer space. I can

explore the visual-audio-tactile features of the objects I encounter along

my imaginary walk. In that sense, the sensorimotor couplings allow the

transition from imagined movement to predicted sensory qualities. If

the moving sonic forms can engage humans in body movements, then it

is straightforward to assume that this movement will engender sensory

qualities which can be attributed to music as well. If corporeal imitation

of movement in sound is possible, then the association with sensory

qualities is straightforward (Godøy, 2003).

Figure 4.4 summarizes the model presented so far. The boxes on

top represent inner and outer space, and contain trajectories of move-

ment and of sensory information. These trajectories should be conceived

of in terms of neural representations. The inner space holds trajectories of

movement, while the outer space holds trajectories of sensory infor-

mation. The spaces are connected with each other and perhaps partly

overlap at defined levels of representation. Both spaces are also con-

nected with the environment. Physical energy provides input to the

systems that perceive movement and sensory information. In addition,

motor responses provide access to the environmental energy. These

motor responses, however, can be inhibited at different levels.

As a result of this motor feedback, physical energy will be captured

as objects and events (distal cues) rather than as physical cues or sensory
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cues (proximal cues). In other words, the stimulus properties are turned

into recognition of the stimulus–source relationships through active

involvement of body movement on the physical energy. Through learn-

ing, the subject can rely more on a statistics of previous observations.

Furthermore, the object may become a goal when movements are

simulated to grasp the object. The movements become actions and

are directed toward a goal. The object may further acquire a valence be-

cause it exerts reward or punishment. Acting upon the object, in other

words, forms the basis for turning physical energy into an object of the

subject’s action-oriented ontology (Gallese and Metzinger, 2003).

4.2.2 Evidence for Action/Perception Couplings

The sensorimotor model assumes a tight coupling between low-level

motor movements and sensory perception. It can be conceived of as the

neuronal equivalent of the action/perception model at a higher mental

level. Evidence in favor of the model comes from different fields: (1)

from behavioral studies, particularly from observations of imitation in

newborn infants, and (2) from the discovery of so-called mirror neurons

in monkeys and humans.

Figure 4.4
Coupled action and perception model.
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Native Imitation

Meltzoff and Moore (1977) showed that newborn infants imitate facial

gestures such as lip and tongue protrusion. Numerous studies also have

confirmed that newborn infants can, in addition, imitate mouth-opening,

hand gestures, hand movements, cheek and brow motions, eye-blinking,

and components of emotional expressions (see Meltzoff, 2002a for an

overview). The studies provide evidence that the coupling of observation

and executed movements is innate. Newborn infants spontaneously imi-

tate actions they have never seen before by overt behavior. Later in life,

this ability is inhibited.

Mirror Neurons

The discovery of so-called mirror neurons provides direct evidence for

the existence of a common neural structure for action and perception.

They were discovered during studies that focused on the activity of

motor neurons in a particular brain area of conscious monkeys (e.g.,

Gallese et al., 1996; Rizzolatti et al., 1996). During these studies, the

monkeys were allowed to reach for and grasp objects in a seminaturalis-

tic context. Rizzolatti et al. (2002) summarize how the neurons of this

area were related to specific actions, such as grasping-with-the-hand,

grasping-with-the-hand-and-the-mouth, holding, poking, and manipulat-

ing. A certain percentage of these neurons also respond to visual stimuli,

in particular when the monkey observes graspable objects. The visuo-

motor neurons thus encode a motor representation of an action suitable

for interaction with a particular object. Mirror neurons form part of this

second category of visuomotor neurons because ‘‘They activate when the

monkey observes another individual (the experimenter or another mon-

key) making a goal-directed action either with the hand or, in some

cases, with the mouth’’ (p. 249).

Mirror neurons do not code a simple parameter of movement,

such as force or movement direction; rather, they encode the intended

action of an agent toward an object. For example, the beginning of

the grasp action executed by the experimenter may be observed by the

monkey, but the end of the action, the actual grasping, may be hidden

behind a screen. The observed grasp action should not be completed,

but should give the impression of being completed in order to induce an

intention, and thus an activation of mirror neurons. Furthermore, it

should be done by a monkey hand or the hand of a human experimenter,

not a mechanical object. The neurons discharge during the execution

of the goal-directed action and during the observation (auditory, visual)
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of the same goal-directed action. The mirror neurons thus represent

both the monkey’s own executed action and the observed action, pro-

viding a common neural structure for action and perception. Hence

the name ‘‘mirror neurons’’: they encode the connections between

intended trajectories of the inner space and associated intended trajec-

tories of the outer space (Gallese and Goldman, 1998; Iacoboni et al.,

2005).

After this discovery in monkeys, it was shown that similar regions

subserving perception and action couplings are present in the human

brain. In figure 4.4, mirror neurons would be situated in the area be-

tween inner and outer space.

Kohler et al. (2002) localized audiovisual mirror neurons in area

F5 of the macaque brain that encode actions independently of whether

these actions are actually performed, but rather through association

with the sound of the action. Calvo-Merino et al. (2005) showed that

the mirror system integrates observed dancing actions with a personal

motor repertoire. Thus mirror neurons draw upon learned action

sequences, as the work on dancing actions suggests. Blakemore et al.

(2005) showed somatosensory activations during the observation of

touch. There is evidence, in other words, that mirror neurons are amo-

dal, in the sense that they can encode the mirroring of multiple sensory

channels.

A few authors have made a connection with language development.

For example, Rizzolatti and Arbib (1998) have suggested that the mirror

system is the precursor of the crucial language property of parity: that an

utterance usually carries similar meaning for speaker and hearer. Mirror

neurons have been assumed to be part of a vocabulary of action that

contains the image (the simulated motor trajectory) of how to perform

an action in terms of their goals. Mirror neurons perform sensorimotor

integration and transformation as the basis of imitation. Recent findings

seem to support the idea that such neuronal functions would be able to

execute and observe not only the action itself but also the expressiveness

of the action (Calvo-Merino et al., 2005) and emotions (Wicker et al.,

2003).

4.2.3 Action-Oriented Ontology

The move from sensorimotor couplings to intentionality, and ultimately

to subjective descriptions, is best understood by considering the notion

of action-oriented ontology once more.
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Social Origin

An action-oriented ontology is about entities that exist on the basis of

an intended action toward the physical energy in the environment. This

intentionality can be attributed to subjects as well as to objects (or,

rather, events). Attribution of intentionality is likely to occur on the basis

of mirroring, that is, on the basis of a simulation of the perceived action

in the subject’s own action. Actions of others are understood as intended

actions because the subject can simulate them and understand them as its

own intended actions. Yet the identification is not complete, because if it

were, the sense of self, or ownership of the body, would be lost. There-

fore, several levels are probably involved. They imply partial overlap but

should leave room to distinguish one’s own actions from the actions of

the other (Decety and Grèzes, 2006).

Obviously, music is not another human subject, but it provides

‘‘moving sonic forms’’ which, through corporeal articulations, are asso-

ciated with our actions. In that sense, music can be considered a virtual

social agent whose actions can be emulated. Based on these actions, the

proximal sonic stimuli can be turned into distal action events, which pro-

vide cues for attributing intentionality. The possibility of human social

communication, using subjective expressions and descriptions, is based

on the fact that humans come to their action-oriented ontology in more

or less similar ways. In other words, ontologies partly overlap among

subjects and thus may create a repository for semantic communication.

The latter assumes that the emulated actions are somehow self-observed,

conceptualized, and, finally, verbally described.

Values and Drives

The coupling of action and perception shows that the construction of an

imaginary world is not purely a matter of structures and forms, but of

actions and action simulations as well. In addition, we may assume that

there are also drives involved. Thus, the drive to handle real-world

objects as action-oriented objects (or goals) is mainly due to the fact

that the physical things in the environment give a return, and therefore

become associated with a valence (good or bad). The objects encoun-

tered in the environment (and represented in outer space) thus acquire

the status of goals with associated valence and energy. Objects are then

perceived in terms of actions directed at objects-with-valence-and-energy.

The internal models that we build of such objects have the status of ex-

perienced values to which we refer in intentional attitudes (Gallese and

Metzinger, 2003).
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To sum up, the engine for turning physical energy into subjective

experience, and thus for intentionality, is a mirroring system based on

the coupling of action and perception. Thus, a virtual or intended world

is created as a function of an action-oriented ontology. Corporeal inten-

tionality can be defined as action-based involvement with music. This

involvement is based on the creation of a virtual world of moving sonic

forms. Corporeal articulations and (second-person) verbal descriptions

are expressions of this involvement.

4.3 Expressive Meaning Formation in Music

The above theory suggests that subjective involvement with music may

be partly captured by corporeal articulations that reflect actions. These

actions are induced by a mirror system that translates moving sonic

forms into motor activity. But how are corporeal articulations related to

linguistic descriptors? I introduce this intriguing question in this section,

and I return to it in more detail in the next chapter, where I deal with the

notion of empathy, and in chapter 7, where I deal with verbal descrip-

tions in view of music information retrieval.

Broeckx’s (1981) theory of expressive meaning formation in music

provides a useful contribution and a starting point. It makes a distinction

between different levels of second-person descriptions.5 According to

Broeckx, listeners become engaged in the process of signification because

the music appears to them as an intentional organism, that is, as a kind

of material organism with sensitive attributes such as an acting subject

that is involved in events. Subjective description of music, in his view, is

the verbal description of experienced musical expressiveness. It is based

on three processes: synesthetic, kinesthetic, and cenesthetic. A fourth

process is involved with interpretation.

� Synesthetic processing involves multisensory integration. Physical

properties of musical audio—such as frequency, duration, spectral den-

sity, and loudness—are first perceived as auditory categories of pitch,

duration, timbre, and volume, which then lead, via synesthetic (or multi-

sensory) integration, to impressions of visual and tactile space, such as

extension, density, weight, smoothness, roughness, hardness, softness, li-

quidity, and ephemerality.
� Kinesthetic processing concerns the sensing of musical dynamics.

Music is dynamic in the sense that physical properties (frequency, ampli-

tude, and so on) evolve through time and generate in our perception
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segregated streams and objects that lead, via ideomotor processing, to

impressions of movement, gesture, tension, and release of tension.
� The cenesthetic process allows the experience to be turned into a

linguistic description. It allows the description of the general feeling

or awareness of the properties of multimodality and the properties of

kinesthesia.6

� A fourth process, analogical thinking, is based on cognitive inter-

pretation and association.

Although the above theory appears to focus on structural cues and

cognitive processing, there is a direct link with affective processing as

well. This link is due to the fact that the perception of qualia and move-

ment is related to reward. In this theory, the sensing of movement is

strongly associated with reward functions.

While Broeckx’s account of expressive meaning-formation was

inspired by phenomenological and gestalt-theoretic approaches to music,

its intuition sounds surprisingly actual. The essence of this theory is that

a description of musical expressiveness and signification can be a report

of how it feels when your brain is engaged in the valenced multimodal

and kinesthetic processing of the musical audio stream. It provides a gen-

eral schema of how synesthetic and kinesthetic corporeal articulations

can be turned into linguistic-based second-person descriptions and, fi-

nally, into first-person descriptions (analogical thinking). A broadening

of this theory toward the measurement and analysis of corporeal articu-

lations is straightforward. Also, the link between music-driven expressive

movements and self-observed verbal descriptions of these movements

needs further attention in terms of the distinction between self and the

other (here understood as a virtual other which is induced by music).

To sum up, the sensorimotor-based account of intentionality has

a number of consequences for how we look at the communication and

description of music. If perception is indeed covert action, then there

may be certain techniques or tricks that may turn this covert action into

overt action. What could be revealed are descriptions of corporeal inten-

tionality, that is, articulations of how the world is perceived in terms of

synesthetic- and kinesthetic-relevant cues. Such corporeal articulations

are certainly very subjective, but it is in a sense objective for the subject,

because the subject measures the physical energy as such. On top of these

articulations, a linguistic description may be based, as proposed by

Broeckx. And on top of those linguistic descriptions, interpretive projec-

tions into cultural signification are possible. In that sense, the progression
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from second-person to first-person descriptions is layered. It involves

corporeal articulations which can be captured as descriptions and turned

into linguistic descriptions, and, finally, into meanings that situate the

perceived moving sonic forms in a cultural and historical context.

4.4 Music, Movement, and Intentions

The above theory provides a powerful model for understanding direct

involvement with music. In what follows, the theory is linked with fur-

ther scientific findings and some personal experiences I had with playing

music, dance, and listening.

4.4.1 Playing Music

Playing a musical instrument is a highly skilled activity that is based on

long-term and intensive rehearsal of motor patterns. This rehearsal aims

at forming an inner space of motor trajectories that can be recalled and

generated automatically—that is, without paying too much conscious

attention to them. Rehearsal of motor actions (e.g., playing arpeggios

on the violin) is needed in order to automate the motor patterns so

that the musician can concentrate on the musical goals—the expressive

intentions—rather than on the gestures or movements.

Music educators often distinguish between technique and musical-

ity. A good technique should allow the musician to concentrate on musi-

cality. In this process, the prediction of motor trajectory as an internal

simulation of a motor trajectory, and the simulation of the expression

before the actual execution of the expression, are essential aspects of

making music. The driving force (perhaps one among many) is a partic-

ular aesthetic reward.

Recently, several studies have focused on the intrinsic relationship

between playing music and brain activity. Some studies show that exten-

sive procedural and long-term motor learning, and continued practice,

based on imitation and rehearsal, seemingly have an observable effect

on the human brain which is reflected in the brain’s plastic reorganiza-

tion (Schlaug, 2001; Pantev et al., 2001). Other recent studies (Lotze

et al., 2003; Kristeva et al., 2003; Langheim et al., 2002; Hickok et al.,

2003; Haslinger et al., 2005) indicate that primary motor and auditory

areas become tightly coupled with executed activities during musical

training. When one primary area is activated, the other also activates.
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The studies also show that motor training leaves traces in inner space

that can be used in imagery tasks.

Prediction of movement trajectories and goal-directed action to-

ward expressiveness form an important part of the musician’s ability

to deal with music as expressive information. More than ever, playing

music has been related to the tight coupling of action and perception. Re-

cent brain research seems to confirm that playing music is embedded in a

goal-directed ontology of involvement with music.

4.4.2 Dance and Response

Playing music, listening to music, and moving along with the music draw

on sensory information (trajectories in outer space) and synchronized

motor resonances (trajectories in inner space). The coupling of motor

trajectories to any of these sensory traces provides a rich basis for behav-

ioral resonances with music, either through synchronization and motor

movement that goes along with the local physical energy in music, or

through higher-level forms of attuning and goal-directed movements.

During these musical activities, perception seems to induce a transition

from musical audio streams to trajectories of auditory sensing in the

brain, to motor trajectories in the inner space. The movements may be

simulated (inhibited) or actually executed through movements of the

head, the hands, the feet, or the whole body.

Interestingly, moving along with the music is what most people

naturally do when they hear music. In contrast to the movement trajecto-

ries of playing an instrument, these movements are often not learned, but

result from a spontaneous and natural ‘‘moving along.’’ It is only when

learned or rehearsed movements are involved that we speak about dance.

Spontaneous movements, including ‘‘motormimetic sketching’’ (Godøy

et al., 2006), may be closely related to predictions of local bursts of

energy in the musical audio stream, in particular to the beat and the

rhythm patterns.

Thus, when the music is violent and aggressive, we tend to perform

movements (either simulated or executed) that go along with the violent

and aggressive sounds. We move as if we produce the violent and aggres-

sive sounds ourselves. These movements can be performed slightly ahead

of the music, especially if we happen to know the music well. Through

these movements, we become aware of violence and aggression be-

cause these movements invoke the sensing of acceleration, change of

gravity, velocity, and force—parameters of movements that we would
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sense in actual violent and aggressive acts. The hypothesis is that we con-

struct motor models of musical expressiveness on top of the sonic struc-

tures in music.

Here, too, the link with intentionality is straightforward. When

sensory information evokes motor traces (either simulated or executed),

it is likely that the perceived objects or processes are experienced as

objects of an action-oriented ontology—as if the music is the product of

our own action, as if we generate the music ourselves. Based on our nat-

ural inclination to predict and anticipate, these objects acquire the char-

acter of goals with valence (positive or negative character) and activity

(high or low energy).

4.4.3 Pure Listening?

Do we really perceive music as if it is generated by our own actions?

From my personal experience with music, I would be inclined to say

that the better we know the music, the more we enjoy its simulated con-

trol, as if we were the musician or the conductor. Music thereby offers

the proximal sonic cues and engages us to move along with the distal

action that could have produced these cues.

This feeling of resonance, control, and anticipation may be impor-

tant in explaining aesthetic pleasure. According to the sensorimotor

theory, the senses provide the information to create action-related

models of our environment, and these models allow us to anticipate the

consequences of our actions. Thus, the better we know the music (or

the musical style), the more (and the better) we are inclined to predict

on the basis of movement. Work by Repp and Knoblich (2004) provides

evidence that pianists recognize their own performance out of a number

of other performances. The sense of control, and thus of overlapping of

performed actions and perceived actions, may well be the origin of aes-

thetic pleasure, as was observed by Lipps (1903).

The listening experience is, moreover, a typical example of multi-

sensory association because our auditory perception forms part of our

fundamental multisensory perception of the world. We may assume

strong associations not only between sensory information and motor in-

formation, but also between multiple modalities of sensory information.

The nature of music, when performed in its natural environment, is basi-

cally multimodal.

Music will typically generate energies that are detectable by differ-

ent sensory receptors. Different modalities of the stimulus, such as light
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and vibration, are transduced by the receptors into neural signals that

follow separate processing paths. Multisensory integration implies that

at a certain moment, responses to one mode of energy modify, enhance,

or inhibit the responses to another mode of energy (Meredith, 2002).

Sensory integration, which is another aspect of the sensorimotor

theory, makes it possible to experience music not only as pure sound

but also as sound in association with other properties, perhaps basically

visual, tactile, and motor experiences. In an excellent concert hall,

equipped with an orchestra of loudspeakers around the audience and an

appropriate spatial distribution of electronic music, I once experienced

vivid sensations of myself moving in spaces with different forms, objects,

and colors changing and moving. This experience, close to a (controlled)

hallucination (Metzinger, 2003), was more vivid when I closed my eyes

while listening, so that I was not disturbed by the scene around me. In-

trospection teaches me that sounds are indeed strongly related to differ-

ent forms of sensation. In my case the sensation was perhaps more visual

than tactile and not at all olfactory, but movement was the basic compo-

nent. A colleague told me that his experience was more tactile than vi-

sual, although he agreed that movement was the main issue.

Shapes, colors, textures, and spaces are all in motion, and at least

on that single occasion I experienced my own body as moving in these

spaces. Electronic music may work particularly well to elicit this kind of

experience because the sound is often detached from known instruments

and other direct causes of the sounds. The abstract nature of electronic

music often invites one to imagine the distal action event that could

have produced the sound. Being surrounded by sound may give the

feeling of immersion and being driven by another source, which is close

to a feeling of ownership (‘‘I am moving’’) without the sense of agency

(‘‘I am not causing the movement’’) (Gallagher, 2000).

Scientific evidence for multisensory integration comes from studies

in synesthesia (Cytowic, 1989) and, more recently, in brain science. Mul-

timodal neurons encoding space or related characteristics of stimuli

have been found in several cortical and subcortical areas. But the best-

understood mammalian neurons for multisensory integration are prob-

ably those of the superior colliculus (Patton et al., 2002). This nucleus

receives inputs from the visual and somatosensory systems that are de-

rived from cortical and subcortical brain regions. The neurons are

known to be organized topographically according to the location in sen-

sory space of their receptive fields. Visuotopic maps of the visual space,

and maps of the body surface and of auditory space, have been found.
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Due to the convergence of the sensory inputs, it also appears that many

neurons in this nucleus can be activated by natural stimuli coming from

more than one sensory modality—for example, by a visual stimulus or an

auditory stimulus. The superior colliculus integrates converging inputs

and triggers orienting movements of the eyes, head, body, or pinnae of

the ears toward the source of stimulation.

The spatiotemporal relationship between the stimuli is critical for

their sensory integration and enhancement. It is generally assumed that

integration uses time windows updated at regular intervals (see also Ber-

thoz, 1997). Spatial proximity also plays a role.

4.5 Consequences for a Theory of Music Perception

The principles discussed so far contribute to an ecological theory of the

relationship between the subject and its musical environment. This

theory, explained in the previous chapter, assumes that the subject’s

action and perception are entirely embedded and constrained by the nat-

ural and cultural environments. The ecological embedding has an effect

on how music perception can be conceived of. In particular, the follow-

ing aspects should be taken into account:

� Perception serves to disambiguate the stimuli in our environment.

This is necessary for survival actions.
� Perception involves prediction in that it is based on past experi-

ences rather than on logical analysis of the present stimulus.
� Perception reduces the information to control parameters that can

be used for resynthesis or action.
� Perception is an emerging effect of resonance communication by

means of which natural constraints and cultural constraints interact

with each other.
� Perception of our own actions generates internal representations of

intentionality (goal-directed actions) which are associated with valence

attributions.
� The perception of the actions of others proceeds in terms of our

own ontology of intentions, and hence in terms of prediction and antici-

pation. By extension, moving sonic forms are perceived in terms of our

own ontology of intentions.
� There is a bias to perceive physical movement as being intentional,

especially if physical movement comprises biologically relevant move-

ment patterns.
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� Corporeal articulations are expressions of the intentional (antici-

patory) nature of perception. They form the basis for a synesthetic and

kinesthetic appreciation of music. Through self-observation (different

from interpretation!), certain aspects of this appreciation can be turned

into verbal descriptions.
� The sharing of attention paid to goal-directed activities (such as

music) forms the basis of social bonding and cognition. It has a ground-

ing in gestures and actions, and linguistic communication.

4.6 Consequences for a Technology of Music Mediation

The theory of intentionality put forward in this chapter may have far-

reaching consequences for a technology of music mediation. Of particu-

lar relevance is the idea that perception and action are strongly coupled.

Corporeal articulations are conceived as reflecting the action-oriented

ontology that is induced by moving sonic forms in music. They exhibit

prediction and anticipation of stimulus properties. The view entails that

physical energies can be experienced in terms of structural, multimodal,

kinesthetic, and affective properties, thereby forming the phenomenal

basis for the subjective involvement with music. These properties form

the target of the subject’s ability to describe music in a corporeal and ver-

bal way.

What this approach seems to promise for music research is a

description layer which holds the middle course between objective and

subjective. The question is whether there exists a method which allows

the capturing of this medium description layer. So far, a single method

has not been proposed, but our analysis suggests that corporeal arti-

culations could be the key to a solution. In particular, if perception is in-

deed simulated (or covert) action, then methods should be developed

which turn covert action into overt action (in other words, which

turn perception into action or, better, into articulations). The inten-

tional character of perception would then be revealed in the properties

of the articulations—for example, in their anticipatory or mirroring

character.

Turning perception into action holds the promise that correlations

between corporeal articulations, verbal descriptions, and measurements

of physical energy can be studied. Indeed, if corporeal articulations (cor-

poreal second-person descriptions) can be captured and perhaps linked

to verbal (second-person) descriptions and measurements of physical
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energy (third-person descriptions), then interesting applications become

feasible for technologies of music mediation. It would mean that technol-

ogies can be accessed by means of descriptions that closely adhere to the

natural expression of human subjects. However, research in this domain

has just begun, and the implications of a theory based on musical corpo-

reality are not yet fully incorporated into music research.

The resulting descriptions would include corporeal as well as ver-

bal descriptions which draw upon subjective experience, but are suffi-

ciently intersubjective and related to the properties of physical energies

that they may become functional in a social context based on semantic

communication. This is very different from first-person descriptions,

which express speculative potential interpretations of a private experi-

ence. The following possibilities may be considered.

� Verbal description based on motor behavior. It implies the sensing

of movement—in other words, kinesthesia—and the subsequent descrip-

tion of this sensing with respect to space. Such descriptions have to be

based on relationships between structural properties of the physical en-

ergy and an intersubjective set of motion terms.
� Verbal description based on multisensory properties that in turn are

based on sensed qualia related to mainly visual and tactile descriptors.
� Verbal description based on affective qualities associated with the

objects of the subjective action-oriented ontology. This is based on the

idea that motor and multisensing properties are related to reward. It can

be assumed that a particular set of affective descriptions, when properly

used in attribution descriptions, is sufficiently intersubjective.
� Corporeal articulations that mirror synesthetic and kinesthetic

processing. It is of interest to explore the idea of having a description of

music based on synesthesia and kinesthesia, without having to rely on

linguistic descriptions. There are several contexts in which these notions

might be important.

—In music information retrieval contexts, motor movements can be a

source of description—for example, for defining a pattern of expres-

siveness or for indicating the tempo. Singing and vocal imitation imply

motor movements of the throat.

—In interactive multimedia, motor movements are a central issue,

mainly in terms of generating music (the music-playing paradigm).

—In brain research, motor responses form the key to the study of musi-

cal execution and imagery.
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4.7 Conclusion

Through motor resonances, the complexities of the physical world are

related to our personal experiences. Intentionality, therefore, can be con-

ceived of as an emerging effect of this communicative resonance. It is

grounded in the coupling of action and perception. Through this cou-

pling, the human brain creates an action-oriented ontology of the world

that forms the basis of musical communication.

The theory of action/perception couplings has a high potential to

explain typical musical activities, including playing music, musical social

engagement, the connection between music and dance, and the multisen-

sory basis of listening to music. In addition, the sensorimotor theory

provides a tool to turn musical phenomenology into a genuine musical

content-processing science.

At the same time, the theory is limited because not all subjective

descriptions can be straightforwardly related to an action-oriented sub-

jective ontology. Associations between moving sonic forms and context

descriptions, such as linguistic descriptions of historical conventions or

stylistic categories, may be difficult. In contrast, there is a particular sub-

set of semantic descriptors which, I believe, can be related to experiences

of content. In that sense, the focus is on semantic content descriptors

rather than semantic context descriptors.

The step from physical energies to description forms a primary

challenge because the subjective ontology on which semantic descriptions

are based associates values, goals, and signification practices with experi-

ences. In this context, a distinction was made between first-, second-, and

third-person descriptions. First-person descriptions focus on the subjec-

tive interpretation of these experiences. Third-person descriptions focus

on structural properties of the physical signals. Second-person descrip-

tions involve the description of a subject’s multimodal and kinesthetic

engagement as socially expressive engagement. These descriptions can

be corporeal as well as linguistic. The latter assume a translation of expe-

rience into language, which involves an awareness and cognitive filtering

of the corporeal articulations.
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5 Corporeal Articulations and Imitation

In the previous chapter, it was suggested that people engage with music

in a way similar to the way they engage with other people. Specifically,

the behavior of another person can be understood when it can be mir-

rored in the subject’s own action-oriented ontology. The valence-related

goal directedness contained in this mirrored action can be attributed to

the behavior of the other person. Thus, the other person is seen as having

intentions, beliefs, values, and meanings. Likewise, changes in sound

energy can be mirrored in the subject’s action-oriented ontology. On the

basis of this mirroring process, sound patterns can be understood as

having intentionality. The process forms the basis of an appreciation of

music which is strongly based on body movement, and to which cerebral

appreciation and interpretation can be added.

This chapter goes deeper into the mirroring processes that underlie

corporeal articulations. First, the nature of mirror processes is considered

in terms of recent research on imitation. It turns out that different aspects

of imitation can be discerned in relation to music. Second, an attempt is

made to distinguish different types of corporeal articulation according to

different degrees of musical involvement. The proposal is to distinguish

among synchronization, attuning, and empathy. Third, corporeal articu-

lation is related to musical expressiveness. After all, if articulations are a

kind of expression, how do they relate to expressiveness in music? Finally,

consequences are drawn for music research. It is argued that the under-

standing of corporeal articulations in response to music is related to a

number of challenging questions requiring an interdisciplinary approach.

5.1 Corporeal Articulations as Imitation

Corporeal articulations have been defined as expressions of the attribu-

tion of intentionality to music. They are indications of synesthetic and



kinesthetic action-relevant processes, having a predictive and anticipa-

tory character. Such articulations manifest themselves as activations in

the human body—for example, as brain activations, as physiological

responses (such as cardiovascular responses manifested by changes in

blood pressure, pulse rate, galvanic skin resistance, and breathing pat-

terns), or as overt behavioral responses (observable movements of body

parts).

In what follows, the focus is on the underlying theoretical model

of corporeal articulations, no matter at which level they are observed

(neural, physiological, behavioral). The theoretical model assumes that

involvement with music is based on a mirroring process (realized in the

coupling of action/perception), which allows the attribution of intention-

ality to music. Corporeal articulations, as indicators of intentionality,

can be studied in terms of this mirroring process. Thus the central notion

to start with is mirroring and imitation.1

5.1.1 True Imitation

There is a famous paragraph in Aristotle’s Poetics (chap. 4) in which he

says

Imitation is natural to man from childhood, one of his advantages over the lower
animals being this, that he is the most imitative creature in the world, and learns
at first by imitation. And it is also natural for all to delight in works of imitation.
(2001, p. 1457)2

The passage sounds surprisingly similar to modern ideas. Recent empiri-

cal findings in child psychology and brain research support the view that

true imitation (to be distinguished from mimicry and motor contagion)

(1) is innate, (2) is well-developed in humans, (3) fosters learning, and

(4) yields pleasure. An overview of the modern conception of imitation

is given below.

Imitation Is Innate

Since 1980, the experiments by Meltzoff on imitation behavior in new-

born human babies, repeated by laboratories worldwide (for an over-

view, see Meltzoff, 2002a), have initiated a silent revolution in thinking

about early childhood. Developmental psychologists now believe that

Piaget’s time scale (set up by Piaget in the 1950s) was too conservative

in the sense that at an early age children are much more cognitively com-

petent than was previously thought. Infants seem to be attuned to other
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persons from birth, and they seem to be capable of entertaining interac-

tions by means of imitations via body movements, vocalization, and

facial expressions. Based on experiments, imitation is believed to be a

basic form of corporeal articulation which is goal-directed and based on

purposeful action (Meltzoff and Moore, 1997). Many authors believe

that imitation is an innate mechanism because, in certain experiments,

actions such as tongue protrusion have never been seen by children, and

yet, when they observe it, they imitate it. In other words, they can turn

new visual information directly into a motor action.

Imitation Is Most Advanced in Humans

According to Tomasello (1999), who studied the behavior of chimpan-

zees, the capacity to understand conspecifics as intentional/mental agents

like the self is species-unique. A developed form of this ability in humans

is perhaps the only characteristic that distinguishes modern humans from

premodern human beings and animals. Animals indeed do imitate, but

their imitation is less often directed toward the attainment of goals.3

Trevarthen (2004) assumes that human newborns’ neural systems

enable them to establish communication with their caregiver, to the ben-

efit of their own survival. He argues that imitation is a function of the

newborns’ bias toward active experience and communication—in other

words, to get a response from the person they are dependent on. The

advanced form of gestural imitation in humans is assumed to presage

the emergence of symbolic language (Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998). This

capacity underlies the development of social cognition.

Learning Through Imitation

Imitation which allows learning is sometimes called true imitation be-

cause it differs from behavior, which draws upon contagious action

sequences, such as yawning, and from imitation, which draws upon

mindless repetition, or mimicry, such as the sounds of a parrot.4

(True) imitation is known to be extremely important for newborns,

first to provide a sense of connectedness with social partners and then to

allow the acquisition of information about other people’s actions and

intentions (Rogers et al., 2003; Trevarthen et al., 1999). In understand-

ing the process of imitation, a distinction can be made between imitation

that copies the task structure and hierarchical organization, and imita-

tion that copies movements (Byrne and Russon, 1998). True imitation

focuses on the goal, rather than on the means through which the goal is

attained (Mitchell, 2002). Imitation thus involves a complex process of
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observation that is coupled to action prediction, followed by the execu-

tion of the action as a function of the goal. In that sense, imitation can be

part of a learning process. This process contains several components

(Bekkering et al., 2000):

� First, imitation involves a decomposition of the observed sensory

action into constituent components that are encoded in motor compo-

nents. This is followed by a reconstruction of the action pattern from

the motor components.
� Second, decomposition is guided by an interpretation of the motor

pattern as a goal-directed behavior. Thus, the constituent elements in-

volve the goals of the action rather than the means through which the

action achieves its goal.
� Third, goals are represented in hierarchical patterns.
� Fourth, the reconstruction of the pattern is subject to resource con-

straints. Dominant goals remain when resources are limited.

Imitation Is Pleasure

Finally, Aristotle referred to delight, or pleasure, as a form of satisfaction

or reward.5 There is ample direct scientific evidence that corporeal imita-

tion in music is a source of pleasure for humans. Yet, several hypotheses

can be formulated.

The first hypothesis assumes that imitation facilitates communi-

cation and learning. The human newborn’s bias to actively seek inter-

action, and the reward it gets from that, is one example of seeking

communication. The communication between parent and newborn is

very similar to musical communication. It involves specific patterns, and

repetition and imitation of patterns in a two-way communication be-

tween parent and child. Trevarthen (2004) describes these communica-

tions as musical communication. When in a face-to-face interaction with

an adult social partner, the adult suddenly holds a neutral, still face for

one to two minutes, infants as young as two months respond with

increased negative affect and gaze aversion. This is often interpreted as

a disruption of a positive feeling or pleasure that the infant has while

engaged with the adult (Striano and Tomasello, 2001).

A second hypothesis is that imitation may provide access to

domains of reality that otherwise remain closed. An example is young

children making a ‘‘telephone call’’ using a shoe instead of a real cell tele-

phone. What is imitated is clearly the telephone-calling behavior, and the

shoe is only a means to achieve that behavior. The essential thing is that
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through corporeal imitation of adult behavior the child mirrors the adult

world with its own world. Thus the child gains access to the adult world.

The child can now look at the world with the eyes of the adult, which

supposedly can be very beneficial for its development. By analogy one

could say that music may give access to aspects of reality which are

otherwise difficult to access. Particular expressions, feelings, and affects

can be experienced which are otherwise difficult or dangerous to experi-

ence (for example, a state of hubris). A further extension of this idea

concerns ritual performances. Ritual performances create a context of

mirroring and allow subjects to see the world from another viewpoint.

In rituals, mirroring may provide access to knowledge that can be

described and experienced through corporeal imitation. Symbols, in that

context, facilitate mirroring just as a shoe facilitates the imitation of a

telephone call.

A third hypothesis states that corporeal imitation forms the basis of

seduction (that is, display of genetic fitness) and a whole palette of auto-

matic communication patterns that is also operative in sexual display

and attraction (Grammer et al., 1998, 2000). It is likely to assume that

such behaviors work with music, not only in a social context, where

partners use movements and gestures to evoke interest, but also in the in-

dividual context, where subjects can engage in similar movements and

gestures with moving sonic forms in music. Music provides an excellent

context in which to train these corporeal imitation behaviors and later to

display them in a context with potential partners. By imitating expres-

siveness in music, the subjects are increasing their own viability.

The fourth hypothesis is based on the notion of self-motivation. In

learning to play a musical instrument, often there is a balance between

skills and challenges. Playing a musical instrument starts with the imita-

tion of low-level skills and low-level challenges. However, as skills

improve, the challenges can rise to a higher level. When skills and

challenges are in equilibrium, this gives rise to an optimal experience or

pleasure. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) calls this a negentropic state of con-

sciousness which is intrinsically rewarding. Thus musical learning is

done for pleasure; it changes mood or provides consolation.

To sum up, a major feature to keep in mind is that true imitation

has a focus on goals rather than on the means by which the goal is

attained. Furthermore, imitation gives rise to pleasure. An understanding

of the relationship between pleasure and imitation is crucial, but further

research is needed in this domain.
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5.1.2 Music and Imitation

Given the modern view on imitation, it is of interest to take a closer look

at how imitation manifests itself in music. Apparently, imitation in music

can be approached from different viewpoints, and straightforward dis-

tinctions can be made between imitation of skills, imitation of musical

figures, imitation of symbols, imitation of moving sonic forms (corporeal

imitation), and imitation of group behavior (allelo-imitation).

Imitation of Musical Skills

Learning to play a musical instrument is a typical example of true imita-

tion. It draws on the ability of the student to focus on what is essential in

the teacher’s example. Even if the instrument is not the same—for exam-

ple, the teacher plays trombone and the student plays trumpet—it is still

possible to imitate particular behaviors and playing styles because the

student has more of a focus on the goals and less of a focus on the pre-

cise movements. However, the student’s ability to see the movements and

gestures of the teacher may be an important component in learning to

play a musical instrument. The visual observation of expressive move-

ments may facilitate the mirroring of the teacher’s intentions to the stu-

dent’s intentions.6

The role of mirroring in music education has been confirmed by a

brain imaging study (Buccino et al., 2004). Playing of a musical instru-

ment was used to show that the decomposition into elementary motor

components was encoded by the mirror neurons. When the action to be

imitated corresponded to an elementary action already present in the

mirror neuron system, this act was forwarded to other structures and

replicated. In that case, no learning was needed. However, when imita-

tion required the learning of a new pattern, further mechanisms were

required. Unfortunately, the precise neural circuits of imitation learning

are not yet fully understood. This study shows that true imitation does

not always involve learning.

Imitation of Musical Figures

Imitation of musical figures is often studied in connection with music

analysis. The aim is to find and characterize the musical (melodic, rhyth-

mic, harmonic) figures which are repeated and varied in different layers

of the musical structure. Musical figures are said to be imitated by other

voices or instruments.7
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Figural imitation largely draws upon formal structural similarities.

In recent years, measurements for structural similarity in music have

been formally defined. More and more, the study of figural imitation

forms part of a mathematical viewpoint of similarity measurement (e.g.,

Berenzweig et al., 2004).

Obviously, figural imitation differs from corporeal imitation in that

it is purely about musical structure rather than human behavior. Never-

theless, figural imitation, as practiced in fugues and counterpoint, is

(intuitively) known to have a large impact on corporeal imitation. As far

as I know, however, this has not yet been demonstrated by experiments.

Imitation of Topics

The idea that art is mimesis has been very influential. Nature, people in

action, emotions, and even styles have been used as reference models for

imitation in music. Classical examples are the imitation of thunder in

Vivaldi’s Four Seasons and of a train in Honegger’s Pacific 231. Emo-

tions also have been imitated, such as the exclamation of desperateness

in Berlioz’s Nuit d’été. Even musical features have been imitated, such

as the style of a composer (e.g., Stravinsky imitates the style of the

baroque composer Pergolese in the Pulcinella Suite), or the musical

style of a particular aesthetics (e.g., in postmodern music). However, it

can be debated whether this is a form of imitation or, rather, citation or

paraphrase.

Clearly, topical imitation is often based on habits that may have

become a cultural constraint creating their own dynamics and referential

system. Once the habit is lost, due to changing social conditions, the

habit may still live in the cultural repertoire as a symbol. Hunting, for

example, was a common practice in earlier centuries, but it is no longer

part of the daily life of most people in industrialized cultures. Therefore,

references to hunting in music have become part of a symbolic cultural

repertoire (Monelle, 2000). The horn call reflects a conventional mean-

ing, a topic, that is referred to in music through the imitation of the orig-

inal model. The musical imitation of hunting behavior uses a sonic form

similar to the sonic forms used in real hunting traditions. In that sense,

the imitation could be called an icon. However, it is also a symbol in

that it brings to mind a cultural context which is associated with aristoc-

racy, nature, horses, and courtly virtues.

The above examples show that particular gestures may become im-

perative for the style. Interestingly, these gestures may be typical musical
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gestures that become cultural constraints, and therefore, according to

cultural habits, ought to be imitated in many pieces. In such a context,

particular articulations may become referential articulations. Although

these stylistic articulations by themselves do not imitate an extramusical

model or refer to a particular affect or emotion, they may still function in

a stylistic framework, and therefore they can become carriers of the sty-

listic reference (Hatten, 2003).

Examples can be found in the singing styles of many pop stars.

Ornaments used in these styles are often imitated by young amateur

singers who tend to adopt, with different degrees of success, the orna-

mental singing styles of their models.8 The ornaments are examples of

stylistic gestures that achieve the status of cultural constraints. If you

perform that music, you must perform it using the singing style of a par-

ticular pop star. Imitation of typical musical gestures, therefore, is not

excluded from a referential context.

Imitation of Moving Sonic Forms (Corporeal Imitation)

The main characteristic of corporeal imitation is body movement, which

manifests itself in brain activity, physiological responses, and behavioral

responses. It is based on a process of mirroring which in turn is based on

both multisensory information-processing and the sensing of movement

(kinesthesia).

As mentioned, imitation can refer to a historical remainder of

something that originally had a great appeal to habitual behavior. While

the link with the habit may have been lost, listeners unaware of the orig-

inal historical content may still engage in corporeal imitation and there-

fore have access to the original.

Take the way Mozart characterizes men and women in action in

Le Nozze di Figaro (Allanbrook, 1983). Swaying rhythms evoke in the

listener an engagement which is the corporeal basis of understanding

the essential nature of the action. In addition to that experience, the

audience can associate the particular rhythms with their specific cultural

context.

Natural associations connect with certain universal habits of

human behavior, and their historical associations are largely in the pos-

session of the educated operagoing audience today. A minuet, for exam-

ple, is characterized by covert, gracious behavior, easy to imitate in a

corporeal way, but for those who know the context, it may be a symbol

of the aristocracy. In contrast, a rhythmic folk dance tune is character-

ized by fluent, overt behavior, also easy to imitate corporeally, which
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may be a symbol for the peasant class. Could the assumed universality of

music be related to its capability of inducing motor responses in listeners

which are strong enough to easily connect with cultural conventions that

are still part of our society? Topical imitations may thus become more

easily accessible when they are fully embedded in corporeal imitations.

In Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro, one could say that the corporeal and

symbolic characters of the music go together. The empathy experience

of corporeal imitation facilitates the aha experience of a contextual

interpretation.

Imitation in Groups (Allelo-imitation)

Corporeal imitation may be a key concept for the understanding of mu-

sical behavior in groups. Group articulations such as synchronized danc-

ing of thousands of people during pop concerts can be explained as the

sum of each subject’s individual corporeal imitation of the moving sonic

forms in music and each subject’s corporeal imitation of his or her neigh-

bor. This is a type of global group attuning, or allelo-imitation, known

to generate global effects of group behavior. Though it has been little

studied in music, emerging group behavior has been studied in animals.

Theraulaz and Spitz (1997) provide mathematical simulations of animal

imitation and mimicry behavior.

Allelo-imitation can be assumed to play an important role in en-

semble playing. Good ensemble playing requires attentive listening to

the other performers, as well making adequate gestures that bind the

actions of the performers. The latter aspect can be related to corporeal

imitation and mirroring in the sense explained above. What is imitated

is likely to be related to the nature of the playing gestures with which

one performer expresses gestural communication.

To sum up, imitation in music is multifaceted, and its study calls

for much more detailed investigations in a larger framework of imitation

research. In what follows, I concentrate on direct corporeal imitations of

moving sonic forms. The reason for doing so is that corporeal imitation

is a basic form which can be assumed to underlie all other forms of imi-

tation in music.

5.2 Degrees of Empathic Musical Involvement and Imitation

The idea that musical involvement is based on the corporeal imitation

of moving sonic forms has a long tradition (see chapter 2). A school of

researchers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had a
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conception of musical involvement based on corporeal articulations (see,

e.g., Lipps, 1903; Truslit, 1938).

In more recent accounts, movement in response to music is often

seen as a gestural expression of a particular emotion (sadness, happiness,

love, anger) that is assumed to be imitated by the music (e.g., Clynes,

1977; Friberg and Sundberg, 1999; Friberg et al., 2000; Camurri et al.,

2003). Yet, the expression of emotion is only one aspect of corporeal

involvement with music. In the next section, I show that corporeal artic-

ulations can also be used to annotate structural features, such as melody,

tonality, and percussion events.

In what follows, I propose to make a distinction among three levels

of corporeal imitation: synchronization, attuning, and empathy. They all

involve imitation, but in different degrees of participation and identifica-

tion. Where possible, brief examples are given of research that aims at

capturing and understanding these types of corporeal articulation.9

5.2.1 Synchronization

The low-level resonances of the motor system refer to the ideomotor

principle, according to which the perception of movement will always

induce a tendency to perform the same or similar movements (Knuf

et al., 2001). This principle is responsible for people’s tendency to move

in synchrony with auditory rhythms. Repp and Penel (2004) found evi-

dence that synchronization of movement with purely visual rhythms is

rare, whereas synchrony with auditory rhythms is more common. This

suggests that there is a particular effect of sound energy on the human

motor system. The effect is clearly observable in the tendency to tap

along with the beat of the music. The beat is the most natural feature

for synchronized movement because it appeals to fundamental biome-

chanical resonances (Thaut, 2005).

Tapping the Beat

Tapping the beat while listening to music is a corporeal articulation

called synchronization.10 Many subjects, without being aware of it,11

tend to move body parts in synchrony with patterns in the physical stim-

ulus (Fraisse, 1963; Michon, 1967). A common practice is to ask lis-

teners to tap the beat of synthesized patterns of music and then to

measure the beat in terms of grouping and interonset intervals (Essens

and Povel, 1985; Parncutt, 1994).
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While earlier research on tapping focused on frequency ranges

(Fraisse, 1982), and on deviations of tapped values from regular values

in the physical stimulus (see Desain and Windsor, 2000), more recent

studies have stressed that tapping the beat is an elaboration of a more

general sensorimotor faculty of the human brain (Todd et al., 1999,

2002). In line with this idea, the origin of the preferred tapping tempo

has been related to biomechanical resonance properties of the human

body.

van Noorden and Moelants (1999) found that tapping along with

the beat in music fits well with the hypothesis of a resonator. The resona-

tor forces beat perception to be structured by a period of about 2 Hz,

which equates to about 120 beats per minute (bpm) (figure 5.1). Most

of the tempi used in popular music have been found to be in agreement

with the eigenfrequency of the assumed biomechanical resonator. Mea-

surements of tempi in different musical genres show a distribution that

comes very close to the resonance curve.

The resonator model predicts that subjects tend to tap the beat in

agreement with the optimal range of the eigenfrequency of the resonator.

Experiments show that in order to better fit the eigenfrequency of the

resonator, the beat in slow music may be tapped twice as fast as the

Figure 5.1
Resonance curve for beat. The graph shows distributions of tempi from different
musical sources. The fluent solid curve is a model approximation (adapted from
Van Noorden and Moelants, 1999).
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beat induction pattern in the physical stimulus. For much the same rea-

son, the beat in fast music may be tapped twice as slowly as the actual

beat induction pattern in the physical stimulus.

The effect of beat tapping can be measured further in respiration.

Music with a faster tempo will speed up the respiration pattern, which

in turn affects the affective judgment of music as being more pleasant

and exciting (Gómez and Danuser, 2004). This interesting finding shows

that body resonance has an real effect on the induction of pleasantness

and intensity of emotion.

From the viewpoint of annotation, the tapped beat is an annotation

of a particular structural feature of music. Though the beat has received

little attention in traditional musicology,12 it is now considered to be

a relevant feature. Indeed, in the framework of a technology of music

mediation, the beat may serve as a reference frame for musical timing

relationships. Starting from the beat, structures can be subdivided into

smaller units or compose part of larger structures. In both cases, binary

and ternary divisions in compositions are very common.

To sum up, the beat pattern may function as a first entry point to

get into the music, to synchronize biomechanical resonances with the

music. Tapping the beat allows the subject to feel and understand (in a

corporeal way) a basic element of structure in music (Thaut, 2005).

This can be seen as a first step in alerting the human resonance structure

to be ready to follow along with the music.

Inductive Resonance

While many studies on tapping have focused on synchronization, it is

likely that human movement in response to music may involve much

more than passive adaptation to the pulses of physical energy. Indeed,

what is often observed in movement responses to music is a fairly good

understanding of the underlying structure and expressive timing patterns

(Clarke, 1989; Palmer, 1997). Listeners seem to expect to hear music as

expressively timed, and they will compensate for the absence of such tim-

ing (Repp, 1998).

In other words, resonances of the motor system may imply an un-

derstanding of the intended action. This is called the induction principle

(Knuf et al., 2001; Prinz, 2002). It means that a subject listening to music

tends to perform actions suited to realizing what the subject wants to

happen. For example, when we turn our tapping along with the beat

into conducting movements, the focus is no longer on the passive follow-

ing of some feature in music, but on active control and short-term
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prediction of musical sequences that immediately follow what we hear.

Obviously, the active control is an illusion. It is a manifestation of the

inclination to attribute intentions to music.

In the above definition, synchronization can be conceived of as

a type of corporeal articulation which closely adheres to low-level sen-

sorimotor mechanisms. Synchronization, in principle, is possible with-

out paying too much attention to the physical stimulus. It is a natural

(sensorimotor-based) inclination to move along with a given pattern in

the physical environment.

5.2.2 Embodied Attuning

In contrast with synchronization, embodied attuning implies corporeal

movement in accord with music, such as drawing along with the moving

sonic forms of music or, perhaps more typical, singing along with the

music. Attuning brings the human body into accordance with a particu-

lar feature of music. It can be seen as navigation with or inside music.

Attuning may be considered a form of synchronization in the sense that

it aims at being as much as possible in harmony with features of the

moving sonic forms of music, a kind of playing together with the music.

Whereas synchronization is based on low-level sensorimotor activity,

attuning aims at addressing higher-level features such as melody, har-

mony, rhythm, and timbre, or patterns related to expressiveness, affects,

and feelings. Attuning, more than synchronization, draws upon the idea

that the world is perceived in terms of cues relevant to the subject’s

action-oriented ontology. It assumes that the perceived cue is relevant in-

sofar as it can be reproduced. This involves a more active role for the

subject and an engagement in higher-level intentional processes.

Two examples may help to clarify this. Next I present a brief report

of two pilot studies in which attuning was first used to uncover the per-

ception of structural features in music. The first study is about tonality,

and the second is about melody and rhythm.

Probing Technique

To date, much research on tonality perception has been based on the

probe-tone technique (Krumhansl and Kessler, 1982).13 In the probe-

tone experimental setup, a tonal context is given and is then followed

by a probe tone that is one of the twelve chromatic tones of an octave.

The listener is then asked to rate the similarity between the probe tone

and the tonal context on a scale from 1 to 7. If this is done twelve
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times—once for each chromatic probe tone, a profile is obtained that

measures how similar the twelve chromatic probe tones were with re-

spect to the musical audio sequence.

Figure 5.2 shows the profiles of a musical context that consisted of

chord progressions in the key of C major and C minor (based on data

provided in Krumhansl, 1990). The horizontal axis represents all chro-

matic notes; the vertical axis, the means of subjective ratings. In the key

of C major, for example, the notes C, G, F, and E are more prominent

than D and A, and the latter are more prominent than C], E[, F], A[,

and B[. The profile, as it was originally conceived, was assumed to reflect

the cognitive structure of tonality in long-term memory.

Figure 5.2
Profiles of the tonality in C-major and C-minor chord progressions, obtained by
the probe-tone technique (Krumhansl and Kessler, 1982). The horizontal axis
shows the pitches; the vertical axis, the subjective ratings.
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The probe-tone methodology has been expanded to include contin-

uous measurements (Toiviainen and Krumhansl, 2003).14 During a pe-

riod of continuous measurement the subjects listen to music, and from

time to time a probe tone appears along with the music. At that moment,

the subjects are expected to rate how well the probe tone fits with the

music. However, most subjects find the continuous method rather diffi-

cult. At least in my lab, it was hard to replicate the results of the contin-

uous probe-tone measurement of tonality. A major difficulty was that the

timbre of the probe tone interfered with the timbre of the music. As a re-

sult, it was not always very clear whether the probe tone was part of the

music or not. Moreover, the method is rather time-consuming because in

order to get the profile of a single piece, subjects have to listen to the

same musical example twelve times. In principle, they have to do this

for several pieces.

Vocal Attuning

The attuning technique (Heylen, 2004; Heylen et al., 2006) offers an al-

ternative approach which is more spontaneous because it is based on

low-voice singing or humming along with the music. The method is

easy and fast. Subjects are asked to sing a low tone which they feel is in

tune with what they hear. In a recent experiment, twenty-nine subjects

were asked to sing a note while listening to thirteen musical pieces in a

major key and thirteen musical pieces in a minor key. For evaluation,

the sung melodies were translated into a score, using software for mel-

ody transcription (De Mulder et al., 2004). All pitches were then reduced

to the octave and the total duration of each chromatic note was mea-

sured for each piece. These data were then transposed to the key of C

(because the musical pieces were in different keys). The final result is

shown in figure 5.3. The horizontal axis shows the pitches, and the ver-

tical axis shows the pitch duration as a percentage of the total duration

of vocal attuning. The figure on the left (solid line) shows the profile

obtained from the vocal attuning task of the musical excerpts in the

major key. The figure on the right (solid line) shows the profile obtained

from the vocal attuning task of the musical excerpts in the minor key.

The dotted lines are the outputs from acoustical models based on spec-

trum analysis (dotted lines) and auditory analysis (dots and dashes).

Comparison with the spectral and auditory models15 shows very high

correlations for both major and minor (0.95 and 0.96 for the major and

minor of the spectrum model, and 0.96 for both major and minor of the
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auditory model).16 The results suggest that listeners are able to accu-

rately attune to tonality cues, and that these cues are contained in the

audio signal. This finding supports the idea that the induction of tonal

sensitivity is largely determined by sensory input.

The pilot study shows that a structural feature of music as complex

as tonality can be captured by means of vocal attuning. Vocal attuning is

easy, fast, and suitable for any kind of music. It involves the subject in a

pleasurable state of behavioral resonance, invoking significations based

on corporeal articulations. The study suggests that tonality in music is

Figure 5.3
Profiles of the vocal attuning to musical excerpts in major and minor tonality.
Left: the tonality profile for C major. Right: the tonality profile for C minor.
The horizontal axis shows the pitches, and the vertical axis shows the pitch dura-
tion (in percentage).
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an important perceptual cue because it can be easily replicated in a imi-

tation task.

Graphical Attuning

A second pilot study was based on graphical attuning, using an elec-

tronic pen and tablet. This study aimed at investigating possible differ-

ences between subjects with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and a

control group (C) of normal subjects (De Bruyn, 2005).

Figure 5.4 illustrates a graphical attuning task in which subjects

were asked to move the pen in accord with the rhythm heard in music.

Figure 5.4
Graphical attuning to the rhythm of a single musical excerpt. The rows show the
results for four subjects. The left column shows the design on the tablet. The
right column shows the design as it develops in time.
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Two ASD subjects (ASD2 and ASD8, first and second rows) are com-

pared with two control subjects (C21 and C27, third and fourth rows).

The left figures show the actual design on the tablet. The right figures

show the development of the design over time. The horizontal and verti-

cal axes are summed and plotted over time. The figure shows that sub-

jects ASD2 (first row) and C21 (third row) develop a more or less

similar attuning pattern consisting of fast up-and-down movements in

response to the beat. In contrast, subjects ASD8 (second row) and C27

(fourth row) develop more circular movements. The attuning is less

clearly focusing on the beat.

Figure 5.5 illustrates a graphical attuning task in which subjects

were asked to move the pen in accord with the heard melody. Subjects

Figure 5.5
Graphical attuning to melody. The rows show the results for four subjects and
two melodies. Subjects ASD9 and C1 attune to melody 1. Subjects ASD11 and
C6 attune to melody 2. The first and second columns show the design of a first
and second attuning session. The third column shows the melody contour of the
musical stimulus.
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ASD9 and C1 attune to melody 1. Subjects ASD11 and C6 attune to

melody 2. The first and second columns show the results of two different

attuning sessions. The third column shows the melodic contour as

extracted from the audio signal.17 Subjects ASD9 and C1 perform this

melody attuning task rather well. The contours of the drawings resemble

the pitch contour. In contrast, ASD11 synchronizes with the rhythm, and

C6 has difficulties attuning to either melody or rhythm. ASD9 is very

accurate in the design of the melodic contour.

The results suggest that in graphical attuning to music, subjects

with autism spectrum disorder (but normal motor abilities) display little

or no difference from a control group of normal subjects. In both groups

there are subjects who can attune to aspects of rhythm and melody in a

reasonable way, while other subjects (a minority) fail to do so. It was

found that the attuning of the ASD subjects to the melody was often

more accurate than that of the control group. These results seem to con-

firm earlier research (e.g., Heaton et al., 1998, 2001; Bonnel et al., 2003)

which showed that subjects with autism spectrum disorder have an

enhanced sensitivity to pitch, which enables them to perform better on

pitch categorization and pitch discrimination than a control group. It is

likely that ASD subjects display more attention to the notes of the mel-

ody rather than to the melodic contour.

However, in another task where subjects had to verbally describe

music using affect-related adjectives, ASD subjects who performed well

in attuning typically needed four times more time to complete the task

than the control subjects. Furthermore, the control group performed

this task more spontaneously and faster, with fewer errors.18 The main

difference between ASD subjects and a control group thus concerned a

task which involved the processing of particular observed and experi-

enced affective or emotional characteristics in music. The finding sug-

gests a clear distinction between corporeal attuning to structural and

affective cues in music and experiencing affect in music. The latter can

be considered a component of empathy with which ASD-subjects have

particular difficulties (De Bruyn and Leman, submitted).

5.2.3 Empathy

Empathy (inleven in Dutch, Einfühlung in German) is the ability to

share another person’s feelings or emotions as if they were one’s own

(see, e.g., Berthoz and Jorland, 2004). Empathy assumes participation,
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identification, and understanding, as if the other’s state of experience is

one’s own.19

Empathy is often related to emotions and feelings. Thus empathy

with music would mean that humans have the ability to identify with

the emotional expressiveness contained in the music, as if it could be

shared with the music. It is very likely that subjects can have the impres-

sion of being involved in an empathic relationship with music. This ques-

tion is not unfamiliar in musicology, for emotional expressiveness is one

of the central concerns of musical aesthetics.

Phenomenology of Empathy

Aristotle’s observation that imitation gives rise to pleasure deserves some

attention in this context. Apparently he had in mind two types of experi-

ences: the aha experience, which implies that pleasure is due to the

sudden recognition of the original (evoking the common exclamation

aha!), and the empathy experience, which implies that pleasure is due to

a process of identification in terms of an attuning of the soul (or self) to

the original. In this context, it is the latter kind of experience which inter-

ests us.20

I will interpret Aristotle’s concept of soul as an emerging effect of

embodiment, a process that turns physical energies into objects of an

action-oriented ontology by means of a body. From that perspective, the

empathy experience, in which the soul, or the action-oriented bias, is

attuned to the original, can be seen as a kind of imitation of emotional

intentionality based on action. Empathy with music would thus refer to

an imitation of the music’s emotional intentionality.

Empathic Involvement

In recent studies it has been suggested that empathy is related to emo-

tional identification and feelings of intimacy or social connectedness

(Berthoz and Jorland, 2004). This can be studied through third-person

observation, using brain scans. Recent results (e.g., Carr et al., 2003;

Leslie et al., 2004) suggest that the motor system may access the

emotional system with different degrees of engagement, depending on

whether the affect is observed, imitated, or properly felt. This offers a

layered view of how behavioral resonance to affect and emotion in music

could be accessed.

Observation of affect Perception of music, as argued before, can be

conceived of as a covert simulation of the perceived moving forms (chap-
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ter 4). According to this approach, identification of affect in gestures

would be a matter of comparing the affective content of the simulated

moving forms with a set of affective forms in memory. The one that is

more similar is the affect recognized. This view is closely related to cog-

nitive similarity theories of expressiveness. It is based on recognition of

forms associated with affects rather than on the actual experience of the

affect.

Imitation of affect If the motor component is not inhibited, then

simulation of affect in music may turn into overt corporeal movement,

or corporeal articulation. In this case, the corporeal articulation ex-

presses the affect. This is similar to the articulation of structural features

such as tonality, melody, or rhythm-attuning examples. Music which

expresses joy would then be replicated, perhaps through the movement

of arms, head, or legs. What is sensed by the subject are the physical

movements of the body in terms of force and acceleration. This may

have some similarities to earlier experiences of force and acceleration

when real joy was experienced. Hence, it may provide knowledge of the

affect that is articulated. Note that the actual movement provides a

stronger embodied understanding of affect than the observation does.

Observation would involve the memory of the force and acceleration,

while corporeal articulation would make that aspect physical, and thus

stronger.

Feeling of affect A next step would be that the corporeal articulation,

and the sensing of force and acceleration, impact the emotional system.

The experience of the acting body (kinesthesia) is then combined with

the emotions that are actually felt. There is neurophysiological evidence

that centers for action representation and execution (mirror neuron

areas) are anatomically connected with centers for emotional processing

(limbic system) (Carr et al., 2003). Empathy is thereby assumed to be

mediated by affective qualities rather than by sensory qualities (T. Singer

et al., 2004).

Furthermore, empathy is likely to be based on degrees of intimacy

and social interaction. National hymns, for example, contain strong ges-

tural forms for many people. The fact that they are easy to imitate is only

one aspect of their power to elicit empathy. The other aspect is their as-

sociation with social connectedness. The contexts in which hymns are

played are often ritualized manifestations in which allelo-imitation plays

an important role. This context may open the door for feelings of social
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connectedness and intimacy. Empathy may largely depend on these so-

cially related forms of imitation.

In the above study on autism and music, it was found that subjects

with autism spectrum disorder had problems with assigning affective

adjectives to music. They were able to assign an affective adjective to

music (see also Heaton et al., 1999), but they needed much more time

to complete this task. These findings agree with those of Capps et al.

(1992), which showed that children with autism spectrum disorder need

much more time to understand emotions than children in a control

group. Normal subjects do a very fast evaluation of the affective char-

acter of music, whereas subjects with autism spectrum disorder seem to

reason, evaluate, and compare. It is as if they rely less on motor and

emotion imitation, and more on observation and associated (disem-

bodied) cognitive processing.

Embodied Listening, Having Empathy with Music

Recent studies suggest that empathy is not a simple match between the

self and the other, but involves an explicit representation of the subjectiv-

ity of the other, as well as principles that regulate the distinction between

self and other. Translated into neural code, it means that empathy draws

on shared as well as distinct representations of perception and action,

as well as on a regulation mechanism that allows for different degrees

of empathic involvement (see Decety and Jackson, 2004, 2006 for

reviews). Music is a domain where aspects of empathic involvement can

be demonstrated.

In a pilot study (Leman et al., submitted), listeners were asked to

express perceived music through corporeal articulations. The hypothesis

was that listeners would be able to improve their performance as a result

of implicit learning, and that subjects would be able to access the qual-

ity of their performance. To test this hypothesis, we asked listeners to

move an arm along with three short pieces (P1, P2, and P3) of Chinese

guqin music. Each piece was presented as two performances (e.g., P1P1,

P2P2, P3P3).21 Movements were recorded with a joystick and the move-

ment velocities of the first and second performances were compared,

using correlation as measure. It is important to mention that listeners

were unfamiliar with the music, and that the music did not have a real

beat.

It was assumed that listeners who moved in harmony with music in

the first performance would not change their motor strategy in the sec-

ond, which immediately followed the first, and that listeners, who found
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that their corporeal articulations were not in harmony with music would

move differently in the second performance. Thus, statistically significant

correlations ðp < 0:01Þ between the movement velocity patterns of two

successive trials would mean ‘‘good’’ performance, and nonsignificant

correlations ðp >¼ 0:01Þ would mean ‘‘poor’’ performance. The quality

of performance could be investigated and compared with the listener’s

self-assessment.

Thirty subjects had to perform the task in four sessions

ðS1; S2; S3; S4Þ that followed one after the other. Figure 5.6 shows a

scatter plot and regression line of the relationship between ‘‘good’’ per-

formances and self-assessment. The correlation is very significant, which

means that a subject’s awareness of the quality of performance corre-

sponds to the objective measurement of that quality. This correlation is

not revealed with ‘‘poor’’ performances. Note that the quality of the

movement and the subjective ratings are low in the first session and higher

in the last session. This is an indication that implicit learning took place.

The results imply, first, that embodied listening is prone to implicit

learning and, second, that subjects tend to be aware of the ‘‘quality’’

Figure 5.6
Scatter plot illustrating the relationship between (1) the quality of performances
measured as the average of the significant correlations ðp < 0:01Þ between subse-
quent trials (X-axis), and (2) the self-assessment as the average of all subjective
ratings that correspond to the selected significant correlations (Y-axis). The labels
refer to the piece and the session of each task. For example, P3S4 stands for piece
3 in session 4. (See text for further explanation.)
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of their movements. Third-person descriptions of movement thereby

strongly correlate with their second-person verbal description, provided

the movement is of good quality. In the present context, the latter means

that the movement draws on a repeatable motor strategy. The study sug-

gests that subjects can compare a representation of their own movements

with a representation of the (distal) moving forms that they perceive in

music, and that this comparison is accessible mentally. Since emotions

are not directly involved in this task, it is reasonable to assume that

embodied listening is a preempathic activity.

The above findings agree with the notion of self as a mental model

having access to a proprioceptive and kinesthetic representation of one’s

own body in combination with a representation of intended relationships

with the other (Gallagher, 2000; Metzinger, 2003). Both aspects of the

self, its inward and outward directedness, can be considered aspects

of the action-oriented ontology. In the present context, the other is of

course the music. The above findings are consistent with the idea that

empathy involves regulatory mechanisms by which the subject keeps

track of the self in relation to music. These regulatory mechanisms are

assumed to play an important role in social contexts where the subject,

in view of social facilitation, will tend to adapt his or her expressive

behavior to the expressive behavior of other social agents (Bargh and

Chartrand, 1999). In short, there are strong indications that music can

be conceived as a virtual social agent, and that listening to music can be

seen as a socializing activity in the sense that it may train the listener’s

self in social attuning and empathic relationships. Presumably, this train-

ing is an important component in social music cognition—more specifi-

cally, in forming the personal self of young people—as well as in the

forming of social bonds among groups of people.

Concerning the latter aspect, it is likely that embodied listening by

a group of people may directly foster social interaction. Indeed, if move-

ments of individual subjects are harmonized with music, one may expect

that the movements among subjects would tend to be harmonized as

well. Mimicking the behaviors of others is known to increase liking be-

tween interaction partners (Lakin et al., 2003). If music indeed drives a

group of subjects to harmonize their expressive behaviors, then music-

driven embodied attuning can be said to train the social capabilities of

attuning and self-regulation. In that sense, embodied listening may pro-

vide an understanding of music’s role in the forming of group identities

and social bonding (Gregory, 1997; Hargeaves and North, 1997; Free-

man, 2000).
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To sum up, different degrees of empathy with music can be distin-

guished, depending on whether the motor system and the emotional

system are involved. This allows the distinction between empathy as ob-

servation, as imitation, and as actual feeling of the emotional component

of music. Subjects seem to be aware of the relationship between them-

selves and the music when they engage in an empathic relationship with

music. Ultimately, the emotions involved in empathy with music are

likely to be based on the feeling of intimacy and social connectedness,

but self-regulation may guide the degree of empathic engagement.

Embodied attuning and empathy with music are likely to open up new

directions in the new field of social music cognition.

5.2.4 Distinctions Between Synchronization, Attuning, and Empathy

The above distinctions among synchronization, attuning, and empathy

are tentative. Further research is needed in order to determine how they

relate to each other. In fact, it could be argued that there is a continuum

of corporeal articulations which is associated with low levels of sensori-

motor processing and subsequent higher levels of sensorimotor process-

ing, up to action/perception couplings that account for higher levels of

intentionality. Alternatively, it could be argued that synchronization,

attuning, and empathy are three aspects of imitation and intentional

involvement with music which can coexist. After all, the assumption is

that these manifestations of corporeal articulation rely on different levels

of the sensorimotor system and action/perception couplings, as well as

on different levels of emotional processing. Further research is needed to

fine-tune these concepts.

So far we have assumed that synchronization does not need to in-

volve the emotional system. The attribution of intentionality is low-level,

based on local energy patterns in the stimulus, and not very demanding

in terms of attention. Synchronization is a genuine aspect of the ideo-

motor principle, which states that body movement is the result of res-

onances. Thus, it can be seen as something that the subject largely

undergoes, such as a sensation. In contrast, empathy seems to involve

the emotional system. It implies commitment, identification, and partici-

pation in the attributed intentionality.

Attuning occupies the middle position between synchronization

and empathy. Similar to perception, attuning implies an active role for

the subject. The activity of the subject is in harmony with a particular as-

pect of the music, such as singing along or moving in time to the music.
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Although it is a kind of participation, attuning may be less involved with

identification. For example, when subjects are asked to sing along

with tonality, this implies the processing of structural information at a

high cognitive level. However, when subjects are asked to draw along

with music, or move a baton or laser pen, it is likely that they can engage

in an emotional empathic relationship with music as well.

The degree of musical involvement amounts to a degree of identifi-

cation with the attributed intentionality. Research at different levels of

corporeal articulation (neural, physiological, behavioral) is needed in

order to obtain more insight into different degrees of mirroring processes

and imitation.

5.3 Mimesis Theory and Expression

The above account of corporeal articulation focused on the subject’s

involvement with music through movement and movement sensing. Par-

allel to this, mimesis theory holds that music is capable of imitating and

expressing aspects of reality, in particular affects and emotions that, in

turn, can be picked up by subjects listening to music. This has been dis-

cussed above, but it needs further consideration because it can be a

source of confusion in music research.

Mimesis theory assumes a transitivity relationship: (1) music imi-

tates something, (2) the subject imitates the music, and hence (3) the sub-

ject imitates that same something (see figure 5.7). A related version of

this transitivity relationship is based on the notion of expressiveness: (1)

music expresses something, (2) the subject captures that expression, and

(3) the subject captures the source of that expression.

This idea of art as mimesis reflects some of Aristotle’s most central

views on imitation. In the Politics (book VIII, chapter 5), for example,

Aristotle suggests that rhythms and melodies contain similarities to

the true nature of qualities in human character, such as anger, gentle-

ness, courage, temperance, and the contrary qualities. When we hear

Figure 5.7
Mimesis theory.
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imitations—and, according to Aristotle, the objects of imitation in art

are men in action, emotions, and characters—our feelings move in sym-

pathy with the original. When listening to music, the soul thus undergoes

changes in tune with the affective character being imitated. This is possi-

ble because real human characters move our souls. Aristotle assumes that

by imitating the qualities these characters exhibit in music, our souls are

moved in a similar way, so that we become in tune with the affects we

experience when confronted with the original.22

This view incorporates the idea that subjects are involved in an

empathic relationship with music because music itself is an imitation of

something. Mimesis theory assumes that music is pointing to some exter-

nal referent, typically an expressive character, an emotion, or an affect.

This assumption of external reference is one of the cornerstones of

many theories of musical expression. It deserves further critical analysis

in the light of an alternative viewpoint which holds that an external ref-

erence may not be necessary for experiencing expression.

The mimesis theory contains two claims which deserve attention:

that (1) music imitates or expresses something (e.g., an emotion) and that

(2) musical expressiveness can be captured (observed and experienced).

Music Imitates, Music Expresses

The claim ‘‘music imitates’’ or ‘‘music expresses’’ often accompanies an-

other claim about music: that music performs an action and that this

action is about something. However, one should be careful when saying

that music performs an action. Indeed, the musical audio stream is not

an organism equipped with intentional capabilities. Music as pure physi-

cal energy cannot intend something, and therefore it cannot imitate or

express, because the act of carrying out an imitation or an expression

involves goals, prediction of motor trajectories, and intentionality. It is

only when the physical energies are related to the action-oriented

ontology of the subject (and this by itself is carried out by a far more

complex physical/biological system) that music can appear to be an imi-

tation or an expression of something. In order to say that music imitates

or expresses, music must be considered as a relational modality, more

particularly a relation of physical energies to a subjective action-related

ontology. In other words, it is only with respect to the subjective action-

related ontology that music imitates or expresses. Therefore, it is better

to say that music is an imitation of something, or that music is an ex-

pression of something, than to say that it imitates or expresses (Kivy,

1980).
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But when we say that music is an expression of something, we

silently assume that some external reference is the source of the music’s

expression. As a result, the assumed reference to something calls for a sub-

sequent construction of an interpretive context and a search for a possible

reference model that is imitated or expressed (e.g., a character, an emo-

tion). This assumption of transitivity (thing music, music subject,

therefore thing subject) is problematic because it assumes that music

relies on a reference model.23

However, the need for a reference model may be challenged. In-

deed, as I have argued, the perception of expressiveness may have its

origin in motor resonances to physical energy. These resonances underlie

a mirroring effect by which perceptions are coupled to the action-

relevant ontology of the subject, and hence to intentions of the subject

itself, and not necessarily to the intentions of an external source. This

viewpoint entails that the experience of expression is rooted in the sub-

ject’s action-oriented perception of the world—in other words, that the

assumption of a reference model is induced by the subject’s inclination

to attribute intentionality to music.

Corporeal imitation may be seen as a sufficient source for the in-

duction of expression. In corporeal imitation, moving sonic forms

(the changing physical energy) are fully taken into the body, and via the

body they are turned into action-oriented percepts that associate with

expressions. The next step, the search for a possible source of this ex-

pression, is of a different order. It implies an interpretation which may

not be needed and which is perhaps not always justified. Indeed, search-

ing for the possible intended meaning of music forms part of a significa-

tion practice which can be useful but is not necessary in order to make

sense out of music. As argued, the search for the possible intended mean-

ings is a speculative enterprise which is likely to be based on corporeal

experiences of music. This viewpoint implies that the quest for the refer-

ence model behind musical expression is an option, not a necessity, for

experiencing music and making sense out of it.

In short, the idea that music is an imitation of something cannot be

held as a rule, and therefore the unconditional acceptance of the transi-

tivity relationship is unjustified. Music is sometimes an imitation, but in

many cases it is not. Frequently, it is the subject’s action-oriented ontol-

ogy which turns physical energy into expression.

Just think about a suite by J. S. Bach. This is abstract music, albeit

related to dance. It is not imitating something specific, nor is it the ex-

pression of something specific (e.g., an emotion). Nevertheless, many lis-
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teners are able to capture a very concrete expressiveness from the way

they articulate that music. Moreover, the music appears to have an inten-

tional character, but this character attributed to music is an emerging

effect of the fact that perception is coupled with an anticipating memory,

that is, the action-relevant ontology. In that sense, the attribution of

expressiveness is an effect of how our body and mind work together

with sound energy.

To sum up, listeners can engage in different degrees of involvement

with music without having to draw upon a reference or to know what

this music expresses. Nevertheless, the music is recognized as expressive.

This is possible because expression can be captured by the mirroring sys-

tem (motor resonances) and corporeal imitations. It provides a basis for

corporeal understanding without any need for a reference. In contrast,

cerebral understanding (cognition) often results from a search for some-

thing that is imitated.

Capturing What Is Expressed in Music

The second claim, that musical expression can be captured by a subject,

focuses on the mechanism. I have proposed corporeal imitation as a

mechanism, but it is of interest to relate this to other accounts of musical

expressiveness.

Obviously, the landscape of theories of musical expressiveness is

varied (Budd, 1992; Kivy, 1980). Some theories adhere to the mimesis

theory and assume that the capturing of expressiveness is possible be-

cause music is an imitation of something (e.g., a feeling or emotion).

These theories often refer to mechanisms of resemblance which are

grounded in cognitive appraisal and arousal. Other theories do not as-

sume imitation and tend to explain expressiveness on more formal

dynamic grounds. Also, a distinction is often made between cognition

(e.g., disruption of thinking) and arousal.

For example, in different grades of subtle argumentation, Kivy

(1980, 2001) has argued that music resembles expressive behavior be-

cause the properties of the imitated joy in music are similar to sensory

properties of real joy. Kivy seems to hold that we know this because we

animate our perceptions. If this is the central message, then Kivy indeed

comes close to my own account. Yet it is unclear to me whether Kivy

would subscribe to corporeality, or whether his account would be closer

to Meyer’s (1956, p. 82) viewpoint that ‘‘there appears to be nothing au-

tonomous and independent about the motor response to music. Every-

thing which occurs as a motor response can be accounted for in terms
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of mental activity and, since the converse of this is not true, music is best

examined in terms of mental behaviour.’’

In defense of an arousal theory of musical expression, Panksepp

and Bernatzky (2002, p. 135) say that ‘‘music derives its affective charge

directly from dynamic aspects of brain systems that normally control real

emotions and which are distinct from, albeit highly interactive with, cog-

nitive processes.’’ In their view, music is uniquely efficacious in resonat-

ing with our basic emotional systems, and they see music as largely

dependent on direct and indirect (i.e., cognitively mediated) effects of

subcortical emotional circuits in the human brain. These statements raise

the question of whether music really needs to invoke the emotional sys-

tem in order for us to recognize in music the expression of joy. Indeed,

the arousal theory says that the imitated joy in the music arouses the lis-

tener in a way that resembles the arousal of real joy.

In my opinion, both the cognitive appraisal and the arousal theory

of musical expression may profit from considering the role of corporeal

imitation behavior. The latter considers different levels of intentional

involvement (synchronization, attuning, empathy) as well as different

levels on which emotional involvement is built up (from observation, to

imitation, to feeling or arousal). Motor-processing forms an integral part

of this theory, even when real emotional states are considered. While mu-

sic is being experienced, associations with real emotions, affects, feelings,

gestures, and images can be made. In those cases, music can be said to

be expressive of something. But in most cases, perception sets action-

oriented processes in motion while the final goal or underlying intention

remains undefined. Expression is then understood in a corporeal way

through motor resonances.

5.4 Consequences for Music Research

In terms of technology, measurement is no longer an obstacle to the

study of corporeal articulations. Over recent decades, advanced sensing

techniques for the measurement of brain activity and physiological

responses, as well as capturing movement, have become accessible to

an increasing number of researchers. Technology nowadays allows the

measurement of almost any kind of physical manifestation of corporeal

articulation. This is no longer a problem. Instead, the main problem

is the theoretical approach, the experimental paradigm, and the inter-

pretation of measurements within a context of mind/body/matter

relationships.
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The theory put forward here assumes a tight coupling between

action and perception. It differs from the disembodied cognitive ap-

proach in that it takes into account the human body as an active compo-

nent of experimentation.

In the disembodied approach, the subject was often conceived of

as a passive observer whose mental representation could be mapped in

terms of perceived similarities in the stimuli. The human body was

thereby seen as a disturbing factor, but necessary to provide responses,

either corporeal or verbal. For example, subjects had to press a button,

move a slider in response to the stimulus, or give a verbal response.

There was little confidence in the subject’s possible creative or active con-

tribution to perception.

In contrast with the concept that the subject is a passive observer, it

is possible to conceive of the subject as an active observer having an

action-oriented bias to music. This active bias is reflected in corporeal

articulations. The principal task of the researcher is to steer this action-

oriented bias in directions that allow quantification. This can be done by

asking subjects to focus on a particular structural cue. For example, in

the tonality attuning experiment described above, the subjects are asked

to sing along with music in a low voice and rather slowly. Their singing

is constrained within certain limits, which allows a quantified processing

of the attuning data. Interestingly, such experiments, because they in-

volve the human body, are felt to be very natural because many subjects

tend to sing along with music that way. Similarly, in a motor-attuning

experiment, subjects can be asked to move along with a particular musi-

cal feature. By doing so, their perception becomes overt in corporeal

articulations which can be observed.

The measurement of corporeal articulation also requires new forms

of analysis. In this respect, the development of techniques that extract

action-relevant features from physical energy are important because

they allow an action-relevant comparison with neural, physiological,

and behavioral recordings of corporeal articulations. The same extrac-

tion techniques can also be used as analysis tools. For example, in the

tonality attuning experiment, tonality profiles are obtained with software

that transforms the recordings of sung melodies into Hertz or cent

values24 from which the profiles can be derived. Thus, the melody ex-

traction software allows very precise measurements of the singing in

response to the musical stimulus. Corporeal articulations can thus be

compared with action-relevant cues which are automatically extracted

from the musical stimulus.
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Similarly, it is possible to compare recordings of movement with a

large number of perceptually relevant features extracted from polyphonic

audio, so that the biomechanics of movement can be studied in close

relationship to the moving sonic forms. This offers a number of highly

interesting possibilities for music research, both for the refinement of

a theory of musical involvement and for the application of findings to a

technology of music mediation.

The above theory can be refined by a better understanding of the

mirroring processes and imitation in response to music. Here lies the key

to a number of important contributions in fields such as music education

and music therapy. Also of particular interest are practical applications

in the field of gestural control of audio and multimedia devices.

Related to the above problem is the relationship between corporeal

articulations and language. It is generally assumed that corporeal articu-

lations can be conceptualized by the subject that undergoes them, but

the mechanism of self-observation is still poorly understood. Linguistic

descriptions of music are useful for search and retrieval in databases.

Therefore, the linguistic characterization of corporeal articulation needs

much more attention.

To sum up, the above approach shows that the study of the rela-

tionships among mind/body/matter is a huge challenge in terms of mea-

surement, analysis, theory formation, and practical application.

5.5 Conclusion

The theory put forward in this chapter states that the sensorimotor sys-

tem and the action/perception system (one connected with ideomotor res-

onances, the other with intended behavior) form the basic processing

engine for interaction between a subject and its musical environment.

During the development of a child, this interaction results in an action-

oriented ontology which is, moreover, intention-oriented. This ontology

forms the basis of the child’s, and later the adult’s, self.

One of the main features of this motor system is that changes in

physical energy can be mirrored as motor resonances, which allow the

understanding of the physical energy as a function of its biological value.

As a side effect of this mirroring process, intentionality is attributed to

the physical source. It is assumed that this machinery of intentionality at-

tribution is reflected in corporeal articulations.

In this chapter, the emphasis has been on mirror processes and

imitation. Several notions of imitation can be distinguished: such as
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skill imitation, figural imitation, topical imitation, corporeal imitation,

and allelo-imitation. Corporeal imitation has been assumed to underlie

many of the other forms of imitation.

Corporeal imitation was then analyzed in terms of synchronization,

attuning, and empathy. Attuning has a high potential in annotation and

experimental research. Empathy with music is a most fascinating topic.

Subjects may attribute aspects of their own expressive intentionality

(such as affects and feelings) to physical energy. This attribution is an

effect of the mirroring processes which allow subjects to translate moving

sonic forms into components of their action-oriented ontology. These

processes may call on the emotional system so that human subjects be-

come emotionally involved with music. Intimacy and social connected-

ness may enhance the empathic engagement with music.

The above theory allows us to understand why the empathic en-

gagement with sad music may provide consolation, and thus a source of

pleasure or relief. A subject in a sad mood may use this music to express

the inner feelings of sadness in a corporeal way, which consoles and

gives relief. Thus, music becomes a therapy. The theory offers a perspec-

tive for understanding this healing power of music.
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6 Interaction with Musical Instruments

Corporeal articulation and intentionality, two concepts introduced in

the previous chapters, provide a framework for understanding musical

involvement. They allow us to understand the direct impact of physical

energy on the human body and the subsequent translation of this sensing

into action-oriented values, meanings, goals, and mental representations.

A central part of the embodied music cognition theory concerns the role

of the human body as a mediator between the human mind and forms of

the physical environment. It provides an understanding of how the phys-

ical energy of music can be related to an ontology of action-oriented be-

havior and how a subsequent conceptualization of this relationship may

lead to verbal descriptions of musical experience and further use in sym-

bolic communication.

Now the question is how the above theory of musical involvement

can contribute to practical applications in mediation technology, that is,

to tools that can provide access to (technologically encoded) music. Two

chapters aim to give a provisional answer to this question. The present

chapter is about how human subjects can enhance artistic expressiveness

with the help of interactive music systems. Chapter 7 is about how

human subjects can search for and retrieve music from a database.

In both chapters, it is assumed that machines may be furnished

with tools that become extensions of the human body. In addition,

these tools may be conceived of as more or less independent agents with

which humans can interact at a level in agreement with the assessment of

intentional actions and nonverbal corporeal communication. Flexible

human–machine communication is still far beyond the capabilities of

any existing system, yet the concept of intentional verbal and nonverbal

interaction is an important and useful metaphor in human–machine

communication research. It draws upon the idea that a machine could

be developed as a you (a second person, or social agent) with whom the



subject interacts and communicates. In both cases corporeal articulations

and verbal descriptions play an important role. This chapter and the next

show how the human body, as a natural mediator between the mental

world and the world of physical entities, can be extended with technol-

ogy, thus allowing a more flexible access to music encoded and stored

in machines.

An important aspect of technology-based mediation is concerned with

interactivity. Playing a musical instrument is an interactive activity, and

the musical instrument can be seen as the technology which mediates be-

tween human mind (musical ideas) and physical energy (music as sound).

In recent decades, acoustic instruments have evolved to electronic instru-

ments to music environments and multimedia platforms. In this devel-

opment, interactivity has been a central concern, as well as one of the

driving forces for innovation in music research and far beyond.

In this chapter, interactivity is investigated in relation to music sys-

tems. It is assumed that the foundations of interaction can be found in

acoustic instruments and that the detailed study of the way in which per-

formers handle acoustic instruments may reveal basic components of an

embodied interaction and communication pattern that can be exploited

for the development of electronic interactive systems.

This chapter has four sections. In the first section, involvement with

music is considered in terms of multimodal experiences and multimedia

technology. It defines a global background for the second section, in

which a model of musical communication is worked out. This model

starts from a case study in which the relationship between playing an

acoustic musical instrument and corporeal attuning to the resulting

sound is studied in detail. The third section is concerned with an analysis

of the constraints that define musical communication. These constraints

are related to problems encountered in electronic instruments, environ-

ments, and multimedia systems. Finally, in the fourth section, the model

and its implied constraints of musical communication are applied to a

concrete example of an interactive multimedia system.

6.1 Multimodal Experience and Multimedia Technology

The idea that musical communication involves all senses, and therefore is

a multimodal experience, is not new. It is a central concept of ethnomu-

sicology, in which music and sound are seen as part of a multitude of

energies and events having social and cultural signification (Merriam,
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1964). In most cultures, music is integrated with dance and social/

cultural functions. Music forms part of visual and tactile events, such as

actions, movements, and interactions between performers and listeners.

Moreover, even if the music is limited to a single energetic channel such

as audio (as in radio, CD, or iPod), then the musical experience can

still be said to be a multimodal experience. Music moves the body,

evokes emotional responses, and generates associations with spaces and

textures. Music as sound involves all senses, but often music is also

embedded in other physical energies that have an impact on how music

is experienced.

In Western culture, there has been an interesting development to-

ward an integrated use of different media technologies in the production

of music. In the early seventeenth century, Florentine humanists intro-

duced the concept of opere (works) as a new and strategic attempt to in-

tegrate media of expression—such as singing, reciting, movement, and

musical accompaniment—in close synergy with each other. This set the

stage for an important development which in the nineteenth century cul-

minated in Wagner’s concept of Gesamtkunstwerk, the unification of all

the arts into a single medium of artistic expression (Packer and Jordan,

2001). In the 1950s, with the development of electronic equipment, com-

posers of avant-garde music explored the integration of electronic media

technologies in musical spectacles and music theater. This was based on

the use of tape players, film projectors, light organs, and other devices

that allowed the electronic manipulation of reality. Popular musical cul-

ture also became increasingly involved with electronic media. Mean-

while, most pop music concerts became spectacles of sound, drama,

dance, light, smells, and tactile modalities, using electrically powered

multimedia engines. Recent developments indicate that avant-garde mu-

sic moves in the direction of multimedia performances and virtual reality.

The link between multimodal experiences and multimedia technologies

can be seen as an extension of a long tradition that puts the human

body (again) at the center of musical activity, as it is in many non-

Western music cultures.

The connective thread in these developments seems to be the desire

to enhance the expressive power of music, using technology as a means.

For that purpose, the integration of sound with other types of energy can

be seen as enhancing the effect of peak experiences, of being immersed

within the music (see section 1.1).

Of particular interest in this context is the increase in stimuli levels,

which runs parallel with the development of multimedia. During the
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course of the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth

century, orchestras grew in size, and musical instruments increasingly

produced more energy as manufacturers broadened their sonic and dy-

namic ranges (Sabbe, 1998). In the second half of the twentieth century

in particular, with the advent of modern dance music, the sound intensity

at concerts came to have an ever-increasing range.1

In fact, both the increase of sound intensity and the integration

of multiple media are likely to facilitate peak experiences. They are

examples of the human predilection for using music to become totally

immersed in energy. Other approaches include phenomena such as

trances and drugs. In what follows, however, I restrict my account to

technology, and in particular to interactive technologies, whose devel-

opment can be seen as an extension of the human body to reach peak

experiences.

6.1.1 Multimedia Micro-integration

Before going deeper into the interactive aspect, it is of interest to mention

that the contribution of modern digital technology to music and multi-

media is particular. Compared with previous stages in the history of mul-

timedia and music, the main novelty of modern digital technology is

concerned with the encoding, exchange, and integration of energy, using

different levels of description. In the modern concept, multimedia are

no longer conceived of as a juxtaposition, the placing together, both

synchronically and diachronically, of different media related to sound,

acting, decor, and lighting, but rather as a micro-integration, or close

linkage, of different media. This micro-integration is possible because of

computational platforms that allow the processing of different media at

different levels of description which are mutually exchangeable, from

low-level descriptions of physical energy to high-level content-based de-

scriptions of artistic expressiveness.

Micro-integration is an important concept because it offers new

opportunities for artistic exploration. For example, it allows the param-

eters of musical expressiveness to be extracted from one modality, say

sound, and then to be reused in another modality, for example, in com-

puter animation, where it is used to modify the expressive movement of

an avatar on a screen (Mancini et al., 2006). All this can be realized in

real time, and the computational platform can be configured so that it

acts as an independent agent or a virtual environment with which the

artist can interact.
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Micro-integration allows humans to communicate with machines

that extrapolate, enhance, or transfer aspects of our multimodal experi-

ence in real and virtual environments. Mixed and virtual realities use

machine technology to cope with the multimodal nature of corporeal

articulations, intentions, expressions, and expressiveness. Thanks to the

availability of digital electronic technology (sensors, computers) and soft-

ware applications, a whole new area for artistic exploration has become

available. In this, the interaction between multimodal experiences and

multimedia technology plays a key role. How should we conceive that

interaction, and how does it relate to the human body? What are the

invariant components in that interaction, and what are the constraints

that confine it?

6.1.2 Approach

In this chapter, multimodal experience and multimedia technology are

related to the theory of corporeal articulation, thus providing a foun-

dation for practical applications in musical interaction in terms of

embodied cognition. This is conceived from two different viewpoints:

(1) in terms of a human subject, which stresses the multimodal compo-

nent in interaction, and (2) in terms of an interactive technology, which

stresses the multimedia component in mediation.

� The multimodal aspect of musical interaction draws on the idea

that the sensory systems—auditory, visual, haptic, and tactile, as well

as movement perception—form a fully integrated part of the way the

human subject is involved with music during interactive musical commu-

nication. It is hypothesized that through corporeal articulation, multimo-

dal experience of music (through movement, vision, audio) is translated

into components of our subjective action-oriented ontology, and vice

versa. Corporeal articulation should thus be seen as a unified principle

that links mental processing with multiple forms of physical energy.
� It is straightforward to assume that any technology which mediates

between mental processing and multiple physical energies should be

based on multimedia, that is, on tools that take into account the different

ways energy manifests itself as a function of human interaction. These

tools can function as an extension of the human body, the natural medi-

ator between musical energy and mental representations. In what fol-

lows, musical instruments are conceived of as multimedia mediators.

They evolved from acoustic musical instruments to electronic music
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instruments to multimedia environments and multimedia platforms.2

They rely on common principles of human interaction and mind/body/

matter transitions. The main problem to be solved is why, and to what

extent, multiple media (e.g., audio, visual, haptic, tactile) are necessary

for music mediation, and how these media can be designed such that

they cope with principles of human interaction.

In what follows, I show that principles of multimodal and multimedia

human/technology interaction can be studied in acoustical music instru-

ments and that the implied principles are relevant to the development

of electronic musical instruments and environments, and multimedia

platforms.

6.2 The Communication of Intended Action

In this section, music interaction is considered in terms of the communi-

cation between a musician and a listener, using a musical instrument as

mediator. The relevant questions are to what extent this communication

can be measured and to what extent we can infer from it a model of mu-

sical communication and interaction that can be extended in the elec-

tronic domain.

In what follows, I start the discussion with a case study which sug-

gests that musicians may encode gestures in sound, while listeners may

decode particular intended aspects of these gestures through corporeal

resonance behavior. The study suggests that these encoding/decoding

processes may enable the communication of intended actions.

Since the mid-1990s, the study of musical intentions has focused

on the study of musical expressiveness and, related to that, the study

of gestural control and performer nuances (e.g., Dannenberg and De

Poli, 1998; Widmer, 2001; Widmer and Tobudic, 2003; De Poli, 2004;

Widmer and Goebl, 2004). In several experiments, it was shown that

the musician’s intentions are reflected in the sound structure and the

cues that can be extracted from it, such as timing, articulation, loudness,

and sound color (e.g., Canazza et al., 1997a, 1997b). Research on musi-

cal expressiveness has been stimulated by studies that envision the auto-

matic performance of a musical score. A piece of music played without

expression sounds dull and boring, but with expressiveness added, the

music may acquire a more lively character. The idea is to capture expres-

siveness in performance rules, and to use these rules to drive the synthesis

of musical scores (Friberg, Colombo, et al., 2000; Sundberg et al., 2003;
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Zanon and De Poli, 2003). Studies also show that listeners are capable of

capturing important aspects of the intended expressive meaning in music.

They may recognize what kind of expressive intention the musician

wanted to communicate (Gabrielsson and Juslin, 2003). This finding

suggests that the musician can encode particular intentions which the lis-

tener can decode. More particularly, these message may relate to some-

thing as elusive as expressiveness.

What is not clear, however, is how decoding could work as a

mechanism, and how the listener may have knowledge of the particular

intention that is encoded in the music. In most studies on musical expres-

siveness, the underlying assumption is that the listener has in mind a

representation of the symbolic structure of the music—as a score, say—

which is used as a reference frame to compare performance nuances.

From that disembodied comparison, the listener would be able to infer

the expressive character of music.3 This approach assumes that listeners

hold a cognitive map of deviation patterns which they use for the recog-

nition of expressiveness in the music. A second hypothesis has been pro-

posed by Juslin and Laukka (2003), who claim that the expressive code

used in music can be derived from that used in speech.

I propose a third account, based on the idea that the listener is able

to decode aspects of the performer’s expressive intentions on the basis of

corporeal resonances with the implied moving sonic forms. This account

assumes that perception and understanding of musical expressiveness is

based on corporeal resonance behavior which relates sound energy to

the subjective action-oriented ontology. The decoding process can be ef-

fective if the encoding process is effective as well, that is, if the composer

and performer succeed in translating aspects of the subjective action-

oriented ontology into sound energy. Evidence for this theory would

consist in showing possible links between the intentions of the per-

former’s gestural control and the intentions of the listener’s embodied

perception. This idea is studied in more detail in the following case study.

6.2.1 Guqin Music

The case study is based on an analysis of guqin-playing. The guqin is a

Chinese plucked string instrument of the zither family, considered to be

the oldest such Chinese instrument, with a history of about three thou-

sand years. The guqin can be roughly described as an instrument which

is played by plucking the string with the right hand and by manipulating

the string with the left hand in order to produce different pitches.4 The
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guqin is very suited for this type of study because the sound reflects the

player’s subtle gestural control in a direct way. In contrast with the violin

or guitar, the guqin involves no other mediating device, such as a bow or

frets.

In guqin-playing, as with many other instruments, the short-term

goal of a performance is to produce a sequence of tones. All movements

that contribute to the formation of a tone can be considered as constitu-

ent of a tone gesture. The whole piece can be conceived as being pro-

duced by a sequence of such tone gestures. However, when looking at

individual tones, in particular tones with pitch-sliding, it becomes clear

that the tone gesture itself consists of several more elementary move-

ments (Li and Leman, submitted). For example, a single guqin tone may

first go up in pitch, then go down in pitch, and end with a vibrato (fast

up-and-down of pitch). Gestural control is then accomplished by moving

the left thumb on the string from left to right, and from right to left, fol-

lowed by a rapid repetitive movement from left to right and back. Each

movement, from left to right or from right to left, can be considered an

elementary movement.

Figure 6.1 shows a short fragment of a piece of guqin music in

Western notation. In this score, arrows are used to indicate pitch-sliding

effects. Sonic entities that define a guqin tone are described using one or

more notes, and bars should be read as rough indications of the meter.

The tones are numbered from 1 to 20. Table 6.1 provides a summary of

how these tones were produced: which finger was used, which string was

played, whether the string was pressed/stopped by left-hand fingers or

Figure 6.1
Western notation of a short guqin piece titled ‘‘Missing an Old Friend.’’
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Table 6.1
Description of twenty sound entities (called tones) in terms of control character-
istics

Tone Finger String
Open/
Stopped

Pitch
movement

Finger
movement
(left hand)

Type of
gesture
(left hand)

1 1 7 S UVDUV RVLRV E

2 1 7 S UVUDV RVRLV E

3 1 7 S DVV LVV E

4 1 7 S DVUVDV LVRVLV E

5 1 7 S UDV RLV E

6 4 7 S / /(press
only)

/

7 4 O AP

8 4 6 S UV RV E

9 4 6 O EP

10 4 7 S D L E

11 4 7 O E(A)

12 4 O AP

13 4 6 S UV RV E

14 4 6 O EP

15 4 7 S D L E

16 4 7 O E(A)

17 4 O AP

18 4 6 S UV RV E

19 6 O

20 2 O

Note: The number of each tone corresponds to the number in the score of figure
6.1.
4, left hand ring finger (Ming); 1, left thumb; S, stopped string; O, open string;
U, pitch up; D, pitch down; V, vibrato (pitch, hand); R, movement to the right;
L, movement to the left; E, effective movement; P, preparatory movement; A,
ancillary movement.
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not (open), if pitch goes up or down, if the finger goes left or right, and if

gestural control is executed by the left hand.

The gesture that produces a sliding tone will typically consist of a

sequence of coordinated movements of left hand and right hand. For ex-

ample, to play tone 1, the finger of the right hand will provide energy by

plucking the string at onset time. The thumb of the left hand (finger 1)

will press the string and move to the right, so that the string becomes

shorter and pitch goes up to note d. This will be followed by a rapid al-

ternation from left to right, that is, of shortening and lengthening, which

results in a short vibrato. Then the thumb will move to the left, so that

the string becomes longer and pitch goes down to note c, and then again

to the right (note d), which again involves a vibrato.

6.2.2 Corporeal Articulations and Elementary Movements

In what follows, gestural control of the guqin is analyzed in terms of its

constituent elementary movements, so that it can be related to the corpo-

real attuning of listeners.

Elementary Movements

An elementary movement can be defined as the movement of a body part

between two points in space (Gibet et al., 2003). This movement is char-

acterized by a bell-shaped velocity pattern (figure 6.2). In a typical point-

ing task, where a finger moves from point A to point B, the velocity of

the finger will increase, reach a maximum, and then decrease in order to

arrive at point B. Moving a finger on the string of a guqin can be consid-

ered a pointing task. In this example, the asymmetric form of the bell-

shaped curve of figure 6.2 may reflect the fact that the initial (more or

less linear) part of the movement is largely preprogrammed, while the

second (nonlinear) part is influenced by sensory feedback after touching

the string shortly after the maximum speed is reached. In general, while

playing, the movements of the left finger on the string of a guqin can

be considered as a multipoint movement constrained by sensory feed-

back. In essence, playing is then reduced to a sequence of elementary

movements.

Gesture and Action

Whether an elementary movement can be considered a gesture (that is, a

movement with a defined meaning that stands on its own) or a gesture

component (that is, a movement which forms part of an action) depends

on the level at which one looks at the gesture. Clearly, a displacement of
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the finger from point A to point B is often just an element in a sequence

of movements which together characterize the gestural control of a

guqin tone. When a gestural control has a particular goal—to play

a guqin tone—it is called an action.

Monitoring Gestural Control in Guqin Music

The displacement of a marker attached to a particular body part (e.g.,

finger, wrist, elbow, head) can be monitored with an infrared camera

system (figure 6.3).5 From this displacement in three dimensions, it is

possible to derive the velocity (first derivative), and thus to obtain a dis-

placement and velocity curve of each marked body part. The top panel

of figure 6.4 shows the displacement curve and the velocity curve of the

(left) thumb during the first part of the piece. The top panel of figure 6.5

shows the displacement curve and the velocity curve of the (left) ring

finger6 during the second part of the piece.

Segmentation of Gestural Control

Given that playing music is a continuous activity, the camera will record

a continuous displacement from which a continuous velocity pattern

will be derived. In view of the concept of elementary movements, this

Figure 6.2
Elementary movement. The horizontal axis represents time in hundredths of a
second, the vertical axis represents velocity (in relative units). The curve repre-
sents the movement of a finger in a more or less straight line from point A to
point B.
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continuous velocity pattern can be interpreted as a sequence of bell-

shaped forms. The zero crossings, the points at which the curve goes

through the horizontal line, suggest a segmentation of the continuous

movement in terms of elementary pointing movements.

Zero crossings can be used as a criterion to segment the measured

velocity of a marker into elementary velocity patterns.7 In figures 6.4 and

6.5, only large movements have been segmented. Smaller movements,

which are typical for vibrato, are neglected. In fact, it is straightforward

to consider vibrato as a self-contained movement after all.

Sonogram of Guqin Music

The bottom panels of figures 6.4 and 6.5 show sonogram representations

of the guqin music. The vertical axes show frequency in hertz, and the

horizontal axes show time (amplitude is in black). The onset of each

tone generates a short burst of energy over all frequencies. This can be

used as a segmentation marker for tones. The tone numbers are written

below each sonogram.8 The dashed vertical lines indicate segmentation

marks of the gestural control (displayed in the top panel). On the sono-

Figure 6.3
Infrared recording equipment and guqin player.
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gram representation they clearly mark the difference between gestural

control and sonic output.

6.2.3 Gestural Control and Its Effect on Sound

A tone can be conceived as the sonic encoding of an action. It starts with

the pluck, and all pitch shiftswithin the tone are considered part of the tone.

In order to have a better view of the relationship between the

player’s action and the resulting tones, tones have been analyzed accord-

ing to the descriptions summarized in the legend of table 6.1. The follow-

ing considerations should be taken into account:

� A string is played open (O) or stopped (S). An open string is often

plucked by the right hand (R). In that case, the left hand (L) does not

Figure 6.4
Player movements and sonogram of the first part of ‘‘Missing an Old Friend’’
(figure 6.1). The top panel shows the displacement and the velocity of the thumb.
The bottom panel shows the sonogram. Vertical lines indicate segments at zero
crossings of the velocity curve. To facilitate reading, only large movements have
been segmented. Vibrato is not segmented.
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touch the string. The resulting pitch is then only the pitch of the string.

However, there are cases where an open string is plucked by the left

hand as well.
� In this piece, the stopped string is played by two fingers of the left

hand, the thumb (finger 1) and the ring finger (finger 4). The first five

tones are controlled by the thumb and the other tones are mainly con-

trolled by the ring finger. In all stopped tones of the example, the left

hand controls the pitch.
� The guqin has seven strings, numbered from 1 to 7, which corre-

spond to the notes c, d, f, g, a, c, and d.

Figure 6.5
Player movements and sonogram of the second part of ‘‘Missing an Old Friend’’
(figure 6.1). The top panel shows the displacement and the velocity of the ring
finger. The bottom panel shows the sonogram. Vertical lines indicate segments
at zero crossings of the velocity curve. To facilitate reading, only large move-
ments have been segmented. Vibrato is not segmented. The arrows in the top
panel indicate control gestures that contain countermovements. (See text for fur-
ther explanation.)
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� The vibrato (V) is defined as a sequence of fast up-and-down pitch

(or hand) movements. It is considered as a self-contained movement (or

hand movement).
� The pitch of stopped tones can go up (U) or down (D). This corre-

sponds to the movement of the finger to the right (R) or to the left (L).
� The gesture made by a finger of the left hand is called effective (E)

when it actually produces a tone. It is called preparatory (P) when it is

preparing the production of a tone. A movement is called ancillary (A)

when it is neither effective nor preparatory.

Using these labels, the musical fragment can be described as follows:

� Tone 1 is played by the thumb (finger 1) on string 7. As shown in

the sonogram of figure 6.4, the tone first goes up in pitch, followed by a

vibrato. Then the pitch goes down and up and ends in a vibrato. The

corresponding movement can be seen in the displacement curve (top

panel). The thumb moves to the right, makes a vibrato, moves to the

left and then to the right, and finally makes a vibrato. The velocity curve

shows the change of movement. Displacement to the right (upward on

the displacement curve) corresponds to positive bell-like curves, while

displacement to the left (downward on the displacement curve) corre-

sponds to negative bell-like curves. The horizontal line corresponds to

zero velocity (no displacement). Note the interesting negative curve just

before the start of the first tone, right where the arrow indicates that

this is the velocity curve. This shape indicates a typical preparatory

movement which anticipates the effective gesture. As can be seen on the

displacement curve, the anticipation movement is in the opposite direc-

tion from the effective movement. Note also that the onset of tone 1

starts a fraction of a second later than the actual start of the upward

movement. In guqin-playing, this technique is known as hidden head

sliding. It is used to avoid the emphasis on the beginning of the tone,

and thus produces a light, smooth, and gentle tone quality. The same

technique, often more pronounced, is used in tones 5, 8, 10, 13, 15, and

18 (figure 6.5, top panel).
� Tones 2 to 5 can be described as similar to tone 1. These tones

have no preparatory movements, which can be explained by the fact

that their pitch starts at the pitch level on which the previous tone ended.

The player already knows the starting position.
� Tone 6 (figure 6.5) has a stable pitch. This tone is plucked by the

left thumb while the left ring finger is pressed 10 cm to the left of the left
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thumb on the same string. There is very little movement because the ring

finger is about to press on the string, and it is very close to the pressing

point.
� Tone 7 has a stable pitch which results from plucking open string

4, using a finger of the right hand. The left ring finger first makes ancil-

lary movements but during the second half of the tone, it anticipates the

generation of the next tone.
� Tone 8 goes up in pitch and is followed by a vibrato. This tone is

produced by the left ring finger on string 6, by a movement which goes

to the right and is followed by a rapid left/right movement. This move-

ment is effective for sound control. Note that the first part of the

movement has been anticipated by a fraction of a second. Indeed,

the tone starts when the velocity of a movement to the right (upward) is

at top speed. The pitch shift consists of two parts, a rapid rise followed

by a slower rise. This is reflected in the displacement curve as well as in

the velocity curve. In order to be able to perform this subtle gestural con-

trol, the movement had been prepared at the end of the previous tone.

The anticipatory movement seems to start from the position where the

tone will end, and the time to perform this countermovement is about

equal to the time to perform the movement that allows the finger to

touch the string and thus to generate the sound.
� Tone 9 has a stable pitch which results from plucking string num-

ber 6 with a finger of the right hand. Meanwhile, the movement of the

left ring finger is anticipating the production of tone 10.
� Tone 10 goes down in pitch. It is controlled by the left ring finger

on string 7, through a movement to the left. The gesture is effective

for the sound production. Also, the tone starts when the speed of the

movement to the left (downward on the displacement curve) reaches its

maximum. This gesture is also anticipated during the sounding of the

previous note, and the anticipation has the character of a countermove-

ment in space and in time.
� Tone 11 is a stable pitch which results from plucking string number

7 with the left ring finger. This plucking movement is reflected in a sharp

peak in velocity.

The sequence of tones 12 to 16 is a repetition of the sequence of

tones 7 to 11. For example, in tone 12, the left ring finger makes an

ancillary movement and then a preparatory movement. Apart from a

salient ancillary movement in tone 16, the two sequences are almost ex-

actly the same. At tone 17, the sequence is again repeated.
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These detailed descriptions show the following:

� A tone in guqin music can be analyzed in terms of its gestural con-

trol. The action which produces a sliding tone consists of a sequence of

elementary (point-to-point) movements.
� Some guqin tones start with low velocity, as shown in tones 1 to 5.

In this type of tone, the maximum velocity tends to be obtained some-

where in the middle of the upward or downward pitch shift. The pitch

shifts of tone 5 are faster than those of the other tones.
� Other guqin tones are characterized by starting when the velocity is

maximum. This is the case for tones 8, 10, 13, 15, and 18. In order to

produce this tone, the effective movement has to start in advance. Fur-

thermore, all these tones are preceded by a countermovement, whose

displacement is in the opposite direction from that of the effective move-

ment. For example, if the effective movement goes to the left (pitch goes

down), the preparatory movement goes to the right (tones 10 and 15).

The duration of this countermovement is almost equal to the duration

of the effective movement.9

� Upward and downward pitch shifts may differ with respect to their

speed. Their nature is defined by the effective movements that underlie

the pitch shifts. It is straightforward to assume that this aspect contrib-

utes to the particular expressiveness of the tone. Tones 8 and 13 are

notable in that the pitch glissando consists of two parts that are clearly

visible in the displacement and velocity curves. The change in this glis-

sando is deliberate. It affects the expressive character of the glissando,

making it lighter.

The main conclusion of this analysis is that guqin tones are gener-

ated by a complex interplay of very efficient corporeal articulations.

They consist of preparatory (counter)movements and effective (control)

movements which together define an action that leads to the production

of a tone. Important and time-critical articulations are clearly anticipated

and are prepared for by a movement in the opposite direction and of

almost equal duration. Ineffective or ancillary movements are rarely

noticed. Repetition of sequences of movements is very accurate, which

is reflected in the velocity curves.

In this context, the characterization of music as moving sonic forms

is useful. It captures the idea that the sound structure encodes aspects of

the player’s actions. The sound structure reveals the encoding of the bio-

mechanical energy as sound energy. Behind this sound energy are move-

ments aimed at producing tones. These tones are intended to function
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in tone configurations or musical phrases. From the listener’s point of

view, the sound defines the proximal cues, while the player’s actions de-

fine the distal cues. Clearly, not all aspects of the player’s movements are

encoded; preparatory, anticipated, and ancillary gestures remain hidden.

Only some of the gestural controls are effective in the sense that they are

reflected in the sound structure. All this suggests that the moving sonic

forms are intentional and functional. The next step, then, is to investigate

how well the listener is able to capture these aspects of moving forms.

6.2.4 Monitoring the Listener’s Movements

In this case study, I focus on two listeners. The first listener knew the

musical fragment very well but was not an expert in Chinese music. The

second listener was entirely new to the music and the piece.

Their corporeal articulations were monitored with the help of a

joystick (figure 6.6). The listeners were standing, and while listening to

guqin fragments through headphones, they were requested to move a

stick in accord with the music. Thus, the corporeal articulations were

reduced to movement in two dimensions. The listeners listened to the

guqin piece twice. Figure 6.7 shows the movements of two listeners (L1,

L2) during two trials (T1, T2) for the second part of the piece, starting at

tone 5 (P1).

Figure 6.6
The listener’s recording equipment.
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Figure 6.7
The listener’s movements. L, listener; P, piece; T, trial. The X and Y axis repre-
sent horizontal and vertical movement, respectively. (See text for further explana-
tion.) Figure 6.8 shows the corresponding velocity patterns (of the second part of
this movement).
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The velocity patterns were derived from these movements and are

shown in figure 6.8. The top panel shows the sonogram, with tone

labels, tone segmentations, and gesture segmentations marked by the

vertical grid on the sonogram.

Analysis of Listener Behavior

Several observations can be made concerning consistency, synchroniza-

tion, resonance, and the induction of ideomotor responses:

� In this guqin fragment, the beat is not prominently present, al-

though a beat can be induced by the rhythmic structure in the second

Figure 6.8
Sonogram of the second part of the guqin fragment and velocity curves of two
listeners during two trials. (The velocity curves show the absolute values of the
velocity.)
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part of the piece. Indeed, tones 9, 10, and 11 have the same duration. If

we take the length of one of these notes as the unit length, then tone 12 is

twice this duration and tone 13 is almost three times this duration. The

pitch shift in tone 13, for example, takes about the unit length (similar to

tones 8 and 18), which reinforces the rhythmic subdivision of the tones

in terms of a unit length. This underlying rhythmic pattern may mark a

beat to which listeners respond. The induction of a repetitive pattern in

the movement is more clearly present in subject 2 than in subject 1, for

example, during tones 10, 11, and 12, and during the repetition at tones

15, 16, and 17.
� Subjects seem to be rather consistent in their movements over the

two trials, in the sense that they tend to replicate their movement speed

when listening to the music in subsequent trials. However, over different

trials, subjects tend to make different movements, as can be inferred from

the movement patterns shown in figure 6.7. Thus, what is invariant here

is not the displacement as such, but the speed of the movement. In addi-

tion, subjects differ in terms of the types of movements they make, as

well as in terms of timing. What constitutes the start of a movement

(low velocity) for subject 1 may correspond to a point of maximum ve-

locity for subject 2. Although corporeal articulations may differ greatly

from one subject to the other, the subject can replicate its own speed

very accurately. This suggests that the velocity of the movement is an

invariant feature of embodied perception.
� Synchronization of the movement with the characteristics of a

sound is an expression of resonance behavior with musical energy. In

this example, two types of synchronization can be observed: (1) synchro-

nization related to the onset of a tone and (2) synchronization related to

the characteristics inside the tone (typically, effects of sliding).

—First, concerning the onset, it can be observed that the start of a(n ele-

mentary) movement is not always in agreement with the actual start of

the sound. In fact, the movement may start earlier, and it may happen

that the start of a tone falls exactly on the maximum speed of the move-

ment. This can be observed at tone 12, where the onset of the tone falls

exactly on the point where the movement of subject 1 has the highest

speed. For subject 2, this point corresponds to the start of an elementary

movement. A similar observation can be made with respect to tones 10

and 15. Note that at tone 10, both subjects have their maximum speed

on the beat, while at tone 15, only subject 1 does. Consider also tone

17, where this aspect of synchronization is salient.
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The corporeal articulations of the listeners thus have an anticipa-

tory character which is more pronounced in the experienced listener

than in the nonexperienced one. The anticipation is characterized by the

fact that the elementary movement may start before the tone onset and

reach its maximum velocity at the tone onset.

Remarkably, such anticipated movements sometimes tend to syn-

chronize with the movements of the player. For subject 1, this can be

noticed at tone 8 (first trial), where the movement starts at the same mo-

ment as the movement of the player (indicated by the dotted vertical lines

that connect with the sonogram). Also, for tones 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, and

15, the onset of the elementary movements corresponds to the onset of

the player’s elementary movements.

—Second, there is a clear effect of pitch-sliding on the synchronization.

For example, at tone 13, the maximum speed in all trials is reached

at the moment when the pitch shift becomes stable and is transformed

into a vibrato. This effect can also be observed at tone 8 for subject 1,

whereas subject 2 shows the opposite response, in that the movement

starts during the vibrato. A similar trend can be observed in tone 18. In

tones 10 and 15, the velocity of the movement tends to slow down in

both subjects, while in note 13, the velocity tends to rise in synchrony

with the velocity of the pitch shift. This illustrates that the corporeal ar-

ticulation can be in resonance with pitch effects.

The above observations suggest that listeners are able to attune

their elementary movements to characteristics of the sound energy, such

as onset and pitch change. In the experienced listener, the corporeal res-

onance behavior has a more pronounced predictive character. The onset

of the listener’s elementary movement often agrees with the onset of the

player’s elementary movement. The speed of the movement can be influ-

enced by the speed of the pitch change. Whether pitch goes down or up

seems to affect the decrease or increase of the listener’s movement veloc-

ity in this example.

The data provide evidence for the hypothesis that the listener’s

perception is predictive at short term. The accurate synchronization of

the anticipatory character of the movements suggests that they are in-

tentional. It is tempting to assume that aspects of this corporeal inten-

tionality may relate to the performer’s corporeal intentionality. Indeed,

anticipation of the sonic moving forms seems to synchronize with the

player’s corporeal articulations. Whether such a close relationship be-
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tween the players’ articulations and the listener’s articulations can be

assumed, remains to be seen on the basis of more studies.

What these data suggest, however, is that the listener is capable of

grasping music as an intended moving form. This can be explained by

the fact that the listener’s movements translate sound energy to the lis-

tener’s action-based ontology. In doing this, the movements take on the

character of an action (goal-directed movement) whose intentionality is

in turn projected onto the sound energy and, by extension, onto the

movements of the listener. Thus, player and listener are able to establish

a relationship of mutual information exchange at the level of action.

Alternatively, one may consider music as a proximal cue in which

the listener perceives (or forms the hypothesis of) the distal cue, that

is, the action which gives rise to the proximal cue. Through corporeal

attuning, the listener can express the perceived intentionality which, as

shown here, can be measured and studied. This projection of human

motion onto music is facilitated when the cause of that motion is itself a

human actor, and thus the motion is human (Juslin et al., 2002). This

mechanism is similar to the human ability to decode human action

patterns from point-light displays in the visual domain (see, e.g., Pollick

et al., 2001; Pollick, 2004; Troje et al., 2005).

Obviously, the movements of the listener are not (and perhaps can-

not be) exactly the same as the movements of the player. What is more

or less the same in both the listener and the player is the motor sys-

tem that encodes and decodes moving sonic forms. The above data sug-

gest that music perception involves a motor attuning component through

which an intentional character can be attributed to music and, by exten-

sion, to the composer and performer. Motor-attuning helps the listener

to read the minds of the composer and the performer, and thus to under-

stand the music as an embodied mental phenomenon. According to Wil-

son and Knoblich (2005), the predictive behavior that is made possible

by motor attuning (called emulation) would in turn facilitate perception.

It is indeed straightforward to assume that this facilitation helps listeners

to experience music as a peak experience. The predictive character of

corporeal attuning is likely to be the expression of fundamental and

automated patterns of communication (Bargh and Chartrand, 1999).

Hawkins and Blakeslee (2004) state that predictive behavior is the es-

sence of human intelligence.

To summarize, the case study supports the theory that the musician

encodes gestures in sound, and the listener can decode particular aspects
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of them through corporeal imitation (see also Leman et al., submitted).

The mechanism enables the communication of intended motion, which

provides a basis for an embodied perception and mind-reading of music.

This type of perception and understanding is assumed to play a key role

in the listener’s focus on peak experiences and the understanding of

structure, emotion, and cultural significance.

6.2.5 A Model of Musical Communication

The above case study supports a model of musical communication in

which the encoding and decoding of biomechanical energy allows the

communication of intentions. Figure 6.9 is a schematic summary of this

musical communication model in which a performer and a listener are

involved, in addition to a mediator.

The starting point is the performer, who has in mind a musical goal

or idea (possibly provided by a composer). This goal is realized as sound

energy, using the human body and a mediation technology. More specif-

ically, the musical goal is realized through corporeal articulations, whose

biomechanical energy is transferred to the music mediation technology

(the music instrument). This device in turn translates part of the biome-

chanical energy of the performer into sound energy, while another part

of the biomechanical energy is bounced back as haptic energy (energy re-

Figure 6.9
Model of musical communication between performer and listener (see text for
explanation).
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lated to the sense of touch). The control of the musical instrument is real-

ized in a closed loop with haptic, sonic, and perhaps visual feedback. In

the mind of the performer, this physical interaction can be enhanced by

corporeal imitation processes that translate the sensed energy back into

the action-oriented ontology, giving meaning to the interaction. Thus,

haptic energy may largely contribute to the perceptual disambigua-

tion of the particular relationship between gestural control and sonic

output.

Next, the mediator transmits the sonic and visual energy to the lis-

tener, who, through mirror processes, can make sense of it. Corporeal

resonance (or imitation) thereby forms the basis of musical involvement

which ultimately leads to an understanding, both corporeal and cerebral,

of the music’s underlying intended articulations (expressions of moving

forms at local and more global levels). Obviously, the listener’s under-

standing of the music’s intentions need not necessarily be the same as

the performer’s. It is sufficient that the listener can relate the moving

sonic forms to his or her own action-relevant ontology in order to make

sense of the perceived physical energy. The listener’s processing of musi-

cal information is likely to be reflected in corporeal articulations, which

can be seen by other listeners.

There is a further important aspect of this model. That the

mediator—for example, an acoustic instrument such as a Chinese

guqin—can be conceived of as an extension of the performer’s body.

Obviously, for the performer this is an illusion, albeit a very natural

one. It is generally believed that haptic feedback may largely contribute

to the creation of this illusion of non-mediation. In fact, experiments

show that self-attribution of body parts is based on multisensory percep-

tual correlations of which action-related sensing forms an important as-

pect (van den Bos and Jeannerod, 2002).

The model suggests a musical signification practice that is based on

the encoding and decoding of patterns of corporeal articulations. Music

encodes corporeal articulations in sound (moving sonic forms) which can

be decoded, predicted, and understood because they rely on movements

which appeal to the action-based ontology of human subjects. Although

these movements may be culturally learned, they can be imitated and

related to a common framework of the composer/performer and the

listener. Since this framework is neurally encoded, it can be stated

that musical communication is based on the sharing of neural struc-

tures that pertain to movement. This forms the power of music as uni-

versal language. However, one should always keep in mind that any
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signification practice may also call upon a cerebral approach to music as

a meaningful cultural phenomenon. In this practice, corporeal perception

and understanding seem to be fundamental because they are based on

moving forms and the resonant structures of the human body. It does

not require knowledge of the cultural background of music, although

such knowledge may be of great help in setting appropriate motor struc-

tures ready for action. In addition, the perceived movement may be an

incentive for the activation of other processes—for example, those re-

lated to arousal and emotion. The communication of music is fundamen-

tally based on multimodal sensing, using a motor model for encoding

and decoding.

6.3 Constraints of Interactive Communication

The above model of musical communication can be extended to interac-

tive music systems, and in particular to electronic musical instruments

and digital virtual musical environments. In using interactive music sys-

tems for artistic purposes, one of the key problems is the configuration

of a proper mediation technology. This configuration can be considered

from four viewpoints: (1) biomechanical control and haptic feedback, (2)

constraints of electronic music mediation, (3) group effects of musical

communication, and (4) motivation. Taking the above model of musical

communication as the base, these viewpoints define a framework for

interactivity in which musical communication is embedded. The frame-

work is complicated because it involves different aspects of action and

perception, from sensorimotor interaction to intentional behavior. The

primary interest in relating the theory of corporeal articulation and reso-

nance to interactive music systems is that it offers a straightforward

grounding of multimodal experience in a context of multimedia tech-

nology. The above model of musical communication can be of help in

understanding the relevant issues.

6.3.1 Biomechanical Control and Haptic Feedback

As shown in the case study of guqin music, acoustic musical instruments

draw upon the fact that the movements of the performer are tightly con-

nected with a mechanical-energetic interface that produces sound. This

connection implies that part of the performer’s biomechanical energy is

used to shape the microstructures of the sound energy. A smaller part of

this energy is bounced back as haptic energy, which the performer can
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feel by the sense of touch. Sound energy and haptic energy are basic

sources of feedback on which the performer can rely for fine gestural

control of the instrument and subsequently, fine control over musical ex-

pression (Winold et al., 1994).

Haptic feedback is believed to be important for the prediction, self-

adaptation, and modification of sound control at the millisecond level.

Recall the asymmetric shape of figure 6.2. The first part of the movement

is typically unconstrained by sensory feedback, while the second part is

based on sonic and haptic feedback (after touching the string). Haptic

feedback to the performer is important in that it allows a disambiguation

of the control unit, and thus of the perceived effects (proximal cues) of

the mediator (Ernst and Bülthoff, 2004). Haptic feedback contributes to

a more reliable estimate of the sonic output of the mediator. In many

ways, it is a multimodal prerequisite for musical expressiveness. Indeed,

research on haptic feedback is often linked with research on musical ex-

pression and performer nuances.

Of particular relevance for mediation technologies is the idea that

the performance nuances subsume a layer of communication that runs

in parallel with sensorimotor processing and higher-level couplings of

action and perception (Sheridan, 2004). From the viewpoint of the per-

former, this level is more focused on the expression of a particular sensi-

tivity or affect, while from the viewpoint of the listener, this level is more

focused on the understanding of action-relevant characteristics induced

by kinesthetic involvement. Much of the research on performer nuances

is on the clarification of the relationship between local and global aspects

of musical expressiveness.

6.3.2 Constraints of Electronic Music Mediation

Overall, haptic feedback is a natural characteristic of acoustic instru-

ments. By their design, these instruments allow the transformation of

biomechanical energy directly into sound energy. In contrast, electronic

instruments have no mechanical-energetic interface that mediates be-

tween corporeal articulation and sound. In electronic music systems the

energy for making sound (electricity) is independent from the haptic bio-

mechanical energy exerted by the musician. Consequently, the interfaces

and gestural control devices are decoupled from the sound produc-

tion device. A consequence of a lack of haptic feedback may be that

the mediator is not really experienced as part of the human body and,

consequently, that corporeal articulations are badly reflected in the
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microstructure of the sound energy, which in turn may be problematic

for the listener.

In view of the musical communication model, this decoupling has a

number of consequences for the design of effective mediators. The prob-

lem should be considered with respect to haptic feedback, mappings of

control parameters, and characteristics of musical action and perception.

Simulating Haptic Feedback

The lack of haptic feedback in electronic musical instruments has been

acknowledged as a central problem in their design (e.g., Rovan and

Hayward, 2000; Gunther and O’Modhrain, 2003; Howard and Rimell,

2004). In recent years, much attention has been devoted to the possibility

of simulating haptic and tactile feedback using electronic devices (see,

e.g., Wanderley and Battier, 2000; Paradiso and O’Modhrain, 2003;

Camurri and Rikakis, 2004; Johannsen, 2004). In addition to haptic

feedback, visual feedback cues have been investigated (Camurri, Lager-

löf, et al., 2003; Kapur et al., 2003). This work has just begun, and

needs much more elaboration in the future. It is related to a number of

other problems, in particular mediator mappings and issues of music

perception.

Mediator Mappings

Clearly, electronic music systems allow much more freedom for the per-

former, because mappings between gestural control units, on the one

hand, and sound production units, on the other hand, are not con-

strained by any biomechanical regularities. This type of freedom has

attracted the interest of many artists and researchers (Tarabella and Ber-

tini, 2004; Karjalainen et al., 2004; Ng, 2004). It allows the playing of a

complicated scale on the piano or guitar by a simple wave of the hand.

The movement of the hand may be captured by a video camera and used

as a trigger for playing the scale. However, as most electronic music per-

formers know, it is exactly this freedom of mapping that may disturb the

sense of contact and of non-mediation.

To better understand the problem of mapping in electronic musical

instruments, figure 6.10 distinguishes among the gestural controller unit,

the mapping unit, and the production unit (Wanderley and Depalle,

2004). The components in the dotted box can be seen as parts of the

mediator that is depicted in the musical communication model of figure

6.9. The gestural controller is defined as the part where physical interac-

tion with the performer takes place. It contains sensors and software for
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feature extraction. The gestural controller can also give feedback to the

performer, for example, by means of a computer screen or simulated

(electronic-based) haptic feedback. Next to the gestural controller is a

mapping unit which translates gestural controls into parameters for the

production of sound or other types of energy. The sound production

block can be considered a sound synthesizer whose output is controlled

by a number of parameters that vary in time.

In this model, the mapping unit forms an important part of the

mediator in that it connects human corporeal articulations with the pro-

duction of music and possibly with associated multimedia events. The

mapping allows a lot of freedom, but this freedom has an obverse side:

performers often feel that the information flow cannot be accurately con-

trolled in its fine details. If this happens, it is likely that the information

flow is experienced as unpredictable. As a result, it can be hard to create

the illusion of non-mediation.

Mediating Musical Sound

The lack of haptic feedback may have a significant effect on the effective-

ness of the mediator and, consequently, on the chain of musical commu-

nication. However, this lack is not the only problem. It is part of a set of

problems that define the delicate balance between unlimited freedom in

sound control, on the one hand, and constraints that limit human action

and perception, on the other. After all, the purpose of a musical instru-

ment is to allow music to be made by retaining the interest of the per-

former and the listener. This interest depends on the performer’s ability

to control the mediator in a precise way, but it also involves the listener’s

Figure 6.10
Conceptual model of an interactive system consisting of gestural controller, map-
ping, and production unit.
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ability to make sense of the situation. Mediation technology cannot be

seen independently from the fact that biological organisms have a natu-

ral bias toward action-relevant cues in the environment. In music, things

become even more complicated because cultural constraints have to be

taken into consideration.

Therefore, an appropriate design of the mediation technology

should cope with a diverse set of natural as well as culturally relevant

aspects in order to keep the interest of the performer and the listener. At

least four different aspects of interaction can be taken into account, re-

lated to (1) the listener’s natural bias toward sonic sources, (2) structural

similarities, (3) gestures, and (4) learned conventions.

Mediating sonic sources (the ecological approach) First, consider the

bias toward the perception of action-relevant cues (affordances). This as-

pect was mentioned in the earlier discussion of the Gibsonian model of

perception. The bias means that in natural environments, perception is

oriented toward the action-relevant cues of the physical energy that give

rise to the perception. In recent studies on ecological psychoacoustics

(Rocchesso and Fontana, 2003; Neuhoff, 2004), it was shown that lis-

teners have an impressive ability to identify very specific action-relevant

characteristics of the mechanics that cause the sounds. Listeners detect

the width of struck bars; the length of dropped rods; the hardness of

struck mallets; the size, material, and shape of struck plates; vessels with

different levels of fluid; determination of gender from footsteps; the

ascending or descending of staircases; and anticipate the trajectory of

approaching sound sources (Rosenblum, 2004). Listeners seem to have

a natural bias for the perception of the source mechanics. This pro-

vides a basis for source-related understanding of the interactive musical

instrument.

When the subject perceives the sound as being produced by a phys-

ical mechanism, it may form the impression that the sound is real;

hence, that the environment in which it has been produced is real;

and hence, that this environment has a high degree of presence, which

in turn may facilitate the experience of being immersed. From the per-

spective of the performer, multisensory (sonic, visual, tactile, haptic)

feedback may contribute largely to the perception of action-relevant

sources and the illusion of biomechanically based control. It can be

assumed, therefore, that mediators that account for action-relevant cues

may yield a high degree of presence, and therefore have the potential to
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be more effective in engendering a higher musical involvement for the

performer and the listener.

Mediating structures and similarities (the gestalt-based or cognitive ap-

proach) There are many cases where the perceptual system of a listener

may not be able to make sense of the action-relevant source. For exam-

ple, in newly composed artificial sounds, often the source mechanics can-

not be retraced and the perceptual system has to look for an alternative

solution. In that case, the cognitive approach assumes that attention is

directed toward the structural properties of musical audio, such as the re-

lationship among intensity, pitch, timbre, and so on.

It is characteristic of music perception that the focus of attention

may not be so much directed at the mechanical source of the sounds as

at higher-level structural musical qualities of melodic lines, rhythm pat-

terns, harmony, and timbre. Thus, in cases where source mechanics can-

not be retraced, or where the musical context is such that the emphasis

is on sonic forms rather than on the sources that produce these sounds,

attention may shift toward structural characteristics. After all, these

characteristics are an emerging aspect of the processing of multisensory

information. Principles of perceptual organization, such as integration

and segregation, will transform sound energy into musical objects as a

function of disambiguation (Bregman, 1990). If action-related cues are

not strong, or are put in an unusual context, the signification process

may turn to the meaningful relationships between structural features. It

may be assumed that the perceptual system is predisposed to organize

stimuli into such structures of gestalts, independent of whether source-

relevant cues are available or not. Thus mediators may be constructed

so that they produce gestalt-based meaningful relationships between

structures in sound energy.

Mediating gestures (the embodied cognition approach) In addition to

the ecological approach and the gestalt approach, the embodied cogni-

tion approach assumes that listeners seek to give meaning to musical

sounds in terms of emulated actions, that is, of corporeal articulations

(grounded in the subjective action-oriented ontology) in response to

sonic energy. This aspect should be distinguished from the recognition

of the mechanical sound source, as well as from the cognitive involve-

ment with sound structures (proximal cues). The sound source concerns

the mechanical cause of the sound, something that is external to the
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human subject. This can be called the mechanical distal cue. Instead,

the gesture is about the human cause which is behind the mechanical

cause of things, which is internal to the human subject. This can be

called the intentional distal cue. In that sense, sounds of a symphonic

orchestra, for example, even if they cannot be related to a particular ex-

ternal mechanical cause, can be related to intended gestures when they

appeal to corporeal articulations and imitations by the listener. There-

fore, mediators that take this aspect of human-related movements into

account may be of interest in the context of electronic music mediation.

Mediating conventions (the cultural approach) Finally, it should be

noted that listeners are sensitive to learned patterns and cultural conven-

tions. These find their way into the articulations that are typical for a

particular musical style (Hatten, 2003). Musical communication may

draw on the knowledge of these patterns, which may relate to different

types of conventions, including symbolic or narrative conventions such

as the heralding of spring using the characteristic pitch interval of a

cuckoo, or rhythmic patterns that refer to secret messages, as in Mozart’s

Masonic opera Die Zauberflöte. Therefore, conventions should be taken

into account in mediation, even in electronic music performances.

To sum up, mediators for electronic interactive environments

should take into account principles related to natural and cultural

constraints of human action and perception. These principles range

from sensorimotor processes, such as haptic feedback, to ecological and

embodied aspects of perception and conventions. Human perception is

rich, and it is likely that all these aspects should be taken into account

in developing electronic devices that mediate between mind and matter.

The above considerations clearly show that mediation is a matter not

only of sensorimotor interactions but also of careful design that takes

into account global constraints of musical communication.

6.3.3 Motivation

The above considerations are also related to motivation, the reasons why

a subject would be interested in a human–technology interaction. Moti-

vation brings in a number of factors, which may be external or intrinsic.

For example, social group pressure is an external drive which may force

a subject to attend a concert dressed in a particular way, to move and

behave in particular ways, to pay attention to particular aspects of the

performance, and to use particular music mediation technologies (e.g.,
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iPods rather than mp3-players). External motivations may also partly

drive intrinsic motivations.

Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi (1988) relate intrinsic moti-

vations to intrinsically rewarding (or autotelic) experiences, which bring

the subject to a state of experience that is self-motivating. They state that

this state of intrinsically rewarding experience is a kind of psychic neg-

entropy which is obtained when the contents of consciousness are in

harmony with each other and with the goals that contribute to the devel-

opment of the subject’s self, or what I call the subject’s action-oriented

ontology. It is the collection of mental entities (beliefs, values, valences,

motivations) by which the subject structures and anticipates its actions

in the physical environment.

Music may provide an excellent context for intrinsically rewarding

experiences. Through learning, challenges may be set at gradually higher

levels and skills can be adapted to them. Thus, an optimal balance can be

found and interest can be maintained. In that respect, self-motivation is

something dynamic. If skills develop and challenges remain the same,

challenges may become boring and the subject may lose interest and

abandon the task. On the other hand, if the challenges are too high,

the subject may become frustrated and unmotivated. According to

Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi, it is only when challenges and

skills are in balance that the subject is able to engage in an autotelic

experience.

The mechanism of intrinsically rewarding experience is of particu-

lar relevance for the development of music mediation technologies. In-

deed, if gestural control and sound generation are physically decoupled,

skills and challenges may become decoupled and interest may be quickly

lost if the subject has the impression that improvement of skills has no

apparent effect on feedback from the interactive system. A major chal-

lenge for the development of a mediator is to keep track of the balance

between challenges and skills.

The following example illustrates the role of intrinsic motivation in

the development of a music mediation device. The device was presented

at the Accenta exhibition at Ghent in 2005 (figure 6.11). Visitors to the

booth heard a pure tone in a headphone and were requested to imitate

the pitch of that tone by singing. This is an action that offers little appar-

ent return, except for those interested in singing. A digital mirror showed

a deformed reflection of the subject’s face. It was only by repeating the

sung tone correctly that the deformed image became a clearly visible

mirror image. After a very brief learning period, subjects rapidly become
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experts in imitation. Most subjects, especially children, enjoyed the game

because of the intrinsic motivation to see themselves in the mirror. Low-

level musical involvement was thus mediated by means of a visual feed-

back which stimulated self-motivation.

Recent designs of interactive music systems show that mediators

can be constrained such that mirroring becomes an integrated part of

the interaction. For example, Pachet (2003) developed an experimental

system that interacts with a human performer by means of style imita-

tions. The gestural controller and the sound production system are tradi-

tional keyboards with piano tones, but the system is able to learn

features of the musical style of the human performer. It can reproduce

responses that imitate the style. Experiments with this system support

the idea that performers interact with the system at a high mental level

of stylistic content exchange. This approach opens new ways to conceive

the mediator technology in terms of interacting agents capable of mirror-

Figure 6.11
Interactive game called Spiegeltje aan de wand (Accenta exhibition, Ghent,
2005). You can see yourself in the digital mirror when you correctly imitate the
tone you hear in the headphone. Otherwise, the image is deformed.
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ing the subject’s intentionality. These initial experiments show that

mirroring supports the motivation for being involved in an interaction

process.

6.3.4 Group Effects in Musical Communication

In addition to the previous issues, there is another aspect of communica-

tion (figure 6.9) that is likely to be very important in music: group behav-

ior and, more particularly, entrainment or mutual adaptive behavioral

resonance. Although this aspect will not be discussed in detail in this

book, it is relevant to mediation technologies and interactive multimedia

systems.10

A model for social music communication is depicted in figure 6.12.

Performers and listeners are represented by circles, and the arrows be-

tween circles suggest exchange of energy patterns through sonic, visual,

olfactory, and tactile information channels. The actions of the per-

formers (interaction type 1) generate music (sonic/visual energy). Lis-

teners capture sonic energy and see the gestures of the performers. This

sonic and visual scene may drive the movements of the listener in re-

sponse to music (interaction type 2). In addition, listeners perceive each

other, and in response to that (interaction type 3), they may start exert-

ing an influence on each other. Corporeal resonance in a listener may

thus result from the musical/sonic and visual energy as well as from the

Figure 6.12
Model of social music communication, with interaction (1) among performers,
(2) from performers to listeners (music-driven interaction), (3) among listeners,
and (4) from listeners to performers.
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multimodal energy coming from neighboring listeners. The latter may be

called the social entrainment energy. In a similar way, the performers are

influenced by musical/sonic energy, haptic feedback, and social entrain-

ment energy coming from the audience (interaction type 4). This type of

interaction also may entrain the action of performers. Indeed, performers

report that the audience tends to be perceived as a gestalt whose action is

likely to have an effect on their playing. As can be seen, the social inter-

actions are quite complex.

The hypothesis is that in a context where groups of people are to-

gether, corporeal imitation can lead to emergent behavior, as in concert

halls where masses of people start waving their hands in the air at the

same time, or when, after a concert, the applause becomes synchronized

(Neda et al., 2000). In both cases, the emerging behavior of the audience

results from the fact that subjects are imitating their neighbors (see

section 5.1.2). This phenomenon has been observed and studied in pop-

ulations of insects, fish, birds, and other animals (see, e.g., Theraulaz

and Spitz, 1997; Bonabeau and Theraulaz, 1997), as well as in humans

(Grammer et al., 1998, 2000; Bargh and Chartrand, 1999; Lakin et al.,

2003; Niedenthal et al., 2005).

It can be assumed that group imitation behavior has an enormous

effect on the participants’ individual experiences during this applause.

Arousal, attention, and the feeling of presence may be enhanced through

this type of group resonance effect. Performers, too, seem to appreciate

the effects of allelo-mimetism in an audience, which they perceive

through auditory, visual, and tactile channels. They perceive this effect

as a global emerging effect of the audience, which can be very stimulating

for their performance.

Entrainment thus forms the dynamic multimodal framework from

which musical magic, a peak experience of a group of people, may

emerge. Given the widespread phenomenon of this so-called magic, it

must be that humans are particularly sensitive to it. Although the dy-

namic primitives that account for entrainment are not completely under-

stood, it may be assumed that the exchange of corporeal articulations

through different energy channels and its subsequent mirroring is a

key component of this behavior. It is also likely that this magic is re-

lated to empathy, which is strongly associated with feelings of social

connectedness.

Because of the social aspect involved in entrainment, I consider

the development of interactive music systems that can deal with group
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effects of social musical cognition to be one of the major challenges

of future music research. Is it possible to design a proper mediation tech-

nology that deals with this social aspect of musical involvement? Inter-

active music systems could be designed to enhance this type of social

resonance communication, in contexts where many subjects are con-

fronted with many machines. In this approach, machines become social

agents with which it becomes possible to exchange intentions.

To conclude this section on musical communication, it can be

stated that electronic systems offer many new possibilities in human–

technology interactions. Of particular interest is the idea that musical

communication is situated at the level of intentions, while the primitives

for that level of communication are based on the encoding, transmission,

and decoding of energy. Low-level sensorimotor interactions play an im-

portant role in the encoding and decoding processes, but they stand as a

function of higher-level forms of action and perception. Sounds may

have a strong appeal to corporeal articulations and they may involve

the subject in mirroring aspects of moving forms in sound. These corpo-

real articulations provide a basis for an immersing involvement with

music. Consequently, beyond source-related feedback and haptic feed-

back, interactive music systems offer the possibility of interacting with

machines at higher mental levels. The realization of those levels of inter-

action is based on corporeal articulations that transform physical energy

into mental representations that are related to the action-oriented ontol-

ogy. Mirror processes form a basic part of this kind of corporeal articu-

lation, and mediators that incorporate mirror processes are of great

potential interest for interactive music systems.

6.4 Multimedia Environments

The model of musical communication discussed so far has assumed

that a musical instrument is a technology for the mediation between (1)

the performer’s intended corporeal articulations and (2) sound energy

(sounding music). Electronic musical instruments aim at extending this

paradigm to the electronic and digital domains. As suggested above, this

framework should be further expanded to autonomous multimedia tech-

nology and virtual social agents. After a brief sketch of what I mean by

this and how it connects with multimedia technology, I turn to a

concrete example of a system that implements autonomous interactive

behavior.
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6.4.1 Autonomous Social Agents

In the acoustic musical instrument, the corporeal articulations of the

performer are translated into sound energy using a mediator based on

biomechanical energy. In the electronic musical instrument, corporeal

articulations are mapped to sound production parameters using an elec-

tronic mapping device. The next step is an electronic music environment

which behaves as an autonomous virtual social agent with which it is

possible to communicate via the exchange of physical energies.

Such an agent is typically equipped with capabilities of synthesis

and analysis, conceived in terms of artificial composer/performer mod-

ules and listening modules. These modules typically simulate the behav-

ior of a real human musician and a real listener because this may allow

interaction at the level of intentions. Clearly, this concept implies a para-

digm of music production that is rather different from that of a musical

instrument, even from an electronic musical instrument.

The main purpose of a musical instrument is to transmit the per-

former’s musical actions to a listener. In contrast, the main purpose of

the music environment is to establish an interaction between a human

agent and a technological agent. The technology no longer forwards the

musical actions of a performer. Instead, it interprets and generates

actions on its own. Accordingly, the mediation is no longer based on a

one-way transmission of information, but on dialogue between humans

and machines. In this concept, packages of physical energy, transmitted

between humans and machines, form the primitives on top of which

humans can develop communication patterns at the intentional level.

This concept fits rather well with the concept of open structure in

the avant-garde art and music of the twentieth century (see, e.g., Sabbe,

1987a, 1987b). Open structure in art draws upon the principle of logical

and chronological indifference of the components that make up the art

piece. Sabbe argues that in music, such structures were first explored by

Beethoven, and later by Schoenberg, Stockhausen, and Cage. Interaction

with musical environments, or artificial musicians, fits well with this

tradition of open structure in art. Indeed, interactions follow no organi-

zational hierarchy or logical preferences for structural units. Instead, the

artistic result emerges from a trajectory of constrained interactions, with-

out any need for logical foundation or for positional precedence of the

multimedia objects involved. The interactions may include randomness

but also imitation, and adaptation (entrainment). In my view, these

interactions should allow the exchange of intentions from the actors/
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performers, as well as the perception of intentional communication from

the audience. Indeed, the real challenge is to build machines that cope

with this high level of human communication. Such machines should be

strong in anticipating human actions. In accord with the above model of

musical communication, this entails that they should be equipped with a

humanlike memory and prediction framework (Hawkins and Blakeslee,

2004).

6.4.2 Connection with Multimedia Technology

Multimodal interactions with musical environments or artificial musi-

cians allow a subdivision of the problem into different steps: sensing,

feature extraction, classification, and anticipation. I briefly treat these

points, but I do not intend to go deeper into the involved technical

aspects.

Sensing

First of all, music environments use all kinds of currently available sen-

sor technology, such as audio and video capture, infrared, ultrasound

sensing, and other techniques. Most of these techniques focus on the de-

tection of change in energy. Given that human perception has a biologi-

cal bias to human movements, it is likely to assume that sensing should

focus on movements of the human body. But of course body movement

is not the only form of information that may be expressive. In musical

ecosystems, for example, there is no human interaction besides the po-

tential resonances of material objects in a concert hall filled with people

(e.g., Di Scipio, 2003).

Feature Extraction

Whatever the energy that is captured, it is turned into an electric and dig-

ital signal. From that signal, particular features are extracted for further

processing. The extracted features may closely reflect the properties of

the energy, or they may be processed to higher levels of description. The

designer of a system may draw upon a whole arsenal of multimedia tech-

niques and approaches.

Classification

Once features have been extracted, the next step is to employ them in a

meaningful way. This typically involves the reduction of the dimen-

sionality of the detected features. Given the fact that features represent
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signals related to motion, most music environments will have to deal

with the description of motion at more abstract levels (so-called reduced

parameter spaces). Ultimately, these description levels will allow the

exchange of information between multiple modalities of information-

processing, allowing the transition from the visual or haptic domain to

the audio domain and vice versa.

Anticipation of Action

Anticipation of human action may be based on a statistics of learned pat-

terns (e.g., as in hidden Markov models) or a motor model that emulates

the perceived action through a virtual physical simulation. Anticipation

would imply that human movements can be accurately predicted at the

millisecond level. However, this is something that is beyond the capacity

of most existing interactive music systems that I am aware of.

6.4.3 A Platform for Musical Expressiveness

In what follows, an example is given of a platform that allows the design

of music environments using modules that do sensing, feature extraction,

and classification by means of multimedia technology. The platform

aimed at providing a set of tools from which an artist could assemble

an instrument or an environment for the processing of music-related

expressiveness. The main objectives were (a) to have a better under-

standing of the primitives of nonverbal communication that underlie

expressiveness in art; (b) to develop computational modules for sensing,

feature extraction, and classification of expressiveness in real time; and

(c) to exploit this understanding in artistic multimodal interactive music/

dance/video applications. All this had to work in the context of a music

theater, such as an opera house or cultural center, and with the potential

active participation of the audience.11

In a context where multiple media (music, video, computer anima-

tion) were used, the focus was on the transmission of expressiveness

from one domain to another, such as from music to computer animation,

or from dance to music. For example, in music-to-computer animation

applications, the task was to extract the expressiveness from the sonic

energy and use that information to control an avatar or graphical scene

that expressed sadness to a similar degree. In dance-to-music applica-

tions, the task was to extract expressiveness-related features from body

movement and use them to control the expressive character of the music.
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Layered Conceptual Framework

Figure 6.13 sketches the conceptual framework for the platform. It aims

at clarifying the possible connections among three different levels of

processing: a sensory level, a gestural level, and a semantic level. The ges-

tural level is a key component in this concept, in that it can be seen as the

mediator between sensory-based descriptions and semantic descriptions.

It typically contains trajectories of features which reflect aspects corpo-

real articulations.

Before going deeper into the nature of these layers, it is of interest

to have a look at the information flow between these levels. This flow

takes into account aspects related to hierarchical processing (bottom-up

and top-down), as well as cross-modal processing (horizontal). In the

bottom-up direction, sensory properties of physical energy are extracted

and mapped into gesture trajectories, using techniques of classification.

At the next higher level, these trajectories are related to semantic de-

scriptions. In the top-down direction, a particular semantic description

will be associated with a gesture trajectory. This trajectory may then

be connected with parameters that control the synthesis of a particular

energetic modality. In other words, the upward and downward direc-

tions of figure 6.13 represent the hierarchical analysis and synthesis of

expressiveness.

The three levels comprise horizontal relationships as well, which

allow the cross-modal transitions. These transitions may happen at the

three levels, depending on the degree of hierarchical processing. For

example, at the sensory level, it is possible to translate features from

one modality directly into another. For instance, the quantity of body

Figure 6.13
Conceptual framework for the multimodal processing of expressiveness.
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movement (extracted from a video recording of a dancer) is correlated

with sound intensity. Therefore, without the mediation of a gesture

space, the analyzed body movement can be translated into synthesized

sound intensity. The effects of this translation will be direct and will re-

semble the mappings used in electronic musical instruments. However, it

is also possible to make this kind of cross-modal translation at a higher

level of the hierarchy. For example, energy and velocity trajectories

extracted from sound can be used to control the movements of an ava-

tar. Or, at the semantic level, semantic terms extracted from dance move-

ments can be translated to related semantic terms that control the

synthesis of sound. In short, the upward and downward directions repre-

sent analysis and synthesis, whereas the horizontal directions typically

represent the mappings, relationships, and correlations of patterns.

The design of this layered conceptual framework (Camurri et al.,

2001; Camurri, Volpe, et al., 2005; Camurri, De Poli, et al., 2005) shows

some global similarity with the memory-prediction framework for intelli-

gent systems, as proposed by Hawkins and Blakeslee (2004). The latter

framework contains a similar hierarchical as well as cross-modal pro-

cessing. Yet Hawkins and Blakeslee’s model is inspired by the architec-

ture of the human brain, and it puts more emphasis on anticipation and

prediction, paving the way for a fine-grained and thorough probabilistic

processing. The layered framework for musical expressiveness is not that

far developed in terms of a brain architecture, nor is it very apt to antic-

ipate and predict. Yet it does offer some working modules which give a

crude idea of what could be possible in a future intelligent system that

allows expressive interaction with an autonomous environment. Below,

I briefly summarize some of the characteristics of the different processing

levels.

Sensory Level

The sensory level focused on features that were supposed to be relevant

for expressiveness in music. They were extracted from various manifesta-

tions of physical energy.

In sound, for example, low-level features were related to onset,

tempo (number of beats per minute), tempo variability, sound level (mea-

sured in dB), sound level variability, spectral shape (which is related to

the timbre characteristics of the sound), articulation (features such as le-

gato, staccato), articulation variability, attack velocity (which is related

to the onset characteristics, which can be fast or slow), pitch, pitch den-

sity, degree of accent on structurally important notes, periodicity (related
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to repetition in the energy of the signal), dynamics (intensity), roughness

(sensory dissonance), noisiness, tonal tension (the correlation between

local pitch patterns and global or contextual pitch patterns), and so on

(Leman et al., 2005). Most of these features are based on the processing

of local energy. Thus, they reflect local aspects of musical expressiveness.

When more context information is involved (typically in musical

sequences that are longer than three seconds), sequences of features can

be considered as trajectories representing aspects of corporeal articula-

tions. These aspects may be related to melody, harmony, rhythm, source,

and dynamics.

Whether all these features and trajectories are relevant to expres-

siveness is another matter, and research is needed to determine the pre-

cise relationship between features and components of expressiveness.

Yet several of these features are known to work well in applications

that envision the musical synthesis of basic expressions such as sad,

happy, heavy, or light (Bresin and Friberg, 2000; Canazza et al., 2000).

In analysis, it was possible to relate several acoustic cues to affect

adjectives (Leman et al., 2005; Lesaffre, 2005) and use these in artistic

applications.

In the domain of dance analysis, a similar approach has been envis-

aged that draws on a distinction between features calculated on different

time scales (see Camurri et al., 2004a, 2004b). An example of a low-level

feature is the amount of contraction/expansion that can be calculated on

just one video frame or picture. The contraction index is a measure of

how the dancer uses the surrounding space. This feature can be related

to Laban’s notion of personal space (Laban and Lawrence, 1947; see

also table 7.6). Other examples of low-level features are the detected

amount of movement, and the silhouette and orientation (figure 6.14).

The amount of movement is based on variations in the silhouette shape.

It can be considered an overall measure of the amount of detected mo-

tion, involving velocity and force. The silhouette shape and the orien-

tation of this shape provide information about the orientation of the

dancer.

Examples of descriptors of the overall direction of a movement are

upward or downward movement, its directness (i.e., how much the

movement followed direct paths), motion impulsiveness, and fluency. It

is possible to segment a movement in terms of a sequence of elementary

movements (characterizing the beginning and ending times). Then a

collection of descriptors may be applied to these elementary move-

ments, which may give statistical summaries of particular features related
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to the elementary movement, such as the average body contraction/

expansion during the stroke, and so on.

Gestural Level

Often, features correlate with each other and form trajectories of values

that change over time. Often these sensory-based trajectories can be

reduced to trajectories in low-dimensional spaces. Different types of re-

duction are possible and different types of spaces can be considered (for

a recent overview, see De Poli, 2004).

Kinematic tempo and energy (related to staccato/legato and inten-

sity) were explored as representational frameworks for expressiveness

(Canazza et al., 2000, 2003, 2004). In a similar context, affect spaces,

Figure 6.14
Motion descriptors extracted from expressive gestures in a dance performance.
(a) Some subregions are identified as corresponding to arms and trunk. (b) Tra-
jectories of points on the body are collected. (c) The global amount of detected
movement (corresponding to the dark region around the dancer) is measured.
(d) Body orientation and shape are computed starting from an ellipse approxi-
mating the body (Camurri et al., 2005). (Reprinted with permission.)
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based on valence and activity, have been related to sensory features (re-

lated to legato/staccato and tempo) (Leman et al., 2005). The spaces

can be derived from perceptual evaluations of different expressive music

performances, using data-reduction methods (e.g., principal component

analysis).

The robustness of these spaces was confirmed in the expressive syn-

thesis of musical scores, in which the machine played the score in a sad

or happy way, depending, for example, on the expression in the posture

of a dancer (e.g., Bresin and Friberg, 2000). The basic idea is that expres-

sive performance can be captured in terms of a weighted set of control

parameters that influence loudness and duration, such as double dura-

tion (decrease of the interonset interval contrast for two adjacent notes

having the nominal interonset interval ratio 2:1), duration contrast

(long notes are played longer; short notes, shorter); faster uphill (de-

crease the interonset interval of notes in uphill motion of the melody),

and so on. In several studies (e.g., Friberg et al., 1998; Sundberg et al.,

2003), attempts were made to learn these rules by imitation of actual ar-

tistic performances. The extracted rule parameters can be mapped onto a

two-dimensional space for intuitive control. The interactive platform can

be used as a rapid prototyping environment for experimental setups, and

the results can be used for artistic applications (Friberg, 2006).

Semantic Level

Semantic maps aim at relating kinesthetic/synesthetic and affective/

emotive spaces to semantic descriptors. For example, fast tempo can be

associated with semantic descriptors related to activity/excitement, hap-

piness, potency, anger, and fear. Slow tempo can be matched with sad-

ness, calmness, dignity, and solemnity. Loud music may determine the

perception of power, anger, solemnity, and joy, whereas soft music may

be associated with tenderness, sadness, and fear. High pitch may be asso-

ciated with happiness, grace, excitement, and anger, fear, and activity,

and low pitch may suggest sadness, dignity, and excitement, as well as

boredom and pleasantness. And so on.

Semantic spaces will be discussed in more detail in chapter 7, where

linguistic descriptors of music are considered in the context of music

search and retrieval. It suffices here to mention that semantic spaces

form a link with underlying gestural spaces and sensory spaces. Consider

the semantic space that is defined by descriptors which relate to valence

and activity. Valence is about positively or negatively valued affects,

while activity is about the force of these affects. Recent research seems
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to indicate that aspects related to the activity dimension can be more eas-

ily predicted than aspects related to the valence (pleasantness) dimension.

Leman et al. (2005) addressed this question using combinations of a lim-

ited number of structural cues extracted from musical audio. It was

shown that valence adjectives such as ‘‘carefree,’’ ‘‘gay,’’ and ‘‘hopeful’’

can be partly accounted for by sensory-based cues such as tempo and

musical consonance, which enhance the perception of positive qualities.

Activity adjectives such as ‘‘bold,’’ ‘‘restless,’’ and ‘‘powerful’’ are related

to sensory-based cues such as centroid/width, pitch prominence, and

loudness. The higher the loudness, the more the music is perceived as

bold, restless, and powerful. The study shows that an intersubjective se-

mantics of musical expressiveness can be partly grounded on sensory-

based cues, but that activity could be better predicted than valence.12

To sum up, the platform for the study of musical expressiveness

is grounded in a layered conceptual framework that supports both

hierarchical and horizontal processing. Up and down the hierarchy cor-

responds with analysis and synthesis, respectively, while horizontal pro-

cessing is needed for cross-modal transitions. Based on this framework, it

is possible to develop a mediation technology that deals with musical

expressiveness. The grounding for this is based on scientific research

and correlation studies that aim at finding the relationships between

measured features (third-person descriptions) and experienced, articu-

lated, and annotated features (second-person descriptions). This correla-

tion study takes into account the multimodal foundations of human/

machine interactions. Thus far, less attention has been devoted to the

anticipation and prediction of human actions. A probabilistic and brain-

based architecture such as Hawkins and Blakeslee’s (2004) may be help-

ful in transforming the present framework into a memory-predictive one

that would account for the anticipation of human action. The latter may

provide a key to establishing a convincing human/machine interaction.

6.5 Conclusion

Interactive music systems offer a new dimension for the classical forms of

opera and music theater. They allow the microinteraction of different

modalities of human expressiveness based on body movement (dance),

playing music, image projections, changes of scenes, video projections,

computer animation, lighting effects, visual effects, and perhaps olfactory

effects. Such interactions, if well designed, open a new world of expres-

sive possibilities in art. At the same time, they open challenging research
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questions related to music mediation, multimodal perception, and multi-

media technologies.

The development of interactive music systems, from musical instru-

ments to music environments, engages music research in a number of

challenging problems related to mediation technology. A basic problem

concerns the adaptation of electronic equipment to the action-oriented

ontology of the human subject, so that technology-based mediation can

create an illusion of non-mediation. This illusion may form the basis of

an interaction between minds (real and/or artificial), which is the ulti-

mate goal of musical communication.

The relationship between physical energy and mental processing

makes the study of interactive music systems challenging and places it at

the edge of many new developments in science and technology. More-

over, the systems have an enormous potential for the production of art,

and they can also be used for multimodal scientific research and pro-

grams in human education and therapy.
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7 Search for and Retrieval of Music

This chapter considers the description of music in a context of search

and retrieval. Finding ways to retrieve music from a database is one of

the hot topics of music research today. Conventional systems use the

name of the composer or the title of the song as search fields, whereas

content-based systems allow search and retrieval on the basis of a

description of intrinsic musical qualities or what these qualities mean

for a subject. Examples are descriptions of what music is like, how

music has been appreciated, and what music means or signifies, such

as ‘‘music with a clear melody and a strong beat,’’ ‘‘beautiful music,’’ or

‘‘music with a melancholic character, which consoles me.’’

A major problem of content-based querying is the way in which

users state a query—how they transform an idea into a query which a

machine can understand. I argue that querying can be conceived of in

terms of embodied cognition. This approach highlights the role of

second-person descriptions and music information retrieval in terms

of mediation technology.

The chapter consists of two parts. In the first part, corporeal

and verbal second-person descriptions are studied in detail. The second

part explores how these descriptions can be processed by mediation

technologies.

7.1 Conceptual Architecture

The conceptual architecture of a standard search-and-retrieval scenario is

sketched in figure 7.1. The right side is the query side, and the left side

is the target side. The query side processes questions from the user, and

the target side contains the musical database (as audio). In this sce-

nario, the task is to provide a proper description of a target, so that

the machine can search for and retrieve the intended target (or similar



targets) and recommend it (them) to the user. This recommendation will

provide access to the intended target.1

The user’s task is to formulate a question which will be input to the

system (figure 7.1, 1).2 The question is a description of the required in-

formation, which may be formulated, for instance, by providing audio

examples, by singing or moving, or by generating linguistic descriptions.

The system’s task is to encode the query, using feature extraction

and classification, into a formal description (figure 7.1, 3, 4, 5). These

formal descriptions allow matching of patterns with formal descriptions

of target files. Since target files are involved, audio feature extraction and

classification may apply to both query and target. In this scenario, tar-

gets are basically audio files, and queries can be posed in several descrip-

tion formats, including audio (3), text (4), and motor movements (5).

This involves multimodal processing at the query side.

Figure 7.1
General schema of a music information retrieval system.
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The left side of the figure, the target side, contains a database of au-

dio files and a preprocessed set of formal descriptions extracted from the

audio files (figure 7.1, 3). Physical energies cannot be compared directly

with each other, nor can linguistic descriptions (words) be compared di-

rectly with physical energies. What is needed is a more abstract level of

description suitable for query–target comparisons. This comparison is

called pattern-matching (figure 7.1, 6). It involves the calculation of dis-

tances or cost functions which penalize the changes needed in order to

make a given formal description of the query similar to a formal descrip-

tion of the target. Finally, when a good match between a query and tar-

gets is found, a recommendation can be formulated (figure 7.1, 7). This

recommendation typically consists of a pointer or a list of pointers to

musical audio files in the database. The user can then choose the pre-

ferred suggestion and retrieve the audio.

Clearly, the above description reveals some critical issues in music

information retrieval:

� Musical querying: What are the different ways of querying, and

how accurately do users describe what they are looking for?
� Mediation technology: What technology can mediate between the

user’s intention and the search-and-retrieval application? What features

should be extracted, and at what level of abstraction should they be clas-

sified and formally described?
� Machine-processing: How can query and targets be compared?

How can a similarity measurement be defined? How can pattern-

matching be made efficient in large databases?

These questions involve advanced issues in psychology (human

perception, categorization, memory, experience, and imagery), engineer-

ing (audio feature extraction, classification and statistical information-

processing, formal techniques of pattern-matching and data-mining), and

musicology (study of user behavior, content description, annotation).3

This chapter focuses on the first two questions: musical querying

and mediation technology. Machine-processing is more technical in that

it concerns comparing formal descriptions. This topic, although impor-

tant, will not be discussed.4

7.2 Musical Querying

Content-based querying of music is the act of describing music for a

search-and-retrieval task. This may involve a description of the intrinsic
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qualities of the music as well as of subjective experiences of the music.

Obviously, the two types of description may be related.

Querying implies the reverse of a perception-based signification

process. While perception implies a transfer from physical energy to a

subjective action-oriented ontology, querying implies that a mental rep-

resentation has to be described and connected with encodings of physical

energy. In other words, ideas have to be turned into matter (or better, en-

ergy) in order to be recognized by machines. This process assumes some

creativity on the part of the human subject, who is assumed to produce

musical content. Given that this creative act is a function of consump-

tion, subjects may tend to use the most cost-effective method, that is,

the method which is least demanding in terms of turning an idea into

reality.

Table 7.1 provides a taxonomy of different query types which are

considered important in music search and retrieval. This taxonomy is

based on a distinction among three types of querying: audio, corporeal,

and symbolic/linguistic. Audio querying is based on audio recordings.

Querying based on corporeal movement is subdivided into making music,

music navigation, and body movement. Querying based on symbolic/

linguistic descriptions is based on extramusical and intramusical descrip-

tions. The extramusical descriptions pertain to metadata, lyrics, and

context specifications and significations; the intramusical descriptions

pertain to structural descriptions, semantic descriptions, graphic sym-

Table 7.1
Overview of query types

Audio Corporeal Symbolic/linguistic

Recordings Making music
(singing, playing, . . .)

Navigation
(visual, tactile, . . .)

Body movement

Extramusical

Metadata (title, name, geography, . . .)

Lyrics (song texts, topic, . . .)

Signification (historical, cultural,
review, . . .)

Intramusical

Structural (melody, rhythm, timbre,
texture, . . .)

Graphic/symbolic (score, icons, . . .)

Semantic (genre, style, . . .)

Corporeal

Synesthetic (brightness, color, . . .)

Kinesthetic (fast, up, down, . . .)

Affect/emotion (gay, sad, . . .)
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bols, and corporeal descriptions. The latter are further subdivided into

descriptions related to synesthesia, kinesthesia, and affect/emotion. Even

though this taxonomy may not be exhaustive, it covers an important

part of possible content-based querying methods. Not all items of this

taxonomy will be handled in this chapter.5 In what follows, I briefly con-

sider querying based on audio examples, then go deeper into corporeal

querying, followed by symbolic/linguistic querying.

7.2.1 Querying Based on Audio Examples

From the user’s point of view, using audio examples may be the easiest

way of querying because turning an idea into a descriptive act is then

reduced to finding a proper audio example. All that is needed is a

recorded fragment of music. It is likely that querying with audio exam-

ples will become a popular search method of music retrieval systems.

A more advanced method of search based on audio examples

involves content specifications. For example, one can search for a par-

ticular rhythm of which an example is given in an audio fragment.

Only the rhythm is important, not the melody or the harmony. In addi-

tion, the user may want to have the rhythm in the audio example slightly

faster or slightly more swinging, which may be indicated with move-

ments of the arm.

Audio-based querying and its extension with verbal descriptions

and movements offers a number of possibilities. Yet, its multimodal na-

ture raises questions: How feasible is it? What types of descriptions

can be distinguished? How do these descriptions relate to encodings of

musical physical energy? The sections that follow aim to clarify these

questions in more detail.

Querying by audio is not very difficult. Audio examples can be

plucked from the air, so to speak, and provide genuine articulations of

the search intention. For that reason, querying by example can be con-

sidered a subcategory of the second-person description in the sense that

pointing to an object is a me-to-you activity which typically involves

the attention of a second subject. In this case, the second person is a

machine.

7.2.2 Corporeal-Based Querying

In previous chapters, I have argued that the human body can express

aspects of musical physical energy via corporeal articulations that

blur the traditional distinction between experience and description (see
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section 1.4.2). Can these articulations be used as search intentions? It is

straightforward to consider singing, navigation, and movement as exam-

ples of corporeal-based querying.

Querying by Singing or Playing

The rationale behind querying by singing is that a verbal description of

a melody may be very difficult, if not impossible, while articulating the

melody in a song may be easy. Singing is probably one of the more im-

portant forms of music description. It uses an instrument (the human

voice) as mediator to transform an idea into sound energy. For subjects

who like to express themselves this way, it may be a very natural means

to present a search intention. Alternatively, a musical instrument may be

used instead of the human voice, but this requires more learned skills.

Like querying by audio example, the query consists of sound energy,

and it is the task of the query processor to extract the appropriate level

of formal description for music retrieval.

Recent studies point out that singing and playing may be feasible

in the context of musical information retrieval, provided the user sings

more or less accurately (De Mulder et al., 2006). Lesaffre et al. (2003)

addressed how users tend to express themselves in a semispontaneous

music retrieval context. In this study a large set of vocal-related queries

was collected and analyzed.6 The study revealed that subjects rely on dif-

ferent querying techniques, as shown in table 7.2.

About 38 percent of the time, queries consist of singing the lyrics

(text); 40 percent, of singing syllables; 17 percent, of whispering; and

about 5 percent, other methods, such as humming (4 percent), perform-

ing percussive acts (0.5 percent), and giving verbal comments (0.4 per-

cent). The 40 percent of time devoted to syllables indicates that many

subjects forgot the exact lyrics, but could remember the melodic mime,

and therefore used syllables as an alternative to words. Subjects tended

to change to syllabic singing or whispering when the text of the title

was exhausted.

Table 7.2
The percentage of total time that users took to adopt a particular query technique

Vocal query methods %

Singing lyrics 38

Singing syllables 40

Whispering 17

Hummingþ other 5
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Further analysis of syllabic singing showed that na, da, and ta were

most often used. A good 75 percent of the vocal queries could be charac-

terized as melodic, and only a small fraction were rhythmic. The rest,

about 20 percent, were neither melodic nor purely rhythm-based singing.

Of further interest was the fact that the mean duration of a query was

about fourteen seconds. Other remarkable observations were that for

older age groups, queries were less similar to the targets. Musicians

tended to use less text and more syllabic and whistled time. Overall,

they made longer queries than non-musicians (for more details, see

Lesaffre, Moelants, et al., 2004; Lesaffre, 2005).

The study pointed out that subjects were quite successful in turning

an idea into a song. Not only did they recollect pitch contour sequences

similar to the original, but quite a number of subjects also seemed to be

able to reproduce sequences in a way that structural features of the

original music, such as tone color and pitch inflections, were reproduced.

Imitation sometimes appears to be related to corporeal and acoustic ges-

tures of the performer. This finding suggests that subjects may remember

music through association with corporeal gestures in addition to the

purely melodic cues (as represented in a score), but further research is

needed to identify the relationship between imitation and corporeal be-

havior of the original.

Unfortunately, a quantitative account of how well subjects were

able to replicate an original is not a trivial matter, because it requires

the definition of a similarity measure between imitation and original.

Subjects do not imitate in the sense of exact replication. They start a mel-

ody with lyrics, then change to syllables, humming, or whispering. Often

they start with the right notes of the melody (albeit sometimes in a differ-

ent key), but if the melody reproduction takes too long, they may con-

fuse the melody with other melodic fragments of the same song, thereby

displaying considerable variation and formation of new combinations.

All this puts heavy constraints on how to measure similarity. Typically,

techniques have to take into account variations in pitch contour, issues

of time-warping, and, perhaps more difficult, concatenation of melodic

segments which were not concatenated in the original.

The study shows that certain melodies can be recollected more

easily. This is reflected in the fact that subjects tend to sing the same

fragments rather than different fragments of the original. In gestalt

theory, this compact good form is known as the Prägnanz (terseness or

precision) of a melody. It would be highly interesting, therefore, to

know what part of a melody has such compact good form and why it

can be recollected more easily than other forms.
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Recent experimental work which addresses this question has

pointed out that a melody is conceived to be a good melody if an underly-

ing harmonic schema can be applied to it (Jansen and Povel, 2004). This

finding, although based on artificial stimuli with a focus on tonal struc-

ture, assumes that cognitive processing is the underlying factor determin-

ing compact good form. A good melody is one in which subjects can

imagine an underlying harmonic structure as a tonal cadence (e.g., chord

degrees of I–IV–V–I). This harmonic structure is assumed to be built up

in memory as the most common or most stable harmonic structure, and

hence it would be used to disambiguate the melody.

Whether this hypothesis is true in a natural context has not been

investigated thus far, but our query-by-voice study suggests that good

form may indeed be an important factor in the expression of melodies.

Yet what is considered to be a good melody may be defined not only by

underlying harmonic structure but also by its capacity for being imitated.

It may be that harmonic structures are helpful in performing this imita-

tion, but other aspects, related to embodiment, should be taken into ac-

count as well, such as pitch inclinations, coloring, ornamentation, and

other aspects related to style and gesture. My hypothesis is that apart

from harmonic structure, a good melody contains many expressive com-

ponents which allow corporeal attuning. To what extent this is the case,

and whether this information can be of use in the retrieval process, is a

matter for further study.

To sum up, querying by singing or playing music can accurately

transform an idea into sound energy. This transformation draws upon

memory structures involving motor behavior. Moreover, querying by

singing or playing music is very creative, and therefore very challenging

for this property. The drawback is that not all people are equally creative

or equally willing to engage in active vocal querying. Not all people are

capable of singing a melody in tune or according to the original melody

contour. In addition, some people may be reluctant to sing to a computer

in order to find a piece of music in a database if anyone else can hear

them. Therefore, its application may be limited and alternative methods

should be explored.

Querying by Graphical Navigation

One alternative is querying by navigation, which is based on the idea

that navigation within data can be based on spaces. Similarities be-

tween data can be visualized as distances between data points. Using

virtual tools, users can navigate from one data point to another. Three-
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dimensional navigation in virtual space is an option for the future, and

most research so far has focused on more down-to-earth applications

which draw on spatial organization of data (Tzanetakis and Cook,

2001; Pampalk et al., 2004; van Gulik et al. 2004). Synesthetic associa-

tions such as colors, textures, distances, perspectives, and sonifications

have been used as markers of virtual objects as well. These markers can

be linked with structural or verbal semantic features, so that navigation

in combination with symbolic meanings can become a powerful tool for

search and retrieval in very large databases.

Research on navigation and the related issue of data visualization

draws strongly on similarities among musical pieces. The main idea is

that similar pieces of music can be represented as close together, while

dissimilar pieces can be represented as far apart. Thus similarity is visual-

ized as distance in a space. For that reason, studies on similarity relation-

ships form a central part of the research on data navigation.

Clearly, the objective is that similarity relationships among musical

data would reflect the human perception of similarity among these

data. However, global similarity between musical pieces is very difficult

to define. Instead, it is much easier, and perhaps also useful, to deal

with local similarity because it can be better estimated. For example,

music can be compared according to one or two structural parameters,

such as melody and rhythm, rather than a number of structural parame-

ters, such as melody, rhythm, harmony, texture, and timbre. Different

visualizations can then be generated, depending on the chosen structural

cue.

Pampalk et al. (2004), for example, explore visualization and navi-

gation using similarity measures based on rhythmic aspects and timbre,

in combination with meta-information such as artist or genre. Van Gulik

et al. (2004) focused on visualization of musical information for retrieval

on small music mediation devices such as portable hard disk players.

Navigation through music collections is traditionally accomplished by

using folder-based hierarchical structures based on genre/artist/album,

but the visual scale of current user interfaces is not adapted to the hierar-

chical search in a large database. A visualization is based on commonal-

ities between artists and other types of description related to structural

and contextual descriptions (such as tempo, year, mood, genre) (figure

7.2).

In these applications, users can select their preferred visualiza-

tion from a combination of coloring and attribute magnets (e.g.,

mood and tempo) which provides them with complete control of the
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visualization and navigation of their music collection. The example

shows that querying can be based on human communication capabilities

that greatly extend the traditional focus on symbolic descriptions. It

shows that corporeal and symbolic/linguistic content specification are

not mutually exclusive. Navigation is a typical example in which both

approaches can be brought together.

Querying by Gestures

It may be asked whether bodily movements can be used as expressions of

search intentions. This question is highly intriguing in view of the as-

sumption that sensory perception is reflected in corporeal articulations.

Can pure corporeal articulations be used for querying? Are gestural ex-

pressions sufficiently accurate to serve as a query? Not much is known

about the possibilities of querying by mime. As a first approximation, it

seems straightforward that a distinction should be made between inten-

tional and unintentional movements.

In intentional movements, users have in mind a particular goal for

corporeal expression. They may rely on knowledge of overt motor reso-

nance or corporeal articulations for the retrieval of music, based on pre-

viously experienced forms of synchronization, attuning, imitation, and

Figure 7.2
Large databases are difficult to navigate by using the traditional hierarchical
structures (left). Graphical spaces can be based on visualizations of similarities
between data, such as mood maps (middle) and year-tempo maps (right) (Van
Gulik et al., 2004). (Reprinted with permission.)
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empathy. These experiences can be used to express an intention in a

mime.

An example is conducting. Many people conduct—that is, move

hand, arm, and posture like a conductor—when listening to music.

They tend to indicate tempo and expressiveness. The movements can be

picked up by a machine equipped with a video camera. From that signal

the tempo can be extracted and compared with the tempi stored in a

database. Obviously, the success of such a query depends on the accu-

racy of the memory for tempo. Levitin and Cook (1996) suggest that

memory preserves the absolute tempo of the musical performance, but

more studies are needed to confirm this finding (see Moelants et al.,

2006). It can be assumed that models can be developed for individual

users and their level of accuracy for remembering tempo.

In addition, expressive content can be extracted from the move-

ments, using parameters such as amount of movement (little, much),

movement articulation (jerky, smooth), and movement speed (slow,

fast) (Camurri et al., 2004b). Given the known relationship of these fea-

tures to loudness (soft, hard), articulation (staccato, legato), and tempo

(slow, fast), it is possible to use information from expressive gestures in

a search-and-retrieval task. As a matter of fact, it may be assumed that

expressive gestures will preferably be used in combination with other

query tools. The multimodal nature of expressiveness may allow the

transfer from one modality to another. Apparently, subjects are quite

successful in identifying expressive intent in piano or violin perfor-

mances, regardless of whether they were allowed only to listen, only to

watch, or both to watch and listen (Krumhansl and Schenk, 1997;

Mitchell and Gallaher, 2001; Dahl and Friberg, in press).

In unintentional movements, little or no mental control of corpo-

real responses is assumed, yet these corporeal utterances may serve as

indicators of internal states of the subject. If these internal states can be

measured, it is likely that they can play an important role in querying.

Sensors may be used that capture physiological markers of corporeal

utterance and apply this information to music search and retrieval. A

straightforward application comes from sports; the measurement of

speed, respiration, and other physiological cues may be used to find

pieces with a musical beat which fits the movements of the subject (Styns

et al., in press).

Gómez and Danuser (2004) found that respiratory patterns may re-

flect general dimensions of emotional response. Breathing accelerated,

minute ventilation was augmented with increases both in rated valence
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and arousal, and skin conductance level increased with arousal ratings.

Such differences are also reflected in brain activity. Schmidt and Trainor

(2001) found that the frontal brain electrical activity (EEG) distin-

guishes between valence and activity of musical emotions. See also re-

search by Panksepp and Bernazky (2002) and the early work of Berlyne

(1971).

Table 7.37 shows physiological markers such as breath time, breath

volume, skin conduction, heart rate, and chills in relation to valence and

arousal. Gómez and Danuser (2004) found that strong relations between

affective judgments and structural cues relating to time very likely reflect

the synchronizing effect of music on respiration. Breath accelerates, and

flows augment, with increase of tempo. Skin conductance seems to be

unrelated to valence, but it can measure the difference between intense

and less intense emotional involvement (Rickard, 2004). Chills are corre-

lated with high arousal. Results for heart rate are less conclusive, espe-

cially if subjects don’t move while listening. Clearly, heart rate is highly

dependent on physical movement of the human body.

To sum up, corporeal articulations and utterances are candidates

for querying a music database. Singing, navigation, and body movement

are useful for that purpose. They assume the translation of a mental rep-

resentation into energy, using the body as mediator. In the case of sing-

ing, sonic energy is mediated by the vocal system, while in the cases of

navigation and body movement, it is motor energy and/or optic energy,

mediated by the movement of the body. From a technological point of

view, recorders and sensors are needed to capture the biomechanical en-

ergy and transform it into an appropriate encoding for further search

and retrieval. The next section looks at how this information can be pro-

cessed in a meaningful way.

Table 7.3
Physiological markers relate to valence and activity (arousal)

Valence Activity

Positive Negative High Low

Breath time Fast Slow Fast Slow

Breath volume High Low High Low

Skin conductance High Low

Heart rate

Chills Many Few
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7.2.3 Symbolic/Linguistic Querying

Queries based on symbolic or linguistic descriptions can be divided into

two important subgroups. One group is concerned with description of

properties that are external to music (or extramusical); the other group

is concerned with descriptions of properties that are internal to music

(or intramusical). In both cases, however, one could say that the descrip-

tions are semantic because they relate to meanings.

Extramusical querying is based on metadata descriptions, such as

composers’ names, titles, groups, orchestras, geographical regions, ethnic

origin, or even genre or style. These descriptions will not be discussed

here. Instead, I focus on intramusical querying, which is based on verbal

(linguistic) descriptions of intrinsic musical qualities, and what these

qualities mean for a subject.

Intramusic Queries

Intramusic queries can be divided into structural descriptions, corporeal-

based descriptions, and contextual descriptions. There is a fundamental

difference in how these descriptions involve the participation of the

subject.

First, structural descriptions of music are concerned with percep-

tual categories, such as pitch, rhythm, timbre, articulation, melody, and

harmony. In fact, these categories are often related to third-person

descriptions. However, they are not genuine third-person descriptions

because they involve a subjective component. They rely on a personal ex-

perience, but they focus on properties of an external object (the music).

Descriptions of musical structure can be considered more objective (or

more intersubjective) than any other type of verbal description because

they address properties on which subjects of a particular population

and culture may agree in many respects.

Second, (verbal) corporeal-based descriptions are genuine second-

person descriptions because they aim at revealing aspects of intimate

experiences. As mentioned earlier (section 4.1), second-person descrip-

tions function in the context of diagnosis, which requires that self-

observed corporeal articulations be reported as accurately as possible,

and preferably detached from any social and cultural interpretation.

The latter could contaminate the diagnostic purpose of the communica-

tion. Important corporeal-based descriptions are related to synesthesia

and kinesthesia, and affect and emotion.
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Finally, contextual descriptions are about stylistic semantic content

and subjective interpretations involving social and cultural contexts.

They can be associated with first-person descriptions.

In what follows, I deal with these different types of intrinsic seman-

tic descriptions in more detail.

Queries Based on Structural Descriptions

Structural descriptions of music are about perceivable intrinsic musical

properties such as configurations of melody, harmony, tonality, rhythm,

loudness, texture, and timbre. These descriptions are assumed to be

closely related to the description of audio structures, and therefore they

are thought to be very useful for the specification of musical content.

A melody, for example, may be characterized as ascending, descend-

ing, gap-filling, U-shaped, inverted U-shaped, pseudo-polyphonic, centrif-

ugal, or centripetal. These descriptions can also be applied to patterns in

fundamental frequency. Thus, it is possible to establish a relationship be-

tween features of the melody (as perceived) and features of the frequency

pattern (as physical energy). Similarly, a rhythm pattern may have a par-

ticular structure which refers to the structure of the acoustic signal. Tim-

bre also may be taken into account. For example, a sound may be called

bright when the spectral energy is in the high register. There seems to be

reason to say that structural descriptions provide a direct connection

with objective measurements of physical energy.

Problems with structural descriptions The relationship between per-

ceived structural descriptions and measured structural descriptions may

seem evident, but it turns out that measured structural descriptors often

have a problematic operational definition which may disagree with the

action-oriented bias of human perception.

Consider an apparently simple concept such as loudness. Even if

loudness is correctly interpreted in terms of its psychoacoustic definition

(e.g., Stevens’ method of loudness measurement), there can be problems

with understanding what subjects actually mean when using this term in

a musical context. For example, when two fragments of music are played

at the same loudness level, will users describe them in terms of psycho-

acoustic loudness? Imagine a fragment of guqin music and a fragment

of steel drum music. Most listeners will probably characterize the guqin

as soft, and the steel drum as hard, and for that reason, they may claim

that the guqin is less loud than the steel drum. The reason is that the

characterization of the sound as being soft or hard may be based on
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knowledge of the musical instrument. The guqin cannot produce a loud

sound, and this knowledge is independent from the loudness level at

which the sound is played through the loudspeakers. In contrast, a steel

drum cannot (almost) produce a soft sound. Again, knowledge indepen-

dent from the loudness level is used in the description. Moreover, in the

characterization of soft and loud, other factors, related to onset and

spectrum, may play a role. In other words, it may be hard to apply

an operational definition of loudness to real-life circumstances. The

main issue is that in natural contexts, subjects tend to perceive properties

of objects in terms of their functioning sources rather than in terms

of their stimulus properties. Therefore, from the subjective point of

view, the impact of a guqin is soft, whereas the impact of a steel drum

is loud.

In much the same way, the notion of sensory dissonance, or rough-

ness, can be given a well-defined psychoacoustic meaning in terms of

beat frequencies (Sethares, 1998). However, when subjects are asked

to describe roughness in a musical passage, it is not clear whether they

rely on beat frequencies or whether other issues related to texture are

involved (Leman et al., 2005). Subjects tend to associate roughness with

other features such as staccato, loudness, and temporal granulation.

Since musical sound often varies in time, the perception of a passage of

music may be influenced by these additional contextual factors. This

shows that context may be a determining factor in subjective descrip-

tions of roughness.

In short, the use of structural descriptors may not be as straightfor-

ward as it might seem. There is a discrepancy between the widespread

use of structural descriptors for music, on the one hand, and the lack of

clarity and uniformity of their meaning, on the other hand. Clearly,

structural descriptions most often pertain to objects of the subject’s

action-oriented ontology rather than to forms of physical energy. They

may be used at different levels of musical complexity, and their mean-

ing may be based on a complex network of relationships, with reference

to traditions and musical styles. Moreover, embodied perception is

source-related rather than stimulus-related, and context-related rather

than context-free. While the use of ill-defined terms may not be a prob-

lem in common communications about music, it may become a signifi-

cant problem when the communication connects with technology that

mediates physical energy. Therefore, the user-related definition of struc-

tural descriptors and the relationship between subjective and objective

structural descriptors pose a serious problem that must be solved.
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A taxonomy of structural descriptors In order to capture the multitude

of descriptors, and to have a better idea of the meaning of terms that can

be used for search and retrieval of music, it is often useful to develop tax-

onomies for structural description of music. In doing this, however, it

should be kept in mind that taxonomies merely classify terms and put

them in an ordered framework. They do not specify the semantic rela-

tionships among terms.

Table 7.4 presents an example of a general taxonomy of structural

descriptors that has proven to be useful in music information retrieval.8

The different levels of description pertain to physical, sensory, percep-

tual, and formal descriptions. Physical and sensory descriptions are typi-

cally situated on a time scale that is less than about three seconds. They

are defined as being noncontextual. The physical level contains descrip-

tors for frequency, intensity, duration, and spectrum, while the sensory

level contains descriptors for pitch, time, loudness, and timbre/texture.

In contrast, perceptual and formal descriptions are situated on a time

scale that is generally longer than three seconds. The descriptors are

defined as musically context-dependent. That is, their content is defined

by the musical context in which they appear. For example, the func-

tion of a chord is defined by the tonal context in which it appears, and

a beat is characterized by a context of onsets and accents. Major divi-

sions are melody, harmony/tonality, rhythm, articulation, and source

(see table).

In this taxonomy, higher levels of description are based on the as-

sumption that information-processing capabilities of the human brain

are involved in more context-based and abstract forms of representa-

tion. In that sense, the taxonomy reflects a hierarchical structure of

information-processing from periphery to center, that is, from sensory to

perceptual to more formal symbolic categories. Frequency, for example,

is related to the perception of pitch and, higher up, to melodic contour

and chord functions. Duration is related to aspects of timing and, higher

up, to tempo, beat, and rhythm. Intensity is connected with loudness and

articulation, and spectrum with timbre, texture, and instrument type.

Generally speaking, features subsume hierarchies but hierarchies may in

turn determine lower levels of features. The example of a chord function

clearly shows that a higher-level descriptor such as tonality has an effect

on a lower-level descriptor.

Accordingly, taxonomies should be used with great care. Often

they are merely intended as general schemes which can be expanded

in several directions. While a taxonomy can be refined and described in
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Table 7.4
Taxonomy of structural cues

Structural Features of Music

Concept Level Melody Harmony/Tonality Rhythm Articulation Source

Contextual (I3 sec)

Formal contour
(up, down, centripetal, . . .)

chord related
(names, function, . . .)

rhythm patterns gestural cue
(up, down, . . .)

instrument
type

character
(ornament, kernel, . . .)

key related
(names, tension, . . .)

tempo
staccato-legato voicetempo changes
sound level

Perceptual successive intervallic
patterns

simultaneous
intervallic patterns

beat dynamic range

inter-onset
interval

Pitch Time Loudness Timbre/Texture

Noncontextual (H3 sec)

Sensory Perceived pitch Note duration Sone Roughness

Pitch deviation Offset Decibels Flux

Fundamental frequency Onset Centroid

Physical Frequency Duration Intensity Spectrum

Based on the taxonomy in Lesaffre et al. (2003).
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more detail, it does not contain real definitions of terms, nor descriptions

of interrelationships between terms.

Empirical solutions In search-and-retrieval applications, discussions

about the meaning of terms can be partly overcome by adopting a more

pragmatic approach. An example may clarify how this could work. In an

annotation experiment (Leman et al., 2004, 2005), twenty-five musicolo-

gists rated sixty musical fragments for different structural features. The

musical excerpts represented genres such as pop and rock, heavy metal

and punk, African American pop, dance, classical music, jazz, folk, chan-

son, and ethnic music. The structural features which musicologists had

to rate were tempo, on a scale from slow to fast; roughness, on a scale

from consonant to dissonant; brightness, from dull to sharp; articula-

tion, from staccato to legato; loudness, from soft to loud; melody, from

lack of melody to clear melody; ambitus (spread of energy), from small

to big; and register, from low to high. This is summarized in table 7.5.

The leftmost column shows the structural features evaluated on different

scales (indicated in the columns).

Afterward, a statistical analysis based on principal component

analysis was applied to the data. This analysis revealed a clustering

in three groups: melody-related (clear or diffuse), articulation-related

(bounded or punctuated), and timbre-related (dark or bright) (see table

7.5). A clear melody was associated with consonance, soft sound, defined

brightness, pronounced melody, and defined register. A diffuse melody

was associated with dissonance, loud sound, undefined brightness,

unpronounced melody, and undefined register. Slow tempo and legato

went together in bounded articulation; punctuated articulation was de-

fined by fast tempo and staccato playing. Dull brightness, small ambitus,

and low register often went together and defined dark timbre, while

bright timbre resulted from sharp brightness, large ambitus, and high

register. Defined and undefined mean that subjects agree and do not

agree about the cue assignment, respectively. For example, register can

be low or high in relation to timbre, but in relation to melody, it is

a matter of subjective agreement or disagreement. In short, when the

subjects tended to agree on register (low, middle, or high), melody was

often clear. When subjects tended to disagree on register, melody

was often diffused.

The analysis reveals that for a given database of music, structural

descriptions may be correlated, and therefore certain terms may be used

in correlation with other terms. This is an interesting finding which is
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certainly useful for practical search-and-retrieval applications but which

has more general musicological implications as well. In fact, this example

shows that only three structural cues (melody, articulation, and timbre)

may be sufficient for describing music. It is suggested that the problem

of the definition of terms can be given a pragmatic solution based on em-

pirical observations.

To sum up, queries based on descriptions of musical structure have

a grounding in perceptual categorizations that pertain to the subject’s

action-oriented ontology. For that reason, descriptions of musical struc-

ture are subjective and their meaning may not always be straight-

forwardly related to descriptions of physical structures of musical

audio. Consequently, they cannot be considered as genuine third-person

descriptions. More precise definitions are needed, even of apparently

straightforward structural descriptions such as loudness and roughness.

Taxonomies can be very helpful in clarifying the meaning of such struc-

tural descriptors, but empirical studies are also useful. Empirical studies

may reveal unexpected correlations between structural descriptions, for

example, that pronounced melody correlates with soft loudness. How-

ever, these correlations may depend on the nature of the database

as well as on the population of the subjects involved in setting up the

statistics. Therefore, structural descriptions should be used with care

Table 7.5
Structural cues are interdependent and group into three clusters

Articulation-related

Bounded
Punc-
tuated

Melody-related Timbre-related

Clear Diffuse Dark Bright

Tempo Slow Fast

Roughness Consonant Dissonant

Loudness Soft Loud

Articulation Legato Staccato

Brightness Dull Sharp

Brightness* Defined Undefined

Melody Pronounced Unpronounced

Ambitus Small Big

Register Low High

Register* Defined Undefined

Based on data from Leman et al. (2005).
*Whether the feature is defined or undefined.
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in the context of musical querying because they could be application-

dependent. Interdependencies between structural descriptors as well as

relationships with physical structures of musical audio need a much

more elaborate and careful study.

It is wise to conceive of descriptions of musical structure as second-

person descriptions. They focus on music qualities rather than on subjec-

tive experiences. For that reason, they may provide a bridge to genuine

third-person descriptions.

Queries Based on Synesthetic–Kinesthetic Descriptions

The next category of queries deals with synesthetic and kinesthetic de-

scriptions. They pertain to verbal (second-person) descriptions of an ex-

perienced multimodal corporeal involvement with music.

Synesthetic terms are often used in the description of structural fea-

tures. Think about terms such as high and low pitch, bright and dark

timbre, and rough or flat, or hard or soft, sounds. These terms relate to

spatial (high, low), color (bright, dark), or tactile properties (rough, flat,

soft, hard). Kinesthetic descriptions concern the perception of movement

of objects or persons in space (outer movement) or the perception of

movement of the body of the subject (inner movement). In what follows,

two questions are important. First, what kind of synesthetic and kines-

thetic terms make sense? Second, how can these terms be related to struc-

tural cues in music? The latter question can be seen as a step toward the

connection with the physical energy of music.

Perception of inner movement and effort shapes In choreography,

Laban and Lawrence (1947) distinguished different types of sensing of

movement, such as gliding, dabbing, floating, flicking, pressing, punch-

ing, wringing, and slashing. These were called effort shapes because they

pertain to the efforts of corporeal articulations. Effort shapes have been

defined in terms of weight or exertion (force), space (displacement), and

time (velocity) (table 7.6). For example, gliding is based on light force,

direct displacement, and sustained velocity, while slashing is based on

strong force, flexible displacement, and quick velocity.

In chapter 6, it was argued that music may communicate intended

actions, which can be encoded and decoded using corporeal articula-

tions. These intended actions may be revealed in terms of their effort

shapes. Listeners may be able to understand the effort shapes in the

acoustic energy of music on the basis of their own subjective motor imi-

tation (or simulation). Through mirroring, musical physical energy is
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transferred into a motor activity that appeals to the action-oriented

ontology.9

For example, a connection can be made between speed and

amount and articulation of movement, on the one hand, and tempo,

loudness, and articulation of sound, on the other. Table 7.7 overviews

this extrapolation, showing tendencies toward correspondence between

few movements and soft sounds, much movement and loud or hard

sounds, jerky movements and staccato in sounds, smooth movements

and legato in sounds, slow movement and slow tempo, and fast move-

ment and fast tempo.

This schema should be tested in more detail because it provides an

interesting basis for understanding the relationship between movement

and sound. Nevertheless, the schema is useful. For example, table 7.7

can be related to Laban’s categories of force, displacement, and velocity

in corporeal articulations (table 7.6). Force can be related to the amount

of movement, while displacement has something to do with the articula-

tion of the movement, and velocity with speed. Therefore it is tempting

Table 7.6
Taxonomy of Laban’s theory of effort

Exertion
(Force)

Space
(Displace-
ment)

Time
(Velocity) Effort Shape

Light Direct Sustained Gliding (smoothing, smearing, smudging)
Quick Dabbing (patting, tapping, shaking)

Flexible Sustained Floating (strewing, stirring, stroking)
Quick Flicking (flipping, flapping, jerking)

Strong Direct Sustained Pressing (crushing, cutting, squeezing)
Quick Punching (thrusting, poking, pressing)

Flexible Sustained Wringing (pulling, plucking, stretching)
Quick Slashing (beating, throwing, whipping)

Table 7.7
Relationships between body movement and musical structural features

Body Movement Structural Features

Amount of movement Few Much Loudness Soft Hard

Movement articulation Jerky Smooth Articulation Staccato Legato

Movement speed Slow Fast Tempo Slow Fast
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to make translations from corporeal descriptions to structural descrip-

tions of music in the following way. For example, a movement which is

described as gliding corresponds to light force, direct displacement, and

sustained velocity. This corresponds to few, smooth, and slow move-

ments, and thus to soft loudness, legato articulation, and slow tempo. In

contrast, slashing is based on strong force, flexible displacement, and

quick velocity, which corresponds to many, jerky, and fast movements,

and thus to much loudness, staccato articulation, and fast tempo.

What this shows, so far, is that verbal descriptions of corporeal

articulations (perceived in the behavior of other subjects or in the

involved subject) may be related to verbal descriptions of musical struc-

tural cues. This relationship suggests that further links can be made with

(bottom-up) measured structural cues (see section 7.4.4). In search-and-

retrieval applications, the prospect is that kinesthetic descriptions of

music may be translated into perceived and measured structural cues,

which makes it easier for a machine to relate this to encoded physical

energy.

Perception of outer movement Though little information is available

about empirical studies that fully address kinesthesia in relation to outer

movement perception, it is of interest to refer to the work of Broeckx

(1981), who proposed a theory of expressive meaning formation which

draws upon the sensing of external space. In many ways, the viewpoint

adopted by Broeckx may be conceived as complementary to Laban’s

theory of effort. While Laban focuses on body movement, Broeckx fo-

cuses on the sensing of tactile properties of surrounding time-space.

Table 7.8 summarizes Broeckx’s intuition in defining spatiotempo-

ral properties such as extension, boundary, and compactness in terms of

musical structural cues and associated expressive meanings. For exam-

ple, the perception of spatial extension as broad/narrow or faraway/

nearby is defined in terms of big/small intervals, soft/hard loudness, and

the use of extreme (low, high) or middle register. An open space bound-

ary is defined in terms of extremes in loudness and dark timbre, while a

closed space boundary is related to middle register and sharp timbre.

Compact space is associated with hard loudness, high register, and sharp

timbre, while empty space is associated with soft loudness, low register,

and dark timbre.

In Broeckx’s approach, these properties are related to expressive

meanings. For example, a broad, open, and full space, defined by big
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intervals, hard loudness, and high register (including sharp and dark tim-

bres), is assumed to contribute to the impression of freedom and adven-

ture. The impression of expanding space, approaching, increasing depth,

and spaces becoming sharper or more diffuse is based on changes in ex-

tension, boundary, and compactness.

All this contributes to the idea that musical expression can be

understood as a pantomime of features that are subject to tension, at-

traction, continuity, discontinuity, collaboration, conflict, adaptation,

resistance, activity, and passivity. The pantomime can be understood be-

cause it can be simulated, imitated, and associated with earlier tactile

experiences. These experiences can be traced to musical structural cues.

Obviously, the latter are assumed to relate to acoustic structural cues.

In short, descriptions of musical expression can be formulated using

descriptions of tactile properties of time-space experiences. These de-

scriptions are situated at the level of a subjective action-oriented ontol-

ogy, but they can be deconstructed to descriptions situated at the level of

musical structural cues. This level is assumed to have a straightforward

relationship with acoustic structural cues. As with Laban’s theory, this

theory needs further investigation and empirical testing, but it provides

an interesting intuition to start from.10

To sum up, queries based on synesthesia and kinesthesia have a

grounding in the perception of corporeal articulations, that is, in how

the body behaves in response to music. In contrast with the perception

of structural cues, where perception was focused on the structural prop-

erties of the musical object outside the human body, the focus was now

Table 7.8
Categories of tactile perception (extension, boundary, compactness) are related
to musical structural cues (intervals, loudness, register, brightness)

Extension Boundary Compactness

Character Broad Narrow Faraway Nearby Open Closed Full Empty

Meaning Unreal Real Unreal Real Freedom Intimacy Real Unreal

Imagery Presence Imagery Presence

Intervals Big Small

Loudness Soft Hard Soft, Hard Middle Hard Soft

Register Low, High Middle High Low

Brightness Dark Sharp Sharp Dark

Based on Broeckx, 1981.
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on the subject’s own body, and on the body in relation to the entire

spatial/temporal environment. While descriptions of musical structure

tend to be related to third-person descriptions, descriptions of kinesthesia

and synesthesia are typically second-person because they rely on the ob-

servation of the subject’s own body. In the context of social communica-

tion, the description is addressed to a you (second person) rather than to

a he or she (third person). Clearly, second-person descriptions are subjec-

tive, but it is likely that they can be related to structural properties. Their

status is therefore interesting because they mediate between pure subjec-

tive involvement and pure objective description.

Queries Based on Descriptions of Affects/Emotions

Querying based on verbal descriptions of affects and emotions offers an-

other type of high-level subjective description. In fact, these descriptors

have attracted much attention in recent years (see, e.g., Juslin and Slo-

boda, 2001). Emotions are often associated with basic emotions such as

fear, anger, love, hate, gaiety, and sadness, and with spontaneous physi-

ological arousal; hence they are based on corporeal articulations. Affects

cover a broader range of more subtle descriptions related to feelings,

moods, and other types of qualitative descriptions that touch the senses,

such as being solemn, vulgar, tender, careless, or exciting.

Attribution and induction of affect It is important to note that the de-

scriptions which are dealt with in the context of search for and retrieval

of music often relate to cognitive appraisal of affect in music, and less to

subjective emotional involvement or induced emotional arousal. Yet, in

talking about affect in music it is often difficult to distinguish between

the attributed subjective properties of music and the affective/emotional

involvement of the subject: whether the subject is talking about music

or about his or her private emotions.

For example, to say that music is boring or interesting tells me

something about the subject’s personal relationship with music, but not

about the music itself. In contrast, to say that music is solemn or vulgar

is mainly a matter of cognitive appraisal of musical properties. The de-

scription is of the music, not of the subject’s personal appreciation. The

problem is that sometimes the subject’s focus may be more on the cogni-

tive aspect, and sometimes more on affective involvement. Much depends

on the context in which affect-processing occurs (Scherer and Zentner,

2001; Dibben, 2004). Therefore, one should be careful in using affect-

based queries.11
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Affect and musical structure In the context of search and retrieval, the

important questions are again related to which affect/emotion terms

make sense, and how these terms can be related to structural properties

of music.

In the past, several studies reported commonalities in the way sub-

jects describe music by using affect adjectives (see, e.g., Hevner, 1936;

Rigg, 1939; Watson, 1942; Wedin, 1972; Nielzén and Cesarec, 1982;

Leman et al., 2005). Such commonalities refer to a low-dimensional

mental representation of affects and emotions based on valence and

activity/arousal.

Figure 7.3 shows a valence–activity map and some emotional

adjectives randomly taken from a list of 142 terms compiled by Cowie

et al. (2001). Valence refers to positive adjectives such as joyful or adven-

turous, or to negative adjectives such as unaffectionate and disappointed,

while activity refers to low-activity adjectives such as disinterested

and gloomy, and to high-activity adjectives such as aggressive and

Figure 7.3
Two-dimensional representation of affects on a valence–activity scale. The ver-
tical axis represents valence, from negative to positive, and the horizontal axis
represents activity, from low to high. (Based on data from Cowie et al., 2001.)
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astonished. Terms close to each other on this map have similar emo-

tional meaning—for example, sociable, amused, and cheerful. Empirical

studies show that most emotional adjectives can be cast in terms of these

valence and activity coordinates (Faith and Thayer, 2001).

Given such a two-dimensional map, specification of a position on

the map would allow users to formulate an affect–emotion query in

terms of its valence and activity components. However, in the context

of search-and-retrieval technology, such a query makes sense only if the

terms can be decomposed and connected with musical structural cues or,

ultimately, with structures in the music’s physical energy. Given the

deconstruction in terms of valence and activity components, one idea is

to determine how these components relate to musical structural cues.12

One experiment (Leman et al., 2005) showed a clear distinction

between interest-related affect descriptors and valence–activity-related

affect descriptors. The interest-related descriptions were found to be

less consistent among subjects, perhaps because they rely on context-

dependent factors (Scherer and Zentner, 2001) that are difficult to con-

trol. In that sense, terms such as moving, indifferent, exciting, boring,

pleasing, and annoying have to be distinguished from terms such as care-

free, anxious, gay, sad, bold, tender, calm, and restless. The latter terms

show less variance among subjects. They are applied to describe affective

qualities of music, whereas the former are more about the subject’s emo-

tional state.

Concerning the relationship with structural cues, several music-

related cues can be identified and related to affect-processing (see Gabri-

elsson and Lindström, 2001). For example, tempo is considered to be an

important factor affecting emotional expression in music. Fast tempo is

associated with expressions of activity/excitement—happiness, potency,

anger, and fear—and slow tempo, with expressions of sadness, calmness,

dignity, and solemnity. Loud music may be determinant for the percep-

tion of expressions of intensity, power, anger, and joy, whereas soft

music may be associated with tenderness, sadness, solemnity, and fear.

High pitch may be associated with expressions such as happy, graceful,

exciting, angry, fearful, and active; and low pitch may suggest sadness,

dignity, and excitement, as well as boredom and pleasure.

Table 7.9 gives an approximate assessment of the possible relation-

ship between musical structural cues and the dimensions of the affect

circle (valence and activity). The trends are interesting. For example, pos-

itive valence correlates mainly with consonance (36 percent) and with
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staccato, defined articulation, and pronounced melody (each 15 percent),

fast tempo (10 percent), and defined register (8 percent). The percentages

give an indication of the weight or importance of that feature in combi-

nation with other features. High activity is related mainly to loud inten-

sity (50 percent), and also to dissonance, fast tempo, and staccato (each

13 percent), and unpronounced melody (10 percent). Big ambitus is less

relevant. Apart from loudness, the structural features are distributed over

both affect dimensions, which makes the deconstruction of affect descrip-

tion into structural features difficult.

It is of interest to compare table 7.9 and figure 7.3.13 For example,

joyful has both a positive valence and a high activity. Therefore, we

can expect fast tempo, loud sound, and staccato playing to be relevant

structural cues. In addition, we are more likely to expect consonance

than dissonance. In contrast, aggressive has a negative valence and a

high activity, which corresponds to dissonance, loud music, and unpro-

nounced melody. Gloomy has both a negative valence and a low activity,

which corresponds to slow tempo, legato, and likeliness to be disso-

nant.14 Through comparison a link is established from a network of

related affect descriptors to musical structural descriptors, using decon-

struction of affect descriptors in valence/activity components.

To sum up, queries based on descriptions of affects and emotions in

music are grounded in the sensing of corporeal articulations. In contrast,

with descriptions of musical structure and of synesthesia/kinesthesia,

Table 7.9
Estimated performance of structural descriptors for affect dimensions (expressed
in percentages)

Valence Activity

Positive Negative % High Low %

Tempo Fast Slow 10 Fast Slow 13

Roughness Consonant Dissonant 36 Dissonant Consonant 13

Loudness Loud Soft 50

Articulation Staccato Legato 15 Staccato Legato 13

Articulation* Defined Undefined 15

Melody Pronounced Unpronounced 15 Unpronounced Pronounced 10

Ambitus Big Small 2

Register* Defined Undefined 8

Based on Leman et al. (2005).
*Whether the feature is defined or undefined.
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descriptions of affect and emotions rely on layers of the action-oriented

system that involve the instinctive assessment of positive and negative re-

ward from the environment, and energetic intensity—in other words, of

the impact of an event. Interestingly, the ontology of valence and activity

provides a reservoir of terms that can be used to describe perceived

objects other than ourselves. This description of music as being the ex-

pression of an affect or an emotion is based on a chain of emotional

involvement starting with movement simulation and movement action,

and progressing to genuine emotional experiences. In considering search

for and retrieval of music applications, the most straightforward use of

affect adjectives is when subjects can dissociate the description of mu-

sical affect from their personal interest, using terms which can be decon-

structed in terms of musical structural cues. However, as with all

subjective descriptions, individual profiles may be helpful in trying to de-

termine the decomposition of affect descriptions into musical structural

cues.

The Transitivity Hypothesis

The three types of (intramusical) semantic description discussed so far—

structural descriptions, synesthetic/kinesthetic descriptions, and affect/

emotion descriptions—are connected with each other via a transitivity

relationship.

Descriptors of musical structure occupy a special status because

they pertain to that part of the subject’s action-oriented ontology which

is closely related to structure in physical energy. In both cases, it is struc-

ture that is considered, from either a more subjective or a more objective

point of view, whereas in corporeal-based descriptions the focus is more

on subjective experience. Note that structural descriptions focus on

music as a proximal stimulus, whereas synesthetic/kinesthetic and affect/

emotion descriptors focus on music as a distal stimulus.

For that reason, descriptions of musical structure are often con-

sidered to be more objective than the corporeal-based descriptions.

This intuition seems to be supported by the finding that the notes of a

melody can be easily discerned in a spectrogram, whereas it is much

more difficult to discern a gliding movement or solemnity in a spectro-

gram. Accordingly, in music research it has been common practice to

assume that musical structures (e.g., those related to pitch, melody, har-

mony, onset, rhythm, timbre, and so on) have a close relationship to

structural properties of the musical audio (e.g., frequency, intensity,

time).
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Despite the fact that the link between subjective descriptions of

structure and the actual structure in physical energy is not at all evident,

it has been very useful to relate corporeal-based descriptions and affect-

based descriptions to structural descriptions. In doing this, the musical

structural descriptions can be seen as forming the bridge to descriptions

of physical energy.

Thus the supposition is that descriptions of musical structure can

be linked with descriptions of structure in acoustic energy patterns. If

descriptions of corporeal and affective involvement can be linked with de-

scriptions of musical structure, then, by transitivity, there can also be

a link to descriptions of structure in acoustic energy patterns. I call this

the transitivity hypothesis (figure 7.4).15

The transitivity hypothesis may be a useful concept in music re-

search, provided that the subtle relationships between structure in sound,

perceived structure, and experienced motion and affects are taken into

account. These relationships are indeed intricate. Often very subtle issues

of semantic description have to be taken into account. There is a whole

army of subjective factors that should be considered, including the effects

of (distal) source-related and context-related perception. Unfortunately,

in studying the relationship between semantic descriptors and descriptors

of structure in sound, there is a lack of annotated data, as well as of

quantified correlations among semantic descriptors. All this means that

in practice, the transitivity hypothesis, despite its popularity, should be

handled with great care.

Figure 7.4
The transitivity hypothesis.
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Queries Based on Contextual Descriptions

A third and final category of semantic descriptions is contextual descrip-

tions. In general, contextual descriptors can be conceived as important

for providing information about the role of music in a social and cultural

context. Contextual descriptions are related to first-person descriptions

because they involve interpretation, and, often, a good knowledge of the

context. Examples are musical genre and style descriptors, which provide

labels for classifying music into categories. Unfortunately, there is no

uniform definition of these labels, and they may address very different

aspects of a context.

Many record shops, and even broadcasting facilities, classify music

by genre and style descriptors, but they do this in different ways because

music can have different social and cultural functions. Consequently,

music appeals to different contexts and labels may therefore be mislead-

ing. Genre categories such as ‘‘Children’’ and ‘‘Soundtrack’’ are difficult

because they may contain classical music as well as pop music. Genre

terms are typically based on concepts related to history, particular musi-

cal forms, or even musical techniques. They may describe geographical

(‘‘African music’’), chronological (‘‘Baroque music’’), technical (‘‘Free

jazz’’), and functional contexts (‘‘Dance music’’). Yet despite nonuniform

definition, genre and style, as well as other contextual descriptors, can be

the subject of data-mining. Labels can be related to measured acoustical

cues, which make them useful for search-and-retrieval applications (Tza-

netakis and Cook, 2002).

To sum up, semantic description of music can be divided into

approaches ranging from metadata descriptions, to descriptions of musi-

cal structure, kinesthesia/synesthesia, and affects/emotions, to contextual

descriptions. Studies reveal that subjects tend to conceptualize music in

terms of their action-oriented ontology. This ontology, which is at the

same time a memory and a prediction/anticipation framework, involves

a number of subjective factors which relate to demography, education,

mood, emotions, and so on. Attention should also be paid to the fact

that semantic descriptions are goal-oriented and, therefore, constrained

by the particularities of a social and cultural context. Nevertheless, one

is likely to assume that semantic descriptions, especially those that func-

tion in a diagnostic context (i.e., second-person descriptions), can be cor-

related with third-person descriptions. Unfortunately, there is still a lack

of elaborate user-oriented studies which address music description in

terms of the application context.
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7.3 Mediation Technology

In this section, I address the problem of music description in terms of the

mediation technology. Once the query has been formulated by a subject,

it is the task of the mediating technology to link query and target, that is,

a search question and one or more musical excerpts retrieved from a

large music library. Such a link can be grounded on a common data rep-

resentation providing (1) a level which allows the integration of audio,

text, and corporeal movements as descriptions of music, and (2) an

action-relevant mediation component, so that search for and retrieval of

musical information becomes a natural thing to do.

7.3.1 A Scenario for Multimodal Querying

Given the rich variety of music descriptions, a mediator should be able to

handle different modalities of content specification. For example, a user

may specify that the required music ‘‘should be similar in melody to the

given example (audio excerpt is provided), but with a more gliding dance

rhythm than the one contained in the excerpt, like this . . . (and then an

arm movement is shown).’’ Obviously, this query is a combination of

different modalities: acoustical energy (the audio excerpt), linguistic/

symbolic input (‘‘similar in melody,’’ ‘‘gliding rhythm’’), and motor/optic

energy (movements). These modalities pose questions about the same ob-

ject. Therefore, they should be deconstructed and related to a common

description of music. A possible way to deal with this problem is to

deconstruct the query modalities in terms of a symbolic description of

music. For example:

� The request for ‘‘similar melody’’ requires that a melody can be

extracted from the audio excerpt and that the system can search the

library for similar melodies. In this scenario, we assume that melodies

were already extracted from target audio files, either manually or auto-

matically, and stored in a database as symbolic metadata descriptions (a

series of notes). The art is to find target melodies which are similar to the

melody that is extracted from the query.16

� The request for ‘‘gliding dance rhythm’’ requires a similar decon-

struction into more elementary units of description. However, this

modality is linguistic, and a semantic network of concepts may be useful

for deconstruction. For example, using the Laban effort-shape theory
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explained above, the expression ‘‘gliding rhythm’’ can be related to light

force, direct displacement, and sustained velocity. This can be further re-

lated to soft loudness, legato articulation, and slow tempo (table 7.7). In

this scenario, target audio files should have been preprocessed up to a

level of acoustic cues and related structural descriptions. The search for

a gliding rhythm is then reduced to a search within the structural descrip-

tions that relate to soft loudness, legato articulation, and slow tempo.

Alternatively, targets could have been preprocessed in terms of semantic

descriptions that refer to the Laban effort shapes, so that search could be

based on these high-level descriptions rather than low-level ones.
� Finally, when gestures have been captured—for example, using a

video camera or a joystick—they can be further characterized as

sequences of elementary movements from which certain parameters can

be extracted. These parameters also can be further described in terms of

symbolic cues that relate to the physical energy of a movement, such as

the amount of movement, movement articulation, and movement speed

(see also section 6.4). Some of these cues relate to structural acoustic

cues such as loudness, articulation, and tempo. Thus, corporeal articula-

tions can indicate audio content specifications, especially in the domain

of musical expressiveness.

In short, the above scenario suggests that machines can deal with

different query modalities and translate them into a common structural

description of music that is suitable for formal pattern-matching and

similarity search.

7.3.2 A Model for Multimodal Query Processing

A model for multimodal query processing is summarized in figure 7.5. It

shows a subject posing a query using different modalities of expression

(audio, motor, and linguistic).17 The query processors (one for each

modality) deconstruct the queries to the middle level or midlevel descrip-

tion. By means of pattern-matching techniques, this description is com-

pared with a similar type of description in the target files, which allows

an appropriate recommendation to be made.

It is fairly evident that this multimodal search-and-retrieval schema

can be implemented in a number of different ways, depending on the size

of the database, the user’s requirements, and a number of other factors.

One important implementation issue is the degree to which the targets

are preprocessed. For example, starting from an audio example and the
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verbal request to find something similar in melody but with a gliding

rhythm, it may be sufficient to focus on melody and rhythm in two inde-

pendent search-and-retrieval tracks. If target files have been preprocessed

in terms of melody, then candidate melodies may be found by using

melody similarity algorithms. If target files have also been preprocessed

in terms of the Laban effort-shape descriptions, for example, then the

search for a particular gliding rhythm may work on a purely linguistic

basis, without having to involve an association matrix. The search results

for melody and rhythm may then be aggregated, using logical proce-

dures. In that specific scenario, the linguistic description of the rhythm

does not need to be deconstructed to lower levels of the acoustic struc-

tural representation because its symbolic description already belongs to

a specific processing domain to which search and retrieval can be applied

directly.

Midlevel Description

The midlevel description has a special epistemic status with respect to the

mind/body/matter problem, in that it can be seen as a core mediation

Figure 7.5
Multimodal access to musical information. The user enters a query using audio,
motor, and linguistic modalities. The query processor has to deal with different
query modalities as a function of the search-and-retrieval task. These modalities
are processed and related to each other in a midlevel description. If target files
have been processed up to a similar kind of description, then pattern-matching
techniques can be used to find similarities among query and targets.
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component that allows the extension of the human mind into the virtual

world of electronic devices.

To clarify the concept of midlevel description a little further, it is

instructive to consider traditional music notation from this viewpoint.

For example, a melody (as a series of notes) can be said to provide access

to a sounding melody, because the score can be reproduced by singing or

playing the notes. The score thus provides mental access to sound energy

by offering a set of instructions on how to generate the music. The con-

nection can be realized by corporeal articulations, such as singing or

playing music. Therefore, the score can be seen as a mediator between

mind and sound. In a similar way, a drum pattern (as a score) can be

considered a midlevel description because it can be reproduced as a per-

cussion performance. Thus, the midlevel description is action-relevant,

because it can be executed and realized through corporeal articulations.

In addition, the midlevel description is neither too abstract nor too com-

plex in terms of data representation, nor is it too low-level or too closely

related to the structure of acoustical energy.

In the context of search-and-retrieval technology considered here,

the midlevel description is linked with electronic processing units, which

support a mediation component between the action-oriented ontology of

the subject and the physical energy that is encoded in the machine. If the

midlevel description is not directly accessible by the user, then action-

oriented hooks should be provided. For example, in audio identification

(section 7.4.1), the midlevel representation is low-level and barely acces-

sible. However, the action-oriented hook allows users to input audio

examples which they want to identify.

Illusion of Non-mediation

Seen from the perspective of a mediation technology, the midlevel de-

scription is most effective when it creates the illusion of non-mediation.

Note the parallel with playing a musical instrument (see chapter 6). Mas-

tering the instrument means that the instrument forms part of the human

body in such a way that attention can be focused on the musical goal

rather than on the technicalities of handling the instrument. Search-and-

retrieval technology also should allow users to focus on the goal—to re-

trieve what they want—rather than on the mediator (how to retrieve

what they want). However, in contrast with musical instruments, users

may not be prepared to spend too much of their time mastering the tech-

nology for music search and retrieval.
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Empirical Modeling

So far, it has been stated that the task of query and target processing is

to translate the query and the target into a midlevel description which

allows search for and retrieval of music. Clearly, the development of

such a midlevel description is complex and demanding, and it involves a

number of technical skills as well as psychological and musicological

knowledge.

Basically, the idea is that a midlevel description can be developed

by considering regularities which can be grasped using probabilistic

learning procedures. Empirical modeling complies with the idea that

measured features (third-person descriptions) can be related to articu-

lated features (second-person descriptions), as shown in figure 4.2. The

empirical modeling approach conceives this relationship between third-

person and second-person descriptions as probabilistic. Once the learn-

ing has been accomplished, the model should be general enough for new

data to be processed.

Annotation In empirical modeling, the most important requirement

is good annotated data because annotation defines the nature of the

midlevel description, including possible access from the subject’s

action-oriented ontology. There are many different ways to proceed

in this research area, but a straightforward distinction can be made

among symbol-based annotation, corporeal-based annotation, and

micro-annotation (see, e.g., Lesaffre, Leman, et al., 2004; Tanghe et al.,

2005).

� Symbol/linguistic-based annotation is concerned with the symbolic

annotation of music, as in music transcription, where a listener writes

down the notes heard in the melody. Annotations of structural cues, or

cues related to synesthetic/kinesthetic and affect/emotions, fall under

this category. These annotations could be called (intramusical) semantic

annotation, in that they focus on the intrinsic meaning of a musical

excerpt.
� Corporeal-based annotation is related to attuning and harmoniz-

ing. For example, subjects can listen to a (polyphonic) song and harmo-

nize with the melody in order to obtain the melody pattern that an

algorithm should extract from the (polyphonic) audio. Or a percussionist

can play on a MIDI-drum pad along with the music heard through head-

phones. The MIDI sequences provide a symbolic annotation of the drum

sounds of the performer in response to music. This type of annotation is
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continuous in the sense that it is carried out while listening to music, and

it draws upon corporeal articulations in response to music.
� Micro-annotation is concerned with fine-tuning, for example, pro-

viding very detailed descriptions of the frequencies and the timing onsets

and offsets of the notes that annotate a sung melody. This type of anno-

tation is often based on precise measurement with the help of other tools.

The precise annotations of onsets and offsets of the notes in a sung mel-

ody could be useful for the training of a pitch-extraction algorithm.
� Often, annotation is based on a bootstrap method. This method

uses existing tools for the development of new tools. For example, in

order to be able to extract the melody from polyphonic music, the mel-

ody can be recorded by a singer harmonizing to the original melody in its

polyphonic context. The resulting monophonic melody can then be auto-

matically translated into a symbolic notation, using an existing tool, and

afterward micro-annotation can be done in order to fine-tune the anno-

tation and correct mistakes in it. This melody can then be used as the

reference melody which a melody extractor should be able to find.

Clearly, the kind of labeling needed depends largely on the par-

ticular task to be modeled, that is, the particular midlevel descriptions

required.

Feature extraction and classification Once annotated data are avail-

able, the core of a mediation system can be built, typically using a two-

step process of feature extraction and classification (see also section

6.4.2). Feature extraction processes audio into descriptions of low-level

descriptions, while classification uses these low-level descriptions to ob-

tain midlevel descriptions, which are typically connected with the anno-

tated data. By splitting the annotated data into a training part and a

testing part, it is possible to measure the performance capabilities of the

feature-extraction and classification model, and thus of the mediation

process.

Since the ultimate aim is to provide a connection between aspects

of the musical energy (third-person descriptions) and aspects of the

subject’s action-oriented ontology reflected in the annotations (second-

person descriptions), useful results may be obtained with feature-

extraction algorithms that simulate the way humans process information.

The rationale is that knowledge of the physiological mechanisms of the

human auditory system, and in particular the input/output principles

which are functionally equivalent to physiological mechanisms, can be
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implemented in computational models. By doing this, the models can

provide information which is ‘‘objective’’ in the sense that it is structur-

ally close to the way the human auditory system processes information.

Auditory-based models of melody transcription are a good exam-

ple of this approach (see, e.g., De Mulder et al., 2004). Such models tran-

scribe the melody of a given song into a melody score. The output is

similar to the output of an expert human transcriber of melodies. In

developing such models, knowledge of auditory physiology can be used

for the pitch-extraction part. However, mechanisms of temporal segmen-

tation are less well known, and machine learning methods are needed to

train a system to do correct segmentations. For that aim, a large number

of annotated pitches and segmentations would be needed.

Schema of the Empirical Modeling Paradigm

Empirical modeling can be considered a core modeling paradigm for the

development of mediation technology. Figure 7.6 summarizes the basic

concept behind this paradigm.

Pieces of musical audio are represented by the pile of boxes at the

right. The upper part shows human perception and annotation, and

Figure 7.6
Empirical modeling of features. Connections can be established between audio
features (first-person descriptions) and human annotations (second-person
descriptions).
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the lower part shows low-level feature extraction. When many examples

are processed, it is assumed that the relationship between third-person

and second-person descriptions can be partly reconstructed by consider-

ing the correlations in large sets of measured data and annotated data.18

The result is a predictive model which would also work for new music

files which did not form part of the training.

Note that the method takes into account three types of regularities

among the data. First, acoustical regularities, which pertain to the struc-

tural properties of the acoustical signal; second, cultural regularities,

which pertain to categorizations of objects that display similar action-

relevant characteristics; and third, biological regularities, which pertain

to human information-processing capabilities. As argued in chapter 3,

these regularities define the framework in which connections emerge

that accumulate into progressive steps toward more advanced levels of

cultural and technological development. Therefore, the empirical model-

ing approach can be considered to be embedded within the global eco-

logical framework proposed in that chapter.

Descriptions of Cultural Issues

A major question of music annotation concerns the nature of the features

that could serve as appropriate midlevel descriptors. It has been argued,

so far, that second-person descriptions, which express the articulation of

action-relevant cues, would be very useful. However, in the empirical

modeling approach, it has not been excluded that contextual descriptions

involving subjective cultural interpretations (first-person descriptions)

may be used as midlevel descriptions.

The only assumption in the empirical modeling paradigm is that

there are regularities in the data. Clearly, when culturally bound con-

cepts such as genre descriptions are used, regularities may be limited to

particular populations of users, as well as to particular data sets (see,

e.g., Whitman and Ellis, 2004), but there may also be regularities, and

these regularities may be exploited. Given a sufficient amount of data,

such regularities can be explored for individual subjects and models

may be developed for particular individual use.

Clearly, if the use of semantic descriptions is based on the instanta-

neous feelings of a subject, which largely depend on context and factors

that otherwise cannot be taken into account because they are by nature

unpredictable, then there may be a problem. Descriptions should be ac-

curate in the sense of being stable and consistent. Then it will be possible
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to build an association matrix that mediates between first-person and

third-person description.

In general, however, subjective descriptions may fit with the above

schema, provided they are sufficiently regular. It is likely, however, that

regularities can be more easily obtained with structural descriptions

than with emotion-related descriptions. As mentioned before, structural

descriptions are meant to describe perceived structural properties of

physical energy. In contrast, descriptions based on emotions require

self-interpretation, and this may depend on feelings and context factors

which are more difficult to address.

Another aspect of description concerns individual differences be-

tween subjects. This has already been mentioned briefly. Up to now,

much research in music perception has been based on the behavior of

groups of subjects. Accordingly, search-and-retrieval applications have

been based on the behavior of a population of users, and less on the be-

havior of a single individual. It is not excluded, however, that reliable

music mediators can be developed that better fit with the profile of indi-

vidual subjects. After all, search-and-retrieval technology can deal with

profiles of individual users. Users could bring their properly trained me-

diator so that the machine could be adapted to the particular mediator

profile of that particular user.

To sum up, the processing of multimodal information requires a

kind of data representation that is not too complex and not too simple,

is situated at a crossroads of multiple modalities, and provides a link

with human action. This kind of data representation is called the midle-

vel description. It is embedded in a technology that mediates between

mind and matter, thus forming the extension of human action in do-

mains where human biomechanics falls short, such as an electronic data-

base. From a subjective point of view, this mediation technology should

‘‘disappear’’ when it functions correctly. In general, it is most effective

when it is not noticed and when it gives the illusion of non-mediation.

The midlevel description is the workhorse of technology-based music

mediation. It provides a level of description that fits or allows hooks with

human action-relevant information-processing. Midlevel descriptions can

be developed using empirical modeling techniques. The approach is based

on the idea that computer tools can be developed that associate mea-

sured data with annotated data, or third-person descriptions with second-

person descriptions. Once the machine has been trained, new queries and

targets can be processed.
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7.4 Examples of Search-and-Retrieval Systems

The remaining sections give a few examples of systems that allow query-

processing in different ways.19 First, audio identification is briefly dis-

cussed, then a query-by-voice system, which allows users to sing a melody

and to retrieve similar melodies from a database. Third, the empirical

method is briefly illustrated in a system which does drum and melody ex-

traction from polyphonic audio. Finally, a semantic search-and-retrieval

system for music is illustrated which allows the use of combined linguis-

tic queries based on genre, expressive movement, affects/emotions, and

structural features.

7.4.1 Audio Identification Using Fingerprinting

If the task is audio identification (not music identification!), then it suf-

fices to compare a query with targets at a level of encoding which is close

to the physical energy. Such a level of encoding is called audio finger-

printing. The audio fingerprint is designed to be invariant against audio

quality degradation. Hence, the level of representation should be suffi-

ciently abstract from the waveform representation that differences in

audio quality (CD quality, MP3 quality, noisy environments) can be

overcome. Moreover, only a short audio sequence of the song should

be needed to characterize the audio fingerprint of a piece of music.

The audio fingerprint is a unique piece of information which can be

understood as a kind of low-level content summary of a musical audio

excerpt.20 What that means is best understood by giving a brief example

from Carl Orff’s ‘‘O Fortuna’’ in figure 7.7a. The audio features are rep-

resented as a thirty-two-bit black-and-white pattern. One such pattern

(depicted on the horizontal axis) is called a subfingerprint. On the verti-

cal axis, from top to bottom, are 256 subfingerprints that correspond to

256 segments of the original musical audio. The whole audio fingerprint

thus amounts to about three seconds of music. Figure 7.7b shows the fin-

gerprint from the same music in MP3 audio encoding. Figure 7.7c shows

the difference between the original and the MP3 version. The code is ro-

bust enough to deal with different qualities of the same musical example

(CD quality, MP3 quality).

The extremely compact representation allows a fast search in large

databases and a wide field of applications (Haitsma and Kalker, 2003),

which is interesting from the point of view of a music mediation technol-

ogy. No wonder, then, that audio fingerprinting has been the first com-
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mercial content-based application in music information retrieval. Audio

identification simply works, even if its capabilities in terms of content ex-

traction are limited.

Furthermore, the technique allows a number of applications that

go beyond the paradigm of music information retrieval. For example,

audio fingerprinting is valuable for the detection of copyright infringe-

ments, and it is perhaps the key technology through which the music

industry hopes to be able to regain control of protected music in peer-

to-peer networks. The code can also be watermarked and encoded with

the physical energy that makes up the music (Gomes et al., 2003).

Audio fingerprinting is based on a statistics of musical audio prop-

erties. It is a third-person description of physical characteristics of music

without the consideration of any higher-level structural or subjective

descriptions. Therefore, in many applications where users want to pro-

vide content descriptions, fingerprinting technology is largely insufficient.

For example, when using audio fingerprinting it is not possible to iden-

tify a piece of music that has been performed by different players or at

different performances. This failure clearly shows the differences between

identification of musical audio based on descriptions of local energies

Figure 7.7
Audio fingerprint. (a) Original CD quality, (b) MP3 quality, (c) difference be-
tween (a) and (b) (Haitsma and Kalker, 2003). (Reprinted with permission.)
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contained in sonic forms, and identification of music based on sensor-

imotor capabilities of human users. The latter is based on previous

experiences and specifications of higher-level structural and semantic

relationships.

7.4.2 Query by Voice

In this application, the query is a sung melody which is translated into an

electronic score. The aim is to identify the sung melody and to retrieve

the music that contains this melody.

A simple query by the voice system would typically contain three

parts. In the first part, a song melody is processed by a melody tran-

scriber into a sequence of note segments with their associated note fre-

quencies. In the second part, this sequence is translated into a more

abstract representation so that melody transposition (melodies in a dif-

ferent key) or different timing (slower tempo), and perhaps other small

variations, can be taken into account. Such a description resembles a

melody/rhythm contour. In the third part, this description is compared

with a database of similarly encoded melodies, using pattern similarity

techniques.

An example of a melody transcriber is the MAMI melody tran-

scriber, which was developed using an empirical modeling approach (De

Mulder et al., 2004). Annotated queries (see figure 7.8) were used to

train the melody transcriber to make the correct pitch segmentations.

The resulting melody representation contains a sequence of note names

with associated beginning and ending time points.21

A example of the melodic contour description is the CubyHum de-

scription (Pauws, 2002), which uses the encoding schema shown in table

7.10. This encoding schema translates intervals into numbers, leaving

room for mistuned melodies, mainly errors introduced by the singer.

The result is a melody contour which makes abstraction of the pitch

height and considers only intervals. It has been demonstrated that the

MAMI melody transcriber, in combination with the CubyHum encoding

schema, can work rather well in the context of melody-based search for

and retrieval of music (De Mulder et al., 2006).

Clearly, there are different possibilities for describing a melody.

And obviously the choice may depend on the application one has in

mind. Instead of pitch contour, the description can be based on pitch dis-

tributions, for example, using a histogram of the number of pitch occur-

rences in the melody. The pitch histogram typically reveals the pitch scale
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Figure 7.8
Annotation of segmented pitch. The upper part shows the waveform of the
sound. Below are three layers of annotation, the lyrics of the song, the frequency,
and an indication of whether the pitch is stable or not. The vertical lines indicate
segmentation. (The analysis environment is Praat.)

Table 7.10
Pitch contour representation for the CubyHum music retrieval system

Interval name Interval size Integer code

Descending perfect fifth and greater <�6 st �4
Descending perfect/augmented fourth �5 or �6 st �3
Descending minor/major third �3 or 4 st �2
Descending minor/major second �1 or �2 st �1
Unison 0 st

Ascending minor/major second 1 or 2 st 1

Ascending minor/major third 3 or 4 st 2

Ascending perfect/augmented fourth 5 or 6 st 3

Ascending perfect fifth and greater >6 st 4

Based on Pauws (2002).
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that is used throughout the piece. Figure 7.9 shows the pitch contour and

the pitch histogram of a typical sound file (of about two minutes) taken

from a large collection of music from Burundi.22 The first seventeen sec-

onds of this file is a fragment spoken by a male voice. This is typical for

field recordings. In principle, the voice could be separated from music by

a dedicated speech/music segregation algorithm. In this example, how-

ever, this has not been done. Figure 7.9a shows the pitch contour (in

Hz) of the voice and the music. Only pitch detection is done, without

time segmentation of pitches. Figure 7.9b shows the histogram, which

represents the sum of the durations of all pitches during the record-

ing. This histogram gives an indication of the pitch scale used in the

piece. Clearly, the pitch of the spoken voice is but a small part of

the whole, and it can be considered as a noise component of the pitch

Figure 7.9
Pitch contour and histogram of flute music from Burundi. The top panel (a)
shows the pitch contour as extracted by a pitch transcriber (without pitch seg-
mentation). The bottom panel (b) shows the histogram of this contour with the
main pitches played during this recording.
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scale. For search-and-retrieval purposes, the pitch scale can be further

processed and then compared with a database of similar encoded pitch

distributions.

7.4.3 Midlevel Descriptions for Polyphonic Music

Recent work in music engineering aims at extracting midlevel representa-

tions from polyphonic music. This is done for structural features such as

melody, onset, tempo, rhythm, texture, and timbre. The following exam-

ples briefly mention some approaches in melody and drum extraction.

Melody Extraction

Melody extraction concerns the extraction of pitch patterns from a

polyphonic musical audio file (Gómez et al., 2003; Klapuri, 2003,

2004). The melody can be considered as the structural feature of music

which listeners would be inclined to imitate when requested to sing the

main melodic lines of the music.

The problem of melody extraction from polyphonic audio is typi-

cally split into subproblems, and each subsproblem may be based on em-

pirical modeling techniques. Pitch detection would typically be based on

knowledge of the human auditory system. State-of-the-art auditory mod-

els provide pitch patterns from which probabilities for fundamental fre-

quencies can be estimated. These fundamental frequencies are estimates

within local time frames. Salient peaks over time should then be con-

nected in order to form segmented pitch objects. This process delivers a

set of tones with frequency, start time, duration, and evidence per frame.

Tone-filtering may then provide the most prominent tones. Finally, mel-

ody detection may connect tones by size of pitch interval, and aims at

constructing the most evident path. This gives a set of candidate melodies

of which the most salient can be considered the melody. At different

levels of this schema, parameters may be trained and optimized so that

the melody extraction from an audio file fits with the annotated melody.

Drum Extraction

The extraction of drum patterns from musical audio leads to a descrip-

tion of timing and type of drum instrument, like a score for percussion

instruments (Degroeve et al., 2005; Tanghe et al., 2005). These descrip-

tions are assumed to provide what is perceived in music in terms of per-

cussion patterns. Presumably they can be imitated by a singer or by a

percussionist.
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In the context of an empirical modeling methodology, a model for

drum pattern detection would be based an algorithm that is first trained

with annotated drum patterns. Once trained, the algorithm would be

used in an application. The general schema is shown in figure 7.10.

In the training phase, the user supplies an audio file and a corre-

sponding file which contains a symbolic representation of the drum

events on the sound file. For each relevant drum event in the audio file,

then, there is an indication of a time moment and of the drum types. The

latter represent categories of percussion instruments such as bass drums,

snare drums, and high hats.

The actual detection of drum events from an audio file consists of

three steps: onset detection, feature extraction, and classification. The

onset detection locates moments in time where drum events might be

present. The feature extraction extracts low-level features from the audio

around the detected onsets. And the classification stage makes a decision

for each onset (based on the extracted audio features) about which type

of event is present at that location (drum event or not; and if drum event,

Figure 7.10
Empirical method with training phase and application phase. Results of the train-
ing are used in the application phase (based on Tanghe, Degroeve, & De Baets,
2004).
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which type). The end result is a drum occurrence file which can be used

for further processing or evaluation. Further information can then be

extracted, such as beat, tempo, rhythm patterns, types of percussion

instruments, and so on.

For this application, the subjective description or annotation of the

occurrence of a drum event should be very accurate. Two strategies have

been used to obtain accurate annotations: corporeal annotation and

micro-annotation. Corporeal annotation is based on drum imitations by

musicians (percussionists) using MIDI drum pads. In addition, micro-

annotation is used to refine the obtained annotations. The latter is less

based on imitation behavior but can draw upon it to a certain degree.

In figure 7.14 annotated drum events are in the symbolic file (Tanghe

et al., 2005).

7.4.4 User Profiling and Semantic Description

The final example is an application of a music search-and-retrieval

system based on (intramusical) semantic description. The three types

that were discussed in the previous section—structural descriptions,

synesthetic/kinesthetic descriptions, and affect/emotion descriptions—

are taken into consideration.

The application uses knowledge from a large experiment in which

subjects were asked to annotate 160 different musical excerpts labeled

according to the genre, structural descriptors, kinesthetic descriptors,

and affect/emotion descriptors (Lesaffre, 2005). Using an approach simi-

lar to the one explored in Leman et al. (2005), it was possible to set up

an application where users could search in the database, using combina-

tions of descriptors in order to retrieve music. The database has a good

spread in demographics and background. This allows the specification of

a particular user profile, so that the correlations between descriptors can

be adapted to the specific profile of the user.

Figure 7.11 shows a screen of the semantic music retrieval system.

Users can choose descriptors related to genre, structural cues, kinesthetic

cues, and affect/emotion cues. The figure shows the search screen on top

and a recommendation list below. The recommendation list is the result

for a female expert searching the database for classical music, using the

emotion descriptor ‘‘sad,’’ the sound descriptor ‘‘soft,’’ and the move-

ment descriptors ‘‘dynamic’’ and ‘‘slow.’’ The user can listen to any rec-

ommended music excerpt. The score (in percentages) reflects the global

degree of agreement among subjects on the features entered in the query.
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All titles are shown up to a threshold of 20 percent of intersubjective

agreement. While the user selects search options by means of check

boxes, the list adapts itself according to the query input.

7.5 Conclusion

Search for and retrieval of music is a very active field of research. The

main goal of this chapter was to show that technologies can be built which

bridge the gap between mind and matter, and which extend human action

into a domain of virtual reality, the domain of electronic music libraries,

in which search for and retrieval of music is a concrete application.

Given the theoretical background put forward in the previous

chapters, it was argued that descriptions can be based on different cate-

Figure 7.11
Search engine which allows the search for and retrieval of music using semantic
descriptors relating to genre, structural cues, kinesthetic cues, and affect/emotion
cues (Lesaffre, 2005).
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gories of human involvement with music, related to different types of

corporeal and cerebral involvement. Although up to now, there has

been little knowledge available about how users tend to use these

content-based search-and-retrieval engines, it is generally believed that

content description of music can greatly enhance access to music.

Content-based search for and retrieval of musical audio implies the

translation of ideas and intentions into a format that storage systems can

deal with. This translation implies that users have some content in mind,

and that they know how to express it. This is a difficult issue because

users may have ill-defined goals or they may fail to translate ideas to spe-

cific content descriptions.

In that perspective, the chapter focused on the human task of pos-

ing a music-related search question (querying) and the subsequent ma-

chine task of query-processing. It has been argued that queries may be

multimodal and that midlevel descriptions of information may provide

a suitable level for multimodal integration and access to the subject’s

action-oriented ontology. These midlevel descriptions can be obtained

by a research approach that is based on annotation and subsequent em-

pirical modeling.

The hypothesis put forward is that querying by audio examples

may offer many possibilities, provided that additional specifications,

using keywords for structural and subjective descriptions, can be added.

These search options require knowledge of how linguistic descriptions

and corporeal behavior can be connected with the properties of the mu-

sical audio. The combined querying based on audio, corporeal, and lin-

guistic descriptions is probably one of the most useful types of querying

because it allows users to exploit the most straightforward description

options.

Empirical modeling assumes that algorithms have to be trained to

extract features from musical audio that are relevant from the viewpoint

of human description. Making this connection is not always easy, either

from the viewpoint of bottom-up algorithm development or from the

viewpoint of top-down human annotation. The bottom-up approach

may profit from knowledge of human physiology, and the top-down

approach may profit from computational tools for the description of

content, both of musical structural and of subjective experiences with

music. Empirical modeling then assumes that these two levels can be

connected, using training by examples.

The midlevel description should be conceived of as the level

where bottom-up algorithmic and top-down human annotation meet.
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However, the step from algorithm-based descriptions of musical audio to

human descriptions of musical audio is still huge, and the mechanism by

which descriptions of physical energy are translated into action-based de-

scription ontology is a largely unsolved problem. Since these associations

depend on cultural conditions as well as subjective personalities, they

should be learned, possibly on an individual basis. Until recently, re-

search in musical audio encoding focused on structural features such

as melody extraction and rhythm extraction. Since descriptions of sub-

jective experience can be decomposed in terms of subjective structural

descriptions, it is generally believed that descriptions of subjective expe-

rience can be connected with musical audio. However, the large variance

in descriptions of subjective experience may drive this research in the di-

rection of individual modeling. In other words, it is not excluded that a

subjective fingerprint may be developed for each individual subject. This

fingerprint would contain the association matrix which connects bottom-

up feature descriptions with the subjective midlevel descriptions proper

to the individual subject. This approach is feasible because music media-

tion technology is based on a concept that allows individual subjective

interactions with machines.

Research in content-based musical querying aims at providing a

proper analysis of the different possibilities of turning an idea into a

music description. This is not an easy task because the intentions of the

user may not be known beforehand. Intentional search may range from

‘‘being interested in recommendations and global indications for further

searching’’ to ‘‘I have a specific piece of music in mind and I want to find

more music of that kind’’ to ‘‘here is an audio example and I am search-

ing for music which is similar in certain respects.’’ Not all query formats

will be equally effective, and the effectiveness may depend on the condi-

tions of the search action. Furthermore, query interfaces have to handle

a smooth transition from human intentionality to machine encodings of

information. This aspect is sometimes forgotten.

This chapter also showed that more research is needed in order to

better understand the different types of descriptions and how they relate

to one another. Indeed, the whole problem of musical querying and

encoding cannot be dissociated from several other aspects, including

human memory capacity, feature extraction, pattern-matching, access

technology, user interfaces, recommendation, and cultural and social

goals. In this chapter these aspects have not been dealt with because

they require interdisciplinary solutions which far exceed the purpose of

the book.
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Conclusion

Embodied music cognition entails a view on mind, matter, and the

human body. It conceives the musical mind as embodied, that is, as medi-

ated by the human body. Mediation technology aims at extending the

natural mediation of the human body so that access to sound energy in

digital environments becomes possible. If the human body and mediation

technology are hooked into each other, then it is possible to conceive the

digital domain as a natural extension of the physical domain. The human

mind will then extend its activity range to this digital environment in a

natural way. This book offers a concept and a framework for developing

such an embodied music mediation technology.

Human action and, more particularly, social interaction provide

the basis for understanding how music relates to mind, body, and mat-

ter. In that respect, I have suggested that subjects tend to behave with

music in the same way that they tend to behave with other subjects.

That is, they aim at understanding each other’s intentional actions.

Music may have intentional actions encoded in moving sonic

forms, that is, patterns in physical energy, and subjects can decode these

patterns into something that appeals to their action-oriented ontology.

The ontology relates to the subject’s self, the mind, or the memory that

is built up through long-term experience. The subjective action-oriented

ontology is biologically designed to predict and anticipate the sources in

the environment that provide energy. This bias provides a suitable basis

for interaction and intentional understanding of music. Music is thus

seen as something with particular appeal to interaction and intentional

understanding. The underlying process which makes this understanding

possible is called behavioral resonance, and its markers or embodied

expressions have been called corporeal articulations.

Several forms of corporeal articulations have been distinguished:

from mere passive resonance (response to loud sound), to synchronization



(tapping the beat), to attuning (to melody, harmony, or tonality), to

empathy (behaving as if feelings engendered by the music are shared),

to entrainment (mutual adaptation of subjects’ behavior while involved

with music). This list is perhaps not exhaustive, but the idea is that dif-

ferent forms of behavioral resonance, such as attuning and imitation,

mediate the moving sonic forms to the musical mind, where they fit

with an action-oriented ontology. In that sense, the notion of action-

oriented ontology can also be understood in terms of beliefs, values,

goals, and truths about the things that exist for a subject, from the view-

point of action.

At several places in this book, I have pointed out that an embodied

music cognition approach may open up a number of new possibilities

for music research, in particular with respect to the study of subjective

experiences, communication, and technology.

Subjective Experiences of Music

The embodied cognition approach has some important consequences.

First of all, the subject is now seen as an active contributor rather than

a passive receiver. Experiments should aim at engaging subjects in musi-

cal actions rather than preventing them from being active. Embodiment

assumes that subjective experiences are expressed in bodily changes

which can be monitored, measured, and explored in mediation applica-

tions. Therefore, new techniques based on attuning and imitation need

more attention in music research. Second, corporeal articulations are

fully subjective in the sense that they may be unique for each individual.

Yet it can be expected that aspects of these expressions, which relate to

second-person descriptions, subsume regularities (a) among each other

and (b) with structures in physical energy. In my opinion, subjectivist

skepticism on this matter may be unjustified.

Musical Communication

In this book, perception has been approached from an ecological view-

point. In particular, I have stressed the action-relevant aspects of percep-

tion in view of the energetic sources that come from an environment. In

many respects this view agrees with the idea that listening focuses on the

moving source of a sound rather than on the sound itself. My focus on

sources relates to the role of action in perception. It embraces the idea

that the moving source of a sound is often related to the action-relevant
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ontology of the listener, and not necessarily to the real cause that gener-

ates the sound. This point of view may differ from gestalt-based ap-

proaches that tend to consider music perception basically in terms of

cognitive structures. Reference can be made to attuning experiments

which show that core aspects of tonality can be captured fairly well by

an embodied cognition approach.

The hypothesis that musical communication is based on the encod-

ing, transmission, and decoding of intended actions is, I believe, an at-

tractive one. However, at this moment it is more a working hypothesis

than an established fact. I would consider its proof by hard empirical

evidence a major achievement of embodied music cognition research. It

would certainly be a step toward a better understanding of social music

cognition.

Technology

Finally, in this book technology has come into the picture because, in our

society, music is often available as an encoded physical energy in a par-

ticular device. To access music in that device, we depend on mediation

technology. I have argued that mediation technology should be con-

ceived as an extension of the human body and that the mediation

technology should focus on the connection between human intentions

and the physically encoded energy. The background for that type of

technology-oriented research can be provided by embodied music cogni-

tion research in which attention is focused on aspects of presence and

non-mediation. Indeed, in many cases music mediation technology is ef-

fective when it becomes invisible (or, better, when it becomes an exten-

sion of the natural mediator which is the human body). This aspect is

very challenging in core areas of modern music research: music informa-

tion retrieval and interactive music systems.

Finally, in this book I have distinguished between corporeal and cerebral

understanding of music. The precise relationship between both types

of understanding may need further attention and investigation as well.

Corporeal understanding is assumed to be based on mimetic processes

originating in motor resonance processes, whereas cerebral understand-

ing is assumed to be based on a cognitive interpretation of subjective

experiences and on the projection of these experiences onto cultural con-

texts. In music signification practices, both aspects should be taken into

account and a cerebral interpretation of music should be regarded as no
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less important than corporeal involvement. In fact, the focus on corpo-

real understanding or cerebral understanding may largely depend on the

social context in which music is dealt with. However, there are reasons

to believe that an embodied involvement with music relies on fundamen-

tal gestural and mimetic forms of communication which, phylogeneti-

cally speaking, precede language and linguistic communication. What it

means to understand music corporeally has been largely neglected in the

past. A deeper scientific understanding of its mediating role in music may

reshape the landscape of modern music research.
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Notes

Chapter 1

1. Obviously, music is not the only stimulus which can engage humans in
such a state of immersion. Paintings, statues, cinema, and natural environments
have the power to engage humans in experiences of behavioral resonance. Other
stimuli may come from social engagements such as mass demonstrations, sports,
and religious rituals. In general, ritualized activities seem to have a strong power
to engage a human being in a state of behavioral resonance with energies from
the environment. Energies come from other human beings or other physical enti-
ties which the human body can sense in auditory, visual, tactile, and olfactory
modalities.

2. A mental representation is here defined as a model of the environment in
the mind of a subject. A description makes such a model explicit or encodes it
in a material medium so that it functions as an exchange of information between
subjects.

3. Even the imitation of a cuckoo that signifies the heralding of spring, or the
lamento theme, signifying sadness, or goal-oriented temporality, signifying
the progressive time of Revolution, or ‘‘musical endings,’’ signifying male behav-
ior, could be taken into account (Monelle, 2000).

4. Reference can be made to structuralist and formalist accounts of music
analysis (e.g., of the 1960s and 1970s), where subjective interpretation was con-
fined to the structural properties of music. The focus at that time was more on
the principles of composition than on the listening experience. Because of this lib-
eration, musicologists nowadays experience this method as the ‘‘emancipation of
the sign’’ (Tarasti, 1997).

5. The symbols of a linguistic description, such as the words pastorale, au-
thoritative, and heroic, are socially shared with other persons. In that sense, lin-
guistic narration draws on the rationalization of experiences of intentionality in
domains related to our common sensory perception, motor activity, and feelings.
Sender and receiver encode and decode the information on the basis of more or
less common processing capabilities, common cultural contexts, and common
experiences of direct involvement with music. This is why linguistic descriptions



of music might work in a technology-mediation access to music, provided that
the common understanding of tacit knowledge is sufficiently reliable.

6. In music research, the term affect may be preferred over the term emo-
tion because it allows more subtle subjective descriptions related to subjective
sensitivity.

7. The leading musician indicated melodic curves and ornaments by means of
hand movements in the air. Later on, in ninth-century western European culture,
the widespread tendency to move hands with music was transformed into the
neumatic notation using stylized graphs of the outlines of such movements. A
few centuries later it was turned into solmization (by Guido), using single phalan-
ges of the fingers as the seats of melodic intervals. The transition from gesture to
notation shows that symbolic music description can be closely linked to corpo-
real movements in space and time.

8. Oberholzer and Strumpf (2004) estimated the largest distribution system,
FastTrack/Kazaa, to have on the order of 3.5 million simultaneous users in De-
cember 2002. On FastTrack/Kazaa there were typically more than 500 million
files holding five petabytes of data available at any time. Each week there were
more than one billion downloads of music files.

9. It may, furthermore, change the public’s willingness to pay for music, al-
though Oberholzer and Strumpf (2004) found no significant effect of file-sharing
on purchases of music albums.

Chapter 2

1. The concept of soul can be interpreted in terms of a self or a phenomenal
self-model (Metzinger, 2003, p. 504). If this is allowed, Aristotle’s viewpoint
comes close to modern views on embodied cognition.

2. Much of the older literature on systematic musicology is summarized in
Wellek (1963) and in Elschek (1992). The latter contains a comprehensive cata-
log of the early achievements of systematic musicology.

3. The work of the composer I. Xenakis drew upon this idea, and he ex-
tended it with tools that allowed more detailed descriptions of the formal struc-
ture of musical content, such as note and rhythm distributions and densities.
Probability theory and logics were taken as models for the definition and mathe-
matical control of musical pitch and duration parameters (Xenakis, 1963).

4. It is important to take into account the societal context in which music re-
search came to the foreground in the second half of the twentieth century. Al-
though it is not my intention to give a detailed overview of the history of the
development of music research, some important milestones should nevertheless
be mentioned. One such milestone is the emergence of an industry for media
technology; another is the creation of a research environment for content-based
music research. Both industry and research have created a prerequisite for the de-
velopment of modern music research (Leman, 2005).
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5. The free market provided the conditions for the development of media
technology, the technology which allows the processing of music in terms of
encoded physical energy. For a history of audio recording technology, see, for
example, http://history.acusd.edu/gen/recording/notes.html. The government pro-
vided the conditions for the development of music mediation research and artistic
music production. Clearly, government support was on a much smaller scale
than the free market support, and it came later. Nevertheless, government sup-
port has been crucial for the emergence of content-based music research and its
application in media technologies.

6. Similar ideas about the self are found in the theory of optimal experience
of Csikszentmihalyi (1990). Any expression of the self, or anything that contrib-
utes to its ordering, gives pleasure.

7. In 2004, for example, the ConGAS COST-287 action (http://www.cost287
.org), supported by the European Union, established a network of laboratories
that focus on issues related to gesture and music.

Chapter 3

1. Strictly speaking, of course, making a musical instrument is not really a
musical activity. It is not like playing an instrument or listening to music. Never-
theless, it involves a range of skills which occur in many other activities. The
skills which involve production of sound, listening to sound, evaluation of
sounds, and making decisions are mainly a function of making music. Such
skills have an elementary appeal to music, and they are likely to be at work in
technology-mediated access to music as well—for example, while dealing with
interactive systems that generate music for artistic purposes.

2. The steps in making a bell are very well documented in Lehr (1971, 2000a,
2000b), and need not be repeated in the present context. The history of bellmak-
ing provides an excellent example of the impact of skill and tradition. The spe-
cific shapes and differences in thickness at the crown, shoulder, waist, and ring
of the bell are necessary in order to avoid the highly inharmonic resonances pro-
duced by flat bronze plates. The carillon bells made by the Hemony brothers in
the second half of the seventeenth century and by Georges Duméry in the first
half of the eighteenth century, for example, attest to highly developed skills in
bell-founding.

3. This letter was found in May 2001 in the archives of the University of
Ghent library, in a collection of uncataloged manuscripts. A similar letter is
available in the archives of the city of Bruges. The carillon of Bruges, one of the
most famous in the world, was made by Duméry in the 1740s, after a fire
destroyed the previous instrument. Following is a transcription in Old flemish
and English translation by the author: Den onderschreven presenteert aan/d’edel
heeren van Brugge, om/een carrillion te ghieten ten dienste/der selver stadt in alle
hunne/perfexie ende al egael van/gheluijt, soo goet alser een sal/te luiden wesen,
vermits ick mij/verobligiere de selve clocken te doen/hebben alle hunne juste
qualitey—/ten bestaende in eenen forcighen/bordon, de juste octave, de kleine/
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tierce ende quinte ende ene just/super octave, soo danigh dat het/gheel carilion
onverbeterlijck sal/sijn, omme dus d’ene clocke soo goet/van delicates, moet sijn
als d’ander,/presenterende het selve te voltrecken,/ter keure van alle experte van
de/weirelt, welck werck mij verbinde/te maeken binnen dese stadt Brugge/binnen
den tijdt van drije jaeren/ende dat voor een prijs van vijf/stuijvers courant gelt.
(The undersigned proposes to the noble sirs of Bruges to found a carillon to the
service of the same city in all their perfection and all equal in sound, so good as
one shall ever be sounded. Since I obligate myself that these clocks will have all
their just qualities, consisting of a strong bourdon, the just octave, the small
third, and the fifth, and a just superoctave, so that the entire carillon will be in-
corrigible, and thus one clock as good as the other one, I will proceed by myself,
under review of all experts of the world. I commit myself to make the work in
this city of Bruges within a time span of three years and for a price of five
[stuivers] normal money. . . .)

4. Manuscripts at the University of Ghent library and the archives of Bruges
document that Duméry had to remake some bells after they were judged to be of
insufficient quality. The new bells had used material from the old bells, which,
due to the fire, contained too much lead (see also Lehr, 1971).

5. The technique of bell-tuning provides an example of such a skill. Bell-
tuning consists of slightly adapting the form of the bell by removing small
amounts of bronze at particular places inside the bell that correspond to the mis-
tuned partial tones. This technique was based on a good practical knowledge of
the acoustic principles of partial tones. The invention of this technique is attrib-
uted to Jacob van Eyck (see Lehr, 1971).

6. As known, however, even the best carillon bells could not attain the ideal
of the harmonic tone. The best approximations have a partial at a minor third of
the prime partial which is one octave above the hum or lowest partial—as speci-
fied in the assessment letter of Georges Duméry. Although these bells are rela-
tively stable, the minor third is still considered a deviation from the harmonic
ideal. The quest for a harmonic bell has recently been solved with the help of
computer-aided bell design and optimization. It is now possible to design bells
with a major third (Schoofs et al., 1987). More recently, a new type of bell with
harmonic properties was designed by McLachlan and Nigjeh (2003).

7. The idea that stability in music reflected the stability of the universe was
known in medieval times as musica mundana. It almost certainly had its origin
in mythic cultures where the principle of harmony allowed unification of dualistic
thinking about natural and supranatural phenomena. This trace is found, for ex-
ample, in Greek mythology and early Western music theory (cf. Boethius).

8. Harmonic tones are perceived as pure and stable. The tone structure does
not cause amplitude fluctuations. In contrast, inharmonic tones have partial
tones which are not integer multiples of a fundamental. These tones produce
amplitude fluctuations. They are perceived as impure and unstable.

9. This example is relevant in terms of the carillon bell. Thus far, the action–
reaction cycling has been considered in terms of making a single bell. However,
playing the bells imposes further constraints, such as the melodic and harmonic
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sounding of multiple bells. This musical application subsumes the use of a pitch
scale (a system of fixed intervals between pitches). In Western music, pitches
divide the octave into twelve chromatic steps. It accounts for the intervallic dis-
tances between the tones played on the instrument.

10. Purves and Lotto (2003) argue that invariance in perception is based on
a statistics of proper relationships between the stimulus and the source that
produces the stimulus. Their viewpoint is largely influenced by recent studies in
visual perception. Instead of dealing with feature extraction and object recon-
struction on the basis of properties of single stimuli, they argue that the brain is
a statistical processor which constructs its perceptions by relating the stimulus to
previous knowledge about stimulus–source relationships. Such a statistics, how-
ever, assumes that aspects related to human action should be taken into account
because the source cannot be known except through action. In that respect, this
approach differs from previous studies in empirical modeling, which addressed
perception regardless of action-related issues. Therefore, the emphasis of empiri-
cal modeling on properties of the stimulus should be extended with studies that
focus on the relationship between stimulus and source, and between perception
and action.

11. In the tradition of von Helmholtz, roughness is defined as dissonance,
which in turn is defined as the energy of beating frequencies around 70 Hz. These
beating frequencies can be produced by two tone complexes, one of which is kept
constant over time, and the other is gradually shifted at different intervals along
the octave. The two tone complexes sound together, and at each point in time
the roughness can be calculated.

12. In humans, evolution has allowed the capacity for fine-tuning after birth as
well. Different stages can be distinguished in the ontogenesis of a person. For ex-
ample, children are born with phylogenetically determined global functions that
are refined during their lifetime. Vision and hearing in particular are tuned in the
first months after birth. By the age of nine months, however, children are capable
of social interaction. They ‘‘tune in’’ to the attention and behavior of adults
toward outside entities. Over a period of about seventeen to eighteen years the
human brain is fine-tuned to specific cultural habits and conventions, including
the learning of advanced skills and adapted behavior (W. Singer, 2002).

Chapter 4

1. Ontology is here defined as the set of things that exist for a subject. The
ontology is a memory framework, or repertoire, that functions as an action-
based anticipatory and predictive model of physical reality. Henceforth, I call it
an action-oriented ontology.

2. From a historical point of view, they appeal to, for example, von Uexküll’s
(1909) notions of Umwelt and Innenwelt.

3. In this framework, action is defined as an intended movement or sequence
of elementary movements.
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4. This statement should be read with caution. There are indeed efferent pro-
cesses operative in our sensory organs. In the human ear, for example, the outer
hair cells are mechanical filters, acting as small muscles, that modify the sensitiv-
ity of our hearing (Dallos and Evans, 1995). But obviously this motility is not
what we could call an action.

5. I owe much to the insights of Jan L. Broeckx, my former teacher and men-
tor, especially the theory of expressive meaning formation, which he formulated
in his book on musical ratio and affect in 1981. The full impact of that work was
never so clear to me as during the writing of this book. Cast in the language of
today, the theory leans close to a sensorimotor theory of musical expressiveness,
although the focus on conceptualization (and thus verbal description) remains
quite strong. Broeckx’s book was published in Flemish; a colloquium on it, held
in 1983, was published in Sabbe et al. (1986).

6. The cenesthetic process is related to Damasio’s (1999) notion of feeling, as
well as to the notion of somatognosis. It is based on a kind of awareness that
gives bodily experiences a basis for expression and linguistic description. If
properly encoded by the sender, it can be properly decoded by the receiver, on
the assumption that some of these multimodal and kinesthetic experiences are
shared.

Chapter 5

1. Mirroring and imitation are related but separate concepts. Imitation
involves the activation of both a mirroring system (motor resonance) and a
goal-planning and motor execution system (Leslie et al., 2004).

2. In this reference, the Poetics is translated by I. Bywater.

3. Visalberghi and Fragaszy (2002) studied capuchin monkeys but con-
cluded that for that species there is no evidence of imitative learning: the poten-
tial learners did not behave as if they regarded the observed actions as relevant to
their own activities (p. 476). Overall, it seems that chimpanzees are better than
capuchin monkeys at noticing and reproducing human actions and movements
of objects. Herman (2002) provides evidence that dolphins have a highly flexible
capability for imitative acts that extend over a broad range of behaviors and
contexts.

4. For more than thirty years, my parents-in-law had a parrot called Frits.
One of his sentences in the local dialect of West Flanders was ‘‘k’e no heen nootje
hed’’ (literally, ‘‘I didn’t got a nut yet’’). When he said this, I was quite convinced
that he wanted a nut, and he often got one. But obviously, he would not have
changed the grammatical structure of the sentence in order to achieve his goal!
Nor would he have exchanged the word ‘‘nut’’ for ‘‘apple.’’ See Pepperberg
(2002) for studies on parrots.

5. Aristotle says that learning gives the liveliest pleasure ‘‘not only to phi-
losophers but to men in general, whose capacity, however, of learning is more
limited.’’
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6. Mirroring is a central given of the imitation mechanism, and obviously it
plays an important role in music education. Dr. Z. Juhash of the Hungarian
Academy (personal communication, summer 2004) told me that a blind person
who learned to play folk music on the flute had experienced difficulties in repro-
ducing certain timbres because they depend on a particular position of the flute in
the mouth. When you see the gesture, imitation is straightforward, but it is very
difficult to grasp the technique when you just hear the sound or when you have
to verbally explain what is happening.

7. See the example of Beethoven’s music in figure 1.2, where the motif of
the right hand is imitated with delay in the left hand (first four measures of the
motif).

8. This can be seen in singing contests (e.g., Pop Idol 2004) produced by
many European television stations.

9. If possible, examples will be given from ongoing research in my own
laboratory.

10. A beat is defined as the subjective tapping to the musical pulse, and is part
of a larger sequential structure. Meter refers to a level at which beats are struc-
tured, for example, into groups of two or three. Tempo is expressed as the
number of beats per minute. A rhythm, then, can be defined as a pattern that
evokes a sense of pulse. As in pitch perception, rhythm perception involves the
induction of subjective responses to certain acoustical properties of the music.

11. In a survey carried out at IPEM, more than 95 percent of 750 subjects
reported moving along with music when they listened (Lesaffre, 2005).

12. However, see Epstein (1995).

13. For a critique of the probe-tone technique, see Auhagen and Vos (2000)
and Leman (2000).

14. Janata et al. (2002) introduced a methodology for continuous mea-
surement of tonality, although that method was designed for measuring brain
activity.

15. These models were provided by B. Catteau, and T. De Mulder (Ghent
University).

16. The correlation with the profiles of Krumhansl and Kessler (shown in fig-
ure 5.2) is 0.94 for major, and 0.89 for minor.

17. This contour was extracted using the MAMI melody transcriber, and then
low-pass filtered.

18. Data from Leman et al. (2005) were taken as reference.

19. Empathy is different from sympathy, which is more a matter of agreement
with the emotions of the other. Empathy would assume that the subject has an
understanding of the emotions of the other.

20. Both types of pleasure have an obvious appeal to music, but the aha
experience is clearly more cerebral and symbol-oriented. The recognition of a
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particular musical style, say ‘‘the musette-like sixteenth-note swirls’’ as an exem-
plification of ‘‘the pastoral style,’’ may give pleasure to a listener who is focused
on cerebral symbolic signification practices. The aha experience would be
based on the sudden insight that ‘‘the musette-like sixteenth-note swirls’’ stand
for ‘‘the pastoral style.’’ The aha experience in music is probably similar to the
aha which is experienced upon finding a solution to a mathematical problem. It
has a cognitive basis and is linked with symbolic signification. However, the
identification of the subject’s self with the music’s moving sonic forms, through
corporeal attuning, can be seen as a far more musical—and physical—process.
It pertains to the act of putting oneself in place of the other—like mind-reading,
but with corporeal means; like being engaged with another human, but instead of
a human, the subject attunes to moving sonic forms.

21. See also section 6.2.4, and figures 6.6 and 6.8.

22. Associated with this theory, Aristotle introduces a more restricted theory
saying that musical modes such as the Mixolydian, Dorian, and Phrygian, give
rise to the perception of a particular affect. In much the same way, a rhythm can
have a character of rest; others, of motion; still others can be vulgar or noble.
The connection of musical modes with affects or character is more abstract, how-
ever, in that it limits imitation to standard forms.

23. See, e.g., Baker and Scruton (1995) and Gerhard and De la Motte-Haber
(1994) for a brief historical overview and introduction to musical expression.

24. The cent scale divides the octave into 1200 equal intervals. One semitone is
then exactly 100 cents (see Loy, 2006, p. 45).

Chapter 6

1. Todd and Cody (2000) explain this phenomenon by linking it to human
physiology. More particularly, they found evidence for the hypothesis that sound
intensity has a direct physical and pleasurable effect on vestibular responses, es-
pecially when sound intensities are above 90 dBA SPL. A pleasurable feeling in
response to loud music is mediated by mechanisms that induce sensations of
self-motion in a primitive central pathway in the brain. In other words, there
may be a physiological explanation for the fact that sound intensity has more im-
pact on the listener, and that this physiological explanation is clearly related to
pleasurable effects on self-movement.

2. The distinction between acoustic musical instruments, electronic musical
instruments, and multimedia environments and platforms may need further ex-
planation. A platform is a set of system components that can be configured in a
particular way, resulting in a particular music interaction system, such as an in-
strument or an environment. An electronic musical instrument can be conceived
of as an extension of the ergonomics of an acoustic musical instrument in the
electronic domain. Sometimes these instruments are called hyperinstruments
because they enhance acoustic instruments using electronic technology (e.g.,
Machover and Chung, 1989; Paradiso, 1999). An electronic musical environ-
ment draws upon concepts of autonomous processing. Here, the focus is more
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on the development of independent agents that interact with humans, giving rise
to virtual music environments or mixed-reality environments for music (Camurri
and Leman, 1997a, 1997b; Camurri and Ferrentino, 1999; Ungvary and Verte-
gaal, 2000; Arfib, 2002; Paradiso and O’Modhrain, 2003; Johannsen, 2004).

3. In these approaches, expressive performances have often been measured
with respect to purely structural configuration, the so-called neutral level, with
flat (or quantized) timing, articulation, and loudness. For measurement purposes,
performers were asked to play a score with different expressive qualities, such as
neutral, happy, sad, anger, tender, hard, light, or heavy. Then the different cues
(e.g., related to timing, pitch, articulation, and timbre) were extracted from the
recorded stimuli. For each expressive quality, cues were compared with the neu-
tral level and a set of deviations was calculated.

4. The Chinese tradition contains eight basic techniques for plucking the
string, and four basic techniques for manipulating the pitch. The plucking tech-
niques largely define the gestures related to attack and timbre, while the sliding
techniques largely define the gestures related to pitch. In addition, it has been
pointed out that the playing indications for the right hand follow mainly visual
and motor cues, while the playing indications for the left hand are mainly tac-
tile and auditory.

5. The kinematic data of the player were recorded by means of a seven-
camera infrared motion capture system (Qualysis, Sweden) at a sampling fre-
quency of 100 Hz. I thank my colleagues M. Lenoir and P. Van Cleven at the
Laboratory for Movement Studies at Ghent University for their assistance in
recording, as well as H. Li for playing the guqin.

6. In Chinese, this finger is called ming finger.

7. At points where the velocity is zero, the marker is not moving and it can be
assumed that these points mark the beginning (point A) or ending (point B) of an
elementary movement.

8. The last two notes (19, 20) are not taken into account because they were
played to end the musical fragment in a proper way. They do not form part of
the original piece.

9. It may be straightforward to link the movements of guqin playing with the
movements of tai chi, as well as movements of Chinese calligraphy.

10. See also section 5.2.3, where music-driven embodied attuning is related to
issues in social music cognition.

11. Reference is made to the Multisensory Expressive Gesture Applications
(MEGA) project. In this project, EyesWeb was developed as a software platform
to which different hardware and software modules could be connected. (See
http://www.eyesweb.org.) Public demonstrations have been given at Genoa, Ven-
ice, Padua, Vicenza, Stockholm, Ghent, Bruges, Amsterdam, Zurich, Neufchatel,
London, and other places in Europe. (See http://www.megaproject.org.)

12. Also, Pollick et al. (2001) conclude that activity is more easily predicted
than valence. They analyzed the recognition of emotion in human movement
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and found significant correlations between motion kinematics (particularly veloc-
ity) and the activation axis (greater velocity goes with more activation).

Chapter 7

1. Note that metadata search (based on title, composer, year, and so on) is
omitted from this picture. This is mainly for reasons of clarity, because content-
based music retrieval systems obviously include metadata searches. In the present
chapter, metadata will not be dealt with in much detail.

2. The numbers refer to the parts of figure 7.1.

3. It is assumed that musicology may play a important role here. As shown
later on, musicology may provide the annotations that are necessary for building
connections between subjective descriptions and physical energy. The rationale is
that humans de facto are able to connect physical energy with their subjective
ontology. This connection should be mapped out and the knowledge should be
implemented in a machine, using empirical and advanced statistical modeling
techniques.

4. For technical and mathematical details concerning the design and imple-
mentation of music search-and-retrieval systems, as well as pattern-matching
techniques, see the proceedings of the ISMIR conferences at http://www.ismir.net.

5. Less attention will be devoted to extramusical symbolic/linguistic de-
scriptions and to graphic/symbolic descriptions, as well as to genre and style
descriptions.

6. This set was collected in the following way. Subjects sat in front of a com-
puter monitor on which a list of titles of popular music was displayed. Subjects
were asked to indicate whether they knew the song, and, if they knew it, whether
they would be able to replicate the song or recall its musical content. If they were
able to recall the song, the response was recorded and stored. If the subject could
not recall the song, he or she was first requested to listen to the entire piece. Then
the subject was asked whether the song was known and, if known, to imitate it.
In short, the first study probed long-term delayed imitation of melodies, while the
second study probed the short-term delayed imitation of melodies. The imitation
task drew on skills that involve voluntary music production. The imitation was
evoked on a quasi-spontaneous basis. That is, subjects were presented with a list
of titles and were given the task of formulating queries for those titles they knew.
In this study, 72 subjects were involved and produced 1148 vocal queries related
to 30 titles of pieces.

7. This figure can be combined with other graphical representations related to
valence and activity, such as those in table 7.9 and figure 7.3.

8. This taxonomy is based on the taxonomy used in the IPEM Toolbox (see
www.ipem.ugent.be/Toolbox). See also Lesaffre et al. (2003) and Lesaffre (2005).

9. Friberg and Sundberg (1999) compared the anatomy of the final ritar-
dando in classical music with the stopping or running of a human body. The re-
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sult revealed a striking similarity between musical tempo curve and locomotion.
The slowing of the tempo in final ritardando and decrease of velocity in aestheti-
cally pleasing stopping of running followed almost exactly the same curve. Other
studies have extended this idea by comparing tone sequences and walking or
dancing (Friberg et al., 2000). In addition, evidence has been provided to show
that emotional intentions can be conveyed through visual perception of the musi-
cians’ movements (Dahl and Friberg, in press); hence there are cues in expressive
movements that strongly resemble the audio cues.

10. Reference can be made to the work of Eitan and Granot (2004), who
investigated whether changes in a structural parameter agree with changes in a
synesthetic/kinesthetic parameter. More specifically, they investigated whether
changes in interonset intervals (tempo), in pitch height, and in loudness would
correspond to changes in speed, spatial vertical direction, impression of motion,
and distance and energy. The underlying hypothesis was that if the human body
attunes to music, then changing the parameters to which it attunes should have
an effect on the attuning itself. For example, increase of intensity in interonset
intervals should be reflected by an increase in some parameter of the corporeal
articulation, which would be sensed and translated into motion-related terms. It
was found that the mapping of musical syntax with motion description may be
far more complex than was hitherto assumed. Listeners who associate a musical
stimulus with a particular kinetic quality often do not associate the inverse stim-
ulus with the opposite kinetic quality. Instead, opposite structural features seem
to correspond to different parameters of motion perception. For example, dimin-
uendo gives the impression of descending, and crescendo gives the impression of
speeding up. While this might be an unexpected result at first hearing, it shows
that more empirical research on the relationship between structural descriptions
and synesthetic/kinesthetic descriptions is needed. Such research not only fits the
paradigm of corporeal articulations, as explained in chapter 6, it also contributes
to the specification of constraints of querying systems for content-based search
for and retrieval of music.

11. While this distinction is prominent in emotion research, it is also relevant
to the discussion of motor movement. Also there, the distinction can be made be-
tween motor experience as such and description of this experience. The motor
system has the ability to simulate because processing of movement can take place
until a late stage at which the output is inhibited. According to the above theory,
motor activity is a pre-stage of emotional involvement. But emotional involve-
ment also involves physiological arousal. Emotional simulation would imply
that the emotional system is not involved, but that the motor system, which nor-
mally connects to the emotive system, is active.

12. See also the discussion in section 6.4.3.

13. See Juslin (2001) for a similar attempt.

14. As mentioned before, many terms (such as bored) shown in figure 7.3 are
more difficult to interpret as descriptors of music because they focus fundamen-
tally on the interest of the subject.
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15. This is clearly a type of transitivity different from the one discussed in sec-
tion 5.3.

16. In music information-retrieval systems, the similarity among melodies is
often based on string editing. A string is here understood as a series of notes. In
string editing, one string is adapted to another string, using editing operations.
Each editing operation on the string, such as the addition or deletion of a note,
is associated with a cost function. The literature on melodic similarity is quite
elaborate (see, e.g., Hewlett and Selfridge-Field, 1998; Meredith et al., 2002;
Wiering et al., 2004; Müllensiefen and Frieler, 2004).

17. It is very unlikely that the waveform of a given audio query would ever
match the waveform of a target audio file in the database exactly. Even if the tar-
get audio file were an exact replica of the query, such a calculation would quickly
become too time-consuming and impractical. Linguistic queries, on the other
hand, are not connected to audio targets, and without proper processing of both
the linguistic terms and the audio, it will never be possible to match the two types
of description. Similarly, motor behavior traced as a signal needs further process-
ing in order to be useful. Clearly, to some extent the content of target files can
be preprocessed in the sense that they can be tagged with audio-structural
descriptors, motor cues, and even linguistic descriptors. It should be taken into
account that many aspects of query-processing depend on whether target audio
files have been preprocessed or not. If they have been preprocessed, several cues
are already stored in the database, so that search and retrieval may be based on
standard database retrieval techniques. However, if target files have not been pre-
processed in detail, then the burden is in the available data-mining techniques of
query-processing.

18. In practice, this schema involves advanced methods based on probabilistic
theory and statistics (e.g., hidden Markov models, Bayesian models, and support
vector machines; Duda et al., 2001).

19. Further examples of music information retrieval systems can be found at
http://www.ismir.net/all-papers.html. Apart from the part on audio identification,
I restrict myself here basically to work that has been done at my laboratory. See
also Klapuri and Davy (2006).

20. Fingerprinting works on the basis of extracting low-level acoustical fea-
tures from musical audio (Gomes et al., 2003; Haitsma and Kalker, 2003).
Most techniques use Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), but addi-
tional features based, for example, on sharpness or spectral flatness, can be
used. Derived quantities such as derivatives, means, and variances of audio fea-
tures also are used. Generally the extracted features are mapped into a more
compact representation by using classification algorithms (Allamanche et al.,
2001).

21. The vocal queries were recorded during a musical querying experiment (see
section 7.2.2).

22. This example is taken from the collection of the Africa Museum, Tervuren,
Belgium.
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